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Preface 

The Association of Geographic Information Laboratories for Europe 
(AGILE) was established in early 1998 to promote academic teaching and 
research on GIS at the European level. Since then, the annual AGILE con-
ference has gradually become the leading GIScience conference in Europe 
and provides a multidisciplinary forum for scientific knowledge produc-
tion and dissemination.  

GIScience addresses the understanding and automatic processing of 
geospatial information in its full breadth. While geo-objects can be 
represented either as vector data or in raster formats these representations 
have also guided the research in different disciplines, with GIS researchers 
concentrating on vector data while research in photogrammetry and com-
puter vision focused on (geospatial) raster data. Although there have al-
ways been small but fine sessions addressing photogrammetry and image 
analysis at past AGILE conferences, these topics typically played only a 
minor role. Thus to broaden the domain of topics the AGILE 2009 confe-
rence it is jointly organized with a Workshop of the International Society 
of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS), dedicated to High Reso-
lution Satellite Imagery, organized by Prof. Christian Heipke of the Leib-
niz Universität Hannover.  

This collocation provides opportunities to explore commonalities be-
tween research communities and to ease exchange between participants to 
develop or deepen mutual understanding. We hope that this approach 
enables researchers from the different communities to identify common in-
terests and research methods and thus provides a basis for possible future 
cooperations.  

The topics of the 2009 AGILE conference span the wide spectrum of 
GIScience ranging from data acquisition, data fusion and integration over 
spatio-temporal modelling and analysis to generalization, visualization and 
perception. The Programme Committee conducted a very selective double 
blind review process to choose the best quality papers for inclusion in 
these proceedings. A total of 71 full papers were submitted, of which 22 
were selected for inclusion in this book (acceptance rate 32%).  

Organizing the programme of an international conference and editing a 
volume of scientific papers requires significant time and effort. This is on-



      

ly possible with the commitment and help of many people. We would like 
to thank all those helping hands who assisted with various tasks in prepar-
ing AGILE 2009. Above all we thank Birgit Kieler who managed the con-
ference tool together with Tobias Dahinden, designed the AGILE 2009 
logo and the front cover of this book and integrated all submissions into a 
coherently formatted document. 

We gratefully acknowledge the efforts of the AGILE Programme Com-
mittee for their excellent support and for adhering to our strict timetable. 
Finally, we would like to thank all authors for handing in their best work to 
AGILE 2009. 
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Hannover and Dresden 

March 2009 
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Identification of Practically Visible Spatial 
Objects in Natural Environments 

Martin Tomko, Friedjoff Trautwein, Ross S. Purves 

GIS Division, Department of Geography, University of Zurich-Irchel,  
Winterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 Zurich, Switzerland,  
{martin.tomko, trautwein, ross.purves}@geo.uzh.ch 

Abstract. Image retrieval of landscape photographs requires accurate annotation 
using multi-faceted descriptions relating to the subject and content of the photo-
graph. The subject of such photographs is dominantly the terrain and spatial ob-
jects visible from the photographer’s viewpoint. While some spatial objects in the 
background may be obscured by foreground vegetation, other visible spatial ob-
jects beyond a certain distance may not present noteworthy elements of the cap-
tured scene (such as distant houses). Our aim is to assess approaches to improve 
the identification of practically visible spatial objects for image annotation. These 
approaches include the consideration of the apparent spatial object size and land-
cover information about occluding vegetation. These inputs are used to enhance 
viewshed analysis to accurately identify only spatial objects practically visible and 
therefore likely to be notable subjects of a photograph. The two approaches are 
evaluated in an experiment in a semi-rural area of Switzerland, whose results indi-
cate that visual magnitude is key in accurate identification of visible spatial ob-
jects. 

1  Introduction 

Landscape photographs are records of the visible portion of the terrain and 
the objects and vegetation positioned on top of it. Current efforts in spatial 
image annotation, such as project TRIPOD (http://tripod.shef.ac.uk/) aim 
at accurate annotation and captioning of landscape photographs for image 
search and retrieval. Photographs can be annotated using multi-faceted  de-
scriptions relating to, among others, the subject of the photograph (Shat-

M. Sester et al. (eds.), Advances in GIScience, Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography,  
DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-00318-9_1, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009 
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ford, 1986). Therefore, the objects visible from a viewpoint contained 
within a photograph’s viewport need to be reliably identified.  

Consider a photograph of a rural landscape. Typically, objects in the 
middle distance or background are partially obscured by vegetation and 
other proximal objects. Furthermore, distant objects may be barely identi-
fiable due to their small apparent size and reduced contrast from back-
ground as a consequence of atmospheric conditions. Hence, while visible, 
objects beyond a certain distance may not present noteworthy elements of 
the captured scene. Finally, photographs are printed or viewed on screen 
and the resolution of this visualization further reduces the number of note-
worthy elements of the scene.  

The aim of this paper is to assess approaches to improve the identifica-
tion of practically visible objects for image annotation. Apparent object 
size and enhancement of the digital elevation model with information 
about vegetation occlusion need to be considered during the calculation of 
the viewshed in order to accurately identify the objects practically visible 
from the origin of the photograph and therefore likely to be the subject of 
the photograph. We test improvements brought about by limiting the com-
putation to a distance beyond which the visual impact of objects is negligi-
ble and compare it to the improvements from DEM data enhanced by 
landcover information from global multispectral remote sensing imagery 
to infer the presence or absence of occluding vegetation. 

As we wish to develop techniques which do not require detailed spatial 
data, since we wish to process photographs from a large area (such as Eu-
rope), only general purpose datasets with large-area coverage are practical-
ly usable for image annotation. Furthermore, parameters of the camera 
sensor and display system further impact on the visibility of an object in 
the photograph and its relevance to the captured scene. 

This paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we review past 
research pertinent to visual impact analysis of landscapes from the pers-
pective of image information retrieval. In Section 3 we present two me-
thods that may improve the inference of practically visible spatial objects. 
We put these methods to a test in Section 4 and we present the results of 
the individual methods. In Section 5 the results are discussed and conclu-
sions are drawn in Section 6, along with suggestions for further work. 
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2  Background 

2.1  Information Retrieval 

Accurately annotated documents improve the relevance of results during 
information search (Salton & Buckley, 1988; van Rijsbergen, 1979) and 
thus improve user experience. In recent years, the importance of the geo-
graphical scope of digital documents was widely recognized (Larson, 
1996; Purves et al., 2007). Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR) 
emerged as a specific area of interest, where methods to infer and use the 
geographic scope of the documents – their footprint – are researched. Once 
a footprint is assigned to a document, spatial objects found within it can be 
used as source of highly contextual information for the annotation of the 
documents (Naaman et al., 2006; Purves et al., 2008). Such topical and ac-
curate annotation is then used in retrieval to identify documents matching 
the query by geographic and thematic scope. 

Digital photography is an emerging field of interest for GIR. Urban and 
rural landscape photographs have a clear geographic context provided by 
the photograph’s origin (the location, focus and orientation of the camera) 
and the subject of the photograph. Photographers’ annotations frequently 
reflect this geographic scope – consider Fig. 1, with an example caption: 
“A country house seen across an orchard, near Zurich, Switzerland”. A 
photographer might annotate this photograph with keywords such as 
house, orchard, Zurich, and Switzerland. One could also refer to the indi-
vidual trees, grassy lawn, footpath in the foreground and forest in the 
background. These are, however, not prominent elements of the scene and 
inclusion in the annotation would reduce the precision of the search results 
by including this picture in the result sets for photographs of forests or 
footpaths.  

To improve annotation of photographs, we focus on the determination 
of the practically visible portion of a rural landscape, to identify spatial ob-
jects of substantial visual impact contained in a photograph. This should 
lead to annotation accuracy superior to that resulting from the use of sim-
ple circular buffer regions around a photograph’s origin, or viewsheds 
computed purely based on the terrain. Parallel research focusing on urban 
environments is being undertaken by De Boer et al. (2008), and related 
work identifying other qualities of the scene captured through multifaceted 
image descriptions is presented in (Edwardes & Purves, 2007). 
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Fig. 1. A country house seen across an orchard, near Zurich, Switzerland (Photo 
and caption Martin Tomko) 

2.2  Viewshed 

The computation of a viewshed – the visible portion of a terrain and ob-
jects on top of it (De Floriani & Magillo, 2003), is a geographic analysis 
task applied to problems from urban planning to archaeology.  Viewshed 
computation typically assumes that an object is visible to an observer if an 
unobstructed line of sight can be constructed between the observer’s eye 
and the object. The computation is usually performed on an interpolated 
digital elevation model devoid of surface objects or vegetation (Fisher, 
1996; Kaučič & Zalik, 2002; Maloy & Dean, 2001). Viewshed calculation 
can then be used to identify objects situated in the visible portions of the 
surface. The calculation of a viewshed can be limited to a specific direc-
tion and distance (by specifying, for instance, the maximum length of the 
line of sight).  

As noted by Ervin and Steinitz (Ervin & Steinitz, 2003), simple compu-
tation of viewsheds is not sufficient to assess the visual quality of a land-
scape. The way visual quality of a landscape impacts on a human observer 
is determined by a wide variety of factors, intrinsic to the landscape but al-
so dependent on the observer’s context (Litton, 1968). 
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2.3  Landscape Perception and Visual Impact 

Typically, people are able to summarize the visual quality of a landscape 
in a few words. While some aspects of the visual quality are highly subjec-
tive and reflected in adjectives such as romantic, peaceful, serene, others 
are more tangible and relate to visible objects and landcover. These differ-
ent facets of the landscape are similar to the facets of image descriptions, 
as studied in Shatford (1986). 

The material aspects of landscape quality and its change (such as intro-
duction of anthropogenic objects or landuse change) has been the focus of 
multiple studies (Bishop, 2003; Daniel, 2001; Gret-Regamey et al., 2007; 
Magill, 1990). These studies relied on the assessment of the visual impact 
of the introduced objects based on computer visualizations and digital pho-
tographs altered by computer animations (Bishop, 2002; Hadrian et al., 
1988; Shang & Bishop, 2000) and are restricted to parameters that can be 
objectively determined, for example by measurement of physical qualities 
(Groß, 1991). 

For an object to be notable in a scene, its apparent size must exceed a 
certain visual magnitude, also known as visual threshold (Iverson, 1985; 
Magill, 1990). Three different visual magnitudes derived from the parame-
ters of human visual acuity (approximately 1’) determine the thresholds for 
object detection, recognition (or identification) and visual impact (Shang 
& Bishop, 2000).  

An object with a visual magnitude of 1’ can just be detected by the reti-
na (as a single dot, or pixel), but not recognized or have visual impact. De-
pending on the type of object and viewing conditions, a simple, well 
known object has to exceed a visual magnitude of approximately 5.5’ in 
order to be recognized (Luebke et al., 2003). At this visual magnitude the 
most salient elements of the object’s structure can be differentiated. This is 
reflected in common cartographic guidelines (for example (Spiess et al., 
2005)) where map symbols are rendered as 5x5 pixels at least.  

In natural landscapes, few objects have well defined familiar shapes. 
Furthermore, the viewer does not know a priori which objects will be visi-
ble (uninformed recognition). Studies performed on digital images of fac-
es, outdoor and indoor objects and complex scenes showed that a natural 
object had to be rendered with a higher resolution to be recognized (Cai, 
2004). 

Visual thresholds based on visual magnitude can be used to limit the 
length of the line of sight during viewshed calculation. However, recogni-
tion of objects in natural settings is a much more complex task than the 
simple recognition of letters or symbols in controlled laboratory condi-
tions. While it can be limited to the determination of visual magnitude for 
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practical reasons, experience, personal objectives and atmospheric condi-
tions play a strong role in recognition of objects (Pitchford & Malm, 
1994). Furthermore, when the objects are to be detected or recognized in 
photographs as opposed to viewed in natural settings as such, the resolu-
tions of the sensor, lens (optical) and display systems affect the visual thre-
sholds as detailed in Section 3.2. 

2.4  Visibility and Occlusion by Vegetation 

Little research has directly addressed the influence of vegetation on the vi-
sibility of the surrounding space. Dean (1997) proposed a method to im-
prove the prediction of object visibility in forests based on estimates of the 
vegetation’s opacity, characterized by a visual permeability value. The 
study combined DEM data with extruded vegetation from detailed forest 
inventory data, including accurate tree heights. All evaluation was limited 
to lines of sight of 50 to 500m, with an orange air balloon as an artificial 
target.  

Another method was proposed for object visibility prediction in pa-
leoarcheology by Llobera (2007). It is based on principles derived from 
light attenuation by particles and relies on highly accurate data about spa-
tial distribution of individual plants in the area studied. While plausible, 
the model has only been tested on a synthetic DEM using simulated vege-
tation coverage and relies on data of too high an accuracy for practical im-
age annotation. 

An attempt to use widely available, global coverage vegetation informa-
tion of relatively high resolution for realistic visualization of terrain was 
proposed by Roettger (2007). Based on a classification of the well-known 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) values, they infer the 
presence of vegetation at a particular location. Furthermore, they map 
NDVI values to vegetation height based on a linear interpolation between 
user defined maximum and minimum values. While not tested in a field 
experiment, the method could provide a simple and efficient way of esti-
mating the distribution of vegetation over large areas at acceptable resolu-
tion and thus provide a viable basis for the consideration of vegetation oc-
clusion in object visibility analysis.  

3  Method 

We propose two methods to improve the results of viewshed calculations. 
First, we determine a visual impact threshold for landscape images viewed 
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on LCD displays. Second, we enhance the DEM used to calculate these 
viewsheds by adding extruded vegetation information.  

3.1  Visual Impact Determination for Photographs 

For the annotation of photographs, the impact of the sensor and display pa-
rameters to the determination of the visual impact threshold have to be 
considered. The acuity of human vision, as well as the resolution of con-
sumer grade digital camera sensors is beyond the resolution of typical 
LCD displays. Photographs are displayed on displays at a fraction of their 
actual resolution. The display thus represents the effective limit to the 
identification of objects in photographs. The resampling r is equivalent to 
the ratio between the sizes of the sensor (sensordim) and the screen 
(screendim, in pixels)(Figure 2): 
 

Fig. 2. Resampling occurring in the object-sensor-display system. 
 

 

(1) 

The angular field of view afov captured by a camera is characterized by 
the focal length f of the lens used and the physical size of the sensor, in 
mm: 

 

(2) 
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Images of recognizable natural objects consist of at least 1024 pixels (32 
x 32 pixels), compared to only  289 pixels(17x17 pixels) for familiar faces 
(Cai, 2004). If the object is to be recognized on screen, this is the size of 
the object’s rendered image and not that image captured by the sensor. As 
the resolution of the screen is the limiting factor of the sensor-display sys-
tem the image of the object has to be captured as a square of side is = wr 
(is – image size on sensor, w – image size on screen, in pixels). 

The density of pixels on the sensor determines the angular resolution of 
the sensor. The angular resolution ares of the sensor – lens combination is 
the fraction of the angular field of view that is captured by one pixel of the 
sensor. The higher the sensor pixel density (or, the smaller the pixel size), 
the more pixels will capture the same extent of afov.  

From the image size is and the angular resolution of the sensor – lens 
combination it is possible to determine  the minimal angular field of view 
α occupied by an object of known size to exceed the visual impact thresh-
old. The maximal distance d at which this magnitude is exceeded by the 
object of size o for a given sensor-lens-display combination is: 

 

(3) 

In Section 4.3, we use the approach outlined to compute the distance d 
for the combination of sensor, lens and display used in a set of field ex-
periments. The value of d is then used to limit the computation of the 
viewsheds for observation points, in order to identify only practically visi-
ble objects for photographs of the given landscape scenes.  

3.2  Occlusion by Vegetation 

The second method explored aims at accurate inference of vegetation oc-
clusion. This requires reliable information about the spatial distribution of 
vegetation and its height. In order to be practical for image annotation, the 
method should use general-purpose datasets of large-area coverage. Fur-
thermore, accurate information about vegetation height is, usually, not 
available. 

We build on the approach of Roettger (2007) using NDVI extracted 
from remote sensing imagery. NDVI  values are computed from sampling 
the Earth’s surface in the near infra-red (NIR) and visible red (VIS) band-
width of the Landsat ETM+ sensor. The index is calculated as follows: 

NDVI = (NIR — VIS)/(NIR + VIS) (4) 
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The index gives an estimate of healthy vegetation land cover. While 
values beyond a given threshold are likely to relate to dense foliage and al-
low inference of the presence of forests or shrubs, it is impossible to di-
rectly relate the value of the index to the height of vegetation. We therefore 
chose a single threshold value to indicate the presence of dense vegetation, 
without relating the index values of the vegetated areas to vegetation 
height. The index value of 0.2 of Roettger (2007) was taken as a starting 
point and tested in 0.01 increments up to 0.3. Best matches between the 
vegetation layer derived from NDVI and thematic landcover datasets of 
the Swiss national mapping agency Swisstopo were achieved for values of 
0.27 (Vector200 dataset) and 0.28 (Vector25 dataset) and confirmed by 
visual comparison with photogrammetric records of the area. The value of 
0.28 was chosen for the extrusion of vegetation in the experiment due to its 
best match in the direct vicinity of the experiments’ observation points.  

As no detailed datasets of vegetation heights is associated with the vege-
tation layer derived from NDVI, and our motivation does not allow for 
specialized spatial datasets, we built on the knowledge of the forest types 
in the area of interest (mostly mixed beech and spruce forests), three tree 
heights were used to extrude the vegetation layer - 10, 20 and 30m (for 
more information on forest types, see http://www.gis.zh.ch and 
(BAFU, 2005)). The extruded vegetation was then added to the DEM of 
the area studied and viewshed were calculated. Results of the visibility 
analysis are reported in Section 4.4. 

4  Experiment and Results 

4.1  Overview 

In two experiments we evaluated the possibility to identify visible objects 
for image annotation. Two approaches are tested - viewshed analysis 
enriched with heuristics about object’s visual magnitude and viewshed 
analysis including consideration of occlusion by vegetation using an ex-
truded layer of landcover information. The workflow of the two methods 
and their evaluation is outlined in Fig. 3. 

In the right strand, the workflow for experiment 1 is shown in parallel to 
experiment 2 (left strand). Joint data or analytical procedures overlap both 
strands.  
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Observation Points (GPS)

DEM

Evaluation

 
Fig. 3. Workflow schema. 

4.2  Data 

We limit our analysis to datasets that are available at low costs and provide 
large area or global. For our experiments, the following datasets covering 
the region around Zurich, Switzerland, were used (all Swisstopo datasets 
in the Swiss CH1903 national grid coordinate system): 

• Orthorectified Landsat 7 ETM+ band 3 and 4 dataset (image 
p194r027_7), acquired on August 24th, 2001, referenced in 
WGS84 (transformed into CH1903), spatial resolution of 28.5m; 

• A raster DEM raster dataset Swisstopo DHM25 with a spatial 
resolution of 25m. The height accuracy varies from 1.5m in flat 
lands to 3m in Alpine regions (Swisstopo, 2005); 

• A dataset containing centroids of all named objects present on the 
1:25000 Swisstopo maps (Swissnames); 

While the Swissnames dataset is not an ideal source of point of interest 
(POI) data due to its explicit focus on cartographic content (it contains the 
centroids and labels of all toponyms on Swistopo maps), it is the best 
available dataset with comprehensive coverage in rural areas. The dataset 
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was filtered to include only 29 categories of objects that can be considered 
point-like for the purpose of our assessment (excluding names of forests, 
meadows, hills etc.), with the exception of settlements and ponds, included 
due to their easy visual identification in photographs. Note that no infor-
mation is available about the objects’ size and height, and therefore their 
projective size cannot be computed.  

Furthermore, the following data were collected: 

• Coordinates of 12 points from which photographs of the surround-
ings were taken. These points served as centroids for the genera-
tion of viewshed and POI visibility analysis; 

• 83 georeferenced photographs with directional information, taken 
from the 12 observation points, taken with an 8.13 Mpix Ricoh 
Caplio 500G digital camera (sensor size 3264 x 2448 pixels, phys-
ical sensor size 7.18 x 5.32 mm) with direct Bluetooth link to a 
GPS receiver. Image azimuths were measured with a handheld 
digital compass. All photographs were taken with a focal length of 
5mm (wide angle) reported in EXIF data, equivalent to a field of 
view of 71o. The 360o panoramas for each of the observation 
points are shown in Figure 4. The photographs were viewed on an 
LCD display with resolution of 1280*1024 pixels (Philips Bril-
liance 200W) with a physical pixel size of approximately 
0.294mm. 

 

 
(a) Point 1 

 
(b) Point 2 

 
(c) Point 3 
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(d) Point 4 

 
(e) Point 5 

 
(f) Point 6 

 
(g) Point 7 

 
(h) Point 8 

 
(i) Point 9 

 
(j) Point 10 

 
(k) Point 11 
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(l) Point 12 

Fig. 4. Views from the 12 test sites as panoramic collages of the photographs tak-
en. 

4.3  Experiment 1: Objects Exceeding the Visual Impact 
Threshold 

The visibility of POI objects was analyzed by calculating a 360o binary 
viewshed on the DEM and counting the POIs found in visible cells. For 
comparison of the results with Experiment 2, the location of each POI was 
rasterized to match the cells of the vegetation layer (spatial resolution of 
28.5m). As no information about the real size of the spatial objects was 
available, this value was taken as input for the calculation of the visual im-
pact threshold. We assert that 28.5m represent a reasonable size estimate 
for man-made spatial objects such as farm houses. The counts of POIs eva-
luated as visible in the viewshed analysis without distance limitation are 
shown in Table 1 (DEM).  
 

 
Fig. 5. Dependence of minimum distance to object from object size, visual impact 
threshold and parameters of the sensor-lens system. For an object to be above vis-
ual impact threshold, it must be closer than the distance related to its size. 
 

For comparison, the objects exceeding the visual impact threshold were 
identified. First, the distance at which the visual impact threshold for the 
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POIs is exceeded was determined. An object of 28.5m occupies a screen 
space of 17x17pix to 32x32pix (approximately 0.5cm to 0.94cm on the 
screen used and 43x43 to 82x82 sensor pixels) when closer than 914m - 
1730m, if photographed with f=5 mm lenses (wide angle lens). This is 
equivalent to an apparent visual magnitude of 0.94o to 1.78o for an object 
observed by naked eye. For the plot of dependencies between the focal 
length, object size and object distance to exceed the visual impact thre-
shold see Figure 5. As shown, the visual impact threshold distance for the 
same object, but captured using a f=17.5mm lens is between 4 to 10km. A 
single value of 1km has been taken as a conservative substitute of the in-
terval identified for f=5mm lens, allowing for degradation of visual impact 
due to, for example, contrast reduced by haze and unfamiliar object 
shapes. The counts of the objects exceeding the visual impact threshold are 
reported in Table 1. 

Each object that was evaluated as visible in either of the two viewshed 
analyses was searched for in the corresponding photograph and marked as 
visible or invisible. Only objects considered large enough to be of visual 
impact to the subject of the image were identified as visible (executed as 
an image labeling exercise similar to that from Russell et al. (2008), Figure 
6). The counts of the visible objects are reported in Table 1 (Image).  

The results reported can be interpreted using the standard measures to 
assess the quality of remote sensing classifications through contingency 
tables. As none of the points visible in the photograph were reported as in-
visible in the DEM or not present in the 1km buffer region, the full contin-
gency table can be reconstructed by the interested reader. As shown, the 
results of viewshed analysis neglecting vegetation information greatly ex-
aggerate the number of visible POIs in all cases. The limitation of the visi-
bility analysis to the distance at which the objects exceed the visual impact 
threshold achieves significantly higher precision of detection. Only in two 
out of 12 cases, an extra POI has been reported for a given image.  

The apparent size of the smallest object considered of significant visual 
impact found in the labeled photographs is approximately 170 sensor pix-
els. The object has an apparent height of approximately 5.8mm on the 
screen, or approximately 20 screen pixels. This size is slightly inferior to 
the theoretical visual impact threshold used in this study. The correspond-
ing object is a barely visible radio tower and hence it has a particular, fa-
miliar elongated shape and it is positioned on a prominent hill on the hori-
zon. Radio antennas are prominent spatial objects frequently used as 
landmarks due to their good visibility and their high figure-ground con-
trast. 
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Table 1. Counts of visible POIs based on viewshed analysis without distance limi-
tation and with a distance limitation of 1km based on visual impact threshold 
(DEM without vegetation). Image – POI visible in the photograph. DEM – POI 
evaluated visible using the DEM. 1km buffer– POI within 1km of the observation 
point. 1km buffer + DEM – POI predicted to be visible using the DEM within 
1km of the ob-servation point. 

4.4  Experiment 2: Visibility Analysis Simulating Occlusion by 
Vegetation 

The dataset based on NDVI classification provides information about pres-
ence or absence of vegetation. A threshold NDVI value of 0.28 was se-
lected for vegetated areas and the extruded vegetation was added to the 
DEM and used for viewshed computation. The pixel incident with the ob-
servation point used for the calculation of a viewshed was kept at the orig-
inal altitude of the DEM (the observation points were all on the ground or 
man–made structures).  

Observation 
Point Image DEM 1km buffer 1km buffer 

+ DEM 

p1 1 33 3 1 

p2 0 36 2 0 

p3 0 44 0 0 

p4 1 91 4 1 

p5 0 92 3 0 

p6 1 91 5 1 

p7 4 261 5 4 

p8 0 82 3 1 

p9 1 46 5 1 

p10 0 57 6 0 

p11 1 70 9 1 

p12 0 34 7 1 
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Fig. 6. Example of detection of visible objects in a labeled photograph. The train 
station building (image right) is contained in the POI database. 
 

The results indicate that the consideration of vegetation does not per-
form as well as the simple combination of DEM with a visual magnitude 
threshold consideration (Table 2). Only for seven out of 12 observation 
points the counts of visible POIs are accurate, in all cases where there were 
no visible objects in the photograph and hence the effect of over-filtering 
cannot be detected. No significant dependence was found for the different 
values of extruded vegetation height, beyond the minimal value of 10m, 
lower than the mean height of the typical vegetation in the area.  

The results indicate that the method is prone to over-filtering – the eli-
mination of objects that are actually visible and can be identified in photo-
graphs (see values for Image[V]/model[NV] in Table 2). This is mostly 
due to the binary classification of the terrain surface as vegetated and not 
vegetated. As a result, sparse vegetation is extruded as an opaque cell 
(Figure 7). Thus, while the vegetation classification may be spatially cor-
rect, a simple extrusion of the vegetation layer may not present the most 
appropriate method for vegetation modeling. It also appears that positional 
accuracy of the vegetation dataset has higher impact on the results than ac-
curate information about vegetation height. 

While the results are often over-filtered, they also contain frequent false 
matches. POIs are reported as visible while they are not visible. This is 
likely due to occlusion by objects in the foreground, close to the observer. 
Hence, we conclude that the method is extremely sensitive and highly de-
pendent on accurate vegetation information, as well as requiring complex 
data processing. As such, it is not suited for automated annotation of im-
ages for GIR. 
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Table 2. Visibility analysis of POIs with vegetation occlusion. Horizontal reading: 
counts of spatial objects identified as visible (V) or not visible (NV) on a DEM 
with extruded vegetation of 10m, 20m and 30m, without distance limitation are 
shown for each point and vegetation combination. Reading by column: corres-
ponding counts of the same spatial objects visible or not visible in photographs. 

p1
image

p1
image

p1
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 3 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 1 NA NV 1 NA NV 1 NA

p2
image

p2
image

p2
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 0 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p3
image

p3
image

p3
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 8 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p4
image

p4
image

p4
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 1 17 20m
veg

V 1 5 30m
veg

V 0 1
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 1 NA

p5
image

p5
image

p5
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 12 20m
veg

V 0 3 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p6
image

p6
image

p6
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 6 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p7
image

p7
image

p7
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 3 103 20m
veg

V 0 43 30m
veg

V 0 7
NV 1 NA NV 4 NA NV 4 NA

p8
image

p8
image

p8
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 21 20m
veg

V 0 13 30m
veg

V 0 9
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p9
image

p9
image

p9
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 45 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 1 NA NV 1 NA NV 1 NA

p10
image

p10
image

p10
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 0 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p11
image

p11
image

p11
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 4 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA

p12
image

p12
image

p12
image

V NV V NV V NV
10m
veg

V 0 2 20m
veg

V 0 0 30m
veg

V 0 0
NV 0 NA NV 0 NA NV 0 NA
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Fig. 7. Visibility of an object (circle) obstructed by vegetation (adjacent pixel). In 
reality, this is an orchard and the vegetation is visually permeable (Dean, 1997). 
The observation point P11 is shown as triangle. The photograph of the scene is 
shown in Figure 1. 

5  Case Study and Discussion 

5.1  Case Study 

In order to verify our findings indicating that visual magnitude thresholds 
and viewshed analysis based on DEM data (without vegetation) provide 
sufficient inputs for the inference of practically visible objects, we tested 4 
arbitrarily selected georeferenced landscape photographs from different 
authors, similar to those available from photo-sharing sites such as Flickr. 
The photographs were selected from the area covered by identical datasets 
to those used earlier. All photographs were acquired within the last 2 years 
for the project TRIPOD. The photographs did not contain directional in-
formation and this information was therefore computed by relating the 
edges of the photographs with available spatial data and consequent com-
putation of azimuths.  

For each photograph, the viewshed, 1km buffer and its directional field 
of view were calculated (Figure 8). The results, shown in Table 3 confirm 
that the combination of visibility calculation based on DEM (without vege-
tation), combined with a visual impact threshold value (expressed as 1km 
buffer) and field of view information provide together a reliable means to 
identify objects captured in a photograph. Note that alone, neither the 
viewshed analysis, nor the distance limitation within the available field of 
view yield optimal results. Their combination, however, allows for reliable 
identification of visible objects. The result for image C (containing one 
visible object but resulting in a prediction of no objects) points to method’s 
dependence on accurate estimate of the objects size – image C contains a 
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Table 3. Number of POIs evaluated as visible using five combinations of view-
sheds (calculated on DEM), distance thresholds and the actual photograph’s field 
of view (FOV). The values of POI Image indicate the number of POIs actually 
visible in the photographs. 

Image POI 
Viewshed 

POI 
buffer 
1km 

POI 
Viewshed 

1km  
 

POI 
within 
1km in 
FOV 

POI  FOV 
viewshed 

POI 
Image 

A 484 11 3 1 1 1 
B 130 6 2 4 2 2 
C 90 9 2 2 0 1 
D 96 1 0 0 0 0 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Viewshed of point A overlaid with the 1km buffer and the visual field of 
view of the image. POIs are represented as points. Visible cells of the DEM are 
white, invisible cells are grey. 

 
distant airport, with a building exceeding the size of 25m. As such, the air-
port is a significant element in the photograph.  

5.2  Discussion 

Two experiments were performed in a semi-rural environment with abun-
dant vegetation and sparse man-made objects – POIs. In the experiments, a 
substantial reduction in the counts of spatial objects incorrectly classified 
as visible was achieved by limiting the visibility calculation to a distance 
at which an object has a visual magnitude above a visual impact threshold. 
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Such a limitation based on a simple heuristic determination of the visibility 
impact threshold allows the elimination of objects that do not present a 
significant element of the observed and photographed scene if rendered on 
a computer screen.  

Similarly, the visibility analysis including landcover information shows 
a reduction in the number of spatial objects visible compared to viewsheds 
calculated on pure DEM. The consideration of vegetation should allow the 
elimination of objects occluded by foreground vegetation and leads to 
more realistic results of the visibility analysis. The vegetation in the fore-
ground has high impact on the results compared to background vegetation, 
as objects in the foreground occlude a larger proportion of the visual field. 
It seems therefore that the accuracy of the data about the presence or ab-
sence of vegetation is more important than the exact knowledge of the ve-
getation’s height. The variation of the vegetation height has had little im-
pact on the results. The results obtained from the experiment performed, 
however, indicate that the consideration of vegetation is much more sensi-
tive to the data available and the results obtained do not justify the compu-
tationally intensive process. In a follow-up case-study, we have shown that 
DEM data, combined with the simple visual impact threshold allows us to 
infer the objects actually visible in arbitrary photographs. 

6  Conclusions and Future Work 

Limiting the visibility analysis to objects appearing larger than the visual 
impact threshold is an efficient and effective method to reduce the compu-
tation of viewsheds and at the same time identify spatial objects relevant to 
image annotation. The visual magnitude of photographed objects is signif-
icantly influenced by the display on which the photographs are viewed, 
and the consideration of the resampling between the sensor and the display 
influence the estimate of the visual magnitude of the photographed object. 
It is important to note that the object’s shape and the observer’s position in 
relation to the object alter the visual impact of the observed object.  

We further presented a simple method to enhance the estimate of the 
visual impact of an object with information about occlusion by foreground 
vegetation. The consideration of vegetation information may, in some cas-
es, further improve the veracity of the visibility analysis, but care has to be 
taken not to over-filter the visible objects. Further research on vegetation 
visual permeability could lead to improved results, as suggested by Dean 
(1997). Note, however, that such approaches seem to be less reliable and 
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more data expensive than a simple heuristic about the visual magnitude of 
the photographed objects.  

The visual impact of an object can be further deteriorated by external 
factors altering the contrast of the object from the background, such as at-
mospheric conditions and the surface properties of the object. The consid-
eration of atmospheric influences on visual threshold may be more practic-
al than that of vegetation and could further improve the results. 
Meteorological services broadcast weather information including visibility 
range and haze information (for instance, METAR (OFCM, 2005)) that 
could be included in the threshold determination similar to (Pitchford & 
Malm, 1994). Heuristics allowing for accurate inference of the objects’ 
size will, however, provide the greatest improvement. Such heuristics 
could be based, for instance, on the analysis of the category of spatial ob-
jects and the use of a mean size value per category. 

Image annotation is an important step for the organization and manage-
ment of searchable image libraries. Images annotated only with keywords 
related to the image content of practical visual impact allow for better im-
age search relevance. Previously, Tomko and Purves (2008) focused on the 
analysis of the spatial distribution of POI in a given region as a means to 
infer an object’s relevance for the annotation of the region. The identifica-
tion of only practically visible spatial objects is a necessary requirement 
for such a classification method, providing inputs for multifaceted image 
descriptions (Edwardes & Purves, 2007). 
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Abstract. Research and development of driver assistance systems is currently a 
very active field. One building block of future systems will be an accurate and re-
liable positioning, which can be realized by relative measurement, using on-board 
sensors and maps of the environment. However, a prerequisite will be that such 
maps can be produced fully automatically. 

This paper explores the use of dense laser scans from mobile laser scanning 
systems for the production of such maps. After presenting the problem and the 
matching approach, we introduce our test field which consists of a 22 km scan of 
roads, both inner city streets as well as highways. It is shown how suitable features 
can be extracted fully automatically. Finally, for a given trajectory, we evaluate 
how positioning will perform and draw conclusions regarding applicability and fu-
ture work.  

1  Introduction 

There is currently a busy research and development in car driver informa-
tion and assistance systems. Besides the general goal to provide useful in-
formation to drivers in order to make well informed decisions, a major mo-
tivation is the wish to reduce the number of injuries and fatalities in traffic. 
During the last years, especially mobile (or personal) navigation systems 
have become very popular, and a doubling or tripling of the number of 
sold units from year to year has not been uncommon. 
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While such devices may be perceived as ‘yet another (in-car) electron-
ics’, there is a significant difference to all other in-car systems, practically 
all of which are self-contained. In contrast, navigation systems are com-
pletely useless without external information in the form of digital maps. 
Even if one could argue that any old-style car radio is also dependent on 
external infrastructure, it is clear that digital maps contain highly inter-
preted and structured information, which is not required by any other sys-
tem so far. Thus, car navigation systems are unique in the sense that they 
are dependent on the probably most complicated data structures that are 
disseminated and used by the wide public. Also, car navigation maps are 
the first widely used geographic data structures which are designed to per-
form computations – like searching for the shortest / fastest route, route 
guidance, and map matching – instead of just providing a means to store a 
visual representation in terms of vector graphics. 

As for driver assistance systems, such as anti-locking brakes or electron-
ic stability programs, they have up to now been completely dependent on 
information measured in-car, e.g. obtained by gyroscopes or wheel odome-
ters. However, since the possibilities for passive safety systems (which mi-
tigate the consequences of accidents or driving errors) are basically ex-
ploited, active systems (which prevent such situations altogether) are 
required to improve safety beyond the current level (Stiller, 2005). In order 
to prevent possibly dangerous situations, such systems must be able to 
judge the current situation, depending on the vehicle and its environment. 
Essentially, looking into the distance (the environment) provides the abili-
ty to look into the (near) future. For example, adaptive cruise control sys-
tems (ACC), mostly based on radar, measure the distance to the car in 
front. Lane departure warning systems (LDW), based on cameras and im-
age processing, detect and track lanes and alert the driver if these are 
crossed unintentionally. Whereas ACC can work without any infrastruc-
ture, LDW works only if road markings can be reliably detected, which is 
not the case if the situation is too complicated or they are only partially de-
tectable or not present at all. 

Therefore, the use of map data for assistance functions, originally cap-
tured for navigation systems, is currently investigated (Blervaque, 2008). 
Using existing map information has the advantage to (1) provide scene in-
terpretation with suitable background knowledge, (2) amend missing in-
formation, caused by missing objects in the real world or failure to detect 
them, and (3) supply information even beyond the horizon of the car’s sen-
sors. However, assistance systems will have requirements beyond today’s 
navigation systems. The ‘Enhanced Digital Mapping Project’ has classified 
applications, according to their accuracy requirements, into ‘WhatRoad’, 
‘WhichLane’, and ‘WhereInLane’, the latter requiring an accuracy of 
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±0.2 m for the map (EDMap, 2004). It is concluded that contemporary 
mapping techniques would be too expensive to provide such maps, even 
for the ‘WhichLane’ case. 

However, there are nowadays alternatives to traditional map production. 
Firstly, the information required in a map is very dependent on the applica-
tion. For example, finding the exact position relative to the environment 
using on-board sensors does not necessarily require a vector map in the 
usual sense, but rather any features which are stable and can be easily ex-
tracted using those sensors. This means that, in order to produce such a 
map, an interpretation in the classical sense is not required. Secondly, mea-
surement systems such as mobile laser scanners are available today, which 
allow capturing the geometry of the road corridor in great detail, suitable 
for finding such features (Kukko et al., 2007). Thirdly, we are used to 
compute the relative position (e.g., the position of the vehicle relative to a 
lane) by an absolute (GPS) measurement and comparison to an absolute 
geo-referenced map. However, this is not necessary for finding the relative 
position using relative measurements – in this case, we are relieved from 
needlessly high (absolute) map accuracy requirements. Fourthly, with 
more and more vehicles using on-board sensors such as cameras and laser 
scanners, there is the vision that the map can be held up-to-date by feeding 
this information back to a central server. Similar procedures are in place in 
the car navigation sector already. 

2  Matching and Positioning Based on Overlapping Data 

Matching of multiple datasets using overlapping data is a fundamental re-
search topic in photogrammetry, computer vision, and robotics. In the con-
text of 3D scanning, the main interest is usually to register two (and more) 
independently acquired (3D) point clouds in order to obtain an overall data 
set in a single coordinate frame. However, since the point clouds are 
measured relative to a scan head location, after finding the correct trans-
formation of the cloud, the relative orientation of the scan heads is also 
available. In robotics, on the other hand, there is a strong interest in those 
standpoints in the first place, in order to track a robot’s path. Using the rel-
ative orientations, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) can be 
performed, which incrementally adds all measured data to an overall mod-
el (collection of points). In the past, this was often done for mobile robots 
which were restricted to move on a planar ground, using scanners which 
operate in a plane parallel to the ground (Thrun et al. 2005). However, it 
has also been extended to the 3D case (Borrmann et al. 2008). 
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Closed form solutions are available for finding the required transforma-
tion from point correspondences in 2D and 3D (Sansò 1973; Horn 1987). 
Thus, the main problem is to identify corresponding points in two (or 
more) point clouds. If an initial alignment is known, which is usually true 
in case of a scanner on a mobile vehicle, this can be used for establishing 
correspondences and finding a solution iteratively. Often, the well-known 
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is used for this (Chen & Medioni 
1991; Besl & McKay 1992). However, similar to the considerations for the 
layout of bundle blocks in traditional aerial photogrammetry, a sequence of 
local matches will bend up quickly. These effects can be reduced by the 
detection and closing of loops, see e.g. the GraphSLAM algorithm (Thrun 
et al. 2005). Nevertheless, depending on the size of the loops, additional 
absolute control will be required. 

Such control can be provided by points in the environment with known 
absolute coordinates. Apparently, it would be unreasonable to provide 
dense georeferenced point clouds for the entire road network for the sole 
purpose of positioning a vehicle. Even doing so for a subset, e.g. certain 
important intersections only, would imply huge amounts of data to be 
processed and transferred. Thus, instead of iconic matching of point 
clouds, (symbolic) matching of features, or landmarks, becomes interest-
ing, since they usually allow a very compact representation. 

Different geometric features have been proposed in the context of scan 
matching, like planes, cylinders, spheres and tori (Rabbani et al. 2007). It 
is important for features to be discriminative, so that map features can be 
uniquely assigned to scene features. For example, planar faces may be 
deemed to be good candidates in urban environments. However, it is often 
the case that the segmentation of the outlines is not very robust so that a 
single planar patch is not very discriminative (Brenner et al. 2008). In-
stead, the angles formed by the normal vectors of several planar patches 
may be used (Brenner & Dold, 2007). However, this requires a suitable 
constellation of patches and is not a local feature anymore. Several ap-
proaches have been proposed to obtain locally unique features, e.g. spin 
images (Johnson & Hebert 1999) or slippage features (Bokeloh et al. 
2008). If features are to be useful for positioning, they should fulfill the 
following requirements: 

• they should be unique in a certain vicinity, either by themselves or in 
(local) groups, 

• their position / orientation should be stable over time, 
• few of them should be needed to determine the required transformation 

with a certain minimum accuracy, 
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• they should be reliably detectable, given the available sensors and time 
constraints. 

Especially the last point is important in real world applications such as 
driver assistance systems. Some authors have described scanning systems 
which use 3D scanners on mobile robots and classify the point cloud in 
real time, typically using classes such as ground / non-ground and scat-
tered / locally linear (such as wires) / locally planar (such as facades) 
(Wulf et al. 2004; Lalonde et al. 2006). However, it is probable that it will 
still take some time until such full 3D scanners are available in vehicles. 
What can be expected in the near future, though, are scanners which scan 
in a few planes such as the close-to-production IBEO Lux (IBEO, 2008) 
scanner, which scans in four planes simultaneously. The Velodyne HDL-
64E, used by most finalists of the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge, scans 
even in 64 planes simultaneously, but is produced in small numbers only 
(Velodyne, 2008). 

Weiss et al. (2005) describe a system which combines GPS, odometry, 
and a (four-plane) laser scanner to estimate the position of a vehicle. A 
feature map is obtained beforehand, which contains the 2D locations of 
poles of traffic signs and traffic lights. Triangles are defined by selecting 
triplets of those points, the side lengths of which yield three-dimensional, 
translation invariant descriptors. Then, when being used, the measurements 
of a single (horizontal) scan are clustered into segments and segment 
triples corresponding to feature triples (i.e. matching the descriptor) are 
searched for. 

3  Our Approach and Test Setup 

It is our goal to 

• explore which features are the most suitable to fulfill the requirements 
from the list above, 

• determine how maps containing such features can be produced reliably 
and completely automatically, 

• augment maps in such a way that for each possible vehicle location, an 
estimate for the achievable position accuracy, based on the features that 
can be observed from that location, is available. 

In any system where an existing, abstract representation (such as a map or 
CAD drawing) has to be matched to sensor data, there is a choice as to 
what kind of abstraction level is used for the actual comparison process. 
We assume an asymmetry in this process, since the production of maps 
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may use sensors with a high density, accuracy and the possibility for full 
3D scans. In contrast, sensors in vehicles may be very low cost, low accu-
racy and density, and may scan only in a single plane. Therefore, it is im-
portant not to burden the online system with too much requirements re-
garding scene interpretation. After all, the online system is not required to 
produce a scene reconstruction, but only to match the data with an already 
existing scene description. On the other hand, the system for map produc-
tion has practically no computation time constraints and the main objective 
is to keep processing fully automatic. It is better to produce more data and 
to consume more computing time, if this guarantees a fully automatic and 
reliable extraction of the required features in turn. 

 
Fig. 1. The Streetmapper system used to acquire the Hannover scan. Three of the 
four scanners, the GPS antenna, and the odometer (mounted close to the bumper) 
can be discerned. The fourth scanner pointing to the left is occluded. 

We obtained dense laser scans of a set of roads in Hannover, Germany, 
acquired by the Steetmapper mobile mapping system, jointly developed by 
3D laser mapping Ltd., UK, and IGI mbH, Germany (Kremer & Hunter, 
2007). The scan was acquired in November 2007 with a configuration of 
four scanners, as shown in Fig. 1. Two scanners Riegl LMS-Q120 were 
pointing up and down at a 20° angle, one is pointing to the right at a 45° 
angle. Another Riegl LMS-Q140 was pointing to the left at a 45° angle. 
The LMS-Q120 has a maximum range of 150 m and a ranging accuracy of 
25 mm. All scanners were operated simultaneously at the maximum scan-
ning angle of 80° and scanning rate of about 10.000 points/s. Positioning 
was accomplished using IGI’s TERRAcontrol GNSS/IMU system which 
consists of a NovAtel GNSS receiver, IGI’s IMU-IId fiber optic gyro IMU 
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operating at 256 Hz, an odometer, and a control computer which records 
all data on a PC card for later post processing. 

Postprocessing yields the trajectory and, through the calibrated relative 
orientations of the scanners and the time synchronization, a georeferenced 
point cloud. As in the aerial case, absolute point accuracy is mostly depen-
dent on the performance of the GNSS/IMU system rather than on the rang-
ing accuracy of the scanners. Single point absolute accuracies of 10 cm 
and better can be expected under good conditions, however, in cities, with 
prolonged occlusions from trees and buildings, it can be 1 m and worse. It 
is important to note that even in this case, the relative accuracy of the 
points will still be around a few centimeters. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, the relative accuracy is actually the crucial parameter for the purpose 
of relative positioning. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Top left: entire scan trajectory with ground plans from cadastral map over-
laid. Top right: detail, top view. Point color encodes point height using a tempera-
ture scale. Bottom: the same detail, shown as 3D view. 
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Fig. 2 shows an overview and the typical results which can be expected 
at an inner city street. Note that the scanned area contains streets in dense-
ly built up regions as well as highway like roads. It can be seen from Fig. 2 
(top right) that the scanned facades (red points in the scan) fit quite well to 
the ground plan polygons from the cadastral map (magenta), indicating 
that there were no major errors in GPS/IMU positioning. 

The total length of the scanned roads is 21.7 kilometers, captured in 48 
minutes, which is an average speed of 27 km/h. During that time, 70.7 mil-
lion points were captured, corresponding to an effective measurement rate 
of 24,500 point per second. On average, each road meter is covered by 
more than 3,200 points. 

4  Extraction of Poles 

The extraction of poles can be seen as a special case of cylinder extraction, 
which, as noted in Sec. 2, has been used for scan matching. However, al-
though the 3D point cloud obtained by the Streetmapper system is huge, 
single poles are not hit by very many points (Fig. 3). Thus, methods which 
rely on the extraction of the surface, of surface normal vectors, or even of 
curvature, are not applicable. Also, horizontal slicing to detect circular 
structures, as used in Luo & Wang (2008), will not work. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Examples for poles: a traffic light, a street light and two signs, top view 
(left) and 3D view (right). In the 3D view, two bicyclists can be recognized, stand-
ing close to the highest pole. 
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Fig. 4. Analysis of the local scatter matrix. Temperature scale, red indicates a li-
near, blue a round or flat structure. 

An intuitive approach for the extraction of points with a certain structure 
in the neighborhood is the evaluation of the local scatter matrix. If eigen-
value analysis yields one large and two small eigenvalues, this indicates a 
(thin) linear structure. While this works nicely in general (Fig. 4), addi-
tional structures mounted at the poles, such as the traffic lights and signs, 
but also people standing close to the poles, will distort it. Therefore, link-
ing all points classified as being linear to lines may be nontrivial. 

Due to this, another model-based approach was investigated. It assumes 
that the basic characteristic of a pole is that it is upright, there is a kernel 
region where laser scan points are present, and an outside region where no 
points are present (Fig. 5). The structure is analyzed in cylindrical stacks. 
A pole is assumed when a certain minimum number of stacked cylinders is 
present. In order to be sure that the outside region of each cylinder is emp-
ty and not just accidentally hit by no laser ray, an additional ray density 
analysis is performed. After the stack is identified, the points in the kernel 
are used for an estimation of the exact position of the pole. 

For the entire 22 km scene, a total of 2600 poles was found fully auto-
matically, which is one pole every 8 meters on average. In terms of data 
reduction, this is one extracted pole per 27,000 original scan points. Al-
though the current implementation is not optimized, processing time is un-
critical and yields several poles per second on a standard PC. Of course, 
poles are not distributed uniformly, and from Fig. 6 it can be seen that 
there are too few along the highway in the lower left corner. In fact, upon 
closer examination, those turn out to be trees along the border of a small 
forest and it will be very dependent on the characteristics of the in-car sen-
sor if they can be used for positioning. 
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Fig. 5. Analysis in terms of cylindrical stacks. Left: measured laser points in the 
kernel region (white), no points in the outside region (blue). Middle: identified 
stacks (white) for the scene in Figs. 3 & 4. Right: Extracted poles (blue points) for 
the intersection “Königsworther Platz” in Hannover, Germany, with cadastral map 
overlaid. 

 

Fig. 6. Extracted poles (blue dots) in a larger area with buildings from the cada-
stral map (green). The thin dotted line is the trajectory of the Streetmapper van. 
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5  Positioning Based on the Matching of Poles 

As a first step towards the goal to augment a map with information regard-
ing the expected positioning accuracy, the following simulation was used. 
Positions along the Streetmapper trajectory were selected at 10 m distance, 
yielding 2141 positions. For each of those positions, all visible poles were 
selected according to a model of the in-car sensor (discussed below). As-
suming measurement errors for range and angle as well as inaccurate pole 
positions, the accuracy for the car positions is derived by error propaga-
tion. It is important to note that this simulation covers only an assessment 
of the achievable accuracy and does not deal with the problem of scene un-
iqueness and (efficient) assignment of extracted poles to the database, 
which is a topic on its own. 

(xp, yp)

(x0, y0)

(x1, y1)

r0

0θ

 
Fig. 7. Sketch of the measurement model. The car observes poles (green) accord-
ing to its measurement horizon (here, the light green cone). For each pole, four 
observation equations are set up. 

The observation equations are (cf. Fig. 7): 
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where ir  are the measured distances, iθ  are the measured angles, 
),( pp yx  is the car position, pθ  the car orientation, and ),( ii yx  is the po-

sition of the ith pole. All v’s are corrections to be minimized. This is the 
standard polar measurement model which is also popular in robotics 
(Thrun, 2005). In addition, since the position of the poles (observed befo-
rehand) is also subject to measurement errors, they are introduced in a 
Gauss-Markoff model as observed unknowns 
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where ),( 0,0, ii yx  are the positions of the poles as extracted by the method 
described in the previous section. For m observed poles, this leads to 3+2m 
unknowns and 4m observation equations. Weights are computed from as-
sumed standard deviations rσ , θσ  of the in-car sensor and xσ , yσ  for 
the extracted poles. Finally, by error propagation, the submatrix of va-
riances and covariances for the car position ),( pp yx  is obtained. It is vi-
sualized below in the form of error ellipses in the plane. Also, the length of 
the larger axis is used as a scalar measure (which is the standard deviation 
in this direction). 

For the simulations, rσ = 5 cm, θσ = 1°, and == yx σσ 10 cm was se-
lected. A sensor placed in front of the car was assumed, pointing in the 
driving direction, with varying (symmetric) opening angle of 20, 40, 60, 
80, 100, 120, 140, 160 and 180 degrees and a measurement range of 25, 
50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 meters. For each of the 2141 positions, the posi-
tioning accuracy was evaluated for all sensor characteristics, i.e., all of the 
opening angle / range combinations. If the position was undetermined or 
the standard deviation (along the larger axis of the error ellipse) was larger 
than 1 m, this was considered being a failure. 

 
Fig. 8. Percentage of failures to determine the position within 1 m for opening an-
gles of 20° to 180° and measurement ranges from 25 m to 150 m. 

The percentage of failures (relative to the total number of 2141 posi-
tions) was evaluated (Fig. 8). It can be seen that an opening angle of 20° 
and a measurement range of only 25 m leads to almost 100% failures. 
However, with increasing opening angle and measurement ranges this de-
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creases quickly. A ‘diagonal’ tradeoff between opening angle and range 
can be observed, for example approximately 10% failures are obtained for 
40° / 150 m range, 60° / 100 m range, and 100° / 75 m range. At 150 m 
range, failures are below 5% for opening angles of 80° or larger. 

 
Fig. 9. Average of the positioning accuracy for positions within 1 m accuracy (i.e., 
positions which did not fail). 

The positioning accuracy was evaluated by computing the average of 
the standard deviation, over all positions which did not fail, i.e., were with-
in a 1 m standard deviation (Fig. 9). Again, an opening angle of 20° is ob-
viously too narrow, with accuracies from 73 cm (at 25 m range) down to 
38 cm (at 150 m range). However, for opening angles of 80° and more and 
ranges of 50 m and more, the error is below 21 cm. At 120° / 100 m, the 
10 cm level is reached, which cannot be improved substantially by an in-
crease in angle or range (note 10 cm was also the assumed measurement 
accuracy for a single pole). 

Analyzing the error on a per-point basis, Fig. 10 shows the error ellipses 
along an inner city street for varying opening angles of 20°, 100° and 180°. 
Note that the ellipses are scaled by a factor of 100 and in fact the larger 
axis of any shown ellipse is shorter than one meter. One can see that an 
opening angle of 20° leads to large errors, whereas the difference between 
100° and 180° seems not significant. 

All other images show the case of 100° opening angle and varying 
ranges of 50 m, 100 m, and 150 m. From Fig. 11, one can conclude that the 
range is not significant in an inner city scene, where lots of poles are 
present. However, as Fig. 12 shows, in residential areas, the density of 
poles may be quite low so that a 50 m range will not be enough. However, 
it can be expected that in this case, other features like extracted façade 
planes will provide additional information. 
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Finally, the highway scene in Fig. 13 shows how positioning fails if 
there are no poles in the scene and how, upon approaching poles, the 
150 m range sensor finds a solution first (large blue ellipses), followed by 
the 100 m and 50 m range sensors. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Error ellipses for a scanner range of 75 m and opening angles of 20° (red), 
100° (green), and 180° (blue), for an inner city street. All ellipses are scaled by a 
factor of 100. 

 
Fig. 11. Same scene as Fig. 10, for a scanner opening angle of 100° and a scan 
range of 50 m (red), 100 m (green), and 150 m (blue). 
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Fig. 12. Residential area, for a scanner opening angle of 100° and a scan range of 
50 m (red), 100 m (green), and 150 m (blue). 

 
Fig. 13. Change from an inner city scene (right) to a highway scene. Scanner 
opening angle of 100°, scan range of 50 m (red), 100 m (green), and 150 m (blue). 
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6  Discussion and Outlook 

This paper investigates how features, which are extracted from terrestrial 
laser scans, can be used for the task of positioning vehicles equipped with 
suitable range sensors. It is expected that such features will play an essen-
tial role in next generation maps, which are especially relevant for driver 
assistance systems and autonomous driving. As for the feature extraction, 
it is important that it is carried out fully automatically. In this paper, the 
extraction of poles was selected for that purpose. To assess the possible 
positioning accuracy, a measurement model was set up using assumptions 
regarding a future in-car sensor. The attainable accuracy was evaluated us-
ing error propagation. 

Feature extraction was performed on a 22 km, 70 million point mobile 
laser scan of a part of Hannover, Germany, yielding about 2,600 poles. 
Then, a simulation was used to compute the accuracy for about 2100 posi-
tions selected along the original mobile laser scan trajectory. 

The simulations show, that in general, relative positioning using poles is 
feasible and will lead to high positioning accuracies, although the constel-
lation of poles and the exact in-vehicle sensor properties play a large role. 
Pole constellations of inner city, residential and highway scenes were con-
sidered. The influence of different sensor horizons was studied as well by 
simulation. 

For various reasons, the results obtained here will be too optimistic. 
First, pole extraction still finds some structures which aren’t really poles. 
Even if they are, it was assumed that 100% of them will be detectable by 
an in-car sensor as long as they are within the sensor’s range. Second, visi-
bility has been neglected so far, so that all poles within the range of the in-
car sensor were used, even if they are not visible from a certain position. In 
reality, apart from fixed objects, there will be occlusions from other mov-
ing objects. Even for static scenes, this is actually an intricate problem, 
since future in-car scanners will probably be forward-looking, while mo-
bile laser mapping systems often use different configurations (for example, 
all four scanners of the Streetmapper system looked backwards). Third, 
ambiguities were not considered, i.e. it was assumed that the assignment of 
extracted poles to the poles in the map is correct. Ambiguities may espe-
cially result along alleys with trees planted at constant spacing. 

On the other hand, in some respect the results are too pessimistic. For 
example, individual positions were considered, whereas in practice, the 
position of a vehicle would be tracked (filtered) using additional in-car 
sensors such as a gyroscope and an odometer. Since tracking is quite stable 
at relatively short distances, this will have a similar effect as taking a larg-
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er set of poles into account, effectively going from a ‘visibility cone’ to a 
‘corridor’ model. Also, it is obvious that the lateral errors (across the driv-
ing direction) could be reduced in many cases by taking additional features 
into account, especially extracted façade planes. 

Our future work will be to extract and use more (different) features, in-
vestigate the role of ambiguities and visibility, and to carry out more simu-
lations as well as tests with real in-car sensors. 
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Abstract. Among all the issues involved in Geographic Information Science, au-
tomating the update of 2D building databases is a crucial and challenging issue. 
Such an update usually starts out with a manual change detection process. The 
main goal of this paper is to present a new method to automate the detection of 
changes in a 2D building database, starting from satellite images. The workflow of 
our approach is divided into 2 phases. Primitives, extracted from multiple images 
or from a correlation Digital Surface Model (DSM), are firstly collected for each 
building and matched with primitives derived from the existing database to 
achieve a final decision about acceptance or rejection. A specific algorithm, based 
on the DSM and a computed Digital Terrain Model (DTM), is subsequently used 
to extract new buildings. The method is here introduced and tested in two test 
areas, very different regarding the land use and topography. The outcomes of the 
method are assessed and show the good performance of our system, especially in 
terms of completeness, robustness and transferability. 
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1  Introduction 

Traditionally, the mapping process is carried out in National Mapping 
Agencies (NMAs) and comes in the form of a linear workflow. As stated 
in (Heipke et al., 2008), it is composed of 4 separate stages. Once the data-
base specifications defined, objects of interest (buildings, roads, etc.) are 
captured by operators on the field (with GPS or from airborne images) 
then processed and stored in a Geographic Information system (GIS) as a 
vector database. At the end of the process, the question that immediately 
arises concerns the update of the database, more specifically the strategy to 
use for that purpose. This question is a very topical issue in developed 
countries, as topographic databases, in particular 2D building databases, 
have been completed during the last decade. 

1.1  Map Update Strategies 

As shown in Heipke et al. (2008), two strategies can be considered for this 
update. The first strategy – the participatory way – consists in collecting 
the information about changes from other public agencies (e.g. town coun-
cils, cadastre) and other contracted bodies (e.g. real estate agencies). Even 
general public’s service can be called upon. This last solution – the colla-
borative way – is considered in an increasing number of Web 2.0 applica-
tions, such as the OpenStreetMap2, Google Map Maker3 and WikiMapia4 
projects, or the Map Insight5 tool, developed by TeleAtlas. The second 
strategy – the centralised way – consists in collecting the information 
about changes from external data such as airborne images or laser scanning 
data. This strategy also consists in comparing the existing database to more 
recent data in order to detect new, demolished or modified objects (Figure 
1) in the scene. 

The participatory/collaborative way is appealing and could lead to 
promising applications. The main limitations of this update strategy are re-
lated to the inevitable remaining errors in the database that require an ulti-
mate ground truth in order to be eliminated. The centralised way may 
make up for this deficiency, by introducing a ground truth (more recent ex-
ternal data). The main issue here concerns the change detection step, which 
is known to be long and costly, when carried out manually Steinnocher and 

                                                      
2 www.openstreetmap.org. Last date accessed 12/12/08 
3 www.google.com/mapmaker. Last date accessed 12/12/08 
4 http://wikimapia.org. Last date accessed 12/12/08 
5 http://mapinsight.teleatlas.com. Last date accessed 12/12/08 
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Kressler (2006). In addition, update cycles tend to be shorter (from 10 to 
for instance 3 years), according to a new trend in users' needs. As a conse-
quence, there is a high necessity to introduce a certain degree of automa-
tion in the change detection step e.g. to develop expert systems that are 
able to send an alarm to an operator when a change is detected between the 
database and more recent external data. 

 

 
(1) 

 
(2) 

 
(3) 

Fig. 1. Update Problems. (1): Demolished buildings. (2): New buildings. (3): 
Modified (misregistered) buildings.  

Among all possible external data, images – in particular satellite images 
– have qualitatively advanced to a point where they become interesting in-
put to solve such change detection issues. Thus, most satellite systems of-
fer now a high spatial resolution (the panchromatic resolution is 1m for 
Ikonos, 60 cm for Quickbird, 50cm for Worldview-I, 50cm for the 
Pléiades-HR system that shall be ready for launch in early 2010) and have 
already been used in previous works for mapping purposes, for instance in 
(Lafarge et al., 2008) for the automatic production of 3D city models. 
Moreover, satellite systems have had their reactivity considerably up-
graded during the last decade and are now capable to acquire a considera-
ble amount of information in a relatively short amount of time, which evi-
dently complies with the reactivity required in a change detection 
procedure. 

1.2  Related Works 

Most of the change detection methods found in literature – (Vögtle and 
Steinle, 2004), (Steinnocher and Kressler, 2006), (Matikainen et al., 2007), 
(Olsen and Knudsen, 2005), (Rottensteiner, 2008) – are based on a prelim-
inary land cover classification of the scene: buildings are firstly detected in 
input data by means of geometric, photometric or structural features, and 
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subsequently compared to the outdated database in order to detect changes 
in the scene. 

Thus, Matikainen et al. (2007) proposes to perform a building detection 
from First and Last Pulse (FP/LP) laser scanning data and aerial colour or-
thophotos6. The DSM, computed from the FP data, is firstly segmented and 
classified into "ground" and "buildings or tree" objects, according to geo-
metric considerations. Buildings are then separated from trees through a 
classification tree based approach (Breiman et al., 1984) and are lastly 
compared to the existing map in order to find out which buildings have 
been changed, deleted or constructed. Beyond the feasibility to use such a 
classification-based method in a change building detection process, this 
paper puts the emphasis on the good performance and the high level of au-
tomation of the approach. 

Olsen and Knudsen (2005) propose to break the change detection 
workflow into two related sub-tasks: the verification of existing registra-
tions on the one hand, the estimation of the position of new buildings on 
the other hand. The proposed approach actually deals with an image-based 
classification process. CIR (RGB/IR) images are segmented and classified 
into "building" and "non building" (training sets are derived from the exist-
ing map). A rule-based system allows to achieve a final decision about the 
change status: an existing building is confirmed if it is verified in at least 
one image (soft decision). New buildings are accepted if detected in both 
RGB and IR aerial images (hard decision). This method gives good re-
sults, provided roof materials (used in the scene) exist in the training sets 
and the number of demolished buildings be small with respect to the num-
ber of buildings in the scene. 

Rottensteiner (2008) proposes to split the change detection procedure 
into three stages. First, a Dempster-Shafer fusion process is carried out on 
a per-pixel basis and results in a classification of the input data – here CIR 
images and a DSM – into one of four predefined classes: buildings, trees, 
grass land and bare soil. Connected components of building pixels are then 
grouped to constitute initial building regions and a second Dempster-
Shafer fusion process is carried out on a per-region basis to eliminate re-
gions corresponding to trees. The third stage corresponds to the actual 
change detection process, where the detected buildings are compared to the 
existing map, which results in a very detailed change map. 

Eventually, 2 noteworthy projects are related to change detection and 
update procedures: the ATOMI project (Switzerland) (Niederöst, 2000), 
(Baltsavias, 2004) and the WIPKA project (Germany). They are the fruit 
of a productive cooperation between academic research institutions and 
                                                      
6 i.e. images geocoded in the same geographic reference as the database to update 
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National Mapping Agencies. The WIPKA project aims at automatically 
verifying a topographic database (ATKIS). A specific algorithm is used to 
update roads and a knowledge-driven approach (Busch et al., 2004) is used 
to automatically verify area objects contained in the dataset. This project is 
all the more interesting as it outlines the requirements that a change detec-
tion process has to fulfill to be efficient: firstly, the process must be inter-
active, as it appears to be an appropriate trade-off between fastidious ma-
nual work and erroneous fully automatic work. Secondly, a change 
detection process must be data-dependent i.e. the system design is built 
with respect to the specifications of the database to check. 

1.3  Overview of the Method 

The main goal of this paper is to present a new approach in order to auto-
matically detect changes in a 2D building vector database, starting from 
more recent satellite images. The database to update corresponds to a ca-
dastral map and represents the 2D footprints of buildings. This cadastral 
map has two special features that are later considered to build our system: 
on the one hand, buildings are captured manually in the field and their lim-
its are also given by the limits of walls (and not gutters like in satellite im-
ages); on the other hand, the building outlines actually correspond to the 
intangible limits between ownerships (this database is initially built for tax 
purposes): when shared by 2 different homeowners, one physical building 
is systematically split into 2 objects in the database. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Left: a triplet of Pléiades-HR images (simulations). Right: Zoom in. 
Pléiades-HR Simulations (top) are computed from 25cm airborne images (bot-
tom). 
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The input of our method is given by recent tri-stereoscopic CIR Plé-
iades-HR images (Figure 2), with a base-to-height ratio of 0.15 and a spa-
tial resolution (Ground Sample Distance – GSD) of 50cm. These satellite 
images actually correspond to simulations, obtained by applying Modula-
tion Transfer  Functions (MTF) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to high 
resolution (25cm) airborne images, as described in (Cantou et al., 2006) 
and illustrated in Figure 2. A correlation DSM7 is computed automatically 
with a stereo-matching algorithm (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Paparoditis, 
2006), based on the 2D minimisation of a cost that considers discontinui-
ties and radiometric similarities (image matching scores). Note that the 
DSM is given in the form of a matrix (regular grid) of height values (raster 
model). CIR and NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) ortho-
photos are then computed and a vegetation mask is easily obtained by ap-
plying a threshold to NDVI orthophotos (this index is high for vegetation 
because vegetation absorbs visible radiation and reflects infrared radia-
tion). The output of the method is a change map, in which buildings are la-
beled unchanged, demolished, modified or new. 

The method described here is meant to be an alternative to the previous-
ly described methods, mostly based on a preliminary land use classifica-
tion and is based on two key ideas. The first one takes up (Busch et al., 
2004) and consists in splitting the change detection procedure (known to 
be difficult to solve) into two subtasks easier to solve, the verification of 
the database (phase I) and the detection of new buildings (phase II). The 
second one consists in using massively 3D geometric primitives in the sys-
tem. 

2  Automatic Verification of the Database (Phase I) 

This first phase implements a knowledge-driven approach: the key idea 
here is to use the prior knowledge provided by the database about the 
geometric description of buildings and to collect (2D & 3D) information 
from input sources in order to confirm or not their existence in the data-
base. 
 

                                                      
7 A Digital Surface Model (DSM) is a 2.5D representation of the earth surface, in-

cluding any above-ground objects, such as trees and human settlements. A Digi-
tal Terrain Model (DTM) is a 2.5D representation of the terrain (bare ground) 
surface. 
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2.1  General Workflow 

As illustrated in Figure 3, geometric linear primitives are first extracted 
from input data (2.2). For each object (building) to verify, the primitives 
that fulfill specific constraints are selected and used to compute a per-
building similarity score (2.3). A final decision about acceptance or rejec-
tion is then achieved through a dedicated threshold-based module (2.4). 
This first phase also leads to a partially updated database, in which build-
ings are labeled demolished, modified or unchanged. 

2.2  Extraction of Primitives 

The performance of this phase is obviously related to the pertinence of 
primitives extracted from input data. Two kinds of primitives are used in 
our work, firstly 2D contours and secondly 3D segments. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Workflow of Phase I (Automatic verification of the database). 

2.2.1  Extraction of 2D Primitives 

The classical gradient operator (Deriche, 1987) is firstly applied to the 
DSM and a hysteresis detector is used to extract the local maxima in the 
direction of gradients, which are then chained, polygonized and deliver the 
2D contours. These primitives also correspond to the height discontinuities 
in the DSM. As the DSM is not surprisingly less accurate in shadow and 
vegetated areas, due to classical drawbacks of stereo-matching algorithms, 

(Taillandier, 2002) 

(Deriche, 1987) 
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the 2D contours are less reliable at such locations (Figure 5) and other fea-
tures consequently need to be extracted. 

2.2.2  Extraction of 3D Segments 

3D segments are thus injected in our system. They are generated directly 
from multiple satellite images with (Taillandier, 2002). As sketched in 
Figure 4, this algorithm can be divided into 4 stages. 2D segments are 
firstly extracted from source images (stage 1) with (Deriche, 1987). A set 
of so-called associations (i.e. possible correspondences) is subsequently 
determined (stage 2), by matching 2D segments from the Object Space 
through the Sweep Plane technique (Collins, 1995): an association also 
corresponds to a set of 2D segments (in images), whose projections onto a 
plane (z = zk) intersect each other in at least one voxel (x,y, zk) of the Ob-
ject Space. The set of associations is then pruned (stage 3), firstly under a 
geometric constraint, secondly under a unicity constraint. Filtered associa-
tions are lastly used to reconstruct the 3D segments (stage 4). More details 
can be found in (Taillandier, 2002). 
 

 
Fig. 4. Workflow of the reconstruction of 3D segments (Taillandier, 2002). 

As illustrated in Figure 5, these 3D segments are particularly interesting 
as they are shown to be accurate in planimetry: it is related to the fact the 
uncertainty on the determination of image 2D segments is considered dur-
ing the reconstruction of 3D segments (Deriche et al., 1992). They also 
represent a good caricature of buildings in an urban environment (they are 
used as input data in a 3D city modeler). 
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(Deriche et al., 1992) 
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Fig. 5. 2D contours (in white, left) and 3D primitives (in white, right) are super-
imposed on the RGB orthophoto. Contrary to 2D contours, the extraction of 3D 
segments is reliable, even in challenging vegetated areas. 

2.3  Matching 

2.3.1 Selection of Pertinent Database Primitives 

As previously mentioned, the building boundaries correspond to the limits 
of ownerships in the database. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6, boundaries 
are split into 2 categories: inner boundaries (i.e. shared by 2 buildings) cor-
respond to the intangible limit between 2 ownerships and only seldom cor-
respond to a physical (height or radiometric) discontinuity; outer bounda-
ries (i.e. belonging to only one building) must match primitive(s) in source 
data. As a result, only outer boundaries (i.e. verifiable outlines) are kept 
for the subsequent matching process. 

 

Fig. 6. Inner boundaries (red) and outer boundaries – verifiable outlines (green). 
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2.3.2  Computing a Similarity Score 

In this module, the primitives that are likely to offer a proof about the exis-
tence and the correct registration of buildings are selected: firstly, they 
must be located at a given distance of a building; secondly, they must sa-
tisfy a user-defined relative orientation (with respect to the building out-
lines). A similarity measure SM is then computed for each building: it cor-
responds to the coverage rate of selected primitives on the building. More 
formally, let B be a building to be checked and bj, a verifiable outline (Re-
fer to Figure 7 for one illustration). A Region Of Interest ROIj is then de-
fined for each verifiable outline bj, as a buffer given by its width d0, cen-
tered on and aligned with bj. The similarity measure SM is given by: 
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Where: 

• pi is an extracted primitive 
• Θi

j is the relative orientation between pi and bj  
• Θ0 is a user-defined orientation  
• ║.║ gives the length of bj 
• ρ computes the coverage rate between bj and selected primitives  

2.4  Decision-Making Module 

A thresholding procedure lastly classifies objects in three predefined 
classes (TL and TH are user-defined thresholds): 

• Demolished if SM ≤ TL 
• Modified if SM > TL and SM <TH 
• Unchanged if SM ≥ TH 
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Fig. 7. Similarity Measure (SM) – Sketch. 

3  Detection of New Buildings (Phase II) 

The goal of this phase is to detect new buildings in the scene. The key idea 
here is to extract the above-ground objects that neither correspond to a 
building already present in the database nor a tree. 

3.1  General Workflow 

A specific methodology is proposed to achieve that goal. As sketched in 
Figure 8, a DTM is calculated (See section 3.2) and a normalized DSM 
(nDSM = DSM - DTM) is computed. A geometric threshold (here 2.5m) is 
then applied to build a new above-ground mask. This binary mask is lastly 
compared to the initial mask (composed of the vegetation mask and a 
building mask, easily derived from the database to update) through appro-
priate morphological tools: the objects that appear in both masks are fil-
tered out and remaining objects are assumed to correspond to new build-
ings. 

3.2  Automatic DTM Generation 

The key issues of this second step are the computation of the DTM and its 
accuracy. In our work, the DTM is directly derived from the DSM and the 
initial above-ground mask. 
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Fig. 8. Workflow of Phase II (Detection of new buildings).  

3.2.1  Theory 

The DTM generation problem is considered solved when the terrain sur-
face z = {zc,l}c,l is determined at the nodes pc,l = (xc,yl) of the regular grid, 
already defined for the input DSM. Note that (c, l) belongs to [1,M] x 
[1,N], with M and N, respectively the number of columns and rows of the 
regular grid. Our DTM generation method belongs to the category of de-
formable models, described for instance in (Montagnat, 2000) and formu-
lates the terrain surface reconstruction problem as the minimisation of a 
given energy E(z) = K(z) + λGα,k(z,σ), where K(z) refers to the regularisa-
tion term and Gα,k to the data term. 

 
Regularisation Term 

 
The regularisation term corresponds to the discrete approximation of the 
second derivative and contributes to minimize height variations in the final 
DTM. That amounts to give internal smoothing properties (i.e. prior know-
ledge about the surface regularity) to the ground surface to reconstruct. 
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Data Term 
 
The data term measures the distance between the model to estimate zc,l and 
observations obsc,l (i.e. DSM height points out of the above-ground mask). 
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The main problem concerns the outliers i.e. above-ground points present 

in the DSM but not in the above-ground mask. They may correspond to 
cars, kiosks, other street furniture, etc., inaccuracies in the vegetation mask 
(omitted trees) or inaccuracies in the correlation DSM (false correlation). 
As such outliers systematically make the final surface deviate from the true 
terrain, they have to be discarded from the data term calculation. 

A method to filter outliers and to keep only inliers (i.e. true ground 
points) is then envisaged: it is based on the M-estimator theory (Zhang and 
Faugeras, 1992). A robust norm is used in the data term and enables to 
downweight measurement points not close enough to the estimated model 
(typically outliers). In an iterative process, a coarse DTM is also firstly 
computed. The residuals (i.e. the oriented distance between the computed 
model zc,l and the corresponding observations obsc,l) are secondly calcu-
lated and a new distance is assigned for each observation, according to the 
robust norm and the corresponding residual. The surface runs nearer to in-
liers along the minimisation process, as illustrated in Figure 9. 

 

Fig. 9. Illustration of the minimisation process. The DTM, computed at three dif-
ferent iterations (i1 < i2 < i3) shows that the surface is attracted by inliers and dis-
cards outliers along the process. 
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However, as stated in (Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998), the problem is not 
symmetric: points with a positive residual correspond to lower points and 
are likely to be to inliers; conversely, points with a negative residual are 
likely to be outliers. To favour lower points and to penalize higher points, 
the norm attributed to positive residuals has to be more increasing than the 
norm attributed to negative residuals. In our work, a Tukey norm (Equa-
tion 5) is chosen for negative residuals and a (more increasing) Huber 
norm (Equation 6) is chosen for positive residuals.  

The Tukey and Huber norms are fully determined as soon as the differ-
ence between the model and observations follow a Gaussian normal law. 
In our context, this difference follows a Gaussian law, centered but not 
normalized: a standard deviation σ needs to be computed in a “clean” 
(without any outliers) horizontal area. Mathematically, this standard devia-
tion measures the residual noise between our model and an ideal sample of 
inliers observations. In other words, this standard deviation measures the 
correlation noise in our correlation DSM. 
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Fig. 10. The dissymetric Tukey-Huber norm used in the robust outliers rejection process. 
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Balance Coefficient 
 
Our model also behaves like a membrane floating on the DSM and cling-
ing to inliers. The coefficient λ is used in order to balance both terms. The 
higher λ is, the better the model fits observations. The smaller λ is, the 
smoother the model is. Once λ fixed, the final DTM is a trade-off between 
internal properties and its closeness to ground DSM points. 

3.2.2  Practical Aspects 

Implementation 
 
The Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient (Ueberhuber, 1997) is used to mi-
nimize the energy E. This algorithm is chosen for its high stability and be-
cause it allows a limited storage of height values in memory. It requires an 
initial solution that here corresponds to the DSM so that all potential in-
liers are preserved in the initial solution. The required stopping criterion is 
here given by a constraint on the gradient norm (the gradient of the energy 
goes to zero at a minimum). Lastly, a paving strategy is considered here, as 
the minimization process is shown to be long. A mosaicking step is the-
reafter necessary. 
 
Remark about the Input Building Mask 
 
The DTM is all the more accurate as inliers are present in initial observa-
tions. As a consequence, the buildings, considered demolished in the first 
phase i.e. corresponding to potential ground points are removed from the 
building mask during the generation of the DTM: here, the splitting of the 
change detection procedure appears to be crucial to improve the accuracy 
of the DTM and, at the end, the detection of new buildings. 
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4  Experiments  

4.1  Description of the Dataset 

 
Fig. 11. The database to update, superimposed on the RGB orthophoto. Left: 
Toulouse; Right: Amiens. 

Two test areas are used for this study: Toulouse and Amiens, both located 
in France (Figure 11) but very different regarding the kind of land use and 
topography. Toulouse has an area of about 1 km2 and mostly features a 
suburban area, composed of detached buildings, very different to each oth-
er with respect to the size, height, shape and roofing material (tile, con-
crete, gravel…). The test area is hilly (the difference in altitude is about 
100m) and vegetated (wooden areas). Amiens has an area of 0.5 km2 and 
features a densely built-up urban land use, composed of adjacent small 
houses, generally covered by slate. The terrain is relatively flat (the differ-
ence in altitude is smaller than 10m) and vegetated areas only concern 
treed streets and public gardens. 

Regarding the input data, most inaccuracies appear in the DSM. The au-
tomatic production of DSM from multiple images is actually known to be 
a very challenging topic. Advances, made in this field in the last decade, 
have led to great improvements, especially in favorable configurations, i.e. 
with very high resolution aerial images (GSD=10-25cm), with a large 
overlapping. The context here is very challenging (GSD=50cm, in a tri-
stereocopic configuration): the low spatial resolution mainly leads to 
smoothed building outlines and classic problems in shadow areas (where 
the matching scores are not reliable) systematically lead to overestimated 
height areas in the DSM. 

Lastly, as usually carried out in a change detection test, simulated 
changes are performed to better control what to be detected. Therefore, a 
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reference (up-to-date) database is firstly (manually) edited; an outdated da-
tabase is subsequently derived by simulating new, modified and demo-
lished buildings: 51 changes (25 new constructions, 11 destructions, 15 
modifications) are simulated in Toulouse; and 38 changes (10 new con-
structions, 11 destructions, 17 modifications) in Amiens. 

4.2  Evaluation Method 

The evaluation procedure consists of a comparison of the change map de-
livered by the method to the ground truth that here corresponds to the ini-
tial reference up-to-date database. 2 quality measures (Heipke et al., 1997) 
are used for that purpose: the completeness and the correctness. 
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where TP (True Positive), FP (False Positive), FN (False Negative), TN 
(True Negative) are denoted in Table 1 (confusion matrix). 

From a practical point of view, the completeness refers to errors kept in 
the final database, once the change detection (and update) ended. The cor-
rectness refers to unchanged objects, unnecessarily checked by an opera-
tor. The optimal value for both quality measures is 1. 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix 

Ground Truth Change No Change Algo 
Change TP FP 
No Change FN TN 

4.3  Results 

Figure 12 illustrates the workflow of Phase II for the Toulouse test area. 
Regarding the DTM (Figure 12-3), two profiles, along a North-South and a 
West-East axes, are plotted in Figure 13. They give a visual qualification 
of the DTM produced with our method. The accuracy of our DTM is also 
estimated with ground truth data and appears to be very good: the height 
standard deviation, between a sample of reference height points (captured 
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by an operator) and corresponding values in the DTM is 1.47m, which is in 
line with the theoretical value (ranging from 0.9m to 1.8m) expected for a 
tri-stereoscopic satellite system such as Pléiades-HR. Lastly, the change 
map is depicted in Figure 14: confirmed buildings are highlighted in green, 
demolished buildings in red, changed buildings in orange and the esti-
mated positions for new buildings in cyan. 

4.4  Evaluation and Discussion 

4.4.1  Evaluation of the Results 

The evaluation outcomes are illustrated in figure 15 (TP are depicted in 
green, FP in orange, FN in red and TN in blue). Table 2 gives the com-
pleteness and correctness rates for both areas, first computed on a per-
building and then on a per-pixel basis. Note that the parameters set (TL, 
TH) used to present the results – (TL, TH) = (0.1, 0.57) for Toulouse and 
(TL, TH) = (0.1, 0.52) for Amiens – optimizes the TP (benefit) to FP (cost) 
rate for each area. 

Table 2. Per-building and per-pixel evaluation 

Test Area Toulouse Amiens Quality Measures 
Per-Building Evaluation 

Completeness 96,2% 98,3% 
Correctness 41,6% 34,5% 

Per-Pixel Evaluation 
Completeness 97,5% 97,7% 
Correctness 75,3% 69,4% 
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Fig. 12. Detection of new buildings in Toulouse. (1) : Initial DSM (lighter = 
higher). (2) : Initial above-ground Mask. {Trees ∪ Buildings} . (3) : Automati-
cally processed DTM (with contour lines superimposed). (4) : nDSM. (5) : Proc-
essed above-ground mask. (6) : New building mask. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Profile along a North-South (left) and West-East (right) axes. The DTM 
obtained with our method perfectly clings to inliers. 
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Fig. 14. Change Map obtained in Toulouse (left) and Amiens (right). Confirmed 
buildings are depicted in green, demolished buildings in red, changed buildings in 
orange and new buildings in cyan. 

 
Fig. 15. Evaluation in Toulouse (left) and Amiens (right). TP cases are depicted in 
green, FN cases in red, FP in yellow and TN in blue. 

4.4.2  Discussion 

In a similar way as the other change detection approaches found in litera-
ture, our method delivers a lot of false alarms (the correctness is 41.6% for 
Toulouse and 34.5% for Amiens). The nature of these false alarms depends 
on the phase. 

In Phase I, false alarms are almost entirely related to the building size: a 
lot of confusions occur with small buildings, which explains why the cor-
rectness is significantly higher, respectively 75.3% and 69.4%, when com-
puted on a per-pixel basis. In Amiens (Figure 16-1), buildings are small 
and generally connected to each other. Therefore, there are few verifiable 
outlines (outer boundaries): at difficult locations, typically in the north 
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shadow side of buildings, the extraction of primitives is poor and an alert 
is wrongly sent. A similar problem appears in Toulouse (Figure 16-2), es-
pecially in the northern part of the scene that contains a lot of small build-
ings, with small recesses and overhangs. In such a configuration, the DSM 
is not accurate enough to allow a correct extraction of 2D contours. Small 
3D segments could overcome the problem but the pruning procedure (used 
at the end of the 3D reconstruction – cf. Section 2.2.2) intrinsically gives 
the priority to longest segments: as a result, no primitives are extracted and 
an alert is wrongly sent. 

In Phase II, most FP cases are related to inaccuracies in input data: non 
masked trees in the vegetation mask and overestimated height areas in the 
DSM are systematically alerted as new buildings (Figure 16-3). 

This relative drawback might appear to be a high limitation of our sys-
tem, as it would entail in an operational context a pointless verification of 
unchanged building by an operator. But this view has to be put into pers-
pective. Firstly, the problem related to false alarms appears to be hard to 
avoid as it mainly concerns small buildings, for which pertinent informa-
tion is known to be difficult to extract. Secondly, this problem does not al-
ter the quality of the final database, which is guaranteed by a high com-
pleteness rate (96.2% in Toulouse and 98.3% in Amiens) i.e. a good 
detection of the changes present in the scene (illustrated for instance in 
Figure 16-3,4,5). Thirdly, the system clearly and drastically speeds up the 
update procedure, as it gives only one quarter of the database to verify, 
with almost all the changes included. Lastly, the method appears to be eas-
ily transferable from one test area to another one. 

The demonstration is achieved by plotting the Receiver Characteristic 
Curve (ROC) (Fawcett, 2004) that gives the True Positive Rate according 
to the False Positive Rate. This ROC curve shows that a parameters set 
(TL,TH) = (0.1, 0.54), used for both areas, would give similar results. Com-
pared to the previously used parameters sets, only one additional FN case 
appears in Toulouse and only 9 additional FP cases in Amiens. The good 
performance of the system is also preserved. Such a feature is evidently re-
lated to the fact invariant 3D geometric primitives are preferred to radi-
ometric primitives in our system: from a radiometric point of view, build-
ings differ a lot between Toulouse and Amiens and a colour-based method 
could not overcome such differences; by contrast, from a geometric point 
of view, buildings are quite similar in both areas, which explains the high 
transferability of a geometric approach like the one presented here. 
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Fig. 16. Evaluation Details. (1) (2): (FP) False alarms in Amiens and Toulouse. 
(3): (FP) False alarms related to (height) inaccuracies in source data (DSM). (4) 
(5): (TP) Building misregistrations detected by the algorithm. (6): Detection of a 
difficult configuration, here a demolished (red) and a new building (cyan) located 
at the same place. 

4  Conclusion and Future Trends 

In this paper, we first show that the mapping procedures are nowadays 
mostly related to update and change detection issues and that satellite im-
agery has a major role to play in this context. We then present an original 
method to detect the changes between a 2D building database and more re-
cent high resolution satellite images. Two main contributions are presented 
here. First, we propose a semi-recursive approach: the objects present in 
the database are first verified (phase I) and the outcomes are used to im-
prove the detection of new buildings (phase II). Second, the 2D database to 
update is plunged into a 3D environment by using invariant 3D geometric 
primitives (3D segments and DTM), reconstructed with tri-stereoscopic 
Pléiades-HR capabilities. These two contributions, combined together, 
give good results, both in terms of completeness and transferability (ro-
bustness). In the future, other experiments will be carried out on larger 
areas to confirm the robustness of the method. A special concern will also 
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deal with the extraction of more pertinent primitives (especially for smaller 
buildings) and with considering the inaccuracies of input data (more spe-
cifically the DSM and vegetation mask) more reliably in the system. 
Beyond mapping purposes, the method could also be applied in other 
fields, typically in damage assessment after disastrous events like earth-
quakes. 
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Abstract. In the present study, we used the airborne E-SAR radar to simulate the 
satellite-borne high-resolution TerraSAR radar data and determined the accuracy 
of the plot-level forest variable estimates produced. Estimation was carried out us-
ing the nonparametric k-nearest neighbour (k-nn) method. Variables studied in-
cluded mean volume, tree species-specific volumes and their proportions of total 
volume, basal area, mean height and mean diameter. E-SAR-based estimates were 
compared with those obtained using aerial photographs and medium-resolution sa-
tellite image (Landsat  ETM+) recording optical wavelength energy. The study 
area was located in Kirkkonummi, southern Finland. The relative RMSEs for E-
SAR were 45%, 29%, 28% and 38% for mean volume, mean diameter, mean 
height and basal area, respectively. For aerial photographs these were 51%, 26%, 
27% and 42%, and for Landsat ETM+ images 58%, 40%, 35% and 49%.  Com-
bined datasets outperformed all single-source datasets, with relative RMSEs of 
26%, 23%, 33% and 39%. Of the single-source datasets, the E-SAR images were 
well suited for estimating mean volume, while for mean diameter, mean height 
and basal area the E-SAR and aerial photographs performed similarly and far bet-
ter than Landsat ETM+. The aerial photographs succeeded well in the estimation 
of species-specific volumes and their proportions, but the combined dataset was 
still significantly better in volume proportions. Due to its good temporal resolu-
tion, satellite-borne radar imaging is a promising data source for forest invento-
ries, both in large-area forest inventories and operative forest management plan-
ning. Future high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images could be 
combined with airborne laser scanner data when estimating forest or even tree 
characteristics.  

Keywords: Forest inventory, forest planning, radar imaging, E-SAR, TerraSAR, 
aerial photographs, Landsat  
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1  Introduction 

1.1  Radar Images in Forest Resource Estimation 

Medium-resolution satellite imagery of the optical wavelength region has 
long been applied in forest inventory (e.g. Kilkki and Päivinen, 1987; To-
kola, 1989; Tomppo, 1990). Despite their great value in large-area invento-
ries, they have been a disappointment in small-area mapping and operative 
forest planning. The main reason is that after numerous efforts, the accura-
cy of estimates derived from medium-resolution satellite image interpreta-
tions has not been high enough at the stand or field plot level - the mean 
volume root mean squared error (RMSE) has typically been between 55% 
and 60% at the stand level (e.g. Pussinen, 1992; Holopainen and Lukkari-
nen, 1994; Hyyppä et al., 2000). At the plot level the RMSEs are even 
higher: 65-80% (e.g. Poso et al., 1999; Franco-Lopez et al., 2001; Tuomi-
nen and Poso, 2001). When the size of the target area increases, the 
RMSEs decrease relatively rapidly, being 10-20% at the typical forest es-
tate level in Finland (over 25 ha; Tokola and Heikkilä, 1995; Tomppo et 
al., 1998).  

In addition to the lack of accuracy, another factor prohibiting the use of 
satellite images in recording optical wavelength energy is cloudiness. For 
instance, under the conditions encountered in Finland, a full countrywide, 
cloud-free mosaic of satellite images cannot be acquired annually. In tropi-
cal forests the situation is even worse. This is a problem with current re-
quirements for up-to-date forest inventory estimates. A major advantage of 
radar images, compared with optical region satellite images, has been their 
good availability (temporal resolution) under all imaging conditions. This 
makes radar imaging, especially the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) carried 
by satellites, an intriguing option in developing methods for operational 
inventory of forest resources - in case the accuracy would be suitable for 
plot- and stand-level estimation. However, the spatial resolution of satellite 
radar images has so far been lacking.  

The Seasat satellite produced as early as in 1978 the first radar images 
obtained from a satellite, with 25-m spatial resolution. In the 1980s and 
1990s the development of SAR satellite radars proceeded towards the aims 
set at the global scale: large-area applications without detailed information. 
In the inventory applications based on SAR satellite radar images, the em-
phasis was on the estimation of large forest areas (e.g. Rauste, 1990) and 
biomasses (e.g. Rauste et al., 1994; Rauste, 2006). During the last decade, 
SAR images have been used in plot- and stand-level forest variable estima-
tion, as well (e.g. Hyyppä et al., 2000; Kellndorfer et al., 2003). The results 
by Hyyppä et al. (2000) showed that with SAR images accuracies similar 
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to those of medium-resolution satellite images (Landsat Thematic Mapper, 
TM) can be obtained.   

Promising results at the plot and even tree levels were obtained with 
profiling airborne radars in the 1990s (e.g. Hyyppä, 1993; Hyyppä et al., 
2000). Hyyppä et al. (2000) compared remotely sensed materials available 
at that time in the estimation of forest variables and stated that profiling 
radar was the only means to obtain stand-level volume estimates accurate 
enough for the requirements of operative forest inventory.  In their study, 
the mean volume RMSE obtained by using the profiling radar was 34%, 
while that of the traditional ocular field inventory method was 26%. How-
ever, due to its small  scanning area the profiling radar is not practical for 
operative forest inventory.  

The biggest jump in forest inventory technology in recent years has 
been in applications based on helicopter- and airplane-based laser scanners 
(ALS = airborne laser scanning) operating in near-infrared (NIR) wave-
length area. Research results have shown that ALS is at least as accurate as 
traditional ocular field measurements in estimating the stand mean volume 
at plot level with area-based methods (e.g. Naesset, 1997, 2004a, 2004b; 
Holmgren, 2003; Suvanto et al., 2005; Packalén and Maltamo 2006, 2007; 
Holopainen et al., 2008) or via single-tree characteristics (e.g. Hyyppä and 
Inkinen, 1999; Maltamo et al., 2004;  Hyyppä et al., 2008; Kaartinen et al., 
2008). Area-based ALS-method or single-tree detection provide accuracies 
ranging between 10 to 20% for mean volume RMSE. 

ALS is carried out at relatively low altitudes, which consequently makes 
it relatively expensive per area unit. Other remotely sensed data will still 
be needed, especially when updated information is required e.g. several 
times per year. Of special interest are inexpensive images with good tem-
poral resolution that can be utilized in multiphase sampling and change de-
tection in addition to the ALS-measurements. 

Simultaneously, SAR-measurements experienced a break-through simi-
lar to that in the ALS method, when in the early 2000s satellite radar im-
agery with spatial resolutions as high as 1-3 m were developed. In addition 
to the improved spatial resolution, one of the central improvements in the 
new SAR-satellite images has been their ability to utilize interferometry 
and polarimetry. 

Interferometry utilizes the interferogram generated from the phase dif-
ferences of two SAR images taken from slightly differing positions. With 
the interferogram, a coarse  surface model of the landscape is obtained. In 
forests, this surface model is located somewhere between the ground and 
tree canopies, depending on the frequency used. On the other hand, a so- 
called coherence image that describes the quality of the interferogram can 
be calculated between two interferometric SAR images. In the case of mul-
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titemporal image pairs, even small changes in the target, such as move-
ments of branches or needles, can reduce the interimage coherence. Cohe-
rence information can be used in the estimation of growing stock volume, 
as well, because with larger volumes the coherence between two images 
decreases.  

Polarization means the direction of orientation of the electric field vec-
tor of the electromagnetic wave transmitted by the radar.  In SAR instru-
ments the vibration direction of the transmitted or received radio wave can 
be either horizontally (H) or vertically (V) polarized in relation to the an-
tenna orientation. In full polarimetric imaging, all four combinations of 
transmit or receive (HH, HV, VH and VV) are simultaneously recorded. 
Multiple polarizations can be used in image interpretation in ways similar 
to the multiple bands of a satellite image. The backscatter intensity  of the 
cross-polarization bands (HV and VH) is a good estimator of the volume 
of growing stock: the greater the biomass, the greater is the backscatter at 
the cross-polarization band  (Henderson et al., 1998). SAR polarimetry and 
interferometry allow the use of extra features, such as scattering mechan-
isms and height differences of scatterers.   

The first high-resolution radar satellite, the Japanese Advanced Land-
Observing Satellite (ALOS), was launched in 2006. It carries a phased ar-
ray-type L-band synthetic aperture radar (PALSAR), which uses the L wa-
velength area (23.6 cm). The spatial resolution of PALSAR is 10-30 m (for 
single- or full-polarization imaging modes, respectively) (Rosenqvist et al., 
2007). The Canadian Radarsat-2 was launched in 2007. It uses the C wave-
length area (5.6 cm). The most important update is full polarimetric imag-
ing (with Radarsat-1 only HH polarization was possible). The spatial reso-
lution is approx. 2 m in single-polarization imaging mode. The German 
TerraSAR-X satellite, launched in 2007, uses the X wavelength area (3.1 
cm). Compared with earlier  SAR satellites open to civilians, the most im-
portant advance of TerraSAR-X is the so-called Spotlight imaging mode, 
which allows the targets to be viewed for a longer time, resulting in higher 
spatial resolution (approx. 1 m). There is a full polarimetric imaging mode, 
but it is not open for civilians (Düring et al., 2008).  

Rauste et al. (2008) reported, that the estimation of growing stock vo-
lume is slightly more accurate with full-polarimetric ALOS than with the 
earlier Japanese Earth Resources Satellite 1 (JERS-1), but the estimates 
still saturate at 150 m3/ha. Results obtained with the RadarSat-2 or Terra-
SAR-X have not yet been published. However, in the TerraSAR an air-
borne sensor, Expeimental Synthetic Aperture Radar (E-SAR), owned by 
the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) has been used to simulate the results 
obtainable with TerraSAR.    
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1.2  Objective of this Study 

The objective of this study was to determine the usability of bitemporal 
(spring and autumn) E-SAR images in the estimation of forest variables at 
the plot-level. These variables included mean volume, tree species-specific 
volumes and their proportions of the total volume, basal area, mean height 
and mean diameter. The accuracy of estimates obtained using the airborne 
E-SAR can be considered an upper limit for those obtainable later with the 
TerraSAR, since the latter operates in the X-band only while the E-SAR 
contains both X and L bands. 

2  Material and Methods 

2.1  Field Data 

The study area is located in Kirkkonummi, southern Finland (24.45º E and 
60.22º N). It covers approx. 1000 ha of managed boreal forest. Relascope 
sample plots were measured in the field. In seedling stands, circular sam-
ple plots with a radius of 5.64 m were measured. Stratified sampling, based 
on Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) satellite image, aeri-
al photographs and old forest management plan, were used in selecting 
field sample plot locations. Stands with large mean volumes received 
higher weight in the field sample, thus the mean forest attributes are 
somewhat higher than generally in the area (Table 1). The final locations 
of the measured field plots were registered with a Differential Global Posi-
tioning System (DGPS). 

Table 1. Means and maximums of the variables examined in the field dataset. 

 Mean Maximum 
Mean diameter, cm 25.1 46.9 
Mean height, m 19.1 32.1 
Basal area, m2/ha 17.2 63.0 
Mean volume, m3/ha 160.2 547.5 
Mean volume of Scots pine, m3/ha 50.6 364.1 
Mean volume of Norway spruce, m3/ha 72.4 483.7 
Mean volume of deciduous trees, m3/ha 37.2 241.0 
Proportion of Scots pine, % 37.1 100 
Proportion of Norway spruce, % 32.1 100 
Proportion of deciduous trees, % 28.3 100 
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2.2  Remotely Sensed Data and Feature Extraction 

2.2.1  E-SAR 

The E-SAR images were captured on August 31, 2000 and May 2, 2001. 
Both flights included L-band (HH, HV, VV and VH polarizations) and X-
band (HH and VV polarizations). In all, 12 E-SAR image bands, all geore-
ferenced using a digital elevation model (DEM), were thus available. Ra-
diometric calibration was carried out by the DLR, with the help of corner 
reflectors located in the study area.  

Features extracted from the E-SAR image included mean and standard 
deviation of the  backscatter intensity and band ratios. The features were 
extracted from areas corresponding to the relascope sample plots. In com-
parison to satellite radar imaging, the variation of incidence angle of the 
transmitted radiation in airborne SAR imaging is significantly larger with-
in the imaging area. In the E-SAR data employed, the near-range incidence 
angle was 25º and that of the far-range approx. 56º. Since the incidence 
angle greatly impacts the intensity of the backscatter  received (especially 
in open terrain), the E-SAR incidence angle was calculated for each field 
plot using the plot location, flight altitude and imaging geometry of the an-
tenna. Furthermore, the terrain slope at the plot centre towards the viewing 
direction of the antenna was calculated for each plot, because it may im-
pact the backscatter received, as well. In dense forests, the impacts of the 
incidence angle and terrain slope are smaller, especially in the X band, 
which cannot illuminate the ground.  

2.2.2  Landsat ETM + Satellite Image 

The Landsat ETM+ image used in this study was acquired on April 21, 
2001 (path 188, row 18).  The ground resolution was 30 m in bands 1-5 
and 7, 60 m in thermal band 6 and 15 m in the panchromatic (PAN) band. 
The image was georeferenced into the Finnish Uniform Coordinate System 
with ground-control points collected from a base map. The satellite image 
features used in this study were pixel values of bands 1-7 (pixel containing 
the field plot centre), and average and standard deviation extracted from a 
2 x 2 pixel window around the field plot centre in the PAN band. 

2.2.3  Aerial Photographs 

False-colour aerial photographs with NIR, red (R) and green (G) bands 
from summer 2000 were used. The images were captured with a film cam-
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era and digitalized by scanning the negatives. The digitalized images were 
orthorectified, using base map and a DEM to a ground resolution of 0.5 m.  

The aerial photographic features used in this study are presented below. 
These were calculated separately for the three bands, from 40 x 40 pixel 
windows around the field plot centre, except in the case of standard tex-
ture. 

1. Band averages 
2. Band standard deviations 
3. Standard texture derived from a 32 x 32 pixel window, which was 

further divided into  1 x 1, 2 x 2, 4 x 4 and 8 x 8 pixel blocks. The 
features were calculated as standard deviations of the means of pixel 
blocks. Finally, the standard deviation of these four calculated stan-
dard deviation features was calculated. 

4. Textural features derived from co-occurrence matrices: angular 
second moment, contrast, entropy and local  homogeneity (e.g. Hara-
lick et al., 1973).  

2.3  Feature Normalization and Feature Selection 

There were large differences in the ranges of the features derived from the 
three remotely sensed data sources. For this reason, the features were nor-
malized before estimation in such a way that the mean of each band cor-
responded to 0 and the standard deviation to 1. Without standardization,  
those features having the highest ranges would have predominated in the 
k-nearest neighbour (k-nn) search (see Section 2.4 below), whether corre-
lating with the forest variables or not. 

Sequential forward selection was applied in the feature selection. This 
method adds features iteratively to the model. In the first iteration round, 
the feature producing the best estimate (lowest RMSE) for the forest varia-
ble examined (e.g. mean volume of growing stock) is selected. In the fol-
lowing iteration rounds, those features that produced the best estimation 
result with those already present in the feature set were selected, one by 
one. Iteration continues until the RMSE is no longer lowered. Sequential 
forward selection may stop after one or two features, if none of the rest 
further improves the accuracy when combined with the first features. This 
does not mean that the selected subset would be the best of all existing 
subsets. Stopping at a local minimum was a problem when unstandardized, 
raw features were used in the preliminary tests. 

All three sets were subjected to each feature selection at a time. Addi-
tionally, a dataset containing all three sources was created and feature se-
lection was applied to this combined dataset, as well. 
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2.4  Estimation of Plot-Level Forest Variables 

The k-nn method was used in the forest variable estimation (e.g. Kilkki 
and Päivinen, 1987; Tokola et al., 1996; Franco-Lopez et al., 2001 (Eq. 
1)). A central assumption is that field plots (or stands) that are similar in 
reality will be similar in the space defined by remotely sensed data fea-
tures, as well. The forest variables of any image pixel can then be esti-
mated with the help of reference field plots measured in the field by calcu-
lating the averages of the nearest neighbours. In the present study, 
similarity was determined by the Euclidean distances in the image feature 
space. The nearest neighbours were weighted with inverse distances (Eq. 
2). 
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di = euclidian distance to the i:th nearest field plot (measured in the feature 
space) 
k = number of neighbours used in the estimation 

An essential parameter affecting the results obtained with the k-nn me-
thod is the number of neighbours, k, for which values 3,4 and 5 were tested 
in this study. These were deemed suitable in relation to the number of field 
plots. Selecting the value for k is always a compromise:  a small k increas-
es the random error of the estimates, while a large k results in averaged es-
timates and reduces the variation available in the original dataset. 
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3  Evaluation of Results 

Evaluation of the estimation accuracy was carried out using cross-
validation. In the process, each field plot at a time is left out of the refer-
ence dataset and the forest variable estimates are calculated using the re-
maining field plots. The estimates are then compared with the values ob-
served in the field. The RMSE (Eq. 3) and relative RMSE (Eq. 4) were 
derived from the comparisons.  
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where 
 yi = measured value of variable y at plot i 

iŷ  = estimated value of variable y at plot i 

iy = mean of measured values of variable y 
 n = number of field plots  
 

The estimation accuracies obtained using the three remotely sensed da-
tasets are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The best value of k varied, depend-
ing on the data and target variable, but four neighbours generally gave the 
best results, thus the results presented were obtained with this k value. The 
lowest RMSEs were obtained with the combined dataset, except in the 
case of mean diameter. Of the single data sources, E-SAR performed espe-
cially well in the mean volume estimation, where the RMSE was signifi-
cantly lower than those obtained with aerial photographs or the Landsat 
ETM+. In the case of other general forest variables (mean diameter, mean 
height and basal area), E-SAR and aerial photograph results were  relative-
ly alike, and far better than Landsat ETM+. Two types of tree species-
specific variables were studied: volumes of spruce (Picea A. Dietr.), pine 
(Pinus L.) and deciduous trees and their proportions of total volume in the 
field plot. Estimation success was generally better in the case of propor-
tions of mean volume (Fig. 1), thus these results are presented in Table 2. 
The estimation accuracies of both variable types were poorer than those of 
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the plot mean variables shown in Table 1. Of the single data sources,  aeri-
al photographs performed best. 
 

Table 2. Estimation results for general stand variables with the three remotely 
sensed datasets and the combined set. Results were obtained with four nearest 
neighbours. If using three or five neighbours resulted in a lower RMSE, this is 
shown in brackets. The combined set was tested with four neighbours only. 

 RMSE, % of 
mean 

   

 Mean diameter Mean height Basal area Mean volume 
Landsat ETM+ 40.45 (38.51) 34.51 48.66 (46.86) 58.33 
Aerial photographs 25.69 26.54 (26.48) 42.14 (40.61) 50.71 (49.33) 
E-SAR 29.01 (27.82) 28.44 (27.46) 38.28 44.82 
Combined set 26.30 23.15 32.87 38.30 
 

Table 3. Estimation results of tree species-specific proportions of the mean vo-
lume with the three remotely sensed datasets and the combined set. Results were 
obtained with four nearest neighbours. If using three or five neighbours resulted in 
a lower RMSE, this is shown in brackets. The combined set was tested with four 
neighbours only.  

 RMSE, % of mean   
 Proportion of pine Proportion of spruce Proportion of deci-

duous trees 
Landsat ETM+ 106.5 (105.99) 77.23 (76.79) 102.6 (100.26) 
Aerial photographs 76.17 (70.97) 77.64 74.92 
E-SAR 81.77 84.61 (83.22) 86.15 
Combined set 64.28 58.79 68.66 

 
Features from all data sources were selected from the combined set, 

while those selected from single data sources are presented below. Of the 
ETM+ satellite image bands, bands 5 and 6 were suited best for the estima-
tion of general stand variables (mean volume, mean diameter, mean height 
and basal area), while the volume and proportion of conifers were esti-
mated best with bands 3 and PAN, and the volume and proportion of deci-
duous trees with bands 2 and 4.  

In aerial photographs, the best features for forest variable estimation 
were the textural features based on standard deviations of pixel blocks 
(standard texture) and co-occurrence matrices, augmented with the average 
of R band for basal area and mean volume. Estimates of conifer volumes 
and properties were most accurate when features based on co- occurrence 
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matrices (and standard deviations of pixel blocks) were used together with 
averages for the G band. This was the case with deciduous trees, as well, 
but quite surprisingly, the NIR band was not among the features that first 
entered the model. Overall, the textural features proved to be more impor-
tant than the averages of aerial photograph pixel values.  

Of the E-SAR features, tree dimensions (mean height, mean diameter) 
were best estimated with ratios of the polarization bands of same-date im-
ages. For basal area, intensity of the HV polarization and standard devia-
tions of backscatter of different polarizations of the L band performed best. 
The intensity of the L-HH polarization and band ratio L-HH/L-HV de-
scribed the mean volume of growing stock most accurately. The standard 
deviations of the backscatter intensities for the X-VV and L-VV polariza-
tions were suited for the estimation of volumes and proportions of con-
ifers, while the volume of deciduous species was estimated most accurate-
ly with the standard deviation for the backscatter of the X-HH polarization 
and the proportion of deciduous species with band ratios L-HH/L-VV and 
L-HH/X-VV derived from the autumn image. 
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Fig. 1. Estimation results of the two types of tree species-specific variables (pro-
portions of mean volume and mean volume m3/ha) with the three remotely sensed 
datasets and the combined set. Results were obtained with four nearest neigh-
bours.   
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4  Discussion and Conclusions 

In the present study, we analysed the usability of E-SAR radar imagery in 
the estimation of plot-level forest variables. E-SAR is an airborne instru-
ment, that simulates the data obtained with the high-resolution satellite ra-
dar TerraSar. The accuracies were compared with results obtained using 
aerial photographs and a medium-resolution Landsat ETM+ satellite image 
recording optical wavelength energy. A combined dataset was created and 
tested, as well. The dimensionality of all datasets was reduced with se-
quential forward selection of features. The lowest RMSEs were obtained 
with the  combined dataset. Compared with single data sources, the im-
provements were largest in mean volume, basal area and species-specific 
volumes. Of the single data sources, E-SAR was able to produce the most 
reliable results concerning general forest variables, especially the mean vo-
lume of the plot, while Landsat ETM+ produced the overall poorest esti-
mates.  

The mean errors of traditional ocular forest inventory used in operation-
al forest management planning vary from 16% to 38% (Poso, 1983; Laasa-
senaho and Päivinen, 1986; Pussinen, 1992;  Haara and Korhonen, 2004; 
Saari and Kangas, 2005). This means that the approx. 45% error level 
reached with E-SAR imagery at the field plot level closely resembles that 
of ocular field inventory (the RMSEs are somewhat lower at the stand lev-
el). The 38% error obtained with the combined dataset is even more prom-
ising. 

A central problem in ocular field inventory is the  poor accuracy of spe-
cies-specific estimates. For example Haara and Korhonen (2004) obtained 
relative RMSEs of 29%, 43% and 65%, for pine, spruce and birch (Betula 
L.), while the biases were -5.5%, 4.4% and 5.7%, respectively. During the 
next few years, the Finnish operational forest management-planning will 
change to an ALS-based system. With the planned area-based method, 
mean volumes can be estimated more accurately than with ocular field in-
ventory, but the species-specific estimations of RMSEs are similar.  Pack-
alén and Maltamo (2007) showed that the plot-level RMSEs for species-
specific volumes varied between 51% and 102%. Holopainen et al. (2008) 
obtained plot-level tree species-specific accuracies between 70% and 72% 
for pine, spruce and deciduous trees by combining ALS and aerial photo-
graphic data. In the present study the aerial photographs outperformed the 
E-SAR in the species-specific estimation success by 6-11 %, the RMSEs 
being 75%-68%, which is in line with those obtained with ocular field in-
ventory or area-based ALS data.  
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The E-SAR images were tested to determine the capacity of the new 
high-resolution TerraSAR satellite images, which are currentry available, 
as well.  Concerning the high-resolution SAR satellite images, full polari-
metric imaging has recently become operational. In combining data from 
several satellite types, information from different wavelength areas can be 
obtained. These factors should improve the estimation accuracies in forest 
applications, compared with previous instrument generations. Furthermore, 
spatial resolution has been improved and is now at the scale of 1 m (single-
polarization imaging). Current expectations are high, especially for utiliza-
tion of SAR-interferometry and polarimetry (Krieger et al., 2005).  

A central task for future forest resource inventories will be detection of 
changes, i.e. updating the forest inventory data. In addition to the tradition-
al forest variables, more interest will be placed on changes in biomass, 
bioenergy and carbon balance. Climate change will probably increase for-
est damage, creating a demand for monitoring methods, as well. Our re-
sults suggest, that high-resolution SAR images outperform medium-
resolution optical wavelength region satellite images in the task of moni-
toring growing stock volumes and biomasses. 

The next steps will include testing with actual TerraSAR-X imagery to 
determine whether the results simulated with airborne E-SAR will hold 
true with satellite-borne instruments. Further research areas will include 
the use of SAR image segments as feature extraction units, developing the 
methods of feature selection and combining the high-resolution SAR data 
with ALS data. 
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consequent structure to the introduced methodology.  

Case study for application was two districts in Geneva (a historical district, and 
a modern one) where LIDAR data are available. The use of a hybrid approach 
from raw LIDAR data and vectorial digital maps (GIS data) of roofs footprints de-
rived from a 3-D urban model of the city of Geneva allowed to interpolate a 2.5-D 
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urban surface model (DUSM) of roofs buildings, with a resolution grid of 0.50 by 
0.50 metres. This step reveals itself as fundamental for processing the environ-
mental analysis of the urban texture. In particular, the implemented tool calculates 
solar radiation and solar accessibility on buildings’ roofs, in order to investigate 
the potential for implementing photovoltaic panels. 

Keywords: 3D data analysis, LIDAR, 2.5-D urban surface models, urban mor-
phology, image processing, solar radiation, 2-D and 3-D visualization 

1  Introduction  

Recently, the increasing attention to environmental issues in urban studies 
has opened up many questions about how planners should manage them in 
the design process. In fact, numerous authors and architects are convinced 
that cities play a leading role in controlling sustainability: strategies for re-
defining more efficient cities in terms of energy performance and envi-
ronmental quality were the centre of attention in seminal work by Richard 
Rogers in defining policies for UK cities (Rogers, 1997; Urban Task 
Force, 1999) and supported the debate around the promotion of more com-
pact cities (Jenks et al., 1996, 2000). Anyway, a comprehensive and reli-
able toolkit for sustainable urban design is lacking among practicing pro-
fessionals. 

Today’s availability of 3-D information about cities offers the possibil-
ity to analyse the urban fabric in a very innovative way. In fact, even if 
LIDAR data permit to derive precious and precise information about the 
physical layout of cities, still very few applications have been implemented 
in order to process these data for the environmental analysis and to get a 
quick understanding about the performance of the urban form. For in-
stance, the increasing interest in the quantification of energy-based indica-
tors at the scale of the city, strongly suggests the integration of 3-D geog-
raphy and urban studies in order to provide useful applications for the 
urban planning. In particular, we introduce a novel cross-disciplinary ap-
proach that covers the whole procedure from data acquisition from Air-
borne Laser Scanning (ALS) to the environmental analysis through the im-
age processing of digital urban models. The tool presented here can be 
intended just as one tile of a larger mosaic aiming at the quantification of 
environmental parameters at the urban scale. Using the capability of 
LIDAR data in order to construct an accurate 3-D urban surface model, a 
tool for calculating solar radiation incident on urban fabric is implemented.  

The investigation of solar radiation in architecture is not new and there 
are already several tools that calculate radiation performance of buildings 
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very accurately. Nevertheless, these tools are very useful at the micro-scale 
of architecture (environmental performance software) or at the macro-scale 
of landscape and regional geography (GIS tools), but the focus on the ur-
ban district and tools for automatically calculating irradiation on a whole 
urban site are mostly lacking.  

The calculation of solar radiation gives us some clues about the energy-
performance of the urban fabric concerning a general understanding of the 
different contributions of vertical and sloped surfaces in the urban context. 
Hence, some critical questions in urban design and planning arise: can we 
build denser cities without decreasing the potential for passive solar archi-
tecture? Which is the incidence of beam versus diffuse solar irradiance 
contributions in typical urban textures? Those questions could benefit from 
comparative studies between different urban design solutions using the 
methodology introduced here.   

The two areas selected for the analysis present very different character-
istics in terms of extension and building typologies. The first pilot zone is 
a square 300 metres wide near the Rhone River and the old town of Ge-
neva, in Switzerland, such as presented in shadowed white zone of figure 1 
(left image). The urban texture is quite compact and densely built, present-
ing 36 different buildings with average height of 18.5 metres counted on 
site. The second pilot zone is a square 600 metres wide near the lake of 
Geneva, on a residential area, such as presented in shadowed white zone  
of figure 1 (right image). The urban texture presents a low density urbani-
zation characterized by two storey’s tall buildings (294 were counted on 
site) in average and by generous open areas. The reconstruction of the 2.5-
DUSM, as explained later in text is shown in figure 2.  

 
Fig. 1. Two pre-defined areas (pilot zones) of the case study in Geneva’s city; left: 
dense built area near the Rhone River and the old town; right: residential area near 
the lake of Geneva 
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Fig. 2. The 2.5-DUSM visualized on Matlab for the first (image above) and sec-
ond (image below) pilot zones. Heights are expressed in meters above sea level 

2  Related Work 

Reference to this work is on one hand 3D GIS applied to urban model 
building, on the other hand environmental analysis, in particular solar ir-
radiance, in urban area. Both fields are well established in the literature, 
but most often separately.  

In the field of 3-D geography, previous literature on interpolation of 
LIDAR point clouds is vast. The advantages and disadvantages of several 
interpolation methods, such as triangle-based linear interpolation, nearest 
neighbour interpolation and kriging interpolation were presented by Zinger 
et al. (2002). The most accurate surfaces are created using a grid with a 
sampling size that relates as close as possible to the LIDAR point density 
during the acquisition phase (Behan, 2000). For applications where high 
level of accuracy is demanded, control techniques that analyse the quality 
of digital terrain models can be carried out (Menezes et al., 2005).      

A method to interpolate and construct a 2.5-DUSM (incorporating the 
geographical relief), based on LIDAR and GIS buildings data, has been 
proposed by Osaragi and Otani (2007). As related research, there are some 
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semi-automatic methods available to create 3-D GIS data from LIDAR 
data, such as the Virtual London at UCL (Steed et al., 1999) and the Map-
Cube at Tokyo CadCenter Corporation (Takase et al., 2003). 

In the field of environmental analysis, the literature proposes various 
tools to compute solar irradiance on urban area. A lot of them are based on 
Computer Aided-Design (CAD) in architectural domain and consist in 
simulating solar access: RADIANCE lighting simulation model (Com-
pagnon, 2004), TOWNSCOPE II (Teller and Azar, 2001), SOLENE (Mi-
guet and Groleau, 2002) and other works presented by Ward (1994) and 
Robinson and Stone (2005). However, such tools require contextual data 
specific to a given district and can with difficulty generalize and automate 
calculation on several districts. For this reason, Batty et al. (1999) stress 
the need to couple such CAD tools with 3D GIS so as to include data proc-
essing and spatial analysis systems and to provide automatic or systematic 
analysis on urban area.  

In this perspective of integrated approach, Rylatt and al. (2001) devel-
oped a solar energy planning system on urban scale using GIS-based deci-
sion support. Two different studies concerning the analysis of solar poten-
tial of roofs have been recently presented (Kassner et al., 2008; Beseničara 
et al., 2008). 

Pioneers in the use of image processing techniques to analyse environ-
mental indicators and morphology of digital urban models was a group of 
researchers at the Martin Centre, University of Cambridge (Ratti, 2001; 
Ratti and Richens, 2004; Ratti et al., 2005). Today’s increasing availability 
of 3-D information from user generated contents and remote sensing sur-
veys, makes this technique promising and very useful for a general under-
standing of the performance of our cities. 

The technique is based on the use of very simple raster models of cities, 
called 2.5-DUSMs. These models reproduce the geometry of the urban 
fabric and are produced by regularly spaced matrices of elevation values, 
which contain 3-D information on 2-D digital support, stored in Bitmap 
format. Developing software algorithms derived from image processing, it 
is possible to develop efficient strategic tools for analysing and planning 
the sustainable urban form, measuring geometric parameters and assessing 
radiation exchange, energy consumption, wind porosity, visibility, spatial 
analyses, etc. Results are fast and accurate. 

On the basis of this literature, our work will propose a conceptual and 
methodological framework that formalises the introduction of solar irradi-
ance and morphological analysis into 3D building models using GIS in a 
consistent way.  
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3  Dataflow Process 

The process for structuring the proposed methodology is based on five ma-
jor steps as represented in the dataflow of figure 3: (1) the construction of 
the 2.5-D urban surface model, (2) the segmentation procedure for laser 
scanning data to derive slopes and orientations of roofs, (3) the analysis of 
suitable building roofs in terms of surface area for photovoltaic purpose, 
(4) the solar irradiation on building roofs through the image processing of 
urban models, (5) the visualizations of results. All these steps will be fur-
ther detailed any analyzed on the next three sections of this paper. 
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Fig. 3. Dataflow summarizing the process used to calculate irradiation on roof sur-
faces 
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4  Presentation of Methodology: the Implementation of 
the 2.5-D Urban Surface Model from LIDAR Data to the 
Calculation of Irradiation on Roof Surfaces 

4.1 The Implementation of the 2.5-DUSM from LiDAR Data to 
Environmental Analysis 

For the 2.5-DUSM interpolation of the case study of the city of Geneva 
here presented two data sources are required: raw LIDAR data and 2-D 
vectorial digital maps of roofs prints of buildings derived from a 3-D urban 
model. The existing 3-D urban models were reconstructed by the enter-
prise CIBERCITY, combining a hybrid approach that uses ortophotos and 
raw LIDAR data. 

First, we interpolate a digital terrain model (DTM) by classifying the 
LIDAR points according to the following sequential operations: 

• Using a GIS software, LIDAR points contained within building poly-
gons and in the 1 metre buffer generated from building polygons are 
eliminated. 

• Using the classification tools provided by TerraScan software, LIDAR 
points whose elevation value vary significantly from surrounding points 
are considered to be points indicating features such as aerial points (for 
example, if the laser beam touches a bird), trees and vehicles, and thus 
are removed. 

After eliminating the points indicating all these features, a DTM can be 
interpolated only from ground points – with good density of LIDAR points 
(such as in our testing areas, located in Geneva city, where LIDAR points 
were acquired with a density of 4 to 6 points per square metre) there is no 
great difference among some of the existing gridding interpolation meth-
ods that can be employed, such as the nearest neighbour binning, inverse 
distance weighting, triangulation with linear interpolation, minimum cur-
vature, kriging and radial basis functions (Gonçalves, 2006). All these in-
terpolation methods are accessible in common GIS software available on 
the market.  

For its generalised use by the scientific community for DTM interpola-
tion, the triangular interpolation was chosen. Secondly, we interpolate (us-
ing only the LIDAR points classified as being contained within vectorial 
roofs prints) a value for each grid cell corresponding to a roof value for all 
the existing buildings on the areas of study. Thus, a triangulation with lin-
ear interpolation is also applied to each one of the roofs of the buildings. It 
is important to note that along edges of roofs, LIDAR points whose eleva-
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tion value vary significantly from surrounding points are considered to be 
points indicating features such as low points and are removed (using the 
classification tools provided by TerraScan software). For each building, 
and more specifically for each grid cell contained within, the building 
height (also defined as nDSM of buildings) is taken to be the value of sub-
traction of the terrain elevation (calculated in the DTM interpolated) from 
the building elevation. Lastly, each building is added to the DTM as a col-
umn (whose borders are defined from the vectorial roofs prints), using the 
building height found previously for each cell contained within, as de-
scribed in last paragraph. The final result allows the construction of a 2.5-
DUSM of roofs, which is composed of only terrain and buildings heights 
information (DTM + nDSM). Data source and parameters needed for gen-
erating the 2.5-DUSM of roofs are shown in figure 4. 

Finally, in order to complete the image enhancement of the model, we 
have to refine the facades of buildings that are sloped because of interpola-
tion. In order to achieve this goal, we applied an image smoothing using a 
3 by 3 low-pass filtering. Each building’s contour pixel was deleted and 
then expanded again, in order to assign more constant values to roofs 
edges (figure 5).   
 

 
Fig. 4. Interpolation and construction of 2.5-D Urban Surface Model (2.5-DUSM) 
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Fig. 5. The enhancement of the urban model; from the top: (a) the raw LIDAR 
data, (b) the original DEM, (c) the reconstruction of roofs edges and buildings fa-
cades. With this last step, the facades become vertical 
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4.2  Segmentation Procedure for Laser Scanning Data: 
Derivation of Slope and Orientation of Roofs 

A segmentation procedure for laser scanning data was implemented to 
search for planar faces in order to define more accurately slope and orien-
tation of each roof section, when compared to slope and orientation auto-
matically calculated using 2.5-DUSM. It follows a region growing princi-
ple that takes the deviation from a plane in 3D into consideration, as 
initially described by Quint and Landes (1996) and later on enhanced to 
application on LIDAR data by Vögtle and Steinle (2000). Figure 6 shows 
the result of the algorithm for an area of the second pilot zone using all 
pulse laser scanning data.  

As proposed by Lemp and Weidner (2005) the algorithm has been also 
applied using only last pulse laser data but results were not satisfying, es-
pecially along roofs edges.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Example of segmentation procedure (areas in red) for laser scanning data 
on part of the second pilot zone 
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4.3  Surface Roof Requirements and Creation of Masks for 
Suitable Roofs 

The segmentation procedure enables create homogeneous roof planes in 
terms of orientation and slope. On the other hand, the 2-D vectorial digital 
map of roofs prints contains such an accurate geometry of roof but with no 
information on slope or orientation.  

Therefore, through the overlay between the layers of segmented roof 
and the 2D map of roofs prints, it is possible to add, in the second layer, at-
tribute data on orientation and slope and to calculate from slope real area 
of each roof. 

In historical city centres, building roofs are often of complex structure 
and split into numerous roof sections. A lot of them are too small to im-
plement PV panels. So it is matter of making a pre-selection of roofs that 
meet some minimal requirements in terms of surface area. Let consider 
that an installed power capacity of 1 KW requires 8 m2 of PV panel 
(PACER, 1996). In practise, the installed power of a PV panel should not 
be inferior to 2 KW, for cost-effectiveness purpose. This means that the 
minimum surface area of PV panel unit is equal to 16 m2. If we consider a 
need of some distance margin between the border of the roof and the bor-
der of the PV panel, in our model, we will select roofs with surface area 
superior or equal to 20 m2.  

For flat roofs, additional slope is provided to panels to increase their ef-
ficiency. This result in decreasing the part of the roof area being used as a 
inclined panel provokes shadow on the panel located behind it (figure 7). 
For instance, following the equation 5 given in PACER (1996), for panels 
with slope of 30° (Beta), the ratio Apanels / Aroof decreases to 40% (only 
40% of the roof area can be used). Therefore, high electrical production 
involves an optimum between the total PV area on a roof and the effi-
ciency of each panel. Given the recent technological developments of PV 
panels and the increase of efficiency, a low slope of about 5° enables to 
meet the optimum, which corresponds to a use of 80% of the flat roof. So, 
in our model, we select flat roofs where 80% * real area ≥ 20 m2. 

θββ tan/sincos
1

+
=

P
L

                                                           (1) 

Where: 
 L: length of the inclined panel 
 P: distance between panels 
 β: slope of the panel 
 θ: shadow angle 
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Shadow limit

 
Fig. 7. Implementation of inclined PV panels on flat roof (adapted from PACER, 
1996) 

Finally, after having selected suitable roof planes in terms of surface 
area requirement, grid pixel masks of roof footprints, orientation and slope 
are created from 2D vector map of roofs prints, with a resolution 0.5 meter 
by 0.5 meter. Such masks serve as input for the calculation of irradiation. 

4.4  Solar Irradiation Calculation on Buildings Roofs 

The calculation is made with MatLab scripts from hourly irradiation aver-
age values, pixel by pixel. Theoretical background about calculating solar 
radiation in urban area and its application to Geneva sectors are respec-
tively presented in details in sections 5 and 6 of this paper. 

4.5  Meteorological Data Sources 

The solar irradiation data we use in our application come from 
METENORM® that is a meteorological reference incorporating a cata-
logue of meteorological data and calculation procedures at several loca-
tions in the world. The database offers, among others, average data on 
global and diffuse radiation incident on horizontal surface, for a given time 
period and scale. By subtraction we can deduce beam irradiation. From the 
monthly values (station data), METEONORM calculates hourly values of 
all these parameters using a stochastic model. The resulting time series 
correspond to "typical years".  
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The version (4.0) we used provides statistical data of a typical year that 
corresponds to the period 1970-1990 for the Geneva location1. With such 
data we would like to calculate yearly balance of irradiation on each roof 
pixel in a given area in Geneva. However, calculating irradiation for each 
hour of a typical year and for each pixel of a high resolution 2.5-DUSM 
model would result of several days of computer time simulation. Conse-
quently, we reduced our solar irradiation dataset by averaging hourly val-
ues for each month. The yearly dataset contains thus 288 (24hours x 
12months) hourly values instead of 8’760. The solar geometry has to be 
considered for the day the most representative of each month, which is the 
day 15th. 

5  Theory on Solar Radiation: Calculating Hourly Global 
Radiation Incident on an Inclined Plane (Roof) 

Raw data on solar irradiation are generally derived at hourly time scale in 
most meteorological databases. In the following, we therefore consider 
such a time scale in the calculation of irradiation. As we will see, calculat-
ing solar radiation incident involves describing interactions between the 
sky model, solar geometry and 2.5D buildings model (Compagnon, 2004). 

Let assume the case of a roof or section of a roof inclined at an angle β 
from the horizontal position and with an azimuth exposition angle γ. At lo-
cations where the hourly global and diffuse radiation on horizontal sur-
faces are measured and known, the global radiation on an inclined surface 
can be written, by referring to Iqbal (1983, p. 320), as: 

Iβγ = Ibβγ + Ir + Is                                                                            (1) 

Where: 

Iβγ : hourly global radiation incident on an inclined plane at an angle β 
and with an azimuth angle γ 

Ibβγ : hourly beam radiation incident on an inclined plane 
Ir: hourly ground-reflected radation incident on an inclined plane  
Is: hourly sky diffuse radiation incident on an inclined plane 
 
The expression of the three components of the global irradiation and the 

way of calculating them are detailed in Iqbal (1983).  

                                                      
1 The most recent version 6.1 (2008) offers radiation data for the time period 
1980-2000  
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However, in urban area, it should be taken into account shadowing ef-
fects due to obstructions in the surrounding environment of the irradiated 
surface, like other buildings, neighbour building structures (chimney), 
trees, etc. 

For the beam component, by combining the 2.5D-model of urban area 
and geometric position of the sun hour per hour, it is possible to calculate 
the shaded surface area of a roof section during a given hour (Glenn and 
Watson, 1984; Incropera and DeWitt, 1960). 

Assuming an isotropic model, the amount of sky diffuse radiation is to 
be linked with the sky visibility from the surface roof of interest. There-
fore, obstructions on diffuse radiation and on sky visibility more in general 
can be analysed through the Sky View Factor (SVF); it expresses the rela-
tionship between the visible area of the sky and the portion of the sky cov-
ered by surrounding buildings and other obstacles viewed from a specific 
point of observation (Souza et al., 2003). The SVF encompasses reduction 
of visibility due to the slope of an inclined plane and obstacles in the sur-
rounding built environment. The diffuse radiation incident is thus obtained 
through the product of SVF (%) by available diffuse radiation on unob-
structed horizontal surfaces. An example of calculating SVF with 3D GIS 
is proposed by Souza et al. (2003) through their 3DSkyView tool. 

The ground reflected (albedo) component being negligible, we do not 
consider the shadowing effect.  

6  Image Processing of Raster Images for the Study of 
Solar Radiation 

In this study the reconstruction of the 2.5-D urban model was applied for 
implementing specific tools for calculating the solar irradiance intercepted 
by urban roofs according to figure 4. Aim of the proposed application is 
first to determine the rate of accessibility of urban roofs to direct solar ra-
diation and second to estimate the potential usage of those surfaces for the 
production of renewable energy from the sun. To fulfil the analysis results 
require being stored in different modalities. Outputs of the proposed tools 
are both numerical data and visualizations. Numerical data of solar radia-
tion is collected pixel by pixel on the roofs and also stored in synthetic ta-
bles containing the list of the identified roofs’ sections. Visualizations, on 
the other hand, make numerical results visible on the 2-D plans of the 
case-study areas. 

The technique used in this application is based on the image processing 
of the provided models that are interpreted as raster images, i.e. 2-D arrays 
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where every intensity value represents the height of the pixel in metres. 
The density2 and accuracy3 of the LIDAR data used are relatively high. 
Thus, a 2.5-DUSM (grid) of 0.50 by 0.50 metres, which has a sampling 
size that relates as close as possible to the LIDAR point density during the 
acquisition phase (Behan, 2000), was interpolated and constructed. The 
technique computes irradiance values on all target points being visible 
from a viewpoint location represented by the position of the sun. 

Two types of input data are required for running the tool: first, geo-
graphical data that inform the location of the case-study areas (geographi-
cal coordinates of the case-study area, the height above sea level and the 
physical extension of the site in metres) and second the statistical irradi-
ance values (see section 4). From these letter irradiances it is possible to 
derive irradiance values for every orientation and inclination of surface, 
according to solar geometry formulae (see section 5).  

A list of several masks is the next necessary set of inputs to run the 
model. These are the following:  

• The digital elevation model (DEM) mask, here also called 2.5-D urban 
surface model, whereby intensity values of pixels represent the height 
above the sea level. This input image is the main 2.5-D information to 
run the script; 

• The masks including labels of buildings and roofs’ sections. Hence, it is 
possible to determine the exact identification of each building and roof’s 
section. 

• The masks containing the IDs of buildings facades and the nDSM of 
buildings were, respectively, used to compute the areas of the vertical 
surfaces and the volume of buildings (applied on the morphological 
analysis shown in section 7.3). A technique of image enhancement was 
used to define the exact height of each perimeter pixel of buildings. 

• The masks for describing roofs are essentially two and inform about 
orientations and inclinations (slope) of roof pixels and consider also 
constraints due to the potential use for the installation of PV modules 
(refer to Section 4). 

• The mask of areas of roofs’ sections bigger than 20 m2. All roofs’ sec-
tions not included on this mask were excluded from computation.   

 
Solar geometry formulae allow to derive the beam and the diffuse com-

ponents of hourly radiations just starting from the previous mentioned in-
puts. In the computation of the time distribution of radiations during the 
                                                      
2 4 to 6 points per m2 
3 Planimetric precision of 20 centimetres and altimetric precision of 15 centimetres 
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day, however, we can just assess values representative for clear sky condi-
tions, even if they tend to produce conservative estimates (Duffie, 1980, 
p.77). Therefore, even if accurate, results of the application should be used 
mostly in comparative studies to evaluate differences of solar caption in 
time. 

Once the irradiance arrays are calculated and the input images are de-
fined, the core of the computation can run. The shadow casting routine 
first introduced by Ratti (2001) is applied here at a specific hour of the day 
and is used to detect which pixels on roofs are in shadow and which collect 
direct sunlight. The procedure calculates the shadow volume. First, the 
three components of the vector pointing towards the sun are defined. Then, 
we compute the components of an opposite vector, scaled so that the larger 
of the x and y components is just one pixel, and the z component is ad-
justed to the image calibration. If we translate the model by the x and y 
components, and simultaneously reduce its height by subtracting the z 
component, we get part of the shadow volume. If we continue translating 
and lowering by multiples of this vector, and take the maximum of this 
volume with that previously calculated, we build up the whole shadow 
volume. The process can be stopped when all levels are zero or the transla-
tion has shifted the volume right off the image. To reduce the shadow vol-
ume to an actual map of shadows on the roofs and ground level of the city, 
the original model is subtracted from the shadow volume. Pixels with 
negative or zero values are in light; positive values are in shade (please re-
fer to Morello and Ratti, 2009 for details). The same procedure can be ap-
plied also for the calculation of the SVFs on the model. In that case, multi-
ple iterations of shadow casting are processed starting from simulated 
source points homogeneously distributed on the sky vault.  

Hence, when we are able to determine for every pixel its shadowing 
condition, its SVF, its orientation, its inclination and its linear extension, 
we can assign the incident solar irradiance calculated in Watt per square 
metre. Moreover, we need to define the linear length of pixels of roofs’ 
sections: depending on their inclination, pixels can assume different areas. 
This can be easily calculated applying trigonometric formulae. 

As final result we store a set of irradiation values in dedicated arrays. 
First we accumulate all radiation maps in a 4-D matrix (length of the site x 
width of the site x 24 hours of the typical day of the month x 12 months), 
so that it is possible a posterior to reproduce the visualization of solar ad-
mittance on an hourly basis. The second type of array is a 2-D table where 
the rows represent the ID of roofs’ sections and columns store hourly, 
daily and monthly irradiance values. 
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7  Results of the Analysis 

7.1  Presentation 

The analysis aims to reveal the behavior to solar admittance on two case-
study areas that differ in terms of size and land occupation. In order to 
produce a significant comparative study, it is fundamental to derive useful 
urban indicators that allow us to correlate the incident solar radiation in an 
objective way. To achieve this goal we propose for instance a morphologi-
cal study to normalize specific constraints due to the diverse urban con-
texts. 

7.2  Solar Admittance on the Case-Study Areas 

In this investigation we extract information concerning the solar admit-
tance of two portions of urban fabrics. In doing so, we analyze a limited 
number of buildings and discard objects beyond the selected area of inves-
tigation. This constraint inevitably produces some edge effects, because 
some obstructions produced by the neighboring discarded urban fabric are 
not taken into account. Anyway, for these particular urban sites, we are 
confident that the impact on end-results is negligible. 

The first step was to estimate the suitable areas of roofs eligible for the 
production of energy from the sun through solar panels or PV modules. 
This analysis can be conducted just considering urban geometry, in partic-
ular assuming the following constrains (results shown in figure 8, left im-
age): (a) some orientations of roofs’ slopes are discarded a priori (E, NE, 
N, NW, W); (b) as explained in Section 4.3., areas smaller than 20 m2 are 
not taken into consideration, since their energy production is not conve-
nient; (c) only 80% of horizontal surfaces of roofs are computed due to the 
inclination of panels (see section 4.3.); (d) slopes higher than 60 degrees 
are inefficient and thus eliminated; (e) finally, as a more restrictive condi-
tion (figure 8, right image) we discard also areas that have a SVF smaller 
than 60% (refer to the SVF maps of figure 9), in order to consider the ef-
fects generated by the mutual shadings casted by buildings that otherwise 
would not be addressed. 
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Fig.8. Estimation of suitable areas (in white) and unsuitable roofs (in gray) for the 
installation of solar panels or PV modules on urban roofs. On the map on the right 
the authors propose a more restrictive condition, discarding areas where SVF val-
ues are smaller than 60%. Hence, areas like terraces facing courtyards or behind 
chimneys (highlighted with circles) are eliminated 

 
Fig. 9. The SVF computed on the two case-study areas. The average SVF on the 
roofs is 0,82 for the area on the left and 0,86 for the area on the right 

The outputs of this analysis are displayed as visual maps with irradiance 
values represented on the roofs, such as in the examples presented in fig-
ures 10, 11 and 12. Values are aggregated on each roofs’ section to high-
light in a synthetic representation which are suitable surfaces for installing 
solar or PV panels. Daily, monthly or annual values can be displayed. 

If we compare the two pilot zones some interesting characteristics 
emerge. The second pilot zone collects almost twice as much solar energy 
on sloped roofs as the first pilot zone as shown in figure 12, also because 
the second area has a double amount of roofs’ surface available. An exam-
ple of collected hourly solar irradiances over the first pilot zone on roofs in 
typical days for December, March and June (MWh) is shown in figure 13. 
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Fig. 10. Daily solar gains collected on the roofs of the second pilot zone on the 
15th of December (kWh/ m2).  

 
Fig. 11. Hourly maps of irradiances (W/m2) collected on the roofs for the second 
pilot zone on the 15th of March. From left: the map at 9 AM, 11 AM and 1 PM 
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Fig. 12. Solar radiation values collected on roofs on the two pilote zones in 
Geneve. From the left: daily solar irradiances for the average day of the month 
(MWh) and monthly irradiances (MWh) 
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Fig. 13. Collected hourly solar radiation from 6 AM to 8 PM over the roofs of 
both pilot zones on typical days for December, March and June (MWh) 

7.3  Morphological Analysis of the Urban Texture in Relation to 
Solar Radiation 

Aim of the morphological study is to better understand how different urban 
models behave in terms of renewable energy production, in this case solar 
energy. 

Since the two sites that we are investigating present very different cha-
racteristics in terms of extension and building typologies, it is very impor-
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tant to find indicators to conduct a morphological comparative study. The 
first pilot zone is a more central urban area with a dense fabric, tall build-
ings and few open spaces. On the contrary, the second zone presents a low 
density urbanization characterized by two storey’s tall buildings in average 
and by generous open areas. In order to calculate plausible and comparable 
measures of urban density we discard non urban land (agricultural areas, 
big parks, and rivers) and we refer to the area defined by the gray contour 
in Table 1. 

Beside more traditional urban morphological indicators (urban land, 
covered area, built volume, estimation of floor area, mean built height, 
theoretical population) and urban density measures (urban built density, 
ground coverage index), we assess the surface to volume ratio, as an indi-
cator of compactness. In fact, the first pilot zone is more compact than the 
second (S/V ratios are respectively 0,20 and 0,30). It was possible to calcu-
late this parameter, since we provided the necessary masks to distinguish 
between roofs and the footprints of buildings. 

Moreover, we define a set of parameters that address the solar admit-
tance of the urban fabric. These are: (a) the area of roofs suitable for instal-
ling PV modules, also expressed as a ratio to the total area of roofs; (b) the 
irradiance density, i.e. the incident energy per m2; (c) an urban irradiance 
density, defined as the total net incident irradiance on urban roofs divided 
by the population. This last parameter does not represent a measure that 
can be converted into useful energy and for that reason is not shown in Ta-
ble 1. 

From the analysis of the total incident radiation on two areas, interesting 
considerations emerge (figure 14, image above and Table 1). In fact, if we 
normalize the data considering the total areas of roofs (figure 14, image 
below), then the irradiance on the second area is slightly higher than on the 
first one. Hence, results are very similar even if the two urban morpholo-
gies are very different. Therefore, compact urban areas can perform as well 
as less dense suburbia in terms of solar admittance.  

Results of this analysis show that the production of solar energy on low 
density areas is easier due to two main parameters: urban obstructions and 
population density. First, urban obstructions have a higher impact on the 
compact urban area (the mean sky view factor SVF computed on roofs is 
0,82  in the first pilot zone versus a value of 0,86 in the second). 

Second, the building typologies in the second case-study area allow to 
obtain a higher degree of ‘potential solar roof’ area per person. In fact, if 
we refer to the theoretical population of the two areas (derived as a stan-
dard value from the built volume), then the second zone shows better re-
sults (figure 14 above). This is due to the lower densities and consequently 
to the larger amount of roofs’ areas available pro capite. For instance, con-
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sidering the population hosted in both sites, the mean irradiance per person 
in the second pilot zone is almost three times as much as in the first one 
(see Table 1). We define this latter index as the ‘urban irradiance density’ 
(kWh/person) with the aim to assign to each person the average solar irra-
diance incident on the roofs during the entire year. It is important to ob-
serve that this irradiance density takes into account the total incident solar 
radiation and not the fraction that can be converted into useful energy 
alone. Further research will convert this value into electrical energy pro-
duction. 

As a general remark, it is important to outline that this study does not 
want to promote low density as an urban model. According to the literature 
and trends in sustainable urban design practice (Burchell et al., 2005; Jenks 
et al., 1996, 2000; Urban Task Force, 1999), the compact city model is 
preferrable since it permits sinergies and green policies that require 
minimum population densities. Anyway, if we only have to analyse the 
performance of different urban textures in terms of solar admittances, than 
the actual city model does not optimize its performance. At the same urban 
density, a better design should take into account the orientation of roofs 
and facades, the slopes of pitched roofs, mutual obstructions between 
buildings. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of solar irradiance (kWh) collected on the 15th of June from 6 
AM to 8 PM on the two case-study areas. Above the values weighted by the popu-
lation (kWh/person) and below the irradiances referred to the areas of the roofs 
(kWh/m2) 
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Table 1. Morphological indicators computed on the two case-study areas 

 PILOTE ZONE 1 PILOTE ZONE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MORPHOLOGICAL INDICATORS 
urban land [m2] (red boundary) 42711.00 150670.00 
covered area [m2] (black footprint) 17903.00 34592.00 
built volume [m3] 331520.00 244600.00 
estimation of floor area [m2] 110510.00 81535.00 
Mean height [m] 18.52 7.07 
population [person] 2210.13 1630.67 
area of roofs [m2] 20660.44 39109.46 
area of facades [m2] 46535.00 34751.00 
surface to volume ratio [1/m] 0.20 0.30 
 
POTENTIAL AREAS FOR INSTALLING "SOLAR ROOFS" 
suitable areas of roofs for the installa-
tion of PV panels [m2] 

     
11438.05 20757.35 

percentage of roofs suitable for the in-
stallation of PV panels [%] 55.36 53.08 
 
DENSITY MEASURES 
urban built density [m3/m2] 7.76 1.62 
ground coverage index [m2/m2] 0.42 0.23 
Total irradiance per year [MWh/year] 16.05 32.88 
gross irradiance density on the urban 
land [MWh/m2/year] 

0.38 0.22 

net irradiance density computed on 
roofs [MWh/m2/year] 

0.78 0.84 

mean irradiance density per person 
[MWh/person/year] 

7.26 20.16 
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8  Visualization of Results: 2-D Displays for 
Communicating Purposes 

According to Nielsen (1993), the acceptability of any visual exploratory 
system is strictly related to its utility (feasibility of the information to be 
visualized) and its usability (cognitive visual interpretation of the 3-D ur-
ban models proposed). 

This combination between utility and usability determines the level of 
acceptability among the different users (in particular for architects and ur-
ban planners) of the proposed 3-D urban models (Reichenbacher and 
Swienty, 2007). 

User requirements concerning the utility and usability of 3-D urban 
models for communication and visualization purposes have not yet caused 
much attention within the world of researchers and developers. Thus, for 
different users and applications, it is fundamental to clearly distinguish 
which levels of detail (LOD) should be implemented and, based on this 
classification, which urban objects should be or should not be visualized. 
This filter of criteria is essential, in order to avoid too dense and confusing 
urban scenes.  

The 2-D visualization of results here proposed is based on the user re-
quirements study undertaken for the city of Geneva, such as presented by 
Carneiro (2008). For both pilot zones, figures 15 and 16 show the percent-
age of suitable for solar panels and figures 17 and 18 show the average 
monthly irradiance values in KWh/m2.   

 
Fig. 15. Percentage of suitable area for solar panels on the first pilot zone with a 
Sky View Factor (SVF) of 60%  
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Fig.16. Percentage of suitable area for solar panels on the second pilot zone with a 
Sky View Factor (SVF) of 60% 

 
Fig. 17. Annual solar irradiance values (KWh/m2) for the first pilot zone 
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Fig. 18. Annual solar irradiance values (KWh/ m2) for the second pilot zone 

9  Conclusions 

In this paper a complete methodology from the extraction of LIDAR data 
to the analysis of solar admittance over urban models and the visualization 
of results was introduced. Combining different disciplines interfaces and 
datasets reveal constrains of today’s applicability of LIDAR images for the 
environmental prediction of the urban form. Hence, a first result is to bring 
3-D geography and urban studies together in a process that goes from data 
acquisition and processing to urban modelling and urban design applica-
tion. 

Applications of this methodology in urban design and planning are very 
promising. In our case study we limit the analysis to the physical built en-
vironment, but we could extend the investigation to assess the impact of 
new buildings in the city and use the technique for improving design 
schemes based on an evaluation of quantitative indicators before and after 
changes are introduced. If applied on more urban typologies once LIDAR 
data are available, the morphological analysis could lead to interesting in-
dicators that could be used by urban planners in future for predicting the 
environmental behaviour of different urban textures. In fact, guidelines 
that refer to comprehensive environmental indicators are still missing in 
the urban design literature.  
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Besides urban planning strategies, also environmental policies could be 
promoted if a comprehensive mapping of solar irradiances on buildings is 
provided. In fact, a database of solar admittances on buildings is important 
for two main reasons: first, it could affect the real estate market and assess 
the values of the urban fabric also according to its energetic performance; 
second, the community could program interventions and define specific 
incentives able to take into account more precisely the real potential en-
ergy production strategies of each building.   

10  Future Work 

Future work will focus on the calculation of the potential electric power 
produced through PV modules as a natural continuation of this work. With 
the obtained radiation values it is already possible to derive general indica-
tions about the potential production of electric power, considering simple 
rule of thumbs related to the efficiency of PV panels (for instance, about 
15% of the incident irradiance can be converted into useful electricity).  

Moreover, some improvements concerning the technical implementation 
of the presented methodology are needed. The accuracy of results depends 
mainly on two issues that we tried to overcome: the quality of input 
LIDAR data and the constraints of the image processing technique of 2.5-
D urban surface models. In order to enhance the precision of LIDAR data, 
a process of image reconstruction was implemented and a hybrid approach 
that integrates the use of vectorial buildings roofs prints data was proposed 
in order to reconstruct the perimeters of buildings roofs.  

As here presented, existing vectorial digital maps (GIS data) can be used 
if available and updated, but outlines of buildings roofs from this source of 
information should be always handled with special care. In fact, the 2-D 
outlines of buildings footprints do not have to represent the outline of the 
building roof. Modifications between GIS data and laser data can have 
numerous reasons which can not automatically be recognized. Proposals 
using vectorial digital maps as input for 2.5-D urban surface model inter-
polation and construction should be attentive of the fact that in some cases 
map information might not give the correct hints about 3-D buildings 
shapes. 

Improvements in the ways we store the synthetic data are needed, since 
our visualizations refer now to relative values aggregated on roofs’ sec-
tions. In so doing, we do not store the absolute values of irradiance pixel 
by pixel on the roofs, thus averaging results that are sensitive to the effec-
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tive characteristics (areas, orientation and slope) of the considered roof’s 
sections.    

Finally, future work should refine some procedures presented in the 
methodology, in particular: 

• ameliorate the quality of the urban model with the integration of trees, 
which remains one of the most delicate aspects concerning environmen-
tal analysis using 2.5-D urban surface models; 

• provide a statistical analysis on 2.5-D urban surface models; 
• investigate the utility and usability of the proposed visualizations out-

puts through users’ evaluation. 
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1  Introduction 

Urban land management encompasses all actions, strategies and plans a 
city or community undertakes to maintain and develop the city’s infra-
structure, to monitor and protect its natural resources, to build communi-
ties, and find a balance between environmental, economic and social 
needs. It covers a variety of administrative tasks such as city planning, 
land-use planning, environmental planning and monitoring, public prop-
erty management, business promotion, city marketing, and technical infra-
structure maintenance. These administrative tasks rely on and produce spa-
tial information relevant for decision-making. However, authorities are not 
the only stakeholders, nor are they the only users or owners of spatial data 
used in land management processes. Private companies, such as planning 
and engineering offices, infrastructure providers, geo-data providers, and 
the public also use, create, analyse, and provide spatial information for ur-
ban land management. Thematically the data covers, amongst other things, 
plans, environmental data, thematic maps, utility network data, transporta-
tion network data, environmental assessment studies, and noise emission 
maps. Consequently, the overall quantity of spatial data relevant for urban 
land management increases continuously and, because of the differentiated 
needs and capabilities of data users, modelling concepts and data structures 
are often process-, application- and scale-dependent. 

The underlying thesis of this contribution is that semantic 3D city mod-
els (Kolbe 2009) provide an innovative and intuitive framework and me-
dium into which spatial and georeferenced information can be integrated to 
effectively support communication processes in urban land management. 
The research is motivated by two main themes: developments in 3D city 
modelling and the utilization of interactive 3D models in landscape and 
urban planning. In the scope of 3D city modelling developments in sensor 
technologies as well as in processing the acquired data have resulted in 
methods to (semi-) automatically process and derive 3D city objects and 
3D city models, respectively (e.g., Rottensteiner et al. 2005; Haala and 
Brenner 1999; Richman et al. 2005). Consequently, the costs for generat-
ing 3D city models have dropped continuously, and, for example, in Ger-
many many communes and administrations have added 3D city models to 
their local data infrastructures or are planning to in the near future. Parallel 
to this development, two data models, the City Geography Markup Lan-
guage (CityGML, Gröger et al. 2008, Kolbe 2009) and the Keyhole 
Markup Language (KML, Wilson 2008), have evolved as Open GIS stan-
dards, which can be used for the storage and exchange of 3D city models. 
In this contribution the Level of Detail (LOD) definitions from the 
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CityGML specifications are adopted to differentiate between simple block-
buildings (LOD1), buildings with differentiated geometries including roof 
structures (LOD2), and architectural models of buildings (LOD3). Fur-
thermore, CityGML is used to model city objects and plan information. 

The second theme, the use of interactive 3D models in spatial and envi-
ronmental planning, is related to the development of 3D city models. Spa-
tial planning has been one of the drivers for developing tools and methods 
for the creation and visualization of interactive 3D city and 3D landscape 
models. Research in this field covers case studies (e.g., Danahy 2005, 
Lange and Hehl-Lange 2005), the question of the right degree of realism of 
(geo-)virtual environments and 3D visualizations for planning issues (e.g., 
Appleton and Lovett 2003, Cartwright et al. 2005), and the development 
and assessment of technologies and methods (e.g., Ranzinger and Gleixner 
1997, Doyle et al. 1998 Counsell et al. 2006). Several recurring observa-
tions can be made: In the past the preparation of the interactive 3D models 
usually required extensive and time-consuming data pre-processing, there 
is often a trade-off between realness and interactivity (Appleton and Lovett 
2003), and although a high potential is seen in the technology for e-
participation and e-government applications (e.g., Wang et al. 2007), it 
only plays a marginal role in practice. With the increasing availability of 
3D city models this is likely to change in the future. Planning and land 
management applications in the urban environment can now make use of 
the existing 3D city models, which considerably reduces implementation 
effort and costs. A key issue in this context is to research how 3D city 
models can be enhanced in order to support communication processes, de-
cision-making, information of the public, and 3D analysis. Besides meth-
ods for the integration of spatial and georeferenced information, the use-
fulness and usability of the enhanced 3D city models has to be examined 
as well. To accomplish this a thorough cooperation and continuous ex-
change between research team and stakeholders in practical urban land 
management is necessary and is ensured through meetings, workshops and 
the utilization of a prototypic 3D Land Information System in planning 
processes within the city centre of Potsdam, Germany. 

2  Study Area and System Specifications 

The prototype 3D Land Information System presented was applied for a 
use case based in the city centre of Potsdam, Germany (cp. Figure 5), and 
covers an area of about five square kilometres. The 3D city model used as 
a base model is composed out of 1,304 buildings in LOD2, 50 buildings 
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modelled in LOD3, and a digital terrain model with 3 m ground resolution. 
An aerial image with 25 cm ground resolution is used as terrain texture and 
trees and road lights are integrated as 3D symbols in .3ds format. Into this 
basic 3D city model, whose specifications correspond to several other 3D 
city models built in Germany in the recent years, further spatial and geo-
referenced information (e.g., environmental data, master plans, develop-
ment plans and construction plans) has been integrated. 

The system development is based on LandXplorer Studio technology 
from Autodesk, a 3D geo-visualization solution with capabilities to create 
very large 3D landscape and city models from geo-data and 3D models 
from computer-aided design software (CAD). In addition to LandXplorer 
Studio Professional, which was used for authoring and managing the pro-
totypic 3D Land Information System, ArcGIS from ESRI was used for 
geo-processing, SketchUp 6 Professional for 3D modelling, and Adobe 
Photoshop CS3 for image processing. A workstation with an Intel Xeon 
quad-core processor, 4 GB RAM, and a GeForce 8800 GTX graphic proc-
essing unit (GPU) was used for processing the data and assembling the 3D 
Land Information System and a Dell XPS Laptop with dual core Intel 
processor, 2 GB RAM, and a GeForce 7950 GTX GPU was used for pres-
entations and collaborative planning meetings. 

3  Methods 

Stakeholder meetings with administration officers, architects, investors, 
and land owners were held regularly to select relevant spatial information 
for integration into the 3D city model. The integration of spatial informa-
tion was implemented by the use of established methods in 3D geovisuali-
zation (e.g. terrain textures, 3D symbols, 3D modelling) and development 
of new methods for the transformation of plans to 3D plan representations. 
The primary aim was to research methods for creating visual representa-
tions of the selected spatial information within the 3D city model. More-
over, methods for the integration and access of further information and 
data assigned or related to the spatial information were researched as well. 
The resulting enhanced 3D city models were used and evaluated in further 
meetings. During these meetings, which included formal meetings with 
decision-makers and informal workshops and presentations with admini-
stration officers, architects, investors, and land-owners, comments and dis-
cussions on usability issues, data processing needs, potential applications, 
and data representation were recorded. 
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3.1  Integration of Geodata 

In general two types of geodata are distinguished: raster data and vector 
data. Both data types can be integrated into the 3D city model by draping 
them over the digital terrain model (e.g., Döllner 2005). Besides this 
method, further methods for the integration of vector data exist, such as 
visualizing point features as 3D symbols or extruding polygons to 3D 
blocks. The methods and workflow applied for the integration of geodata 
are described for exemplary geodata sets. 

3.1.1  Integration of Data on Protected Areas 

Data on protected areas for nature conservation or groundwater protection 
are stored as geo-vector data in the environmental department of the city 
administration of Potsdam. The attribute tables hold information on the 
protection status, the name of the protected area, the date of designation, 
the legal basis for the designation, and more. Figure 1 depicts three ap-
proaches used to visually represent data on protected areas within the 3D 
city model. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Integration methods for geo-vector data (from top to bottom): direct inte-
gration of geo-vector data, integration as raster map, and integration as 3D sym-
bols positioned inside the source polygons. 

The first method is the direct integration of the geo-vector data into the 
3D city model as interactive terrain texture by projecting the vector fea-
tures onto the terrain. Interactive in this context means that rule-based and 
interactive queries can be used to access attribute information and create 
selections.  

The second method, integration as raster map, uses geo-coded maps 
processed from the original vector data by using methods from digital car-
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tography (e.g., colouring features, using signatures and text labels). The 
geo-coded raster maps derived from this are integrated as terrain textures.  

A third approach, integration as 3D symbols, was used to integrate 3D 
symbols by converting the source data (polygon features) into point fea-
tures. Icons showing official signs used in Germany were applied as 3D 
symbols placed at the point locations to visually communicate what type of 
protected areas is depicted. The three methods were applied to nature pro-
tection areas, protected biotopes and water protection areas. 

3.1.2  Integration of Water Areas 

Land-use data from the digital cadastre map was used to select water areas 
and integrate them as CityGML WaterObjects into the 3D city model. 
Therefore, the selected features were transformed and written to a 
CityGML file. The support of the CityGML specification enables the 3D 
city model authoring system to interpret the data and to use a water shader 
on it. A shader in the field of computer graphics is a software instruction, 
which is used by the GPU to create advanced rendering effects, such as 
simulating a realistic water surface (Kegel and Döllner 2007). To avoid 
visual artefacts from z-buffer fighting the digital terrain model was modi-
fied and areas covered by water were lowered.  

3.2  Integration of Plans from Urban Planning 

Several planning processes took place and are still continuing in the study 
area. So far, three different kinds of plans were examined: master plans, 
development plans, and construction plans. Although these plans can be 
differentiated with respect to their content and scale, they are similar in 
that they describe proposed / possible changes in the cityscape. Thus, the 
integration of visual representations into 3D city models will have to in-
clude changes in the three-dimensional model space. Therefore, methods 
for the creation of 3D plan representations are examined. 

In contrast to geodata, most plans selected for integration were not geo-
referenced and it was not possible to integrate them directly into the 3D 
city model. Moreover, information about plan objects, such as the number 
of floors of a proposed building, is not encoded in attribute tables but in 
the plan graphics. For this reason, a number of pre-processing steps were 
necessary to create 3D plan representations from the plans examined. In 
the worst case, where only image files were available as source data, they 
had to be geo-coded first and plan features had to be digitized before fur-
ther models could be made.  
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3.2.1  Integration of Master Plans 

The integration of master plans is exemplified with the master plan 
‘Speicherstadt’. The Speicherstadt is an old warehouse and industry com-
plex located at the river Havel in the city centre of Potsdam. Key issues in 
the planning process were the height concepts and the building density of 
the plan proposals. The master plan and plan versions were continuously 
integrated into the 3D Land Information System to provide visual simula-
tions during the planning process.  

Initially extrusion-based modelling was used to create interactive block 
models from building footprints and building height information as shown 
in Figure 2. To ensure an accurate height representation, the absolute 
building height above sea level is encoded in the geometry of the building 
footprints. With the in-build import functions of the authoring system 
block models were processed from this data, which can be interactively 
and rule-based queried, coloured, and textured. Moreover, the height of the 
block models can be manipulated and attributes can be edited. In order to 
include the proposed land-use concept in the 3D plan representation, the 
geo-coded raster plan was masked with the planning area and integrated 
into the 3D city model as terrain texture (cp. Figure 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Extrusion-based modelling approach used for the representation of master 
plans through block models and terrain textures. 

The second method, 3D modelling, was used to create 3D plan represen-
tations with more geometric and appearance detail in external applications. 
3D modelling is an established method for creating architectural models 
and visualizations and it is very flexible in respect of geometry and ap-
pearance modelling. For this reason, it is possible to create realistic and 
comprehensive 3D plan representations which comprise not only the build-
ings but also the space around them including green spaces and trees, 
streets, open space, and city furniture. To facilitate 3D modelling, the plan 
features were classified into categories (buildings, transportation objects, 
and vegetation objects), and the height of the building above ground and 
the base height were added to the building footprints as attributes in the 
GIS environment. After this preparatory work, the features were exported 
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from the GIS to the 3D modelling software. In-built functions of the export 
plug-in were configured to process block models from the building fea-
tures and to level features based on attribute information. From this basic 
3D model, a detailed model was created. The 3D models were imported 
via .3ds format and proper positioning was ensured using the centre point 
of the bounding box as a positioning vector. Figure 3 illustrates the 3D 
modelling approach.  

 

 
Fig. 3. 3D modelling approach used for the creation of detailed plan representa-
tions as 3D models. 

A third modelling method, CityGML-based modelling, was developed to 
create a CityGML-based 3D plan representation. The aim behind this ap-
proach was to: a) develop a method for the (semi-)automated conversion of 
plans into CityGML-based 3D representations in order to b) store plans in 
a CityGML-based 3D geo database. The building data and the land-use 
data prepared for the 3D modelling method were used as source data. To 
represent the CityGML object properties in the data, the object classifica-
tion is refined and additional attributes were specified for the land-use data 
as shown in Table 1. 

The conversion of the land-use data was implemented through an inter-
polation with a triangulated irregular network followed by a data transfor-
mation from ESRI multipatch features to CityGML objects, as illustrated 
in Figure 4. Citygml4j, a Java class library developed by the Institute for 
Geodesy and Geoinformation Science at the Berlin Institute for Technol-
ogy (IGG 2008), and GeoTools, an open source Java code library 
(geotools.codehaus.org), were used to implement the data transformation. 
In combination with building models in CityGML format, which were de-
rived by exporting the building models created earlier by the use of the ex-
trusion functions, a CityGML-based 3D plan representation was generated. 
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Table 1. Object classification used for the transformation of land-use data to a 
CityGML-based representation 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the CityGML-based modelling approach using data trans-
formation and extrusion functions to convert plan features to a CityGML-based 
plan representation. 

3.2.2  Integration of Development Plans 

The second category of plans examined was development plans. In Ger-
many, development plans are legally binding planning documents which 
specify the future land use as well as the building density and building 
functions. As the content and graphics of development plans are specified 
by law, the integration of the plan graphics as terrain texture was chosen as 
primary method. 

To further communicate the potential effect of development plans on the 
cityscape, experiments were made to depict 3D building plots. Borders de-
fining building plots were digitized and regulations about the maximum 
ground area, gross floor area, number of floors, maximum building height, 
and building function were added as attributes to the features. This data 
was used to create block models via extrusion functions, which represent 

Class Attributes Values 
Transportation 
 transportation complex name string 
 transportation complex class string 
 transportation complex function string 
 function string 
 usage string 
 surface material string 
 colour float [0…1], float [0…1], float 

[0…1] 
Vegetation 
 function string 
 average height float 
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3D building plots. Transparency was deliberately added to 3D building 
plots to indicate that the visualization does not show actual or planned 
buildings, but the 3D space within which buildings can be constructed. 

3.2.3  Integration of Construction Plans 

Construction plans contain all necessary information to create detailed ar-
chitectural or even in-door 3D models. Despite this fact, it was decided 
that these plans should be integrated as relatively simple LOD3 models to 
visually communicate the planning character and to keep the 3D modelling 
effort low. The workflow utilized is analogous to the 3D modelling ap-
proach employed earlier. The only difference was that in this case geo-
coded site plans in Drawing Exchange Format (.dxf) could be used as 
source data for the modelling process.  

The site plans only contained poly-lines and points, however. Thus, it 
was necessary to topologically correct the data and create a feature data set 
of the building footprints. These were prepared by adding attributes hold-
ing height information and exported to SketchUp (cp. 3.2.1, 3D modelling 
method). Ground plans and façade drawings, which have to be prepared to 
request permission for constructions in Germany, were used as a guideline 
for 3D modelling. The façade drawings were further used as façade tex-
tures to increase visual detail without modelling windows, doors, and other 
details. As described earlier, the integration of the 3D models into the 3D 
city model is done via .3ds format and positioning vectors. 

3.3  Integrating further Information through Attributes, Actions, 
and Legends 

The methods presented so far focus on the integration of visual representa-
tions of geodata and plans into the 3D city model. In many cases, these 
visual representations can already be considered to be interfaces for further 
spatial information, e.g., the direct integration of vector features as terrain 
textures allows features to be selected and their attribute information to be 
queried. In other cases, the information is encoded in the visual representa-
tion, e.g., geo-coded raster maps as terrain textures or 3D models. Thus, it 
is necessary to decide if a chosen visual representation is suitable to com-
municate the intended information and, if not, how the representation can 
be enhanced or whether further methods can be used to achieve the aim of 
communicating specific information. Within the project, three methods 
were used: integration of information as attributes, integration through ac-
tions, and integration through legends. 
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3.3.1  Information as Object Attributes 

In the case of 3D modelling, attribute information, which was added to the 
data earlier, gets lost during data export and import processes. It is possible 
to add this information manually in the authoring system after the import 
process. However, this method is time-consuming and error-prone. For this 
reason, externally modelled 3D models of buildings were converted to 
CityGML using built-in functions of the authoring system, and a function 
was developed to transfers attributes from the source building footprints to 
the CityGML data based on a spatial join (location-wise). The same func-
tion was used to transfer address information and building data from the 
cadastre map to the buildings.  

3.3.2  Information Integration through Actions 

Most spatial information integrated during the system development was re-
lated to other data or consisted of several documents. This additional data 
and information was made available by linking digital media and applica-
tions to 3D labels and 3D symbols. The method was applied, amongst oth-
ers, to link 3D plan representations to a prototype web-based plan informa-
tion system, to start-up GIS projects underlying the prototypic 3D Land 
Information System, and to link plans to additional data sets (e.g., text 
files, plan documents in PDF format, and images). 

3.3.3 Information Integration through Legends 

If thematic raster data sets are used as terrain textures, it is necessary to 
provide legends to translate the depicted signatures, symbols, and colours 
into information. This can either be done by using an action which relates 
to a legend file, or by integrating the legend as an image overlayed onto 
the 3D city model. Therefore, legends were prepared and stored as images 
with the terrain textures. The same method was used to prepare legends for 
3D representations of plans. 

4  Results 

The primary result is a prototypic 3D Land Information System of the city 
centre of Potsdam, which contains visual representations of three master 
plans (and plan versions), four development plans, two construction plans, 
cadastre data, environmental data, and public transportation network data. 
A screenshot depicting the integrated plans is shown in Figure 5, while 
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Figure 6 shows examples of integrated environmental data and the use of 
symbols.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Screenshot of the prototypic 3D Land Information System with integrated 
planning data (from top left clock-wise): 1. Master plan ‘Speicherstadt’ as ex-
truded buildings and terrain texture; 2. Master plan ‘Alter Markt’ and development 
plan ‘Landtagsneubau’; 3. Development plan ‘Babelsberger Strasse’ and construc-
tion plans for the residential building plots; and 4. Master plan ‘Reichsbahnaus-
besserungswerk’. 

 
Fig. 6. Screenshot of the prototypic 3D Land Information System with integrated 
geodata including nature protection areas as raster-based terrain texture, water 
protection areas and polluted land cadastre as vector-based terrain textures. 
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4.1  Results from the Integration Methods Applied to Geodata 

The integration of geodata as terrain texture is straightforward, and both 
methods – the direct integration of vector data and the integration of raster 
maps derived from vector data – resulted in an increase of information in-
tensity of the prototypic 3D Land Information System. The results of these 
two methods must be differentiated, however. As can be observed from 
Figure 6, the integration of raster-based maps can be used to apply meth-
ods from cartography to visually communicate information included in the 
original source data. In contrast, the direct integration of vector data only 
allows us to apply colours and transparency. The vector features and at-
tributes can be manually and rule-based selected, however, which in-
creases the user’s options to interact with the data. Moreover, the method 
can be combined with the use of 3D symbols to visually communicate the 
type of data represented by the vector features. Besides the integration of 
environmental data presented in this contribution (cp. Figure 6), further 
geodata such as land parcels, a topographic map, and public transportation 
network data have been integrated using the same methods. 

4.2  Results from the Integration Methods Applied to Plans 

In contrast to the integration of geodata, the integration of plans as 3D plan 
representations requires more data-processing effort. This is especially the 
case if only Adobe PDF documents or images are available as source data 
as was the case with the integrated master plans and development plans. 
The first method applied to master plans, extrusion-based modelling, re-
sults in interactive block models, which were combined with terrain tex-
tures derived from the source plans as shown in Figure 7a. It is rated by 
stakeholders as being generally sufficient for communicating the basic idea 
of the planning proposal on the scale of master planning. Furthermore, it 
was rated as being especially useful for collaborative meetings because the 
building heights and appearance can be manipulated interactively.  

The 3D modelling approach, in contrast, results in a representation with 
more geometrical and appearance detail. In combination with additional 
3D models (in the example a pier and two sailing boats) and the water 
shader applied to the water areas (cp. 4.1.2), a realistic representation is 
achieved, as shown in Figure 7b. Aside from the visual differences, the re-
sults of the two methods can be compared based on the included informa-
tion. While the 3D modelling approach results in a gain of visual detail and 
a loss of attribute information, the extrusion functions for the generation of 
block buildings preserve attribute information assigned to the building 
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data. The results of the 3D modelling approach were rated especially use-
ful for presentations in meetings with decision-makers and for the promo-
tion of projects. 

 

 
Fig. 7. The left image shows the result from using extrusion functions to create in-
teractive block buildings and the right image shows a plan representation derived 
from the 3D modelling approach combined with a water shader. 

The third method, CityGML-based modelling, results in 3D plan repre-
sentations whose visual appearance is comparable to the results from the 
extrusion-based modelling method. However, the 3D representation con-
tains much more semantic information. This can be attributed to the fact 
that the land-use concept is represented through objects, which are speci-
fied according to the CityGML-specification. Thus, it is generally possible 
to assess the fraction of vegetation areas, transportation areas, and building 
areas and whereby determine urban planning indicators. Furthermore, it is 
possible to define several appearance models for one data set as shown in 
Figure 8.  

 

 
Fig. 8. The images show the results from the CityGML-based modelling approach 
for master plans; the left image shows the plan representation as a CityGML data 
set without a defined appearance for the land-use objects, while in the right image 
the plan graphics was used to texture the objects. 
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In Figure 8a, no further textures or colours are applied to the land-use 
objects (the green colour is automatically assigned to CityGML vegetation 
objects by the system), while in Figure 8b the original raster plan was ap-
plied as a texture. Besides this flexibility with respect to the appearance, 
attributes assigned to the source plan features during the plan creation 
process are maintained and the data can be transferred to a CityGML-
based database. 

To include development plans within the 3D Land Information System, 
plans were integrated as terrain textures and transparent 3D building plots 
were created. The integration as terrain texture ensures that the plan 
graphic, which is specified by law, is maintained (cp. Figure 9a), while the 
transformation of the graphical elements into 3D representations of build-
ing plots visually communicates an idea of the spatial effect the plan might 
develop (Figure 9b). Additionally the 3D building plots can be queried to 
access further information assigned in the modelling process, such as 
maximum building height, maximum number of floors, or the maximum 
gross floor area. Thus the use of a 3D representation for building plots in-
creases the interactivity and information intensity of the system. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Representation of development plans as: a) terrain texture; and b) transpar-
ent 3D building plots 

The integration results of the third plan category, construction plans, are 
depicted in Figure 10. Through the use of the documents needed to request 
construction permissions, the 3D models were modelled and textured (less 
than one hour per building). Their integration into the model, in combina-
tion with the corresponding development plan, efficiently communicates 
that a building permission has been submitted. Furthermore, it can be visu-
ally assessed, if the application fits into the building plots. 
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Fig. 10. Representation of construction plans through 3D models 

4.3  Results from Integrating Information through Attributes, 
Actions, and Legends 

The methods of integrating further information as attributes, through ac-
tions, and through legends as overlay images, result in a further increase of 
interactivity and information intensity of the system. The results of the in-
tegration as attribute information were briefly mentioned in the context of 
the conversion of master plans to a CityGML data set and the integration 
of 3D building plots. Both examples increase the information value of the 
model and enable querying information. Furthermore, the integration of 
address information into the system enables users to search for a location 
based on an address.  

Actions assigned to 3D labels or 3D objects also raise the information 
value of the system as they can be used to access external applications and 
databases directly from the visual interface. This functionality was used to 
link the integrated plans to a prototype web-based planning information 
system, which includes further information and documents associated with 
the plans such as plan documents, press announcements, and architectural 
drawings. 

The integration of legends as image overlay is useful and elementary. It 
enables users to decode the information contained in raster-based terrain 
textures. Figure 11 shows the use of overlay images to integrate legends, 
and illustrates the concept of using actions to link labels to external appli-
cations. 
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Fig. 11. Actions were used to relate 3D labels and 3D symbols to external applica-
tions such as web-based information portals and overlay images were used to inte-
grate legend information into the 3D display. 

4.4  Results from the Utilization of the System in Planning 
Processes 

Although neither questionnaires nor extensive stakeholder analyses have 
been conducted so far, some preliminary results regarding usefulness and 
usability can presented. The system has proven to be very useful for visu-
ally assessing the height concepts of the master plan Speicherstadt in 
stakeholder meetings. The system was also used to present an agreed 
height concept to decision-makers, and in presentations and meetings with 
architects, investors, and authorities. In general, the responses from these 
stakeholder groups were positive. Several authorities within the admini-
stration are currently surveying the potential for future applications and 
discussing how the system can be permanently integrated into the informa-
tion and communication infrastructure of the city administration. More-
over, several potential applications were formulated by different stake-
holder groups, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Potential and implemented applications envisioned by different stake-
holder groups 

Stakeholder Potential functionalities Implemented 
Authorities - visual access to environmental data  

- presentation & visual assessment of planning pro-
posals 
- city & business promotion 
- (public) participation meetings and web-service 
- process simulations and analyses (wind, shadows, 
etc.)  

+ 
+ 

(+) 
- 
- 

Architects - source of 3D data as basic planning information 
- environment to integrate planning proposals 

- 
+ 

Project de-
velopers 

- promotion of projects 
- visual comparison of planning alternatives 
- visual interface to project data and database 

(+) 
+ 
- 

+......implemented within the project 
-.......not implemented so far 
(+)...implemented through images and videos used by project partners 

5  Discussion 

This contribution shows how 3D city models can be applied and enhanced 
towards complex 3D Land Information Systems by integrating heteroge-
neous spatial information. The resulting system can be used to effectively 
support urban land management processes. 

To implement such a system in a sustainable way, thorough modelling 
and integration strategies are needed. Within the administration and plan-
ning professionals, 3D city modelling expertise is still limited. Thus, sys-
tem implementation requires a close cooperation and exchange of the in-
volved stakeholders at the administrative, organizational and technical 
levels. Only if planning documents are made available by architects and 
engineers as geo-coded vector plans or geo-referenced 3D models does a 
continuous, systematic update of the underlying database become possible. 
In our case, a first step into this direction has been initiated by the city ad-
ministration of Potsdam by formulating a directive, which requires plan-
ners to hand in geo-coded plans. Moreover, a GML-based standard for de-
velopment plans in Germany (Benner and Krause 2007) is going to be 
adopted by the city of Potsdam. Since these development plans are GML-
based, object-orientated, and geo-coded, they can be transformed to 3D 
representations and integrated into the system automatically. The utiliza-
tion of an agreed data standard whereby ensures development security for 
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the involved stakeholders. A comparable agreement for the digital ex-
change of 3D construction plans between administration and private com-
panies and citizens respectively, could be used to automate the update of 
the 3D city model database. 

To make full use of the system’s potential, it will be advantageous to es-
tablish a direct connection to the spatial data infrastructure of the city, 
automating the integration of (geo-)data through services such as web map 
services or web feature services; such functionality has been demonstrated 
by Döllner and Hagedorn (2007). Transactional web feature services might 
also be used to provide access to the system for external users, such as ar-
chitects and engineers, to enable collaborative use of the base 3D city 
model for planning issues. Of course, this would require secure connec-
tions, a user management system, and digital rights management to ensure 
the integrity of the system. 

While most technology aspects could be identified and solved, organisa-
tional and human factors are still crucial. It would be necessary to adapt 
administrative processes and workflows and to train employees. Further-
more, acceptance of the system is not guaranteed. For example, the build-
ing conservation authority in Potsdam did not trust the height simulations, 
which were prepared for the master plan ‘Speicherstadt’ so an in situ simu-
lation had to be conducted by the fire department. Only after this simula-
tion drew the same results as the virtual simulation, the system’s accep-
tance increased.  

In summary, our thesis that 3D city models provide an innovative 
framework and medium for integrating and communicating heterogeneous 
spatial information in the context of urban land management is well sup-
ported. Nevertheless, many technological and organizational challenges, 
such as creating versions of models and their automatic, and systematic 
updating through communal business processes, remain unsolved. More-
over, further user and acceptance studies will be necessary. 
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Abstract. In order to ease the propagation of updates between geographic datasets 
of different scales and to support multi-scale analyses, different datasets need to 
be matched, that is, objects that represent the same entity in the physical world 
need to be identified. We propose a method for matching datasets of river systems 
that were acquired at different scales. This task is related to the problem of match-
ing networks of lines, for example road networks. However, we also take into ac-
count that rivers may be represented by polygons. The geometric dimension of a 
river object may depend, for example, on the width of the river and the scale.  

Our method comprises three steps. First, in order to cope with geometries of 
different dimensions, we collapse river polygons to centerlines by applying a 
skeletonization algorithm. We show how to preserve the topology of the river sys-
tem in this step, which is an important requirement for the subsequent matching 
steps. Secondly, we perform a pre-matching of the arcs and nodes of the line net-
work generated in the first step, that is, we detect candidate matches and define 
their quality. Thirdly, we perform the final matching by selecting a consistent set 
of good candidate matches. 

We tested our method for two Chinese river datasets of the same areal extent, 
which were acquired at scales 1:50 000 and 1:250 000. The evaluation of our re-
sults allows us to conclude that our method seldom yields incorrect matches. The 
number of correct matches that are missed by our method is quite small. 

Keywords: data matching, network, multi-scale representation, generalization, 
skeletonization 
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1  Introduction 

In former times, the cartographer’s job was to map the unexplored land. 
Today, however, we are rather faced with an excess than with a lack of da-
ta: for most parts of the Earth, digital geographic databases have been ac-
quired multiple times, for multiple applications, and in multiple scales. 
This leads to two primary questions addressed by current cartographic re-
search. First, how can we minimize the effort for keeping the databases up-
to-date? Secondly, how can we combine the information given with differ-
ent databases? An important prerequisite for answering these questions is 
to develop methods for database integration (Devogele et al. 1998). Sub-
problems of database integration are schema matching and data matching. 
Schema matching deals with the identification of corresponding concepts 
in data models (Volz 2005). Data matching aims to find corresponding ob-
jects in different datasets. In our paper we deal with data matching and fo-
cus on the matching of river datasets.  

Data matching is useful for updating, since we can trigger an update 
from one object to a corresponding object in another dataset, once both da-
tasets have been matched; for this purpose correspondences found by 
matching are stored as links in a database (Harrie and Hellström 1999; 
Dunkars 2004). Furthermore, we can combine the attribute sets given for 
both objects into a single detailed set, which, for example, allows users to 
perform complex analysis tasks. In this paper we assume that the schemas 
of both datasets were matched prior to the data matching process, for ex-
ample, we can identify objects of river classes in both datasets and know 
that these classes represent similar concepts. Obviously, this knowledge is 
useful for data matching. Note, however, that data matching can also be 
applied to detect unknown correspondences between schemas (Kieler et al. 
2007) and, when dealing with different scales, unknown generalization 
rules (Sester et al. 1998). 

The identification of corresponding objects is often manually done or 
performed with semi-automatic procedures, which is expensive or even in-
feasible for large datasets. However, in recent years researchers have de-
veloped fully automatic methods for certain matching problems. Diez et al. 
(2008) consider the problem of matching road networks in datasets with 
different map projections; the transformation between the coordinate sys-
tems of both datasets is unknown. We, however, assume that the datasets 
are in the same coordinate system. The difficulty in our problem is not to 
find a global geometric map transformation but to deal with differences 
that are due to map generalization. Walter and Fritsch (1999) as well as 
Zhang and Meng (2007) developed methods for matching road datasets 
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that have similar scales but were captured for different thematic domains, 
that is, a topographic dataset and a dataset for car navigation. The problem 
becomes more involved if the difference in scale increases, since small-
scale datasets contain geometrically simplified shapes. Moreover, objects 
may be eliminated or aggregated through generalization (Timpf 1998). 
Therefore, matching algorithms that rely on comparisons of geometric fea-
tures may fail. In order to match datasets of different scales, additional cri-
teria need to be considered. Most existing methods for matching networks 
of lines exploit topological relations between map objects (Lüscher et al. 
2007; Mustière and Devogele 2008; Zhang and Meng 2007). These rela-
tions do not so much depend on the scale. For example, the geometry of 
lines representing roads may be simplified to a high degree, but the topol-
ogy of the road network is mainly preserved during generalization. Uiter-
mark et al. (1999) developed a method for matching road datasets of dif-
ferent scales, where all roads are represented by area objects; in order to 
derive a network of lines, a skeletonization method is applied. To con-
clude, the matching problem is most explored for objects of the same geo-
metric dimension, also considering different scales. However, there are 
still open problems, especially when of objects with different geometric 
dimensions are to be matched. For that reason we did not use a standard 
matching tool, like RoadMatcher (Vivid Solutions 2005). This open source 
software only handles line networks and only finds one to one matches.  

Generalization often reduces the geometric dimension of objects, for 
example, a river may be represented by a polygon in a large-scale map or 
by a line in a small-scale map (Haunert and Sester 2008). Furthermore, 
there may be river objects of different geometric dimensions in a single da-
taset, for example, wide rivers are represented by polygons and narrow 
rivers are represented by lines. In this paper we address the matching of 
river datasets of different scales, also allowing for different geometric di-
mensions. However, our approach is not restricted to rivers. Roads in data-
sets of very large scale, for example, in cadastral maps, are represented by 
polygons. Our method may also be applied to match such a dataset with a 
topographic dataset of smaller scale, where roads are represented by lines. 

The matching method that we propose comprises three steps. First, river 
polygons are collapsed to centerlines by applying a skeletonization algo-
rithm. We show how to preserve the topology of the river system in this 
step, which is an important requirement for the subsequent matching steps. 
Secondly, a pre-matching of arcs and nodes is performed. In this step we 
detect candidate matches and define their quality. Thirdly, the final match-
ing is performed by selecting a consistent set of good candidate matches. 

The paper is structured as follows. We briefly sketch the context of our 
work, that is, we present the data we are dealing with and how they are 
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captured and used in applications (Section 2). Then we present our match-
ing method of three steps in Section 3, which is the main part of our paper. 
We evaluate and discuss the results of our experimental tests in Section 4 
and conclude the paper in Section 5. 

2  The Use Case: Chinese River Datasets  

The national mapping agency of China manages topographic databases of 
four different scales, namely 1:50 000, 1:250 000, 1:1 000 000, and 
1:4 000 000. Until now, these databases are collected and maintained inde-
pendently, but for the future it is aimed to apply automated generalization 
and matching methods in order to ease the updating process. The databases 
are used to derive analog maps but also to directly support offices in their 
planning activities and decision-making procedures. Each database con-
tains information on river systems; the geometric detail and the number of 
attributes reflect the particular scale. The lines representing rivers consti-
tute so-called digital line graphs (DLGs). We use this term for the datasets 
we are dealing with, but we explicitly include polygons representing riv-
ers. From now on, we refer to the river datasets of scales 1:50 000 and 
1:250 000 as DLG 50 and DLG 250, respectively. We exclude the two da-
tasets of smallest scales from our investigations. Figure 1 shows our test 
area, which has an extent of approximately 54 km² and is located in a rural 
area close to Shanghai. The Chinese datasets have attributes that allow for 
a distinction of natural and man-made waterways. There is also an attribute 
reflecting the name of the river. However, we do not consider these 
attributes in our approach, since this information has not been captured 
completely.  

When we started to develop the matching strategy for rivers, we ex-
pected that the river network would have a structure similar to a tree, that 
is, we expected many confluences of rivers but only a few bifurcations. 
Our idea was to exploit this pattern for the matching procedure. However, 
we did not follow this idea, because the actual structure of the river net-
work is not similar to a tree, see Fig. 1. The encountered structure with 
many bifurcations results from the extensive canal and dam system.  
Finally it is remarkable that dataset DLG 250 is more up-to-date and con-
tains a lot of new canals, which are not reflected in dataset DLG 50. 
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Fig. 1. Two river datasets of different scales in the test area: DLG 50 (large-scale 
dataset) and DLG 250 (small-scale dataset); lines are displayed in grey and 
polygons in black 

3  Matching Procedure 

Our matching method, which is illustrated as a process chart in Figure 2, is 
a three-steps procedure. First, in order to cope with geometries of different 
dimensions, we construct a network of lines, which is described in detail in 
Section 3.1. For this purpose, we collapse river polygons to centerlines by 
applying a skeletonization algorithm. The used basic method is presented 
in Section 3.1.1. Afterwards, in Section 3.1.2, we show how to preserve 
the topology of the river system in this step, which is an important re-
quirement for the subsequent matching steps. The second step (Section 
3.2) includes the pre-matching process, where we separately detect match-
ing candidates from the arcs and nodes of the line network which we gen-
erate in the first step. Therefore we use distance criteria and angle differ-
ence criteria, in order to assess the quality of the matching candidates. In 
Section 3.3, we present the last step of our method. Based on the results of 
the pre-matching step of Section 3.2, we perform the final matching by se-
lecting a consistent set of good candidate matches. 
 

DLG 50 DLG 250 
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Fig.2. The process chart of our matching method deals with geometries of differ-
ent dimensions and datasets of different scales. 

3.1  Constructing a Network of Lines 

In this section we present our method for automatically constructing a 
network of lines from the input data, which includes lines and polygons 
representing rivers. We first present a basic method for deriving center-
lines for single polygons (Section 3.1.1) and then discuss how to preserve 
the topology of the river system (Section 3.1.2). 

3.1.1  Creating Centerlines for a Single River Polygon  

Haunert and Sester (2008) compare different types of skeletons that are 
commonly used in geographic information systems for deriving polygon 
centerlines. This includes the medial axis, which comprises straight lines 
and second-order lines. We do not select the medial axis, since handling 
second-order lines would cause computational overhead. An alternative 
skeleton is the straight skeleton, which only comprises straight lines. 
However, the existing algorithms for constructing the straight skeleton are 
too slow to handle large datasets. Therefore, we select a simple skeleton 
that is based on a constrained Delaunay triangulation of the polygon, see 
Figure 3. Penninga et al. (2005) discuss this method in detail. We give an 
outline of this method. 
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Fig. 3. Skeletonization of a river polygon. The constructed skeleton is bold black. 
There are two 0-triangles (dark shaded) and one 2-triangle (white); all other trian-
gles are 1-triangles (light shaded). 

 
The constrained Delaunay triangulation of a polygon is an exhaustive 

partition of the polygon into non-overlapping triangles. Most existing tri-
angulation algorithms yield additional triangles in the exterior of the poly-
gon; however, only the triangles in the interior of the polygon are used for 
constructing the skeleton. After constructing the triangulation, the triangles 
are handled independently. For each triangle, a piece of the skeleton is 
added. This procedure differs for different types of triangles: 

• For each triangle that shares two edges with the polygon (that is, 
a 2-triangle), no skeleton edge is added. 

• For each triangle that shares one edge with the polygon (that is, 
a 1-triangle), one skeleton edge is added. This edge is defined 
by connecting the midpoints of both other triangle edges. 

• For each triangle that shares no edge with the polygon (that is, a 
0-triangle), three skeleton edges are added. Each such edge is 
defined by connecting the midpoint of a triangle edge with the 
triangle’s centroid, that is, the point ((x1+x2+x3)/3, (y1+y2+y3)/3), 
where (x1, y1), (x2, y2), and (x3, y3) are the triangle vertices. 

The main disadvantage of this skeleton compared to the medial axis is 
that it is not smooth. Often the centerline is zigzagging. However, we will 
define a matching method that is quite robust against these geometric dis-
tortions. We are mainly concerned with keeping the topology of the river 
network correct. We accept the disadvantage of a less smooth shape, since 
the described skeleton can be applied to construct a topologically correct 
river network, which we show in the next section. 
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3.1.2  Preserving the Topology of the River System 

In the previous section we presented a method for constructing a skeleton 
of a single polygon. We now discuss how to preserve the topology of a 
river system that is represented by multiple lines and polygons. In order to 
accomplish this task, we perform a pre-processing prior to the skeleton 
construction and a post-processing after the skeleton construction. Both the 
pre-processing and the post-processing comprise two steps. 

In the first pre-processing step, we amalgamate all mutually adjacent 
river polygons. Without this step we would obtain incorrect results at river 
junctions. Figure 4 shows the skeletonization result when calculating the 
triangulation for each polygon independently (Figure 4(a)) and when 
amalgamating the adjacent polygons before calculating the triangulation 
(Figure 4(b)). In the left figure there is a node on the  boundary shared by 
both  polygons; this causes the artifact during the skeleton construction. 
The latter result is better, since it represents the topology of the river net-
work correctly. 

 
(a) without amalgamation of polygons 

 
(b) with amalgamation of polygons 

Fig. 4. The skeleton for two adjacent river polygons (different shades). 

 
In the second pre-processing step, we deal with the case that the end-

point of a line lies on the polygon boundary, for example, a narrow river 
(the line l) flows into a wide river (the polygon p). In this case we need to 
ensure that the shapes of the two rivers remain connected. We could try to 
solve this problem after the skeleton construction without any pre-
processing, for example, by extending the line l in its original direction, 
until it touches the constructed skeleton. This approach, however, is too 
naive, since we would possibly create intersecting lines (see Figure 5). In 
order to avoid new intersections, we propose to define the connection of l 
and the skeleton of p based on the triangulation of p. Our approach re-
quires that, if an endpoint v of l lies on the polygon boundary, the same 
point is a vertex of the triangulation. We can ensure this requirement simp-
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ly by introducing v as an additional polygon vertex. This is done in the pre-
processing, that is, before constructing the skeleton. 

 

  
(a) original situation (b) after collapse (c) lines extended 

Fig. 5. When collapsing a river polygon, the connectivity of the river system can 
be affected ((a) and (b)). Extending lines to meet the skeleton line can result in 
unwanted intersections (c). Therefore, we suggest another approach, see Figure 6. 

 
In the first post-processing step, that is, after applying the skeletoniza-

tion method from Section 3.1.1, we construct the connections between the 
endpoints of the original river lines and the derived skeleton. Let v be a 
polygon vertex that is equal to the endpoint of a line. Since v is a vertex of 
the polygon, it is also a vertex of at least one triangle of the triangulation. 
We define T as the counter-clockwise ordered sequence of triangles that 
share the vertex v. We select a subsequence  T’ =(t1, t2, ..., tn) of T such that 
T’ has the maximum number of elements among all subsequences of T that 
have the following property: each two subsequent triangles share a com-
mon edge. Note that the sequence T’ is usually equal to T. However, the 
definition of T’ is needed, since we can also construct special cases where 
two subsequent triangles in T do not share a common boundary. We now 
handle two different cases separately: 

• If the number n of triangles in T’ is even, we select the triangle 
edge e that separates tn/2 and tn/2+1. We insert a skeleton edge by 
connecting the vertex v and the midpoint of e, see Figure 6(a). 

• If the number n of triangles is odd, we select the triangle 
t = t(n+1)/2. Again, we consider different cases: 

o if t is a 2-triangle we insert a skeleton edge by connect-
ing the vertex v and the midpoint of its opposite triangle 
edge as shown in Figure 6(b). 

o if t is a 1-triangle we insert a skeleton edge by connect-
ing the vertex v and the midpoint of the skeleton edge 
that we added for t as shown in Figure 6(c). 

o if t is a 0-triangle we insert a skeleton edge by connect-
ing the vertex v and the triangle’s centroid as shown in 
Figure 6(d). 
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This approach indeed ensures that the topology of the river system is 
preserved. Intersecting connections as shown in Figure 5(c) are not possi-
ble. This is because, for each triangle, there is only a finite set of potential 
connections. These potential connections do not intersect. 

In the second and final post-processing step we remove some ‘dangling’ 
arcs. More precisely, we discard any arc that terminates at a vertex of de-
gree one and is shorter than the river width. 
 
 e 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 6. A narrow river (line l) enters a wider river (dark and light shaded regions). 
To preserve the connectivity, we add a connection (bold black) between l and the 
constructed skeleton (dashed lines). The triangles in T’ are shaded dark grey. 

3.2  Pre-Matching Process 

In this section we present our method for the selection of matching candi-
dates, separately for nodes (Section 3.2.1) and arcs (Section 3.2.2) in order 
to reduce the input data for the final matching step. Furthermore, we define 
the quality of matching candidates. 

3.2.1  Pre-Matching of Nodes 

In the final matching step we will search, for each node n of the small-
scale dataset, a corresponding node n’ of the large-scale dataset. In this pa-
per, we use the small-scale dataset as the reference dataset and the large-
scale dataset as the target dataset. It is likely that a node corresponding to n 
exists, because the less detailed dataset usually does not contain more in-
formation than the detailed one. In the pre-matching step we search a set 
N’n of nodes that possibly correspond to n. We should keep N’n as small as 
possible while ensuring n’∈  N’n. The set N’n may contain more than one 
node or could also be empty. 

We perform the pre-matching of nodes based on a distance threshold δ. 
First, we calculate a buffer for each node n of the small-scale dataset, that 
is, a circle of radius δ with centre n. We define the candidate set N’n as the 
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set of nodes in the large-scale dataset that are contained in this buffer. In 
order to define an appropriate buffer size, we need to discuss two cases. 
First, if the chosen buffer size is too small, correct matches may be lost. 
Secondly, if the buffer size is too large, we need to resolve many ambigu-
ous cases in the further process. Since lost matches cannot be recovered in 
the final matching step, an over-selection of candidates is better than an 
under-selection. 

We store the results of the pre-matching of nodes in a table. Each row 
contains the identifiers of two nodes that form a potential match. The table 
also has a column that represents the distance of both nodes. This distance 
can be seen as a quality measure. Candidates with a small distance to the 
reference node have a high quality and candidates with a large distance 
have a low quality. All node candidates are analyzed concerning their suit-
ability further in the node matching process of Section 3.3.1. 

3.2.2  Pre-Matching of Arcs 

Beside the detection of node candidates, we also perform a pre-matching 
of arcs based on another distance threshold ε. The pre-matching of arcs is 
similar to the pre-matching of nodes. We also store the results in a table. 
For each arc a of the small-scale dataset, the pre-matching yields a set A’a 
of arcs of the large-scale dataset. Again, we need to ensure that A’ a is 
small and contains the actual match a’. To select an appropriate set of can-
didates for a, we calculate a buffer polygon βa, which contains all points at 
distance ε from a or closer. We define the candidate set A’a as the set of 
arcs of the large-scale dataset that are completely contained in this buffer 
polygon or cross its boundary. 

We measure the quality of a potential arc match by comparing the direc-
tion of both arcs. The direction of an arc can be defined as the orientation 
angle of the straight line connecting both endpoints of the arc. However, 
an arc in the detailed dataset may correspond only to a part of an arc in the 
less detailed dataset. Therefore, the directions of a and a’ can be very dis-
similar when measured for the whole arcs. To define an appropriate quality 
measure, we perform a local comparison. For each arc b of the large-scale 
dataset, we define a buffer polygon βb, which we also define based on the 
threshold ε. In order to assess the quality of the match (a,b), we calculate 
the intersection of both buffers, that is, we define 

baab βββ ∪= , see Fig. 7. The part of a that lies in βab may correspond to the 
part of b that lies in βab.. For both parts we can construct a straight line by 
connecting the start and endpoint. Comparing the orientation angles of 
these lines we can infer about the quality of the match (a,b). 
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If the difference of the angles is small, then the arcs have almost the 
same orientation. In this way the quality of the possible correspondence is 
high. However, if the angle difference is high, then the likelihood that the 
arcs have the similar orientation is quite low. Figure 8 displays all match-
ing candidates that reach a certain quality; from left (Fig. 8 (1)) to right 
(Fig. 8 (3)) the quality increases. In Fig. 8 (1) all segments of the large-
scale dataset are displayed in bold grey; these are possible matching candi-
dates, because they are located in the buffer polygon of the investigated 
reference arc. In Fig. 8 (2) the segments with an angle difference of Δα ≤ 
45 degrees are displayed in bold grey. Obviously the angle difference is 
sufficient, since all orthogonal river parts of the investigated reference 
part, which are apparent improper matching candidates, will get a low 
quality. In Fig. 8 (3) we show the matching candidates which fulfill the 
angle difference of Δα ≤ 25 degrees. In this case some correct matching 
candidates are missing, because the orientation of the arcs are too different. 
However, the remaining arcs get a high quality. 

 
 

Fig. 7. Method for identification of arc segments for the comparison of orientation 
angles. (1) Arc a (black) of small-scale dataset and arc b (grey) of large-scale data-
set; (2) Buffer polygons βa and βb; (3) Intersection area βab (light grey polygon); 
(4) Comparable parts of an arc: reference (bold black) and target (bold grey) data-
set. 
 
 

βab 

βa 

βb 
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Fig. 8. (1) All matching candidates (bold grey) for an arc a (bold black) of the 
small-scale dataset; (2) all matching candidates whose orientation angle α is simi-
lar to the orientation angle of a (Δα ≤ 45 degrees); (3) all matching candidates 
whose orientation angle α is very similar to the orientation angle of a (Δα ≤ 25 de-
grees). 

3.3  Final-Matching Process 

The pre-matching results of the previous section are used as input for the 
final matching process, which comprises the matching process of nodes 
(Section 3.3.1) and, thereafter, the matching of arcs (Section 3.3.2).  

3.3.1  Matching of Nodes 

In this section we identify, for the nodes of the small-scale dataset, the 
nodes of the large-scale dataset that correspond best. For this we exploit 
the pre-matching results from Section 3.2.1 and analyze the node-arc to-
pology. Therefore we have to extend the analysis to the arcs that are con-
nected to the nodes. 

First, we detect a set of node matches that are quite obvious – we call 
them certain matches. For this, we determine the node degree deg(n) for 
each node of the small-scale dataset and for all its node matching candi-
dates. Normally, the less detailed dataset does not contain additional arcs. 
Therefore, we define that a node match (n,m) cannot be certain if the de-
gree of the reference node n is greater than the degree of the candidate 
node m, that is, if (deg(n) > deg(m)). For example, the match in Fig. 9 (1) 
cannot be certain, but the matches in Fig. 9 (2) can be certain. 

To decide whether a node match (n,m) with deg(n) ≤ deg(m) is certain, 
we analyze the set Sn of arcs that are incident to n and the set Sm of arcs 
that are incident to m. By querying the table that contains the pre-matching 
results for arcs, we select the set P containing all potential arc matches 
where one arc is in Sn and the other one is in Sm. Our approach is to define 
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the node match (n,m) as certain only if there is a sufficiently good subset Q 
of P that has the following properties: 

• Each arc in Sn belongs to exactly one match in Q.  
• Each arc in Sm belongs to maximally one match in Q. 
• The quality of each arc match (a,b) in Q is not worse than a cer-

tain threshold θ. As defined in Section 3.2.2, the quality is 
measured according to the angle difference of the arcs a and b. 

In order to find such a subset, we propose a simple iterative approach. 
Initially, we set Q empty. We order the potential arc matches in P accord-
ing to their quality, into a list. We iterate through this list. First, we select 
the arc match of highest quality and then we proceed with the next arc 
match. Let (a,b) be the arc match selected in a certain iteration. We add the 
match (a,b) to Q if its quality is high enough and if Q does not contain 
another match with a or b. After we reach the end of the list, we test 
whether each arc in Sn belongs to exactly one match in Q. In this case we 
define the node match (n,m) as certain. 

After selecting the certain matches, we select additional node matches. 
We iteratively assess the potential node matches, ordered by decreasing 
quality. We call a node free if it has not yet been matched to another node. 
In each iteration we apply the following rule: 

• we accept a potential node match (n,m) if both n and m are free 
and if there is no other potential match (n,o) such that o is free.  

After assessing this first rule for all potential node matches, we apply a 
second rule: 

• we accept a potential node match (n,m) if both n and m are free 
and if m is the free node closest to n.  

Note that there may still be reference nodes that are unmatched. 
 

 
Fig. 9. (1) Exclusion of such candidate nodes m of the large-scale dataset, because 
deg(n)>deg(m); (2) Further investigation of such kind of matches, because the de-
fined conditions deg(n)=deg(m) or deg(n)<deg(m) are fulfilled. 
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3.3.2  Matching of Arcs 

We perform the final matching of arcs based on the pre-matching of arcs 
and the matching of nodes. We select the arcs one by one from the small-
scale dataset and search for the corresponding set of arcs in the large-scale 
dataset. In doing so, three cases need to be considered: (1) both endpoints 
of the arc of the small-scale dataset are matched with nodes in the large-
scale dataset, as shown in Fig. 12a; (2) only one endpoint is matched with 
a node in the large-scale dataset; (3) none of the endpoints is matched with 
a node in the large-scale dataset, as shown in Fig. 12b. Different methods 
will be applied to the three cases. 

Case (1): In this case we search a path that comprises pre-matched arcs 
of the large-scale dataset and connects the nodes that are matched to the 
endpoints of the selected small-scale arc. In order to find a good path, we 
minimise a cost function. This approach for matching arcs has been pro-
posed by Mustière & Devogele (2008). For each arc a included in the path 
we charge a cost equal to the product of its length and the angle difference 
to the small-scale arc as defined in Sect. 3.2.2. This minimisation problem 
can be solved with a shortest-path algorithm, for example, the algorithm of 
Dijkstra (1959). 

Case (2): In this case we first select all pre-matched arcs that have an 
endpoint that is matched with an endpoint of the small-scale arc and whose 
angle difference with the small-scale arc is smaller than a certain threshold 
μ. We match the small-scale arc with one arc of this selection, more pre-
cisely, with the arc that is closest to the unmatched endpoint of the small-
scale arc. 

Case (3): The small-scale arc remains unmatched. 

4  Experimental Results 

Our proposed matching process was tested in the test area (see Fig. 1) for 
the DLG 250 as the small-scale dataset and the DLG 50 as the large-scale 
dataset. In the first step we constructed a network of lines and ensured that 
the topology of the river network is complete. The result is shown in 
Fig. 10. For the distance criterion in the pre-matching of nodes we applied 
a threshold of δ = 440 m, which was empirically determined. For the fol-
lowing pre-matching of arcs we applied the buffer size of ε = 330 m in or-
der to get, for each arc a of the small-scale dataset, the set A’a of arcs of 
the large-scale dataset. 
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Fig. 10. The original datasets (grey) overlaid by the result of the construction of 
the topological correct line networks (black): (top) large-scale dataset DLG 50 and 
(bottom) small-scale dataset DLG 250. 

 
Based on the results of the pre-matching step, we perform the final 

matching step. First, in the node matching step, we define the threshold 
θ = 60 degrees in order to decide whether a node match is certain. Sec-
ondly, we define μ = 12 degrees in the arc matching step in order to com-
pare the direction of arcs. Figures 11 and 12 show our matching results. 
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Fig. 11. Matches found by our method for the sample in Figure 10; line networks 
of the small-scale dataset are displayed dashed in grey and of the large-scale data-
set dashed in black; matched arcs are displayed bold. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Two magnified parts of figure 11; a) Relation one to many: the small-
scale arc (grey) that was matched to four arcs of the large-scale dataset (black) 
marked by dotted black lines; b) the small-scale arc displayed in dashed grey is 
not matched, because none of the endpoints is matched. 
 

We evaluated our matching results by comparing them with results that 
were obtained manually. In order to decide whether two objects should be 
manually matched, we compared their location, shape and orientation. Fur-
thermore we took the network topology into account. Table 1 summarizes 
our results. For each arc match found by our method we assessed whether 
it is correct or not. We compare the total length of all correctly matched 
arcs and the total length of all arcs that were incorrectly matched (first line 

a) 

b) 

a) b) 
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of Table 1). We see that only a small part of the found matches is wrong 
(2.3%). Furthermore, for each small-scale arc that was not matched by our 
method, we assess, whether there is indeed no corresponding large-scale 
object or whether an existing correspondence was missed. Again, we ag-
gregate our results by summing up the lengths of the involved arcs (second 
line of Table 3). The human expert was able to match arcs of a total length 
of 85057.13 m + 8983.76 m = 94040.89 m. Compared to this value, our 
method failed to find 9.5% of the matches. 

 
Table 1. Statistics of our matching results 

 Total Length (m) Correct (m) Wrong (m) Precision 
Matched 87020.19 85057.13 963.06 97.7% 

Not-matched 33573.85 24590.09 8983.76 73.2% 
Sum 120594.04 109647.22 9946.82 90.9% 

 
When both endpoints of an arc were matched, also the arc match is 

usually correct. However, if there is only one or even no matched end-
point, our method usually matches the arc only with some corresponding 
parts, but not with all. 

We also compared our test results for parts of the river system that were 
originally represented by lines and parts that were originally represented 
by polygons. In this case the matching was done based on the derived 
skeleton lines. In conclusion, we did not observe a difference in the per-
formance for both parts of the river system. Therefore, we assume that our 
skeletonization method is suited to support the matching method. 

5  Conclusion and Outlook to Future Work 

We have presented a new method for matching river datasets of different 
scales. In particular, we have shown how to cope with different geometric 
dimensions. For this purpose we have proposed a skeletonization method 
that constructs a topologically correct network of lines. The actual match-
ing of the networks is based on a pre-matching of arcs and nodes and the  
final matching step. Our method was tested for different Chinese datasets. 
The results were compared with those obtained by a human expert.  

We conclude that our method finds 90.5% of the actual correspon-
dences. Only 2.3% of the matches found are wrong. These numbers are 
satisfactory, in particular, since large parts of the river system were repre-
sented by polygons in the large-scale dataset and by lines in the small-
scale dataset. For these parts of the river system, we observe, on the whole, 
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a similar performance compared to parts that are represented by lines in 
both scales. Therefore, we assume that our skeletonization method is suit-
able for matching tasks. 

A possibility to improve our method is to also consider semantic attrib-
utes that are given for the rivers objects, for example, attributes that reflect 
the name or expressing whether a river is natural or man-made. Future re-
search should also consider that generalization operators like aggregation 
and typification influence how objects are represented in different scales. 
For example, two rivers running parallel to each other may be represented 
by a single river line. 
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Abstract. The general concern about environmental issues has involved the crea-
tion of national and international policies that require, at a technical level, the 
analysis, merging and processing of data obtained from very different sources. 
This paper proposes an approach for the integration of hydrological data that is 
based on the use of a multilingual ontology to facilitate the mapping across the lo-
cal data models in the different sources. The novelty of the proposal is that the 
multilingual domain ontology is generated automatically by the merging and prun-
ing of existing lexical ontologies. This approach has been tested in the context of 
the European Water Framework directive for the development of reporting appli-
cations in cross-border scenarios. Nevertheless, this approach could be easily ex-
tended to other domains. 

1  Introduction 

The general concern about environmental issues in recent years has in-
volved the creation of national and international policies encouraging the 
development of information infrastructures to facilitate the cooperative 
access and exploitation of data coming from different sources from public 
and private institutions. 

An example of this general concern about environmental issues can be 
found in the European context. The environmental protection is one of the 
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interests of the European Union and different initiatives and policies in this 
field are taking place, such as the Water Framework (European Commis-
sion, 2000) and INSPIRE (European Commission, 2007) directives. 

INSPIRE (INfrastructure for SPatial InfoRmation in Europe) aims at 
the creation of a European spatial information infrastructure that delivers 
integrated spatial information services, being environmental information 
the first application domain tackled by this directive. It is also interesting 
to take into account that a considerable amount of these environmental in-
itiatives are related to the hydrology domain. The European Water Frame-
work Directive (WFD) is considered to be the most important piece of leg-
islation in this aspect (Usländer, 2005). Its main objective is to achieve an 
accurate management of all water bodies and reach a “good status” for 
them by 2015. 

This paper proposes an approach for the integration of hydrologic data 
that aims at discovering implicit relations between hydrologic features that 
are not usually made explicit in database models. In this particular domain, 
hydrologists must monitor a great variety of features and phenomena that, 
although initially disconnected, may affect the status of water bodies. An 
information retrieval system for this kind of data is presented in this paper. 

The approach proposed here is based on the use a multilingual lexical 
ontology or thesaurus. An ontology is usually defined as “an explicit for-
mal specification of a shared conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993). It is con-
sidered as a means for the integration of data because it enables the estab-
lishment of a common reference model that facilitates the mapping across 
the local data models in different sources. Additionally, a domain ontology 
may help to infer relations that are not usually explicit in the local models 
and facilitate the combination of different feature types. Although the use 
of ontologies and thesauri for data integration is not new, the novelty of 
the proposal is that the multilingual thesaurus focused on the hydrologic 
domain is automatically generated by the merging and pruning of existing 
thesauri. The applicability of thesauri for searching and retrieval in digital 
libraries has promoted the creation and diffusion of well-established the-
sauri in many different domains. Thus, thesauri can facilitate an important 
source of information for the development of ontologies focused on specif-
ic domains. This automatically generated thesaurus is the main element 
that allows the information retrieval system presented in this paper to 
work. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the 
state of the art in ontology based discovery and retrieval. Section 3 de-
scribes the information retrieval system this paper is based on, including 
the methodology for the multilingual thesaurus generation and the results 
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obtained in the hydrologic domain (3.3). The last section concludes and in-
troduces some ideas on future work. 

2  State of the Art in Ontology Based Discovery and 
Retrieval 

In a Spatial Data Infrastructure context, discovering and accessing suitable 
geographical information is a crucial task. However, semantic heterogenei-
ty caused by natural language ambiguity (e.g., synonymy, homonymy) 
makes it difficult to interpret feature property names and user queries. 

Some research works have been focused on advancing in the solution 
for overcoming this heterogeneity. Bernard et al. (2004) describe the archi-
tecture of an ontology based discovery and retrieval system of geographi-
cal information. In this system, different Web Feature Services are de-
scribed with metadata which includes a reference to an application 
ontology that describes the feature types in terms of a shared domain on-
tology. User queries are processed as follows: users state their queries in 
terms of the shared domain ontology; then the system expands the user 
query restrictions with the names of the stored features. Lutz and Klien 
(2006) work shows the evolution of the previous system. This latter ver-
sion defines a query language and provides a user interface that helps users 
to formulate queries. 

Other works in this line are the ones proposed by Hübner et al. (2004) 
and Navarrete (2006). The first one describes an ontology based reasoning 
system that allows integrating heterogeneous geographical information by 
resolving structural, syntactic and semantic heterogeneities. The query sys-
tem supports the specification of queries of the type concept@location in 
time. The user selects a set of registered domain-specific application ontol-
ogies (in the thematic, spatial, and temporal domains) based on a common 
vocabulary and use them to select search terms that are expanded by se-
lecting all equivalences and subconcepts (for the thematic search term), 
spatially related place names (for the spatial search term), and relevant 
time periods (for temporal ones). The second one provides a framework to 
represent semantic relations among the concepts from different datasets of 
a repository. The system is based on a high level ontology constructed by 
merging the knowledge provided by the datasets of the repository that de-
scribe in a precise and formal way the content of the repository. This on-
tology is then used to define semantic services or queries that enable 
agents to find and integrate thematic information. It specifically focuses on 
finding datasets containing information on a particular theme (including 
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theme subclasses if they are considered of interest); translating the content 
of a dataset to another compatible vocabulary; and integrating heterogene-
ous content from different datasets. 

Not related to the geo-spatial area but also focused on improving the 
discovery and retrieval of information using ontologies is the work of 
Tudhope et al. (2006). It describes a system that uses terminological ontol-
ogies (faceted thesauri) to perform query expansion in indexed collections. 
It describes a semantic closeness algorithm that creates a neighbourhood of 
semantically related concepts (for retrieval purposes) from a selected one 
and gives them a weight according to their closeness. Somewhat in the 
same line is the work of Miles (2006). It analyzes the information retrieval 
issues caused by the language heterogeneity and proposes a formal theory 
to describe the ways in which a structured vocabulary may be used to con-
struct and index over a collection of objects. Finally, it compares different 
expansion techniques in user queries to improve recall and precision. 

The information retrieval system presented in this paper goes along the 
lines of these works, although it presents some differences. We want to 
combine powerfulness of allowing expert users to make their queries by 
means of an ontology with the simplicity of offering novice users a search 
mechanism based on terms from a thesaurus as base for the queries. Addi-
tionally, we aim at a system where the data resources are just standard 
OGC Web Feature Services created and maintained by the appropriate or-
ganizations, but where the addition of new information resources to the in-
formation retrieval system can be done in a easy and effortlessness way. 

3  Design and Architecture of the System 

This section is devoted to present the information retrieval system and the 
mechanism to generate the multilingual thesaurus. An overview of the sys-
tem, its functionality, including an example of use, and its architecture are 
presented below. The generation of the multilingual thesaurus is described 
next in 3.3, followed by a description of the different components compos-
ing the information retrieval system (3.4). 

3.1  System Overview 

The system presented here aims at searching and automatically integrating 
hydrologic features from different sources on demand, just by providing a 
hydrology related term or concept. The functionality of the system has 
been tested in the context of the European Water Framework Directive 
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(WFD) (European Commission, 2000) for the development of reporting 
applications in cross-border scenarios. This is a similar scenario to the one 
of the SDIGER (Zarazaga-Soria et al., 2007), an INSPIRE pilot project 
whose aim was to test the feasibility of developing a cross-border inter-
administration SDI to support WFD information access. A web application 
was developed in order to provide on-line the different map reports about 
the WFD implementation. In that project, the integration of data coming 
from French and Spanish data repositories was facilitated by means of ad-
hoc software applications applying crosswalks between local data models 
and common reference models. 

The original SDIGER web application aims at using INSPIRE prin-
ciples for fulfilling the WFD reporting requirements established by the Eu-
ropean Commission (European Commission, 2004). The application gene-
rates automatically the established reports from data and services 
belonging to the different WFD Competent Authorities involved in the 
SDIGER project: The Ebro River Basin Authority (Confederación Hi-
drográfica del Ebro, CHE) and the Adour-Garonne Water Agency 
(Agence de l’Eau Adour-Garonne, AEAG). 

This time we want to go a step forward and enable users to search and 
automatically integrate hydrologic features from different sources on de-
mand. What it is intended is to expand the SDIGER application to be able 
to work not only with a set of fixed feature types (the SDIGER application 
worked only with surface water and groundwater bodies) and a fixed set of 
data sources (the web feature servers of the water agencies involved in the 
project), but also with other kinds of features, through the use of a hydrol-
ogy domain ontology and with the help of a multilingual hydrologic the-
saurus. The domain ontology we have chosen is built upon the data model 
proposed by the Common Implementation Strategy of the WFD in the 
“Guidance document on implementing the GIS elements” (Vogt, 2002). 
However, an ontology based on the data model proposed by the “Data 
Specifications” Drafting Team or the Hydrography Thematic Working 
Group of the INSPIRE directive (INSPIRE Drafting Teams, 2008b, 
2008a), once it has been adopted, would be not only equally appropriate in 
the field of the WFD, but even more generic when applied to the hydro-
graphy field. 

By making use of the domain ontology, linked with the multilingual the-
saurus, the user may request the combination and merging of hydrologic 
features not necessarily connected in the local data sources due to the use 
of different modelling approaches, as it is explained in the following sec-
tions. 
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3.2  Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the application. The main com-
ponent is the Ontology based IR system, which takes a term as input and 
returns a set of features as output. It orchestrates the interactions with the 
other components of the system: a Web Ontology Service (WOS), a Ser-
vices Catalog, a WFS Query Resolver and a WFS Broker. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the application for the integration of data 

The function of WOS is to expand the search term with related ones, ac-
cording to the hydrology thesaurus obtained as it is explained in section 
3.3. The component is used in order to increase the number of Web Fea-
ture Services that are going to be queried for features, and, thus, improve 
the recall of the information retrieval system. The objective of the query 
expansion is to solve some of the problems derived in terms of user que-
ries: synonymy, multilinguality and lack of explicit knowledge of the do-
main (like hierarchical relationships, for instance). 

The Services Catalog is used to provide WFS instances and feature 
types that are linked to the term the user is searching for. 

The WFS Query Resolver purpose is to build the queries that are going 
to be requested to the services found by the Services Catalog according to 
their local models. It is in charge of selecting the appropriate feature types 
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and translating the restrictions the user may have imposed into a filter en-
coding query. 

Once the appropriate WFS, feature types and, if applicable, the filter en-
coding query in the local feature models have been obtained, the WFS 
Broker actually performs the queries to the different WFS. It is also in 
charge of combining the results the system must return. 

The relation between the searched concept and the concepts that are re-
lated to local repositories is found via the thesaurus. 

Figure 2 shows a schema that describes how the information retrieval 
system works. The example shows the particular case of a report about the 
term “water bodies”, where two different web feature services are part of 
the system: the WFS of IDE-Ebro, the SDI of the Ebro River Basin Au-
thority, and the SANDRE WFS of the French Ministry for the Environment. 
The hydrologic data needed can be accessed through these two servers, lo-
cated in different data repositories according to the category of the water 
body (river, lake, transitional or coastal), where different modelling ap-
proaches have been used for each server. 
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Fig. 2. Example of use 
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The end-user application makes a request for “water bodies”, which 
triggers a search of this concept in the hydrologic thesaurus, linked 
through “narrow-term” relations to the terms “river”, “lake”, “reservoirs”, 
“seas”, “aquifers” and “hydrosphere” (and their translations to other lan-
guages present in the source thesauri). All these concepts but “hydros-
phere” appear in the metadata records of the system Services Catalog. In 
the case of “river”, we found that the “DMA:WB_rio” feature type of the 
IDE-Ebro WFS and the “rwbodymain” feature type of the SANDRE WFS 
have a translation of that term as keyword, and the same happens for the 
rest of the expanded terms (“lake”, “reservoirs”, “seas” and “aquifers”). 
Thus, the WFS Broker performs ten getFeature requests: five to the IDE-
Ebro WFS to get features of types “DMA:WB_rio”, “DMA:WB_lago”, 
“DMA:WB_artificial”, “DMA:WB_costera” and 
“DMA:WB_subterranea”, and another five to the SANDRE WFS to get 
features of types “rwbodymain”, “LWSEG”, “hmawb”, “cwbody” and 
“gwb”. 

If the results are going to be used for portrayal, the merging component 
renders them and returns an image to the user application. In the case that a 
feature collection needs to be returned, the system would propose to the 
user a mapping between features types and domain ontology concepts. As-
suming the domain ontology is the one based on the WFD data model, in 
the case of the features of type “DMA:WB_rio” returned by the IDE-Ebro 
WFS, the system would propose a map with the concept “riverWaterBo-
dy”, which the system has deduced because the term “river” of the multi-
lingual thesaurus has been found among the keywords describing the fea-
ture type “DMA:WB_rio” in the IDE-Ebro WFS capabilities, and since 
this same term has been previously mapped to the “riverWaterBody” con-
cept of the domain ontology. In addition to this, for each attribute within 
the features of type “DMA:WB_rio”, the system would provide a list of 
possible matches for mapping with attributes of the concept “riverWater-
Body” based on the coincidence of the data type used for its representa-
tion, in order to allow the user to map it to the correct one. For instance, 
the “DMA:WB_rio” attribute “nombre” of type string could be mapped to 
every string attribute of the concept “riverWaterBody”. The user, if no 
other has done it previously, could select, among all these, the attribute 
“name” to perform the map. Users could save these mappings in order to 
be reused by themselves or others, avoiding the need of perform this ma-
nual mapping. The user can make queries to the system by either selecting 
a concept form the multilingual thesaurus, or by choosing a concept of the 
domain ontology. In the first case, the users are just interested in obtaining 
features related to a certain term. In the second, they can also provide a set 
of restrictions (selection of features within a feature type and/or projection 
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of attributes) on the features related to the concept they are interested in, in 
order to find features satisfying certain conditions. 

3.3  Generation of a Multilingual Thesaurus in the Hydrology 
Domain 

As base for the expansion of queries performed by the system described in 
this paper, it has been necessary to create a multilingual thesaurus describ-
ing the terminology in the hydrology domain. The created terminological 
model has been based on the list of hydrology related concepts referenced 
within the European Water Framework Directive. There were two main 
goals for construction of this thesaurus. On the one hand, we wanted a 
multilingual resource, while on the other one, we wanted to enrich it with 
more concepts related to hydrology than the ones described within the Di-
rective text. 

The creation process is based on the merging of a set of multilingual 
terminological ontologies following the thesaurus structure that contain 
hydrology related concepts with the selected set of hydrologic terms. The 
output obtained is a multilingual thesaurus specialized in the desired area 
of knowledge. 
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Fig. 3. Work-flow for the generation of a domain specific thesaurus 
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Figure 3 depicts the different steps of the process, showing the inputs 
and the produced results. Four different tasks can be highlighted (A de-
tailed description of the three first ones is shown in Lacasta et al. (2007c) 
work): 

• Representation of input thesauri in a common format. This task is de-
voted to the transformation of the input thesauri into SKOS (Miles et al., 
2005) (a W3C initiative for the representation of Knowledge Organiza-
tion Systems) with the objective of having a homogeneous input to the 
generation system. Apart from the list of hydrologic terms, the termino-
logical models used as input for the method are the following thesauri: 
GEMET (the GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus of the 
European Environment Agency)1, AGROVOC (the FAO Agricultural 
Vocabulary)2, EUROVOC (the European Vocabulary of the European 
Communities)3 and the UNESCO thesaurus4. They provide a shared 
conceptualization in the areas of economics, politics, culture and envi-
ronment. 

• Extraction of clusters. This is the main step and it consists in the detec-
tion of intersections between concepts in the different input thesauri, 
and the set of terms selected in the area of hydrology through the analy-
sis of their lexical similarities. Each set of mapped concepts is grouped 
into a cluster, which is the name given to a concept in the output thesau-
rus. A cluster represents a group of equivalent concepts and it is identi-
fied with one of the URIs of the original concepts. With the objective of 
focusing on the hydrology theme, only those clusters that are found to 
be related to theme are stored. The selection of the clusters is performed 
with the following criteria: 
- If the cluster contains a concept from the selected European Water 

Framework Directive list of terms, the cluster is stored. 
- If a concept in the cluster is related to another one in other cluster that 

fits in the previous case, the cluster is preserved. This is done to add 
additional terms related to the original concepts of hydrology selected 
from the Water Framework Directive text. 

- In other case, the cluster is deleted.  
• Generation of a domain model. This step consists in connecting the clus-

ters previously extracted. The relations between the concepts assigned to 
the different clusters are converted into relations between the clusters 

                                                      
1 http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet 
2 http://www.fao.org/aims/ag intro.htm 
3 http://europa.eu/eurovoc/ 
4 http://www.ulcc.ac.uk/unesco/ 
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that contain them. The relations between clusters are labelled with: the 
types of relations, which are derived from the original types of relations 
between concepts; and a weight that represents the number of occur-
rences for each original relation type between the concepts of the inter-
related clusters. Additionally, it is possible to reduce the size of the re-
sulting network by selecting only those concepts related between them 
by relations of at least a minimum weight. For example, it is possible to 
obtain a reduced network with only those clusters that have relations of 
at least weight 3 (that is, they have been found in three of the original 
thesauri). 

• Generation of a new thematic thesaurus. The last step of the defined 
process is to transform the network of clusters into a thesaurus. The 
generation of the thesaurus consists in taking the clusters of the network 
and organizing them into a hierarchical model. The clusters are trans-
formed into concepts of the new thesaurus; one of the labels of the orig-
inal concepts within the cluster is selected as preferred label. With re-
spect to the thesaurus structure, each relation is marked with the type 
that has more occurrences. Additionally, those concepts that do not have 
broader relationship are marked as top terms. Finally, the generated 
structure is reviewed to verify that the BT/NT relationships structure 
does not contains cycles. If a cycle is found, it is removed by replacing 
the NT/BT relationship that generates the cycle by a related relation-
ship.  

The result thesaurus has been generated using the complete network of 
concepts as base (all the generated concepts and relations). It contains 322 
concepts with 966 preferred labels and 2424 alternative labels. With re-
spect to the relations, the number of broader/narrower pairs is 239 and the 
number of related relationships is 203. Figure 4 shows a subset of the gen-
erated thesaurus using the ThManager tool5 (Lacasta et al., 2007b). The 
figure shows a branch of the thesaurus starting from the “land cover” con-
cept. It shows the generated hierarchy containing the different types of wa-
ter bodies. 

 

                                                      
5 ThManager is an OpenSource tool for the creation and visualization of termino-

logical ontologies stored in SKOS format (see 
http://thmanager.sourceforge.net/). 
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 Fig. 4. Visualization of a part of the generated hydrologic thesaurus 

3.4  Components of the System 

3.4.1  Web Ontology Service 

The Web Ontology Service is an OGC Web Services Architecture specifi-
cation compliant component whose purpose is to facilitate the management 
and use ontologies and thesauri to other web components requiring them. 
Designed as a centralized service, the architecture of this service aims at 
reducing the cost of creation of a new ontology or thesaurus, improving 
reusability and avoiding duplicities and inconsistencies. The architecture 
and a detailed revision of the functionality of these services are described 
in Lacasta et al. (2007a). In the context of this paper, this service is used to 
solve some of the problems derived from the ambiguity of user queries 
(e.g., synonymy, multilinguality, or lack of explicit knowledge of the do-
main). This is done by expanding the user search terms with other related 
ones, according to the multilingual thesaurus obtained in the previous sec-
tion. This reformulation of the queries has as final objective to increase the 
number of WFS to be queried for features, and, thus, improve the overall 
recall of the information retrieval system. 

3.4.2  Services Catalog 

The function of the Services Catalog is to provide to the system with WFS 
that are linked to the term the user is searching for. It is a standard OGC 
Services Catalog that access ISO19115/19119/19139 metadata (Nogueras-
Iso et al., 2009), which have been created automatically through a cross-
walk from the different capabilities XML files the Web Feature Services 
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included in the system return to the getCapabilities request. This approach 
has two main advantages. On the one hand, in order to include a new WFS 
into the system, just its URL and its capabilities files are needed. On the 
other hand, the capabilities XML files include a list of the feature types, 
together with a list of keywords for each feature type served by a particular 
WFS. If the capabilities file is thorough enough, the transformed metadata 
record can be used perfectly to find appropriate WFS related to a hydro-
logic concept, avoiding the need of manually editing and completing them. 
Since we are working with an thesaurus built from a set of multilingual 
thesauri, the language in which the keywords are written in the capabilities 
is irrelevant (provided that the language is supported by the original the-
sauri). 

3.4.3  WFS Query Resolver 

The WFS Query Resolver purpose is to make up the actual queries that are 
going to be requested to the Feature Services found by the Services Cata-
log. It is in charge of selecting the appropriate feature type to query the 
WFS. In order to do so, it requests to the WFS its capabilities and finds out 
which feature type is linked with the keyword or concept the user is inter-
ested in searching. 

Additionally, it is also in charge of translating the restrictions users may 
have imposed. This set of restrictions on the features they are interested in 
must have been established by using the domain ontology, and the WFS 
Query Resolver translates them into the appropriate filter encoding queries. 
In order to do this, the user restrictions terms (attributes and, possibly, val-
ues) are translated into the appropriate ones for a particular WFS. In this 
case, the data model of any WFS that can be accessed by our information 
retrieval system must be carefully analyzed, through the metadata provided 
by getCapabilities and describeFeatureType requests (and it is even prob-
able that an additional detail of information about the data model would be 
needed). Then, a manual mapping between elements of the WFS feature 
model and the domain ontology must be done. Not only feature types must 
be mapped to the domain ontology concepts, but also their attributes and 
their domain values must be mapped (Fallahi et al., 2008). In the case of 
quantitative attributes, it could be necessary to identify measurement units, 
since conversion of units could be necessary. And, in the case of qualita-
tive attributes, a mapping between the possible values the attributes can 
have in the feature model and in the domain ontology must be also per-
formed if these values are a controlled list or a thesaurus. An OGC Feature 
Catalog would have been used if it has been possible, but there is no possi-
bility of storing keywords of each feature type and attribute, and it does 
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not allow establishing mappings between feature types of different collec-
tions. 

The approach where users provide just a hydrologic term to perform the 
search is less powerful, but it is definitely much more simple from the use 
and maintenance points of view: users do not have to make a query using a 
domain ontology (they can freely use any term to perform the search), and 
the mapping between the user request and the WFS feature models can be 
done automatically and on-the-fly (just WFS capabilities information is 
needed to perform the mapping). Thus, the scalability of this approach is 
enormous. In the second approach, where users must express their searches 
in terms of a domain ontology, a previous work of mapping feature types, 
attributes and domain values must have been done. Anyway, this work of 
maintenance in order to add new WFS can be alleviated by getting the us-
ers to do it, as it is explained in the next section. 

3.4.4  WFS Broker 

Once the appropriate Web Feature Services, feature types and, if applica-
ble, the filter encoding query of the local feature models have been ob-
tained, the WFS Broker actually performs the actual queries to the different 
services. The WFS Broker is also responsible of combining the results the 
system must return: 

• The simplest way of combining the results consists in generating a map 
with the spatial data of the returned features and, then, returning an im-
age instead of a feature collection. Obviously, since the returned fea-
tures are provided in the form of a map, the only use of this returning 
mechanism is the portrayal of them. In this case, it can be considered 
that the WFS Broker is acting like a Web Map Service with Style Layer 
Descriptor capabilities. 

• Combining the results into a single GML file and into a unique feature 
type. In order to do that, the system would provide the user with a map-
ping to the domain ontology. Since there is a map between the term in 
the multilingual thesaurus and one of the keywords that appear describ-
ing the feature type in each of the capabilities of the WFS that have been 
queried, and that the terms of the thesaurus and the domain ontology 
concepts have already mapped, the system can automatically propose 
mappings between the different feature types and the domain ontology. 
Furthermore, the system can also propose syntactically correct map-
pings between the different attributes of the feature type and the ones of 
the domain ontology concept, based on equivalence of data types of the 
attributes. Users could select the correct mappings between attributes, 
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and, this way, make mappings between the local models of the WFS and 
the domain ontology. These mappings can be reused, by the same user 
in posterior queries, and by the system itself, to be used by the WFS 
Query Resolver when transforming complex user queries into the ap-
propriate filter encoding queries, as it has been mentioned previously. In 
this last case, the mappings should be validated by the system adminis-
trator, since the may be used by queries of other users of the system.  

At this moment, we have implemented the first approach, and we are 
working on the second one. 

4  Conclusions 

This paper has presented an information retrieval system that facilitates the 
integration of hydrologic data and the discovery of implicit relations be-
tween features, not usually found directly in local data repositories. The re-
lation between the searched concept and the concepts that are related to lo-
cal repositories is found via a multilingual thesaurus generated starting 
from a set of thesauri from different knowledge areas and a selected list of 
terms focused on the domain. The system takes as input a search term or 
query, uses the multilingual thesaurus to expand it, locates and queries ap-
propriate Web Feature Services, and returns the results as a map or as a 
feature collection. 

Further work will be devoted to the study of some inferred relations and 
how they can contribute to the improvement of hydrologic models, to the 
returning mechanism of data as a feature collection and how to orchestrate 
the process as a service chain using formal languages for service composi-
tion such as BPEL (Business Process Execution Language). 
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Abstract. This paper gives an introduction to concepts for a better expert knowl-
edge extraction for geodata harmonisation. Geodata harmonisation involves over-
coming heterogeneities on the syntactic, schematic and se-mantic levels, but user 
interaction is mostly required for the semantic interoperability level. Conse-
quently, the goal is to provide tools to geo-domain experts which allow them to 
use their knowledge to describe the conceptual schemas of their domain as well as 
alignments to other domain's conceptual schemas in a sufficiently expressive way 
without be-coming experts in ontology engineering. We describe an approach for 
this that includes both visual analysis on the basis of geospatial instances and spe-
cific interaction guidance processes. Based on this approach, a prototypical im-
plementation of a tool called the HUMBOLDT Alignment Editor (HALE) is in-
troduced. 

1  Introduction and Motivation 

There are two main directions that are apparent in today's spatial data in-
frastructure implementations. One that can be seen is a data-provider 
driven approach focused on the needs of provision and catalog-oriented 
discovery, as indicated by the relatively high availability of metadata clear-
inghouses (Janssen and Vandenbroucke, 2006; Nowak and Craglia, 2006).  
Another one is a silo-like approach such as in the oceanography or mete-
orology communities, where data is mostly provided for one application 
domain in that domain's well-known formats and classification systems. 
Both approaches provide the basis for further development by acting as 
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seedlings for others SDIs and applications to grow. However, when aiming 
towards the goal of establishing a spatial data infrastructure that is useful 
to a wide range of users across domains, sufficient cross-domain, cross-
border and cross-language interoperability of the data sets and services of-
fered remains an unresolved requirement and therefore a major topic of re-
search. 

1.1  Problem 

To reach such a comprehensive interoperability level, an understanding 
and description of the data sets from different application domains is re-
quired on multiple dimensions. This understanding includes syntactic and 
schematic aspects, and is especially difficult for semantic aspects, since it 
can only be provided by persons very well versed in working with the 
terms of an application domain. However, extracting the knowledge of 
these experts for (automated) harmonization processing can be quite diffi-
cult – an ontology engineering expert often needs to invest a high amount 
of effort to precisely formalize concepts from the application domain, 
whereas the application domain expert often finds working with tools for 
ontology experts counter-intuitive and not adopted to the specifics of his 
domain.  

This is in part due to the nature of the process – creating a description of 
the meaning of information, given in such a way that the information is re-
usable in different contexts afterwards – is a very complex task. The com-
plexity tends to increase even more when describing relations between dif-
ferent application domains, such as by creating a mapping between two 
formalized application schemas. Such a mapping of conceptual application 
schemas requires very good understanding of two application domains and 
can contain a lot of mismatches and false assumptions. 

As an example, consider the case of a protected areas management ap-
plication that also needs to use hydrographical data. For hydrography and 
protected areas management, the properties of a water body that are impor-
tant are rather different. Because of that, even aspects that superficially 
have the same meaning can actually have quite a different meaning. Figure 
1 shows this exemplarily, because parts of the geographic data set ex-
pressed in the two different schemas are directly visible. 
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Fig. 1. A direct comparison of two geographical datasets with different geometric 
attributes for the same Feature Type (River) and different classification rules ap-
plied (Floodplain)  

From the visual analysis that this image allows, a domain user can easily 
infer that the two domains do not use the same definition for flood plain 
(the green areas). In the schema displayed in the lower right part, flood 
plains are those areas designated to be flood plains by the zon-
ing/development plan. In the other case, flood plains refer more to specific 
types of vegetation, which appears because of high ground water levels 
and of regular flooding. Inferring this just from the schemas, where in both 
cases the geometric attributes are of the same type (such as a GML Multi-
Polygon), would not have been possible. 

1.2  Approach 

This paper describes a new approach for supporting domain expert users in 
both describing the conceptual schemas of their application domains and 
also in relating those schemas to those of other domains by creating map-
pings of application schemas. It exploits both geographic instances and 
their conceptual-level descriptions to make an alignment an interactive, de-
terministic and understandable process, which so far was problematic 
(Jantke and Dötsch, 1997). 
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This work contributes to the goal to provide an interaction concept spe-
cifically adapted to geodata harmonisation by adopting and extending sev-
eral methods from general schema engineering, GI Science and cartogra-
phy.  

The following aspects of this concept are presented in this paper: 

1. Definition of a general geodata harmonisation process; 
2. Definition of an interaction process of the creating of alignments be-

tween application schemas; 
3. Definition of a quality model to assess the quality of a mapping using 

schema and instance information; 
4. Usage of a map as a central interaction and feedback component in 

the modelling and alignment processes; 
5. Application of ontology engineering, specifically alignment, methods, 

to the mapping process; 

Furthermore, a maximum-impact model is introduced which is used to 
value individual tasks and to allow users to quickly identify which map-
pings between parts of a schema are crucial in terms of attached reference 
data sets. 

This paper is organized as follows: The next section provides an over-
view of related work and also presents an analysis of the applicability of 
existing alignment software to the issue of geodata harmonization. The 
third section presents the conceptual framework developed for schema 
creation and alignment, while the fourth section focuses on the prototypi-
cal implementation of the alignment tool. The final section concludes with 
a summary and an outlook. 

2  Related Work 

The harmonisation of geodata as a means of making an SDI effective is a 
complex task that involves a large set of aspects. There are several differ-
ent approaches to this. Some are based on database integration techniques 
and employ information on the logical schema as well transformations on 
the physical level. For such approaches, there is robust commercial soft-
ware available such as Safe's Feature Manipulation Engine that contains a 
wealth of file and database importers and exporters, as well as high num-
bers of transformation functions (Kaufman, 2004). Working at the physical 
and logical level however means that no assertions on a conceptual level 
can be used, which can be very useful in assessing the accuracy of a trans-
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formation. Also, there are several more aspects to geodata harmonisation 
that need to be taken into account. 
Out of these aspects, which have been summarized by Hall (2007) and are 
shown in Fig. 2, the method presented here addresses the aspect of differ-
ent Application Schemas, Terminology, Consistency and Quality. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Aspects of geodata harmonization (Adopted from Hall (2007), pg. 8). As-
pects highlighted in white are of importance to the work presented in this paper 

Researching the specifics of alignment of geospatial conceptual applica-
tion schemas and the development of tools for that is a rather new field. 
However, the alignment of conceptual schemas and specifically of ontolo-
gies has been investigated by some research groups.  

Using ontologies as a way of expressing formalized, computer-readable 
application schemas and as a means to facilitate interoperability and as a 
means for semantic harmonization in the geospatial world has become 
quite a common, if not undisputed methodology, within the GIScience 
community in the last years (Agarwal, 2005). This ontological view fo-
cuses, as suggested by Fonseca and Martin, on the “explanation and in-
formation integration grounded in assumptions about invariant conditions 
that define the domain of interest” (Fonseca and Martin, 2007). A concep-
tual schema focuses “on enabling the measurement and classification of 
the observed facts” (Fonseca and Martin, 2007) and can be understood as a 
link between ontologies and data. Another way to summarize this distinc-
tion would be to think of the conceptual schema providing all typing and 
right-hand-side definitions. 

Agarwal et al. (2005) provide a formal framework for the description 
both of mappings between concepts of different ontologies and also formal 
description of possible mismatches. This formal description gives defini-
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tions for four different types of mismatches, categorized into mismatches 
based on equivalence (Term Mismatch, Attribute Mismatch, Abstraction 
Mismatch) and mismatches based on subsumption (Structure Mismatch). 

Cruz et al. (2007) have presented a tool for visual alignment of geospa-
tial ontologies and shows its application on three wetland ontologies. The 
ontologies used are, however, purely hierarchical classification schemes.  

Outside the geospatial context, there are several alignment tools with 
visual support, among them COMA++ (Aumueller et al., 2005) and Pro-
tégé with the PROMPT plug-in (Noy and Musen, 2003). Both will be dis-
cussed in the following section in greater detail. Jerroudi and Ziegler 
(2007) also present an approach to do alignments supported by a visual 
environment, but have so far focused on applications in biosciences. 

There has also been a work classifying individual step in alignment 
processes and to offer a framework for different approaches fitting in dif-
ferent phases by Ehrig et al. (2005). His group presented an approach 
called APFEL used to organize ontology alignment processes. This in-
volved defining a general alignment process with five steps: Feature Engi-
neering, Search Step Selection, Similarity Assessment, Similarity Aggrega-
tion and Interpretation. This general ontology and alignment engineering 
process has also been taken up and extended for the process of data har-
monization presented in section 3. 

For a more extensive description of tools and methodologies generally 
applied in ontology alignment, please refer to Ehrig (2006). 

2.1  Applicability of Ontology Alignment Tools for Geospatial 
Application Schema Mapping 

Based on this survey of related research results and software, an analysis 
of the alignment approaches and tools was conducted. The goal was to see 
how they can be used for conceptual schema mapping geodata harmoniza-
tion and whether they would be accepted by geodomain experts. 

This analysis was done in two phases, first comparing current software 
based on an internal assessment. In this phase, several requirements were 
identified on the base of the requirements given by Kaltz et al. (2006) for 
interactive Ontology Engineering processes, such as a graphical user inter-
face supporting a semi-automatic alignment process. In the second phase, 
the assessment was complemented by conducting a formal usability ex-
periment with the two programs that best fulfilled the requirements.  

These were PROMPT for Protégé and COMA++, which both use sub-
sumption reasoning and several forms of (literal) string matching of con-
cept titles to do a semi-automatic alignment. However, the two differ in 
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their approach to user guidance, with COMA++ establishing mappings 
first and then allowing a user to modify them, whereas PROMPT for Pro-
tégé provides suggestion sets out of which the user has to select actual 
mappings. 

The experiment was conducted as an on-line test, with the participants 
logging into a pre-configured computer via remote desktop software. For 
the two alignment programs, each participant had to work on two tasks 
with the goal of creating alignments between parts of wetland ontologies 
with a total duration of about 60 minutes. These wetland ontologies were 
also used for the evaluation done by Cruz on her visual alignment tool 
evaluation (Cruz et al., 2007). All interaction was screen-captured for later 
analysis.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The COMA++ alignment visualization (top) and the CogZ mapping win-
dow in Protégé PROMPT (bottom) 

The ordering of the tasks (and consequently of the alignment programs) 
was reversed after the first half of participants to see whether there would 
be a transfer of learned knowledge from one program to the other. Every 
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participant had to fill out an ISO 9241-based questionnaire so that we 
would be able to compare subjective and objective views. 

This round of experiments was only conducted with a rather small group 
of eight participants, all of whom are domain experts from different fields 
of geoinformation application, such as protected areas management, analy-
sis of time series of remote sensing data for hazard analysis and urban 
planning. Most participants have had experience in using classification 
schemas, in modelling data, and most of these have at least had some ex-
posure to UML. However, when it came to ontology engineering, only two 
out of the eight participants indicated that they had some basic understand-
ing of the concepts and tasks involved. 

The quality of the alignments created was about equal for both pro-
grams, with PROMPT on average requiring about 30% more time for task 
completion. Despite the similarity, the CogZ visualization available in 
PROMPT was rated better by the participants, both for identifying matches 
and possible mismatches. 

Some of the qualitative results that came out of this experiment are:  

• Both programs and the used GUIs were perceived as being well-suited 
for alignment of purely subsumption-based ontologies, but the tree-style 
visualization elements are not as useful for ontologies also allowing 
other types of relationships;  

• Users are not sure they can trust the results of the automatic matching 
parts of the software; 

• Especially in PROMPT, unified user guidance is missing, as there are 
many interaction elements whose interrelations are not easily learned; 

• Supporting visualizations such as the neighbourhood graph employed by 
PROMPT are not adopted to learned styles of visualization in the geo-
spatial area; 

• Visualizations are not expressive enough for identifying possible mis-
matches. 

However, even within the small group of participants, the acceptance of 
individual elements of the tools varied quite a bit and especially in the self-
assessment, variation in responses was quite high.  

The qualitative findings of this small study have been used as starting 
points for deriving requirements on the user interaction processes for de-
veloping a data harmonization toolkit, as described in the following sec-
tions. 
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3  A Framework for the Schema Mapping Process 

As explained in the beginning, it is important to make geospatial concep-
tual schema mapping a repeatable, deterministic process. The method em-
ployed towards this was to formalize the process of geodata harmonisation, 
as also done by Ehrig et al. (2005), and of the schema mapping itself, and 
then to formalize individual steps in this process as far as useful. 

Basically, a task-based approach was followed, starting with a user and 
the tasks he can perform on a given set of conceptual schema elements and 
ending with concrete supporting workflows, services and algorithms.  
When referring to a user, the concept always assumes a person knowl-
edgeable about concepts used in at least one geospatial application domain, 
with basic experience in describing those (such as in UML class diagrams 
or using text templates) and with no specific experience in ontology engi-
neering and alignment. 
For these users, there are two main goals towards supporting harmoniza-
tion; i.e. the integration of geodata available in a local schema into a 
shared schema. One is the description of non-harmonized (source) re-
sources, the other a description of how that description of non-harmonized 
resource relates to a harmonized (target) description.  

 

 
Fig. 4. The individual steps of the preparation process for conceptual schema geo-
data harmonisation 

The presented concept generally assumes that a target schema is avail-
able, such as an INSPIRE schema. In addition, a reference data set for the 
target schema, and access to a source data set optionally also with a 
schema, have to be available for maximum quality. This reference data set 
can be a data set that has any spatial relation to the source data set. In the 
example from the introduction, where a detailed floodplain analysis is re-
quested, the reference data set would be the one with the fully-modelled 
floodplains and rivers. 
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The overall process of extracting a schema and of creating an alignment 
for integrating a non-harmonized data set with a Spatial Data Infrastructure 
is outlined in Figure 4 which can be seen as the frame for the task-based 
processes detailed in the next sections.  

1. Identify Target (Harmonized or Local) Schema: As explained above, 
it is assumed that a target schema is available. This can be one of the 
schemas created by the data specification teams responsible in an 
SDI, or one used to define the concepts used within an organization. 
The target schema can be selected from a catalogue of known sche-
mas or can be identified via keyword or query-by-example mecha-
nisms. 

2. Profiling Target Schema: In cases where the shared schema used by 
the SDI is not sufficient, the schema can be profiled to add elements 
specific to the (sub-)domain. 

3. Publish Profile: Only profiles that are “published”, which can happen 
in different scopes, can be used for an alignment. 

4. Extracting Source Schema: To be able to perform a data transforma-
tion of the source data set to the Target schema, the source schema 
needs to be described. This can be done partly automatic by applying 
schema extraction techniques if no schema is available. 

5. Refining Source Schema: If the Source Schema has been extracted 
automatically, some refinements might be necessary, which are con-
ducted in this (optional) step. 

6. Publish Source Schema: The same rules apply to the source schema 
as to the target schema, but usually the publishing of the source 
schema is done only locally. 

7. Create Alignment: With the Source and Target Schemas now being 
available, the alignment between the two schemas can be created. 

8. Publish Alignment and Reference Data Set: Finally, all created arte-
facts are published. 

With this process completed, a data set can be considered as conceptually 
integrated into a SDI or into a local system environment. This process pro-
vides the context for the activity that is being investigated in-depth in the 
next section – the creation of the alignment. 

3.1  Elements of Work 

To develop a process, the artefacts being defined and modified in it have 
also to be defined. In the current concept and implementation, Feature 
Catalogues as defined in ISO 19110, with a few added elements (Context 
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and Rule), are used as Conceptual Schema Language. The metamodel for 
these extended Feature Catalogues has been formally described in Nota-
tion3 (N3) and can consequently be transformed into RDF(-schema) and 
OWL structures easily when needed or into a GML application schema 
(Reitz et al., 2005). In any such Feature Catalogue, the following elements 
can be found: 

• Context (CO): The Context of a Conceptual Schema or a Class, defined 
as a set of Axioms (see Rule). These have to be fulfilled for the usage of 
that schema. In this way, the specific purpose that a schema usually has 
been created for is expressed. 

• Conceptual Schema (= Feature Catalogue, CS): Formalized model of a 
universe of discourse, such as a schema of the concepts used in a certain 
application domain. Consists of a set of Classes with Relations. 

• Class (= FeatureType, CL): A concept summarizing common character-
istics of a set of individuals and thus describing this set. 

• Property (PR): A (non-complex) property, attribute or characteristic of a 
class. Can be used as a predicate in a Rule. 

• Relation (RE): Links concepts within a single Conceptual Schema. Al-
lowed types of relations are generalization, aggregation and equality. 

• Rule (RU): A Rule about what the Conceptual Schema (Axiom) or the 
instances created from it's classes (Constraint) has to fulfill, such as an 
attribute only taking certain values so that the instance can belong to a 
class. 

In addition to the elements contained by the schema itself, there are in-
stances of the classes of that schema that are abbreviated as i and are al-
ways assumed to be part of a data set DS. Instances belong to at least one 
class. 

We use an abstract mapping model that can used both for making asser-
tions and for defining attributive transformations: 

• Alignment (AL): A Set of Mappings between the Classes of two Con-
ceptual Schemas. 

• Mapping (MA): An association of Classes from different Conceptual 
Schemas. It is modelled as a subtype of Relation.  

• Function (FU): An association of Properties of one Class with Proper-
ties of another Class. 

In the first prototype, a very simple grounding was used for this abstract 
mapping model, which is currently being replaced by a more complex and 
powerful one (see section 5). 
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3.2  Defining Tasks and Goals 

The next step, after the coarse-grained process definition and the analysis 
of the artefacts used for the schema mapping process, is ensuring the re-
peatability and deterministic nature of the process. This includes the fur-
ther discretisation of the alignment process into individual tasks and the 
definition of goals for each task. 

For each of the elements in a conceptual schema and an alignment, there 
are basically three possible tasks classes: Create, Refine and Remove. All 
tasks are assumed to have one goal: Increasing the coverage of the concep-
tual schema or the mapping over a given set of instances, both in terms of 
completeness of individuals and in terms of completeness of attributes.  

To describe this goal in a way suitable for task success evaluation within 
this approach, a quality model is defined as follows based on ISO 19113 
definitions, to maintain consistency of terms within data sets, alignments 
and schemas. It should be noted that quality as fitness-for-purpose can, ac-
cording to this model, only be fully determined in concrete usage based on 
availability of concrete data sets to harmonize, and that the model is there-
fore not suitable for usage in “isolated” alignment without instances. 

The quality model for a schema has these elements: 

• Completeness of classes: This element can be defined in relation to one 
or many given data sets and is defined via two sub-parameters: 

o Excess (1): Which portion of classes CL of the application 
schema CS has no instances i in a given data set DS? 

ExCL
cl CS.CL i DS : f cl i

CS.CL  
(1)

o Omission (2): What portion of instances i in a data set 
does not belong to at least one of the classes CL of a given 
schema CS? 

OmCL
i DS cl CS.CL: f i cl

DS  
(2)

 
• Completeness of properties: This can also only be defined on the basis 

of a given data set and is also defined via two sub parameters: 
o Excess (3): What portion of instances in a data set does 

not have a property defined via the class of the instance, 
i.e. which properties are not represented in instance in the 
data set? “null”-values are not counted, only those where 
the property is not even defined, since the schemas' com-
pleteness is analysed. 
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ExPR
i DS pr i.CL.PR: pr i.PR

DS  
(3)

o Omission (4): What portion of properties in a data set does 
not even have a property defined via the class of the in-
stance? As with Excess, “null”-values are not counted, 
only those where the property is not even defined. 

OmCL
pr DS.IN.PR pr IN.CL.PR

pr DS.IN.PR  
(4)

 
• Correctness: This is defined as the correctness of the schema, in respect 

to it's axioms, the logical consistency of the schema and the correctness 
of the schema with respect to concrete values in a given data set. 

o Axioms (5): Which portion of classes in the schema fails to 
fulfil one or multiple of the axioms postulated on the 
schema? 

Cor AX
cl CS.CL ax CO : f cl , ax false

CS.CL  
(5)

o Schema (6): Which portion of classes has relations to 
other classes that lead to non-deterministic behaviour or to 
outright logical inconsistency, e.g. cyclic inheritance? 

CorCS
cl CS.CL rel CS.CL.RE : f cl ,rel false

CS.CL  
(6)

o Constraints (7): Which portion of property values of the 
instances in a given data set conforms to the Constraints 
imposed on values of attributes in the schema? 

CorCON
pr IN.PR co CS.CO : f pr , co false

IN.PR  
(7)

The quality model of an alignment is quite similar in terms of the ele-
ments used, but has lesser dependency on a set of available data sets. Be-
sides representing the quality elements known from ISO 19113, they also 
represent formalized mismatches (Agarwal et al., 2005) described in Sec-
tion 2. 
• Completeness of mappings (8): Which portion of classes from the 

source schema CSs has been directly mapped to a class in the target 
schema? 

ComAL

cl s CS s .CL ma AL: ma.cls cls

CS s .CL  
(8)
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• Completeness of mappings over instances (9): Which portion of in-
stances of a data set has already been mapped via their class having 
been mapped? 

ComINMA
i DS ma AL :ma i.CL

DS  
(9)

• Completeness of Functions (10): Which portion of properties of the 
source schema is mapped via a function to an attribute in the target 
schema? 

ComFU

pr CS s .CL.PR fu pr.FU : fu pr
CSs .CL.PR  

(10)

• Correctness of mappings: This is defined as the correctness of the 
alignment as a whole, meaning the logical consistency of the mappings 
in respect to the two application schemas now aligned and the correct-
ness of the alignment with respect to concrete values in a given data set. 

o Consistency of Alignment over Mappings (11): Which por-
tion of mappings defines relations that lead to logical in-
consistency, e.g. equality defined on classes that via a dif-
ferent relation have been declared non-equal? 

ConAL

ma AL.MA ma CSs ,CSt false
AL.MA  

(11)

o Consistency of Functions over Instances (12): Which por-
tion of property values of the instances in a given source 
data set is transformed to values allowable by the type and 
value constraints on properties in the target schema? 

ConINFU

pr DSs . IN.PR fu pr.FU : PRt . FU true
DSs . IN.PR  

(12)

These individual quality elements are – depending on the task – used to 
define what value a task will have, together with an analysis of the data set 
used as reference. This allows an ordering of tasks. Summarized, each task 
now has the following attributes: 

1. A type that indicates what kind of artefact is involved (Class, Attrib-
ute, ...) 

2. A source that identifies what implementation of a task class has cre-
ated that task. This source implementation is a reasoner or rule-based 
engine, which is also responsible for describing the task and it's rea-
son in a user-understandable form;  

3. A value that identifies the impact the solving of a task will have in 
terms of the metrics used in the quality model; 
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4. A severity level that identifies whether the task is required to clear up 
a logical error in the mapping or schema, whether it is a logical warn-
ing that indicates a possible mismatch or erroneous modelling, and a 
normal task indicates a simple open point that will improve the qual-
ity of the schema or mapping. As an example for a warning, take the 
case that two classes are declared equal via an equality relation, but 
an algorithm finds they share no substructures like attribute names 
and types. 

Based on the objects being handled and the basic operations (create, re-
fine, remove), there is a total of 24 possible task types. Each can be con-
ducted manually, semi-automatically or automatically, and there are actu-
ally implementations available for all of them on one of these three levels. 
As an example, the PROMPT plug-in for ontology alignment that is avail-
able in Protégé: It first creates a list of possible matches (Align-
ment.addMapping), effectively creating a task for each possible match, and 
then asks the user to manually confirm this possible match (Align-
ment.refineMapping). For simplicity, we actually consider all task imple-
mentation approaches that require user interaction to be manual, even if 
they are supported  in some way and might actually be only half-manual. 
From these task types a process of steps can now be built that, at the end, 
has an extracted schema or a created alignment as a result which is of suf-
ficient quality. 

3.3  The Iterative Conceptual Schema Mapping Process 

With tasks and goals having been defined, they are applied to form a com-
plete process which at the end has an alignment of sufficient quality. This 
alignment process consists of the following steps: 

1. When a source and target schema have been selected and adopted as 
required, a precomputing step is executed which creates a list of sug-
gestions for mappings on the class level, which are added as Align-
ment.RefineMapping tasks to the task list. This can be the output of 
any of the known alignment libraries. 

2. The user can now go through the list of tasks, select one of them and 
open that task's working context. This will present him with all in-
formation typically required for the task, such as the classes affected 
by the mapping, allowing him to modify it or just confirm it. After 
doing so, a  post computing phase is initialized, with the following 
possible outcomes: 
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1. For any confirmed or modified mapping, tasks are created to map 
mandatory attributes; 

2. For a modified mapping, the logical consistency of the mappings 
as a whole is checked, and if necessary, additional tasks are added, 
i.e. in the case of a likely logical error or mismatch; 

3. Both for confirmations and modifications, the list of tasks is up-
dated, removing tasks that are not necessary any more (because 
they have been indirectly confirmed) and adding new ones, such as 
confirmation tasks for subclass mappings or warning based on dif-
ferent attribute constraints in the schemas. 

4. This continues until the alignment quality reaches all the thresholds 
for the quality model indicated by the user. 

As can be seen, there is a cycle of selecting a task, working on its reso-
lution, computing the outcomes of the task and then again selecting a new 
task. This loop is ended by fulfilling the quality constraints required for the 
alignment being created. 

To summarize, an overall conceptual harmonisation process has been 
described, it has been broken down into the objects required and into indi-
vidual tasks, and a model how to work with individual tasks has been pre-
sented. The following section shows how this concept is implemented. 

4  Implementation of a Task-Based Conceptual Schema 
Alignment Tool 

Since the goal of this work is the efficient extraction of expert knowledge 
for geographic application schema mapping, implementation started with 
developing user interaction concepts, before defining back-end compo-
nents and technology that have been used in an ongoing reference imple-
mentation. 

4.1  User Interaction 

The interaction concept is focused on three requirements:  

1. Direct feedback should be given to a user's alignments in terms of 
changes on a map view.  

2. The user should always get the information required for the task type 
addressed, so the views actually change depending on the task class. 
This concept has worked well in other areas that have complex tasks 
and processes as well as rather intangible results, such as software 
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production (Kersten and Murphy, 2006) and knowledge extraction 
(Jantke and Dötsch, 1997). 

3. The user can choose different schema organization modes that make 
navigation in complex schemas and alignments easier. 

A core aspect of the user interaction is the visualization of the source 
data set to be harmonized in a classical map view. This map view further-
more allows a reference data set using the target schema to be displayed in 
several splitting modes, so that one can get a direct impression how far the 
two data sets have been aligned via the schema alignment process. 

 

 
Fig. 5. A screen capture of the HALE application with some of it's key views, in-
cluding source and target schema browsers, attribute browsers, the source/target 
splitted map view and the task list. 

The splitting modes that can be selected are a diagonal split mode, as 
shown in Figure 5, a horizontal and vertical split mode, as well as an over-
lay mode which is particularly useful when two data sets that share a 
common border are supposed to be seamless. In this way, a user can visu-
ally judge how far he has already come in aligning the two schemas. 

Since the map view is central to geospatial users, the possibility of ap-
plying different styled layer descriptors (SLDs) to both reference data sets 
has also been added. For each class mapped from source to target, the in-
stances in the source data set are displayed using the target SLD, for those 
yet unmapped, the source SLD is used. In this way, it is easy to differenti-
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ate between features already mapped and those which still have to be 
mapped. 

Another core aspect is to show users which tasks are important and 
which ones might have less impact. For this purpose, all tasks are ordered 
by their value, which is calculated according to the elements of the quality 
models for schemas and alignments presented in section 3.2. Conse-
quently, tasks with low effort and high effect (on schema and instances) 
are prioritized and are given a higher value. This ordering is done within 
the three severity levels, but errors should be handled before warnings and 
normal tasks. 

Additional efforts have been invested into the presentation of the source 
and target schemas. In the analysis of existing applications, we have seen a 
relatively high score of acceptance for the CogZ window-style of presenta-
tion, so the approach of having dual hierarchical tree views seemed to be 
acceptable. However, we have added several different means of organiza-
tion of the content of these trees, specifically: 

• Organization by Inheritance: This is the default way and most classical 
way of organization for an ontology, but it has the disadvantage of fo-
cusing on a subsumption hierarchy and might consequently not be suit-
able for all types of ontologies. 

• Organization by Aggregation: Organization by Aggregation is espe-
cially suitable to see complex nested property associations and can be 
applied well to schemas originating from XML or relational data bases. 

• Organization by Similarity: For this, similarity approaches are used to 
provide an ordering of the classes in a schema into clusters with a cer-
tain similarity. 

For both the source and the target schema, organization can be selected 
individually. Furthermore, all schema views can be filtered by the task 
context, by a constraint on the structure (such as maximum depth) or prop-
erties (such as abstract or concrete) or by entering a keyword. 

When a mapping between two concepts is established or being created, 
the Qualification area is used. This view has different contents varying by 
the type of the task. In Figure 5, the Function Panel is shown which allows 
adding functions to transform attributes of the source and target class. 
Other panels allow to qualify a mapping or to view information on a 
schema element. 
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4.2  Architecture and Technology 

The presented approach is implemented as a part of a framework and tool-
set for data harmonisation and service integration. As shown in Figure 6, 
there are several components that are used in the implementation of the 
approach. While there is a wide range of additional (service) components 
that are implemented in HUMBOLDT, including transformation web ser-
vices, again the focus lies on the implementation of the HUMBOLDT 
Alignment Editor and on the purpose of the components that it directly in-
teracts with. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The components of the implementation of the protected areas scenario  

HALE itself is a Java SE 1.6 desktop application based on the Eclipse 
RCP. GeoTools components are used for rendering the map perspective 
and also for handling the import of various geodata file formats, such as 
Shapefiles and GML. Java Rules (Drools) are used to validate the con-
straints placed on properties as well as to add tasks based on properties. 
For this, rules are created and executed at run-time based on rule templates 
and information gathered from constraints in the schemas. 

Conceptual Schemas and alignments are persisted in a Web Service 
called the Model Repository and offers operations for storage, loading and 
manipulation of alignments and schemas. 
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5  Conclusions and Outlook 

There are three main contributions this paper offers: an analysis of the ap-
plicability and usefulness of general-purpose alignment and schema editors 
for geo-experts, a concept for a more targeted knowledge extraction proc-
ess based on that analysis, and a task and quality model supporting this. 

The HALE application that evolved as an implementation of the ap-
proach described within this paper is being developed in close collabora-
tion with users from one scenario, but has not yet been tested and evalu-
ated in a formal way. A formal evaluation with a second round of usability 
tests will be started soon, based on the tests conducted on Protégé 
PROMPT and COMA++. The results will be fed back into the on-going 
development process of HALE and the surrounding toolkit. 

HALE and its supporting framework of service components will be 
made available under LGPL. Furthermore, it is planned to contribute the 
conceptual schemas and possibly exemplary data sets as input to the On-
tology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI), so that a test bed for com-
parisons based on geospatial data can be established. Also, we have al-
ready started to evaluate mapping formalisms for their suitability, and have 
conducted an experiment with OMWG's Ontology Mapping Language 
(Scharffe, 2008) that was very promising. 

One point that will have to be evaluated thoroughly is the suitability of 
the metrics used to value tasks. These might in turn be dependent of the 
context, both of a user and of the conceptual schema. 
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Abstract. In Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) one of the layers that require par-
ticular attention in the integration process is the one describing the transport net-
work. Different models can be adopted to represent and manage transport net-
works data, however, in most cases we have to handle properties that change their 
value along the road paths, for instance the road width or the number of lanes. 
This kind of data, usually called “segmented properties” can be represented in dif-
ferent ways, although at conceptual level they can be described as a function from 
the geometry to a specific domain of values. 
In this paper we define a conceptual data model for representing “segmented 
properties” and map it into two implementation approaches: the structural imple-
mentation, with explicit geometry representation for each homogeneous segment, 
and the dynamic implementation, with the implicit representation of the segments 
by means of a measure (abscissa) on the route path. Then, we propose a method 
for transferring data from one implementation to the other one and to manage the 
problems arising from the integration of networks with different geometry and dif-
ferent implementations of segmented properties. Finally, we illustrate the applica-
tion of the proposed approach to a practical case involving data of the Lombardy 
Region (Italy). 
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1  Introduction 

Data describing transport networks are often involved in practical applica-
tions, for example in location based services, traffic management, and 
many others. As a consequence different data models have been adopted 
for describing it. These models must include constructs to represent the 
properties whose value changes along the network routes, called here 
“segmented properties”, like, for example, the number of lanes or the 
speed limits. 

Moreover, many different implementations of a segmented property can 
be adopted; however, they can be grouped into the following two classes: 

• The structural implementation: it requires to store explicitly the ge-
ometry of each homogeneous segment, that represents a portion of a 
given route having the same value of the segmented property. 

• The dynamic implementation: the geomery of each segment is repre-
sented by a start and an end measure (called abscissa) along the route 
path, this measures delimit the portion of the curve in which the seg-
mented property has a particular uniform value.  

The work presented in this paper is the result of a practical project 
funded by Regione Lombardia in Italy, that aims to investigate the prob-
lem of integrating the road network of two spatial databases (shown in Fig. 
1): (i) the database of the regional administration (Rdb), containing less 
accurate geometry and many segmented properties represented with a dy-
namic implementation, and (ii) the database of a local administration 
(Ldb), containing more accurate and up to date geometries but using a 
structural implementation for the segmented properties. 

The goal of the project was to design and implement a methodology and 
some tools for supporting the integration process. The main issues that had 
to be faced are the following: 

1. to perform a schema integration between Rdb and Ldb, thus deter-
mining the mapping between feature classes and properties of the two 
databases; 

2. to apply a conflation between the road geometries of the two data-
bases, with the aim to obtain a unique representation of the road net-
work (harmonized geometry); 

3. to transfer the segmented properties of both databases on the harmo-
nized geometry in order to obtain the complete integration between 
Ldb and Rdb. 
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Fig. 1. Road network of the Lombardy Region: the Rdb covers all the region terri-
tory, while the Ldb covers only the highlighted rectangle. 

In Fig. 2 we show an example of a situation that had to be faced during 
the project. In the figure, the red (solid) lines belong to the Rdb, while the 
blue (dashed) lines belong to the Ldb. Notice that: 

• Only in Rdb the instances of the class Road (this class represents entire 
Roads at the application level) are represented, while in Ldb only the 
class Road Elements (road elements are only portions of roads delimited 
mainly by topological rules) are represented, but in Ldb the geometry is 
up to date and has higher accuracy. 

• In Rdb there are some segmented properties like: the number of lanes, 
the type of roadway, the surface type and others. 

In this paper we focus on the third problem listed above, namely the 
transfer of segmented properties on the harmonized geometry; however, 
the different implementations of segmented properties in the databases has 
impacted also the schema integration process, since segmented properties 
having a structural representation appear in the implementation schema as 
features, not as properties, making more difficult the discovery of feature 
classes that have common meaning in the two schemata. Although this pa-
per does not deal with the problem of schema integration, it is important to 
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state that in the integration methodology there has been a “reverse engi-
neering” step in order to produce from the two original implementation 
schemata two corresponding conceptual schemata; during this step also 
segmented properties are recognized and defined at conceptual level, inde-
pendently from their implementations.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Road network of the Lombardy Region: the Rdb roads are represented in 
red (solid) and have road-ID starting with “CRSP”, while the Ldb roads are blue 
(dashed) and have ID starting with “PA”. 

Therefore, the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 it presents the 
definition of segmented properties at conceptual level and the correspond-
ing two implementation approaches mentioned above: the structural im-
plementation and the dynamic implementation. In section 3 it shows how 
data represented in one implementation can be converted into the other 
one, assuming to have one common geometry. Finally, it shows how to 
transfer the segmented properties defined on one geometry on a harmo-
nized geometry derived from a conflation process and applies this general 
approach to the specific case of Lombardy Region. 
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1.1  Related Works 

Several works in literature have proposed solutions for the integration of 
geographical data, focusing on general aspects concerning spatial data con-
flation (Lynch and Saalfeld 1985; Walter and Fritsch 1999; Cobb et al. 
1998) or, more specifically, on the integration of spatial database contents 
(Duckham and Worboys 2007; Hariharan et al. 2005). Some works are 
tightly related to this paper since they present solutions regarding the rep-
resentation and integration of data describing road networks (Dueker and 
Butler 1998; Hage et al. 2003; Scarponcini 2002). 

Hage et al. (2003) describe the data model deployed by a Danish mobile 
content integrator and service delivery system. This model captures multi-
ple, integrated representations of the transportation infrastructure, in par-
ticular it considers the following representations: (1) kilometer-post repre-
sentation, in which a location is expressed in terms of one road, a given 
distance marker on that road (e.g. kilometer post), and an offset from the 
distance maker. (2) Link-node representation, which is based on the con-
cepts of undirected and directed mathematical graphs, where a node is a 
place with a significant change of traffic properties (e.g. road intersection) 
and a link is a route that connects two nodes, this representation describes 
the topology of the transportation infrastructure. (3) Geographical repre-
sentation which captures the geographical coordinates of the transportation 
infrastructure and an internal representation, named (4) segmented repre-
sentation, which models an infrastructure as a collection of segments that 
intersect at connections, the position of any content references directly 
segments. All these infrastructure representations must be interrelated and 
in Hage et al. (2003) the authors explain how it is possible to translate one 
representation into another. They also consider the problem of query and 
update data modelled with this representation. The model we are proposing 
in this paper for the dynamic implementation is similar to the ideas pre-
sented in Hage et al. (2003). In addition we consider also a structural im-
plementation of the segmented properties, which has the advantage to pre-
serve the internal subdivision of the road in segments expressing each 
event in terms of a segment and a value. 

Scarponcini (2002) presents a generalized model for linear referencing 
in transportation network; in the paper the author claims that his goal is to 
define a unified theoretical framework for representing and translating lin-
ear locations. In particular, he separates the concept of the linear element, 
which is the geometry where the measure is performed, from the method 
of measurement, and he formalizes the concept of location expression as 
the combination of a linear element, the distance of the location from the 
beginning of this element and a measurement method. We define our dy-
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namic representation of segmented properties according to this theoretical 
definition which is also adopted by the ISO Standard for linear referencing 
(ISO 19148). 

2  Conceptual Model of Segmented Properties and 
Implementations 

The following conceptual model and implementations of segmented prop-
erties are defined using standard terms of the spatial database community. 
In particular, for the spatial attribute we adopt the types proposed by ISO 
in the “Spatial Schema” (ISO 19107). 

2.1  Conceptual Definition of a Segmented Property 

Given a class of objects C with a spatial attribute g of type 
GM_MultiCurve (namely an aggregation of one or more curves without 
any constraint among them), a segmented property sp with domain D de-
fined on g can be represented at conceptual level with the following func-
tion fsp: 

fsp: PSet(g) → D 

where PSet(g) is the pointset representation of g. The function fsp returns 
for each point of PSet(g) the value of the property sp. Thus, the value of sp 
can theoretically change in each point of g but, in practical cases, it has a 
constant value along a portion of g, so that we can divide g into several 
parts, each one having the same value of sp. We call these parts homoge-
neous segments. 

Notice that the fact that g is a multicurve allows one to deal with the 
most general case and is required by most real-life applications, but makes 
the implementation of segmented properties more difficult, as we will see. 
In simple cases g can also be of types GM_Curve (a primitive curve). 

Usually the domain D is a finite domain, also called enumeration in 
UML. In this case it can be useful to introduce also the following function 
for property sp: 

Segmentssp: D → Set(GM_Curve) 

This function returns, for each value v in D, the set of curves where the 
property sp has value v. 

Finally we suppose that the function fsp is a total function; if fsp is a par-
tial function, since it is not defined everywhere on g, then a total function 
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can be obtained by supposing to extend the domain D with a null value 
(D∪{NULL} = DNULL): 

fsp: PSet(g) → DNULL 

Now we present the implementations of the conceptual definition. 

2.2  Structural Implementation of a Segmented Property 

The structural implementation of a segmented property is obtained by ex-
plicitly representing the geometry of each homogeneous segment. Thus, 
given an instance f of the class C with m alphanumeric attributes Attr1, ..., 
Attrm and a spatial attribute g: 

f = (a1, …, am, γ) 
(where a1, …, am, are the values of the alphanumeric attributes and γ the 

geometry of g), the segments describing the segmented property sp on g 
are represented as a set of objects having two attributes, called Value and 
Geometry, as follows: 

f.sp = {(v1, γ1), … , (vn, γn)} 
where vi is the value of the value attribute, γi is the spatial value of the 

geometry attribute and the following condition holds: 

PSet(γ) = PSet(γ1) ∪ … ∪ PSet(γn) 

Example 1 

The situation of Fig. 3 will be used as an example for showing the different 
implementations; it represents the speed limits in Km/h along a road as a 
segmented property. 

The structural implementation of the segmented property “speed limits” 
for the road is represented in Fig. 4. The segments describing the property 
are: 

f.speed_lim = {(110, γ0), (110, γ1), (40, γ2), (70, γ3), (40, γ4), (40, γ5),  
(70, γ6), (40, γ7), (110, γ8)}. 

 
Fig. 3. Case study for the representation of segmented properties 
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Fig. 4. Structural implementation of the segmented property speed_lim. 

2.3  Dynamic Implementation of a Segmented Property 

The dynamic implementation of a segmented property is obtained by rep-
resenting each homogeneous segment indirectly by means of an abscissa 
defined on the spatial attribute g. Thus, given a class instance f = (a1, …, 
am, γ), first it is necessary to define the abscissa on γ. 
Regarding the representation of an abscissa on a linear geometry (also 
called Linear Referencing System), the following aspects must be consid-
ered: 

- since γ is a multicurve, it might be not connected and it might have bi-
furcations; thus, in order to define an abscissa on γ, we have to divide γ 
into connected and simple curves, called topological arcs; 

- the value of the abscissa can be calculated, i.e. derived from the ge-
ometry (length), or be specified independently from the geometry; 

- the value of the abscissa can be specified from the beginning of the 
multicurve, thus requiring an ordering of the topological arcs, or be 
specified from a reference point (see below) contained in the same 
topological arc. 

A reference point (RP, α) indicates the value that the abscissa assumes in 
that point; each arc must have a reference point at the start and another one 
at the end, optionally other reference points can be located along the arc, 
but they must always be inside the arc geometry (in real cases reference 
points can also be located near and not exactly on the arc geometry; how-
ever, in order to use them in the abscissa management, these reference 
points must be projected onto the arc. In this paper, we suppose that this 
projection has already been performed by a pre-processing phase). 

By combining the above choices we obtain the following 4 basic im-
plementations: 

1. Absolute abscissa: the abscissa is measured from the start point of 
the linear geometry and is independent from the geometry length. 
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2. Absolute calculated abscissa: the abscissa is measured from the start 
point of the linear geometry, but it is calculated from the length of the 
geometry. 

3. Local abscissa: the abscissa is defined and used locally on each topo-
logical arc of the linear geometry. It is zero at the starting point of 
each arc, but at the end point its value could be different with respect 
to the geometry length. 

4. Local calculated abscissa: in this case the abscissa at the end point is 
equal to the length of the topological arc. 

The structure for storing topological arcs and reference points is the fol-
lowing one: 

f.arcsγ = {(arc1, L1), … , (arcn, Ln)} 
where: 

• PSet(γ) = PSet(arc1) ∪ … ∪ PSet(arcn). 
• Li = {(RP1, α1), …, (RPm, αm)} where RPj is a reference point and αj is 

the measure of the abscissa on arci at the location RPj. Each RPj is con-
tained in the arci, that is: RPj ∈ PSet(arci). 

• cardinality(Li) ≥ 2. 
• The start point of the arc arci∈ f.arcsγ is called RPi,start, the abscissa of 

RPi,start is called αi,start. In the same way, the end point of the arc arci is 
called RPi,end, the abscissa of RPi,end is called αi,end. 

• If an absolute or absolute calculated abscissa is represented, then αi,start 
(αi,end) is the distance (measured or calculated) of the point RPi,start 
(RPi,end) from the start of γ. 

• If the abscissa is local or local calculated, then αi,start is zero and αi,end is 
equal to the length (measured or calculated) of arci. 

• For absolute or absolute calculated abscissa, we call αstart the minimum 
αi,start among all the arcs of f.arcsγ and αend the maximum αi,end. 

Let us call event the dynamic implementation of a homogeneous seg-
ment; given the representation of topological arcs, there are two possible 
structures for representing events: 

• One based on the absolute abscissa, where the events are geo-referenced 
by means of two abscissa values (β) as follows: 

f.eventsp on γ = {(vk, arci, βk,start, βk,end), …} 

where the following condition holds: 
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- Consistency:∀(vk, arci, βk,start, βk,end)∈ f.eventsp on γ: 
βk,start ≤ βk,end and ∃(arcj, Lj)∈ f.arcsγ: arci = arcj  
αj,start ≤ βk,start ≤ αj,end and αj,start ≤ βk,end ≤ αj,end 

- Completeness: ∀(arci, Li) ∈ f.arcsγ∀α: αi,start ≤ α ≤ αi,end: 
∃(vk, arcj, βk,start, βk,end)∈ f.eventsp on γ: arci = arcj and βk,start ≤ α ≤ βk,end 

• One based on the local abscissa, where the events are geo-referenced by 
means of a distance measure from a reference point, as follows: 

f.eventsp on γ = {(vk, arci, RPk,start, Δk,start, RPk,end, Δk,end), …} 

where Δk,start, (Δk,end) represents the distance, measured or calculated 
along arci, of the event start (event end) from RPk,start (RPk,end) and the 
following conditions hold: 

- Consistency:∀(vk, arci, RPk,start, Δk,start, RPk,end, Δk,end)∈ f.eventsp on γ : 
∃(arcj, Lj)∈ f.arcsγ: arci = arcj and  
∃(RPl, αl), (RPh, αh)∈ Lj: RPl = RPk,start and RPh = RPk,end and  
(αl < αh or (αl = αh and Δk,start ≤ Δk,end)) 

- Completeness: ∀(arci, Li)∈ f. arcsγ∀α: αi,start ≤ α ≤ αi,end: 
∃(vk, arcj, RPk,start, Δk,start, RPk,end, Δk,end)∈ f.eventsp on γ :  
arci,= arcj and (αk,start+Δk,start) ≤ α ≤ (αk,end+Δk,end) 

Example 2 

In order to represent the segmented property “speed limits” for the road of 
Fig. 3 using the dynamic representation, we have to define five topological 
arcs, because we need to break the main road into the minimum number of 
simple curves covering the same geometry. We start with the dynamic im-
plementation based on absolute calculated abscissa, as represented in Fig. 
5 and we suppose to have two reference points on each arc, that represent 
the distance of the arc start point and of the arc end point from the start of 
the road calculated on the geometry. The set of topological arcs is the fol-
lowing one: 

f.arcsγ = {(arc1, L1), (arc2, L2), (arc3, L3) , (arc4, L4), (arc5, L5)} 

where: 

L1={(RP1,start, 1000),(RP1,end, 2200)}, L2 = {(RP2,start, 2200),(RP2,end, 2340)} 
L3={(RP3,start, 2200),(RP3,end, 2350)}, L4 = {(RP4,start, 2200), (RP4,end, 2300)} 
L5={(RP5,start, 2300), (RP5,end, 8000)} 

Given this set of topological arcs, the event speed limits can be repre-
sented as follows: 
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f.eventspeed_lim on γ = {(110, arc1, 1000, 2200), (40, arc2, 2200, 2250),  
(70, arc2, 2250, 2300), (40, arc2, 2300, 2340), (40, arc3, 2200, 2260),  

(70, arc3, 2260, 2300), (40, arc3, 2300, 2350), 
(110, arc4, 2200, 2300), (110, arc5, 2300, 8000)} 

 
Fig. 5. Dynamic implementation of the segmented property speed limits with ab-
solute calculated abscissa. 

Let us now consider the same example using a dynamic implementation 
based on absolute abscissa. Usually the absolute abscissa (not calculated) 
represents a measure along the road path and can be used to locate on the 
ground the point where an event starts (or ends); therefore, it is correlated 
but often not identical, with the length of the arc. In particular, if we com-
pute the difference (αi,end − αi,start), we expect that this value is equal to the 
length of the arc arci, however for several reasons this is not always true. 
This discrepancy occurs for example: 
• when the geometry is 2D, the road has a relevant slope and the abscissa 

comes from a survey on the ground, then a large discrepancy could re-
sult; 

• when the geometry is very simplified with respect to the real shape of 
the road, again the discrepancy could be significant. 

In the first case the abscissa has the goal to store the 3D length of the 
road and thus the difference is an additional information, in the second 
case it is only an accuracy problem. In any case this discrepancy can be 
calculated and stored together with the arc, thus each arc can be repre-
sented as follows: 

(arci, Li, erri) 
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where erri is the ratio between the (arci.length)/(αi,end − αi,start). 
In Fig. 6 we present the same example using a dynamic implementation 

based on absolute abscissa. In this example we assume that, beyond the 
reference points at the ends of each topological arc, we have two other ref-
erence points, that “stretch” the abscissa along that arc independently from 
the geometry length. The set of topological arcs is: 

f.arcsγ = {(arc1, L1), (arc2, L2), (arc3, L3) , (arc4, L4), (arc5, L5)} 
where: 
L1 = {(RP1,start, 1000), (RPA, 2000), (RP1,end, 2250)} 
L2 = {(RP2,start, 2250), (RP2,end, 2500)} 
L3 = {(RP3,start, 2250), (RP3,end, 2500)} 
L4 = {(RP4,start, 2250), (RP4,end, 2500)} 
L5 = {(RP5,start, 2500), (RPB, 5000), (RP5,end, 8000)} 

Given this set of topological arcs, the event speed limits can be repre-
sented as: 

f.eventspeed_lim on γ = {(110, arc1, 1000, 2250), (40, arc2, 2250, 2300),  
(70, arc2, 2300, 2450), (40, arc2, 2450, 2500), (40, arc3, 2250, 2300), 

(70, arc3, 2300, 2450), (40, arc3, 2450, 2500), (110, arc4, 2250, 2500), 
(110, arc5, 2500, 8000)} 

Fig. 6. Dynamic implementation of the segmented property speed limits with ab-
solute abscissa. 

In Fig. 7 we present the same example of Fig. 5 with local calculated 
abscissa, namely with abscissa values calculated from the start of the cor-
responding topological arc, instead of from the start of the road. The set of 
topological arcs is: 

f.arcsγ = {(arc1, L1), (arc2, L2), (arc3, L3) , (arc4, L4), (arc5, L5)} 
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where: 

L1 = {(RP1,start, 0), (RP1,end, 1200)}, L2 = {(RP2,start, 0), (RP2,end, 140)} 
L3 = {(RP3,start, 0), (RP3,end, 150)}, L4 = {(RP4,start, 0), (RP4,end, 100)} 
L5 = {(RP5,start, 0), (RP5,end, 5700)} 

 
Fig. 7. Dynamic implementation of the segmented property speed limits with local 
calculated abscissa. 

Notice that the reference points in this case can also be discarded com-
pletely since the arc length can be used instead. Given this set of topologi-
cal arcs, the event speed limits can be represented as: 

f.eventspeed_lim on γ = {(110, arc1, 0, 1200), (40, arc2, 0, 50),  
(70, arc2, 50, 100), (40, arc2, 100, 140), (40, arc3, 0, 60),  

(70, arc3, 60, 100), (40, arc3, 100, 150), (110, arc4, 0, 100), 
(110, arc5, 0, 5700)} 

As shown for the absolute abscissa, we can extend the example of local 
calculated abscissa to the case of local abscissa, by adding new reference 
points and assigning abscissa values that are not consistent with the arcs 
length. 

3  Transferring Segmented Properties Among Different 
Implementation Structures 

In this section we consider the problem of transferring segmented proper-
ties from one implementation to the other one. 
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3.1  Dynamic to Structural Implementation 

Given a segmented property in the dynamic implementation, it is necessary 
to convert each event it is composed of into a geometry. Consider first the 
absolute (calculated or not) abscissa: each event is defined by a pair of ab-
scissa values; for example, if we consider an object f with a dynamic prop-
erty sp, we start from the following data structure: 

f.eventsp on γ={(vk, arci, βk,start, βk,end), …} 
each event: 

e=(vk, arci, βk,start, βk,end) 

can be converted into the following two points on the arc arci: 
P1=arci.locate(βk,start), P2=arci.locate(βk,end) 

where arci.locate(β) returns the point P on arci such that: 
arci.distance(RPi,start,P)=(β − αi,start) and arci.distance(RPi,start,P) measures 
the distance, along the arci geometry, that exists between RPi,start and P, 
taking into account the stretching due to the additional reference points. 

In the case of local (calculated or not) abscissa, we start from the fol-
lowing data structure: 

f.eventsp on γ = {(vk, arci, RPk,start, Δk,start, RPk,end, Δk,end), …} 

each event: 
e = (vk, arci, RPk,start, Δk,start, RPk,end, Δk,end) 

can be converted into the following two points on the arc arci: 
P1=arci.locate_relative(RPk,start, Δk,start), 
P2=arci.locate_relative(RPk,end, Δk,end) 

where arci.locate_relative(RP,Δ) returns the point P on arci such that: 
arci.distance(RP,P) =Δ. 

Once we have located the points P1, P2, either with absolute or local ab-
scissa, each event generates the corresponding homogeneous segment as 
follows: 

f.sp = {(vk, arci.geometry(P1,P2)), …} 

where arci.geometry(P1,P2) returns the curve obtained by splitting in P1 
and P2 arci into three curves and choosing the one with the abscissa be-
tween P1 and P2. 

Moreover, in order to maintain the spatial integrity constraint that re-
quires the exact containment of each homogeneous segment into the ge-
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ometry of the spatial attribute g, the points P1 and P2 are added as vertices 
also to the geometry γ. 

Fig. 8 shows an example of transformation from a dynamic to a struc-
tural implementation, starting from the case in Fig. 5 (absolute calculated 
abscissa). We calculate the points P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8 ,which 
represent the locations of the start and end abscissa of the events on the 
corresponding arc, then we split the road using these points and find the 
nine segments γ0,…,γ8 which are shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. From absolute calculated abscissa to structural implementation. 

3.2  Structural to Dynamic Implementation 

Given a segmented property in the structural implementation, it is neces-
sary to convert each homogeneous segment, it is composed of, into an 
event. This requires first to define the topological arcs on the multicurve 
representing the geometry of g; for example, if we consider an object  f 
with a dynamic property sp, we start from the following data structure: 

f.sp = {(v1, γ1), … , (vn, γn)}. 

The definition of the topological arcs on γ requires an algorithm that 
starting from the multicurve γ produces the structure: 

f.arcsγ = {(arc1, L1), … , (arcn, Ln)} 
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This can be done in different ways according to the availability or ab-
sence of additional information about the definition of an abscissa along 
the multicurve; in other words, the following cases can occur: 

• If no additional information is available, we can split γ into a set of sim-
ple curves {arc1, … , arcn}, each one having exactly two end points and 
we order them starting from one of the curves having an end point not 
coincident with the end point of any other curve. Then, for each arc arci, 
we compute the reference points RPi,start and RPi,end and the correspond-
ing abscissa αi,start and αi,end. If we choose an absolute abscissa we calcu-
tate αi,start and αi,end as follows: 

α1,start = 0; α1,end = arc1.lenght() 
… 

αi,start = αi-1,end; αi,end = αi,start + arci.lenght() 

while if we choose a local abscissa we calcutate αi,start and αi,end for each 
arc arci as follows: 

αi,start = 0; αi,end = arci.lenght() 

• If additional information is available, usually it consists of a set of refer-
ence points RP={(RP1,α1), ...} (at least one point for each end point of 
the multicurve and one for each internal node) defining the abscissa 
along the multicurve γ. Thus, in this case we split γ into a set of simple 
curves {arc1, … , arcn}, having exactly two end points and then, accord-
ing to the assigned reference points, we can order the arcs. Finally, for 
each arc arci, we compute the reference points RPi,start and RPi,end and the 
corresponding abscissa αi,start and αi,end as follows: 

αi,start = α1 where (RP1,α1)∈ RP∧ RP1=RPi,start 

αi,end = α2 where (RP2, α2)∈ RP∧ RP2=RPi,end 

If some of the end points have no corresponding reference points, then 
its abscissa can be computed as follows: let’s call this orphan reference 
point RPx, we compute the two nearest reference points of RP then we 
assign to RPx an abscissa proportional to the distance on the arc between 
RPx and the reference points, whose abscissas are known. This approach 
is also proposed in Scarponcini (2002). 

At this point it is necessary to convert each homogeneous segment in 
one or more events as follows: given (vi, γi)∈ f.sp the end points of the ge-
ometry γi, called EP1 and EP2, are intersected with the arcs of f.arcsγ, that 
were generated as described above. Since γi is a simple curve, EP1 and EP2 
will intersect only one arc arci that contains them. At this point the ab-
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scissa αi,start, αi,end of the event vi can be computed considering the distance 
along arci between the reference points of arci and EP1, EP2 respectively. 
For example, we want to translate the structural implementation of the 
speed limits property presented in Fig. 4 into a dynamic one using an abso-
lute calculated abscissa. We have first to split the road obtaining a set of 
simple curves (topological arcs) f.arcsγ = {arc1, arc2, arc3, arc4, arc5}, as 
illustrated above. Then we transfer on the topological arcs the available 
reference points and, if necessary (if they are missing), we create addi-
tional pseudo reference points, one for each arc termination. The abscissa 
associated to each reference point can be calculated using the geometry 
distance (calculated abscissa) or the real distance, if the information is 
available. Now we intersect the end points of each segment γi of 
f.speed_lim with the arcs in f.arcsγ and obtain the points EP1, EP2, EP3, 
EP4, EP5, EP6, EP7 and EP8. The set of events is: 

f.eventspeed_lim on γ = {(110, arc1, βEP1, βEP8), 
(40, arc2, βEP2, βEP3), (70, arc2, βEP3, βEP4), (40, arc2, βEP4, βEP7),  
(40, arc3, βEP2, βEP5), (70, arc3, βEP5, βEP6),(40, arc3, βEP6, βEP7), 

(110, arc4, βEP2, βEP7),(110, arc5, βEP7, βEP8)} 

where each αEPi is calculated as explained before depending on the par-
ticular dynamic implementation we have choose. 

 

Fig. 9. From structural to dynamic implementation. 

4  Managing Integration of Segmented Properties after 
Geometry Conflation 

Considering the integration of segmented properties, the more interesting 
situation occurs when the integration has to be performed between net-
works having different geometries. Indeed, in this case a conflation phase 
is necessary. Conflation has been extensively studied in several research 
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areas (Lynch and Saalfeld 1985; Walter and Fritsch 1999; Cobb et al. 
1998; Duckham and Worboys 2007; Blasby et al. 2003), however, the pro-
posed methods focus in many cases only on the geometry harmonization 
without taking into account the instances and instance properties integra-
tion. In particular, as we will show in this section, a considerable amount 
of work is required for the integration of “segmented properties”. 
During the project in Lombardy Region we faced such situation. In par-
ticular, considering the formal definitions shown in the previous section, 
the starting point of the project can be described as follows: 

• The Rdb contains Main Roads, with segmented properties implemented 
using an absolute abscissa, and Road Elements. Topological arcs of 
main roads are explicitly represented and many reference points are 
stored for each topological arc. The geometry of the network is 2D. Fi-
nally, the geometry of each main road is composed of the geometries of 
a set of road elements. 

• The Ldb contains Road Elements with a structural implementation of 
segmented properties. Neither road instances nor any kind of abscissa 
are represented. The geometry of the network is 3D. 

In this case we cannot just transform the segmented properties of Rdb 
into segmented properties of Ldb or vice versa: a more complex procedure 
is necessary; in particular, in the project we have applied a methodology 
based on the following steps: 

1. Data selection: it consists of the selection from Rdb only of data that 
overlap Ldb. 

2. Conflation: it consists of running a conflation tool for performing the 
feature matching between the networks, considering Ldb as reference 
network. In particular, we use the RoadMatcher Tool (open source) 
available in the Jump platform (Vivid solution Inc. (Blasby et al. 
2003)). 

3. Detect and adjust missing matches: it consists of identifying the cases 
where the RoadMatcher has not found a match (usually this is due to 
an update that has been registered in the new network and that is not 
present in the old one). For managing these cases we have imple-
mented a post-processing tool that is able to guide the user in identi-
fying the missing matches and allows her to specify manually the 
matching; such matching can also be one to many, i.e. one road ele-
ment of Rdb can match with one or more road elements of Ldb, but 
also many to one, since a road element of Ldb could possible match 
with a portion of a road element of Rdb. These situations are not 
handled by the RoadMatcher Tool. In Fig. 10 a case of missing 
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matches is shown. The adjustment of missing matches was necessary 
in all the situations where the Ldb provides updates of the Rdb. Using 
the proposed tool the experts were able to solve the 99% of these 
cases. 

4. Creating the road instances: after completing the network matching, 
the road instances must be reconstructed on the new network (i.e. on 
the geometry of Ldb). 

5. Transferring the dynamic segmented properties of Rdb onto Ldb by 
one of the following approaches: 
A - Maintain the absolute abscissa of Rdb. This requires: (i) to build 
the topological arcs on the path of the created road instances; (ii) to 
project the reference points of Rdb onto the new network and create, 
if necessary, the reference points at the start and end of each arc; (iii) 
copy the events from Rdb to Ldb without changing their abscissa 
values. If one event is defined on an Rdb topological arc that is 
matched with n Ldb topological arcs, it will be split in n events and 
the abscissa values will be adjusted accordingly. 
B – Convert the events of Rdb into homogeneous segments of Ldb. 
This requires: (i) to convert each event of Rdb into the corresponding 
homogeneous segment following the approach presented in Sec-
tion 3.1 (ii) to project the homogeneous segment onto the Ldb road 
elements that have been matched (in step 3) with the Rdb road ele-
ments composing this segment; multiple matches can produce more 
homogeneous segments on the Ldb network. 
C – Convert the absolute abscissa of Rdb into a local abscissa on 
Ldb. This requires the same operations shown by the previous two 
cases, in addition the homogeneous segments have to be converted 
into events with a local abscissa, by computing the distance between 
the event start (event end) and the nearest reference point. 

Regarding the case shown in Fig. 10, the match process (step 3) will be 
completed manually by assigning the Ldb road elements to Rdb road ele-
ments as follows: 12 and 13 to A; 16, 17, 52 and 53 to B and 11, 14, 15, 54 
to C. 
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Fig. 10. A case of missing matches produced by the Road Matcher tool. 

5  Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we define a conceptual data model for representing “seg-
mented properties” and two implementation approaches: the structural im-
plementation and the dynamic implementation. Moreover, the procedure to 
transfer segmented properties from one implementation to the other one is 
presented. In particular, we show that the integration of different networks, 
when segmented properties are included, becomes more complex and that 
the geometric conflation does not solve completely the integration prob-
lem, but a consistent amount of work is necessary in order to integrate also 
the segmented properties. 

Finally, we illustrate a methodology applied in a practical project car-
ried out in Lombardy Region, where it was necessary to transfer seg-
mented properties from an old road network onto the updated road net-
work. 

Future work can be focused on: the design of a tool that implements 
automatically all the methods for transferring segmented properties de-
scribed in the previous section; the study of metadata that can describe the 
accuracy of the transferred segmented properties and the study of ad-
vanced methods for comparing segmented properties coming from differ-
ent sources. 
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1 Introduction

Consider the following scenario: You are given a detailed map of the road
network of an area together with the exact locations of all crimes committed
during the last year. Your job is to determine the area of the network with the
greatest concentration of crimes. To do so, you will want to find many crimes
that are somehow “close”. But finding crimes whose locations are close with
respect to the Euclidean distance might not give you the right answer—the
crimes need to be close with respect to the road network. In other words, you
need to find a comparatively “small” part of the network which contains the
locations of many crimes. This is usually referred to as a crime hotspot.

The problem of detecting crime hotspots has received a lot of attention
in recent years (see for example (Celik et al., 2007; Levine, 2005; Ratcliffe,
2004; Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1998; Rich, 2001)). Crime hotspots are rele-
vant to both crime prevention practitioners and police managers: They allow
local authorities to understand what areas need most urgent attention, and
they can be used by police agencies to plan better patrolling strategies.

Most problems of this type have been almost exclusively considered in
the fields of geographic data mining (Miller and Han, 2001) and geographical
analysis (Okabe et al., 2006; O’Sullivan and Unwin, 2002). Many different
variants have been studied. The data set can be a point set (each point indi-
cating the location of a crime) or a crime rate aggregated into regions such as
police beats or census tracts. Even though both provide useful information,
for the purpose of finding hotspots, the precise locations of the crimes are
required. Existing methods also differ in the shape of the hotspot. For exam-
ple, a well-known technique, the “Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Crime”,
outputs areas of higher crime rate as standard deviational ellipses (Illinois
Criminal Justice Information Authority, 1996). However, in urban areas, most
human activities, including the criminal ones, are georeferenced to the street
network, and any measure of proximity should take the network connectivity
and network distances into account, rather than using the Euclidean distance.

In this paper we address the problem of finding hotspots in networks from
an algorithmic point of view. We model the problem as follows. The input
network N is a connected graph with positive edge lengths. The connected
subnetwork F of N which we are searching for is a fragment of N , that is, a
connected subgraph of N : the edges of F are contained in edges of N (they
are either edges of N or parts of edges of N ). The length of a fragment F is
the sum of its edge lengths. Together with N , we are given a set S of sites
(locations of interest), which are located on the edges or vertices of N .
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Fig. 1. A network with sites (white
circles), nodes (black circles), edges
and a fragment (gray).

Generally, we are looking for a fragment
of small length that should contain many
sites (for an example see Fig. 1). These sites
then form a cluster with respect to the net-
work distance. More formally, we consider
the following problem:

Most Relevant Fragment. Given a
network N with m edges, a set S
of n sites on N , and a positive real
value d. Find a fragment F of N (from a particular class of graphs)
of length at most d that contains the maximum number of sites.

Not surprisingly, the most general problem where N is a graph and the frag-
ment F is a graph, a tree, or even a path, can easily be shown to be NP-
complete, that is, polynomial-time solutions are very unlikely to exist. Hence
we investigate under which realistic input assumptions the general problem
becomes tractable. Furthermore, we present exact and efficient algorithms for
special (simple) cases which we believe to be interesting also from a practical
point of view, since they can form a solid foundation for effective heuristics
that solve the general case.
Notation. We consider various variants where N is either a tree or a graph
and F is either a simple path, a path with self-intersections at vertices (but no
duplicate edges), or a tree. (Note that if F is allowed to be a general graph
then the optimal solution will always be a fragment F which is a tree). We
denote each variant by the pair of symbols NF, where N and F is one of
four codes: G stands for a general graph, T for a tree, PS for a simple path
(without repeated vertices), and PI for a path with possible self-intersections
at vertices. For example, TPS denotes the instance of the problem where N
is a tree and F is a simple path.

Throughout the paper we assume that the sites are given in sorted order
along the edges of N , otherwise sorting the sites would force a lower bound
of Ω(n log n) for the time complexity of our algorithms.
Results. Recall that we are given a network N with m edges together with n
sites on N . We are looking for a fragment of length at most d which contains
the maximal number of sites. The simplest case when N is a path can trivially
be solved in O(n + m) time by sweeping a path of length d along N . We
first discuss two more challenging variants where N is a tree. Here optimal
and efficient solutions based on dynamic programming exist. In particular, in
Section 2 we consider TPS: N is a tree and F is a simple path. In this case
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we can find the most relevant fragment in O(n + m) time and O(n + m)
space. In Section 3 we discuss TT: both N and F are trees. Here we can find
the most relevant fragment in O(mn + n2) time.

In Section 4 we study several realistic input assumptions under which
efficient algorithms exist for the general problem when N is a graph. If we
assume a bound on the maximum vertex degree and on the length of the small-
est edge in N—both assumptions are satisfied in general street networks—
problems GP and GT can be solved in polynomial time. The same holds for
networks N of bounded treewidth.

Related work. Spatial analysis has been studied intensively in GIS for
decades (Fotheringham and Rogerson, 1994) and it has been used in many
other areas such as sociology, epidemiology, and marketing (Stillwell and
Clarke, 2005). Many spatial phenomena are constrained to network spaces,
especially when they involve human activities. For example, car accidents
tend to happen only on roads and gas stations are also usually located along
roads. There is an ample body of work concerning spatial network analysis
and network restricted clustering (Aerts et al., 2006; Spooner et al., 2004;
Steenberghen et al., 2004; Yamada and Thill, 2007). Like many spatial analy-
sis methods, most spatial network analysis uses statistical methods such as the
network K-function method (Spooner et al., 2004). As already mentioned, the
problem of finding crime hotspots has received a lot of attention itself (Celik
et al., 2007; Levine, 2005; Ratcliffe, 2004; Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1998;
Rich, 2001). A large part of the existing methods look for hotspots of a par-
ticular shape (like an ellipse). Others instead output a crime map, dividing
the map into a grid and showing the different crime intensities at every grid
cell (Ratcliffe, 2004). Although popular in practice, these methods in general
do not provide guarantees on the output quality or running time.

On the more algorithmic side, the problems studied in this paper are re-
lated to the orienteering problem (Golden et al., 1987) (also known as bank
robber problem (Awerbuch et al., 1998)), as well as to the k-MST and k-TSP
problems. In the graph version of the orienteering problem one is given a
graph with lengths on edges and rewards on nodes, and the goal is to find a
path in the graph that maximizes the reward collected, subject to a hard limit
on the length of the path. Many variants of the orienteering problem have
been studied (Arkin et al., 1998; Awerbuch et al., 1998; Blum et al., 2007;
Chekuri et al., 2008; Chen and Har-Peled., 2006). Even though most of them
look for a path, versions where the subgraph sought is a cycle or tree have
also received some attention (see for example (Arkin et al., 1998)).
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2 TPs: Looking for a Simple Path F in a Tree N

In this section we assume that the network N is a tree T . We first show in
Section 2.1 that we can in fact assume that T is a rooted tree where each
internal vertex has two children. Here we also introduce the notation used in
this section and state a useful lemma. In Section 2.2 we then show how to
find the most relevant fragment in linear time and space.

2.1 Preliminaries

We assume for simplicity of exposition that no site lies on a vertex of T . Sites
at vertices complicate the algorithm a little but are no fundamental problem.
Select an arbitrary vertex of T as a root, denoted by vroot. We transform the
input tree into a tree where each internal vertex v has precisely two children,
denoted by v`, vr (see Fig. 2): a vertex with t ≥ 3 children can be replaced
by a path of t−1 degree-three vertices with zero-length edges between them.
Vertices with a single child can be eliminated by simply merging the two
incident edges. A fragment in the original network corresponds to a fragment
of the same length in the new network, and vice versa.

(a) (b)

v

u1

u2
u
′

u4

u3 u5

u1

v1 v2 v3 v4

u2

u4

u5

u
′

Fig. 2. Transforming the input tree (a) into a rooted tree where each internal vertex has two
children (b). The dashed edges in (b) have length zero.

We preprocess T so that the distance dT (v, v′) can be obtained in constant
time for any query pair of vertices v, v′ in T . This can be done in linear
time by building a data structure for lowest common ancestor queries (Bender
et al., 2005) and storing for each vertex its distance from the root.

For any pair of sites a, b in the tree T , let πT (a, b) denote the unique path
in T that connects them. For each vertex v of T , let T (v) denote the subtree
of T rooted at v, and let m(v) be the maximum number of sites from S
contained in any path from v to a leaf of T (v). For any edge vu, where v is
the parent of u, let T (vu) be the subtree consisting of T (u) plus the edge vu,
and let m(vu) be the maximum number of sites from S contained in any path
from v to a leaf of T (vu). Let n(F ) denote the number of sites of S contained
in a fragment F of T and let n(e) denote the number of sites of S along the
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edge e. Note that m(vu) = n(vu) + m(u). The following bounds, whose
proof we omit for lack of space, will be useful to analyze our algorithms.

Lemma 1.
∑

u∈V (T )
u not a leaf

min{m(uur),m(uu`)} = O(n),

and
∑

u∈V (T )
u not a leaf

n(T (uur)) · n(T (uu`)) = O(n2).

2.2 Finding the most relevant path

In this section we use dynamic programming to find a path in T of total
length at most d that covers the maximum number of sites of S. The approach
requires linear time and space.

For each interior vertex v we compute lists P (v), P (vvr), P (vv`). The
list P (v) has m(v) elements. The jth element is (a pointer to) a site p ∈ S
with the property that the path πT (v, p) is a path of minimum length among
the paths contained in T (v) that have one endpoint in v and contain j sites of
S. Analogously, the list P (vv`) has m(vv`) elements, storing the minimum-
length paths in T (vv`) that have one endpoint in v, and similarly for P (vvr).

The only way in which the length of these lists changes is by adding el-
ements at the front. Thus, we store each list as an extensible array, but we
store the elements in reverse order: the jth element of a list of length m is
stored in array position A[m− j]. Standard techniques can be used to imple-
ment such arrays with constant access time and amortized constant time for
extending them by one element (Cormen et al., 2001, Section 17.4). The total
space is linear in the total number of added elements. The arrays are reused
for different lists to achieve overall linear time and space.

We process the tree bottom-up and maintain a value kmax that equals the
number of sites of S in the best path of length d so far. Initially kmax = 1.
When v is a leaf, we allocate an empty list P (v) and set m(v) = 0. Consider
an internal vertex v. Its two children vr, v` have already been processed. We
aim for a time bound of O(n(vv`) + n(vvr) + min{m(vvr) + m(vv`)}) for
processing v.
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(i) We construct P (vv`) and P (vvr). P (vv`) is obtained by adding the
ordered sequence of n(vv`) sites of S on the edge vv` to the begin-
ning of the list P (v`). The list P (v`) is destroyed in this operation.
We construct P (vvr) similarly, and the total amortized running time is
O(1 + n(vv`) + n(vvr)).

(ii) We find the best path contained in T (v) that intersects vvr but not vv`. We
look for a path of length kmax + 1 by simultaneously scanning P (vvr)
with a shifted copy of itself. Formally, we start with j = 1, and while
j ≤ n(vvr) and j + kmax ≤ m(vvr) do:
(a) if the distance between the jth site of P (vvr) and the (j + kmax)th

site of P (vvr) is at most d, then we increment kmax by one.
(b) otherwise, we increment j by one.
The same approach can be used to find the best path among those con-
tained in T (v) and intersecting vv` but not vvr. Case (b) happens at most
n(vvr)+n(vv`) times, and each time that case (a) occurs, the value kmax

is incremented by one. Therefore, this task takes O(1 + ∆ + n(vvr) +
n(vv`)) time, where ∆ is the increment in the value of kmax.

(iii) We find the best path that intersects both vvr and vv` as above: we si-
multaneously scan the lists P (vv`) and P (vvr), looking for a path with
kmax + 1 sites and incrementing kmax whenever we find such a path. As-
sume w.l.o.g. that m(vv`) ≤ m(vvr); the other case is symmetric. Start
with j = m(vv`), and while j ≥ 1 and kmax − j + 1 ≤ m(vvr) do:

(a) if the distance between the jth element of P (vv`) and the (kmax− j +
1)st element of P (vvr) is at most d, then we increment kmax by one.

(b) otherwise, we decrement j by one.

Case (b) happens at most min{m(vvr),m(vv`)} times, and each time
that case (a) occurs, the value kmax is incremented by one. Therefore,
this task takes O(1+∆+min{m(vvr)+m(vv`)}) time, where ∆ is the
increment in the value kmax.
The operations of steps (ii) and (iii) together have now taken care of all
paths in T (v) that are not contained in one of the subtrees T (v`) or T (vr).

(iv) Finally, we compute P (v), as follows. Assume without loss of generality
that m(vv`) ≤ m(vvr); the other case is symmetric. We will re-use the
list P (vr) to represent the list P (v). For each j = 1, . . . , m(vv`), the jth

element of P (v) is simply the minimum of the jth element of P (vvr) and
the jth element of P (vv`). The elements beyond the m(vv`)th element
are left unchanged. This pairwise comparison of the two lists takes O(1+
min{m(vvr), m(vv`)}) time.
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After processing each vertex v of T , we have computed the optimum value
kmax. Of course, the pair of sites defining the optimum path can be retrieved if
we remember the relevant pair of sites each time we increment kmax. At each
vertex v we spend O(1+∆(v)+n(vvr)+n(vv`)+min{m(vvr)+m(vv`)})
time, where ∆(v) is the increment that kmax takes when processing vertex v.
The sum of ∆(v) over all vertices v is the final value of kmax, and therefore
is bounded by n. The sum of n(vvr) + n(vv`) over all vertices v is n, since
each site is counted once in the sum. The sum of min{m(vvr) + m(vv`)}
over all vertices v is O(n) because of Lemma 1. We summarize.

Theorem 1. Given a tree network with m vertices, a set S of n sites along its
edges, and a value d, we can find in O(n + m) time and O(n + m) space a
path fragment that has length at most d and contains the maximum number
of sites from S.

3 TT: Both N and F are Trees

In this section we again assume that the input network is a tree T . We use the
notation and transformation described in Section 2.1 and can hence assume
that T is a rooted tree where each internal vertex v has precisely two children.

We use dynamic programming and process the vertices of T bottom-up.
For each internal vertex v we compute a list L(v), such that from L(v) we
can compute the optimal solution where v is the highest vertex in T . The jth
entry, L(v)[j], of L(v) stores the length of the smallest tree fragment of T (v)
containing v and covering j points of S. If there is no such tree fragment of
T (v) then we set L(v)[j] = ∞. We also set L(v)[0] = 0 to simplify some
formulas below. For each leaf v, the tree T (v) contains no sites of S, and
L(v) will be empty. When all the leaves have been processed we continue
bottom-up. Consider an interior vertex v for which the lists L(vr), L(v`) of
its children vr, v` have already been computed. We compute L(v) as follows:

(i) For each child u of v we build a list L(vu) from L(u) with the fol-
lowing property: The jth entry of L(vu) stores the length of the small-
est tree fragment of T (vu) containing v and covering j sites. The list
is constructed as follows. Consider the points s1, s2, . . . , sn(vu) along
the edge vu ordered from v to u. For j = 1, . . . , n(vu), add the
jth entry to L(vu) containing the distance between v and sj . Then,
for j = n(vu), . . . , n(T (vu)) we set the jth entry of L(vu) to be
|vu|+L(u)[j−n(vu)], where |vu| denotes the length of the edge vu. The
total time to compute the lists L(vvr), L(vv`) is O(n(T (v))) = O(n).
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(ii) The lists L(vvr) and L(vv`) are used to construct L(v), as follows. For
each integer j = 1, . . . , n(T (v)) we set

L(v)[j] = min{L(vvr)[a] + L(vv`)[b]
∣∣

0 ≤ a ≤ n(T (vvr)), 0 ≤ b ≤ n(T (vv`)), a + b = j }.
This procedure constructs the list L(v) using time

O
(
n(T (vvr)) + n(T (vv`)) + n(T (vvr)) · n(T (vv`))

)

= O(n + n(T (vvr)) · n(T (vv`))).

Each vertex v of T is processed once and requires O(n + n(T (vvr)) ·
n(T (vv`))) time. The sum of O(n) over all vertices is O(mn). The sum of
n(T (vvr)) · n(T (vv`)) over all vertices is O(n2) (see Lemma 1). Hence, we
can construct the lists L(v) for all vertices v of T in O(mn + n2) time.

We describe now how to find the most relevant tree fragment of length
at most d in T . First, we compute the most relevant tree fragment that does
not contain any vertex of T , and therefore is a path. This can be done in
O(n + m) time by finding optimal solutions contained in each edge of T .
Next, for each vertex v, we use L(v) to find the most relevant tree fragment
that has v as highest vertex. Taking the best among these solution gives the
optimal solution. If a tree fragment has v as highest vertex, then it is contained
in T (vparentv), where vparent denotes the parent of v. (We can handle the case
v = vroot by adding a dummy parent to vroot.) Let s1, . . . , sn(vparentv) be the
points of S on the edge vvparent, ordered from v to vparent. We construct a
list M(v), where the jth entry stores the length of the smallest tree fragment
of T (vparentv) that has v as highest vertex and contains j points of S, using:

M(v)[j] =
{

L(v)[a] + |vsb|
∣∣ 0 ≤ a ≤ n(T (v)),
0 ≤ b ≤ n(vvparent), a + b = j

}
.

Constructing M(v) takes O(n(T (v)) ·n(vvparent) = O(n ·n(vvparent)) time
for a vertex v of T , which sums up to O(n2) time over all vertices v of T .
The largest number of sites contained in a tree fragment with v as highest
vertex is given then by the unique index jv satisfying M(v)[jv] ≤ d and
M(v)[jv + 1] > d.

Theorem 2. Given a tree network with m vertices, a set S of n sites along its
edges, and a value d, we can find in O(mn + n2) time using O(n) space a
tree fragment that has length at most d and contains the maximum number of
sites from S.
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4 GP and GT: Exact Algorithms

While the general problem considered in this paper is NP-hard, in many ap-
plications we have additional information and/or restrictions on the network
and the fragment, which make polynomial-time solutions possible. Here we
discuss two such scenarios. In Section 4.1 we bound the maximum vertex
degree of N as well as the length of the smallest edge in N and in Section
4.2 we consider networks N of bounded treewidth. In both cases we describe
fixed-parameter tractable algorithms.

4.1 Limiting vertex degree and edge length

Real-world road networks are unlikely to contain high degree vertices or very
short edges (with respect to the length d of the fragment). Let D be the max-
imum vertex degree of N , and let s be the length of the shortest edge in N .
If we assume that both D and the fraction f = d/s are constant, then we can
solve GP and GT in time polynomial in n and m.

To solve GP when f and D are small, we can simply enumerate all pos-
sible paths, and then choose the best one. The optimal path consists of one
partial edge of N , then a sequence of complete edges, and then another partial
edge. We call the part consisting of complete edges the skeleton of the path.
The skeleton can consist of at most f edges. The number of skeleton paths of
at most f edges is O(m · Df ), since we can start at any vertex, and at each
new vertex we have at most D choices of how to proceed. We compute all of
these, and then look for the best path that has that skeleton.

To find the best path using a given skeleton, we have to append two partial
edges to its endpoints that cover the largest amount of sites, while their length
remains bounded by d minus the length of the skeleton. To be able to do this,
we pre-compute for each edge two lists with the distance to the k-th point
on the edge, as seen from one endpoint. This takes linear time in total. Then,
for a given skeleton, we guess an adjacent edge to both of its endpoints, and
then find the best combination of partial edges on those two edges. Note that
both edges may be the same edge, in which case the two partial edges can
overlap, but when this is the case we can simply take the whole edge. There
are D2 choices for the adjacent edges per skeleton. Finding the best partial
edges takes time linear in the number of sites on those edges, which is in the
worst case O(D2n). Multiplying this time by the number of skeleton paths
we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 3. On graphs with degree at most D and smallest edge length s,
GP can be solved in O(nm ·Dd/s+2) time.

We can use a similar approach for GT. A solution again consists of a
number of complete edges of N and a number of partial edges. The complete
edges are all connected and form a skeleton tree. We enumerate all skeleton
trees of length at most d. A skeleton tree can have at most f edges. The
number of skeleton trees containing a given “root” vertex can be bounded by
the number of D-ary trees, which is known to be

(
Dk

k − 1

)
/k =

(
Dk
k

)

(D − 1)k + 1
≈ DDk+1/2

(D − 1)(D−1)k+3/2

/√
k3 ≤ ek ·Dk,

if they contain k vertices (and k − 1 edges), cf. (Beineke and Pippert, 1971),
see also (Rote, 1997) for an elementary proof. (The approximation uses Stir-
ling’s formula, and e ≈ 2.718 is Euler’s constant.) Summing this over all
possible sizes k = 1, . . . , f + 1, we conclude that there are no more than
O(m · (eD)f+1) skeleton trees.

Now, all edges that are adjacent to a given skeleton tree might be used
partially in a solution. Some of these edges are connected to the skeleton by
only one endpoint, and some by both endpoints. Therefore, as a preprocessing
step, we compute for each edge e in N three lists. The first list stores, for each
integer k, the shortest possible path, starting at the left endpoint of e, within
e, that contains k sites (so just the distance to the k-th site from the left). The
second list stores the same information, but starting from the right endpoint.
The third list stores the shortest pair of paths, starting at the left and right
endpoints of the edge, that contains k sites. We can easily compute all of
these lists in quadratic time.

With this information, we can solve the problem for a given skeleton tree
by considering the correct lists for all adjacent edges (depending on which
endpoints are in the skeleton tree). We need to find the best combination of
partial edges, which can be done in O(mn+n2) time with an algorithm very
similar to that in Section 3. Since we do this for each skeleton tree, the total
running time is O((m2n + mn2) · (eD)f+1).

Theorem 4. On graphs with degree at most D and smallest edge length s,
GT can be solved in O((m + n)mn · (eD)d/s+1) time.

Note. The running times for a single path or tree in the above proofs are
overly pessimistic, since they allow that all m edges and all n sites enter the
calculation. By a more thorough examination of the edges and sites that are
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actually relevant for each path or tree, the running time of Theorem 3 can be
improved to O(n ·Dd/s + m ·Dd/s+1), and the running time of Theorem 4
can be improved to O(m(eD)d/s+1 +n2 · (eD)2d/s+2). Details will be given
in the full paper.

4.2 Networks of bounded treewidth

A tree decomposition is a mapping of a graph into a tree and the treewidth of
a graph measures the number of graph vertices mapped onto any tree node in
an optimal tree decomposition. It is NP-hard to determine the treewidth of a
graph, but many problems on graphs are solvable in polynomial time if the
treewidth of the input graph is bounded (see e.g. (Bodlaender, 2007)). Here
we sketch an algorithm for GT on a network N of bounded treewidth.

Formally, a tree decomposition of a network N = (V, E) is a pair (T,X)
with T = (I, F ) a tree, and X = {Xi | i ∈ I} a family of subsets of V ,
called bags, one for each node of T , such that

• ⋃
i∈I Xi = V .

• for all edges {v, w} ∈ E there exists an i ∈ I with {v, w} ⊆ Xi.
• for all i, j, k ∈ I : if j is on the path in T from i to k, then Xi∩Xk ⊆ Xj .

The width of a tree decomposition ((I, F ), {Xi | i ∈ I}) is maxi∈I |Xi| − 1.
The treewidth tw(N) of a network N is the minimum width over all tree
decompositions of N . A tree decomposition (T, X) is nice, if T is rooted and
binary, and the nodes are of four types:

• Leaf nodes i are leaves of T and have |Xi| = 1.
• Introduce nodes i have one child j with Xi = Xj ∪ {v} for some vertex

v ∈ V .
• Forget nodes i have one child j with Xi = Xj \ {v} for some vertex

v ∈ V .
• Join nodes i have two children j1, j2 with Xi = Xj1 = Xj2

Using nice tree decompositions often makes it easier to develop and de-
scribe algorithms for graphs of bounded tree-width. Any tree decomposition
can be converted into a nice tree decomposition of the same width in linear
time (Kloks, 1993).

We construct a network N ′ from N by adding the sites of S as vertices to
N ′. N ′ has |V |+ n vertices and n + m edges. We refer to a vertex of N ′ that
originated from N or S as network vertex or site vertex, respectively.

The general approach is as follows. We assume that we are given a nice
tree decomposition (T,X) of N ′ of width tw(N). With each bag i of T , we
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associate a table containing certain information. These tables represent par-
tial solutions for the subnetwork N ′

i of N ′ that corresponding to the subtree
of T rooted at i. More specifically, in the tables we keep track of subforests
in N ′

i , of their lengths and of the number of site vertices they contain. Such a
subforest might have vertices in common with Xi. These vertices are repre-
sented by an interface, which is a set of disjoint subsets of Xi. An interface
of a forest tells us which vertices of Xi are involved in the forest, and it also
tells us which vertices belong to the same tree of that forest.

Our algorithm employs dynamic programming on (T, X). We start at the
leaves, and for an internal node i of T , we compute the table of i using the
tables of the children of i. For that, we combine the information of compatible
interfaces from the children of i. The resulting running time is exponential in
the treewidth, but polynomial in the size of the input.

Theorem 5. Given a graph network with m edges whose treewidth is bounded
by some constant, a set S of n sites along its edges, and a value d, we can find
in O((m+n) n2) time a tree fragment that has length at most d and contains
the maximum number of points from S.

5 Conclusions and Open Problems

We studied a network analysis problem motivated by crime hotspot detection.
Our approach focused on finding cases for which polynomial-time solutions
are possible. Specifically, we showed that if the network N is a tree, efficient
algorithms exist to solve the problem: we gave a linear-time algorithm for the
TPS variant and a simpler O(mn+n2)-time algorithm for TT. Furthermore,
we gave exact polynomial-time algorithms for the realistic cases in which
the maximum degree of the vertices and the minimum edge length in N are
bounded, and for networks N of bounded treewidth. Although our algorithms
are efficient from a theoretical point of view, the practical suitability of them
could only be determined in experiments.

Various extensions of this work are possible. First of all, can we give an
effective heuristic for the general problem based on our exact and efficient
solutions to special cases? For example, we could consider to test various
spanning trees of an input network and overlay the solutions to arrive at a
global solution. Judging the quality of such an approach requires an extensive
experimental evaluation. Second: how about a setting where there are two
types of sites, for example cars and accidents? Then we would be interested
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in a short fragment where the ratio between cars and accidents is small—
a question which is related to so-called ratio-clustering.
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Abstract. To develop measures for minimizing human damage from a devastating 
earthquake, it is important to understand the characteristics of the population and 
its spatio-temporal distribution in an urban area. In the present paper, a model is 
constructed that simulates the route selection behavior and the transfer choices of 
railroad users using a geographic information system. The spatio-temporal distri-
bution of users is estimated by applying the model to the Tokyo metropolitan area, 
using data collected in a person-trip survey. Some numerical examples using the 
proposed model are shown for detailed disaster prevention planning. In particular, 
the number and the spatio-temporal distribution of people with difficulty returning 
home are discussed. 

Keywords: railroad user, spatio-temporal distribution, disaster prevention plan-
ning, person trip survey, difficulty returning home 

1  Introduction 

In recent years, interest in disaster prevention planning for a devastating 
earthquake directly below Tokyo has grown, and numerous investigations 
and studies have been completed that estimate fatalities from such an 
event. Most previous estimates of human casualties have been estimated 
based on static population distributions, such as the daytime population 
distribution or nighttime population distribution obtained from the national 
census or other sources. However, the actual population distribution varies 
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hourly, and the degree and spatial distribution of human damage are close-
ly linked to the time when the disaster occurs. In particular, the temporal 
variation in the number of railroad users is extremely large in Tokyo met-
ropolitan area, and cannot be ignored. Consequently, the purpose of the 
current research is to build a model for estimating the spatio-temporal dis-
tribution of railroad users using data extracted from the Tokyo Metropoli-
tan Area Person Trip Survey of 1998 (hereafter referred to as “PT data”), 
and thereby develop a detailed understanding of the temporal and spatial 
variations in the number of railroad users. 

The proposed model is noted for its capability to estimate the informa-
tion relating to specific attributes and destination data for railroad users, as 
well as the capacity to estimate the spatio-temporal movements of individ-
ual types of railroad users. For example, the time, location, and elementary 
school children traveling a long distance to school by train can be identi-
fied. The model can track elderly residents that leave their residence to 
shop at department stores a distance from their homes. These age groups 
would require special care and attention in the event of a large earthquake. 
To establish sophisticated disaster prevention planning for a specific loca-
tion, the individual attributes of the population must be considered. 

The advanced model developed in the current study examines the spa-
tio-temporal distribution of people that would encounter difficulty in re-
turning home after a disaster. In addition to the number of individuals with 
difficulty returning home, the people that remain within the city are also 
considered in the model. To demonstrate the ability of the constructed 
model to estimate detailed attributes and anticipated information, the cur-
rent study includes individuals with a high possibility of remaining in the 
city in need of support, and discusses the spatio-temporal distribution of 
these residents in case of disaster. 

2  Methods of Estimating The Spatio-Temporal 
Distribution of Railroad Users 

2.1  Previous Research Relating to the Distribution of Railroad 
Users 

As part of transportation planning, civil engineers have previously con-
ducted research about railroad users (Morichi et al. 2001, Iwakura et al. 
2000, Harada et al. 2002). These studies are focused on alleviating rush 
hour congestion in urban transport regions, and provide the elemental re-
search that supports policy options for leveling out the volume of railroad 
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users at peak times in high traffic time zones (Iwakura et al. 2000). The 
analyses include the effects of a flex-time system, peak-pricing, and 
charges per used time zone. However, the users’ detailed attributes have 
not been previously evaluated because the research has focused on the 
number of railroad users during morning rush hour. Furthermore, although 
methods of forecasting spatio-temporal user demand have been developed, 
the forecasting of time-specific user demand has not been sufficiently ad-
dressed (Harada et al. 2002). 

In contrast, Toriumi et al. (2008) examine impacts on railroad users in 
the event of an earthquake with an epicenter directly below the Tokyo met-
ropolitan area, using the model developed by Taguchi (2005). Although 
Toriumi et al. (2008) examine each railroad’s temporal movements, their 
methods differ from the method employed in the current study. That is, 
their examination is limited to railroad users with commuting passes, using 
the Metropolitan Transport Census (2000), and detailed user attributes 
such as gender, age and occupation and purpose of movement cannot be 
obtained through their method. 

2.2  Features of Proposed Model 

A large number of route choice models have been developed over the last 
few years for route choice in public transit systems and path choice within 
transit stations. Most of these approaches are based on discrete choice 
models (Bovy and Stern 1990, Chorus et al. 2007). In the present paper, a 
model was constructed to estimate the dynamically varying spatio-
temporal distribution of railroad users based on their detailed attributes 
provided in the PT data — i.e. to answer the questions “what types of 
people (attributes such as age and sex) use the railroad, at what time, in 
which sectors (position coordinates), and for what reasons (purpose)?” 
More specifically, position and time information for the departure/arrival 
railroad stations are extracted from PT data. Railroad in the present paper 
includes not only urban heavy railroad but also other kind of public trans-
portation such as subway/metro/underground and light rail transit (LRT). 
Based on that information, time specific position information is estimated 
for railroad users by recreating spatial movements on railroad lines using 
Geographic Information System (GIS) network analyses. Figure 1 provides 
the details of estimating the spatio-temporal distribution of railroad users 
using the present model. 
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Movement distance Lt

Railroad velocity Vt

JR
Shibuya Station

Tokyo Metro 
Shibuya Station

Tokyu
Shibuya  
Station

(1) Extraction of departing/arriving station
Using GIS, station points are extracted corresponding to the position 
information (departing/arriving station code) of railroad users from PT 
data. Also, time information (departing/arriving time) is added.

(2) Modeling of spatial movement between stations
The route which minimizes the time required for movement (time cost) 
is calculated. Considering that route choice is affected by factors such 
as the train waiting time, physical fatigue, psychological load involved 
in changing trains, and the base fares, the various resistances which 
arise when changing trains are all converted to time cost, and the 
following sort of time costs are set in the line network.

(3) Extraction of positions by time between departing/arriving stations
Position for each unit time is calculated from the movement route based on 
departing/arriving time for railroad users, obtained from PT data.

Time cost setting in line network

(a) Railroad movement cost C1
Movement time found from movement distance between stations (Lt) and 
railroad velocity (Vt) which varies depending on the line. 

[ Transfer costs C(ki, lj) which arise due to time cost setting ]

(b) In-station transfer cost C2
Total of the movement time on station premises between lines of the same 
operator with the same station name (Ta), the train waiting time (Wa), and the 
value (Ca) obtained by converting psychological load to time cost.

where, the movement time (Ta) shall be the value proportional to the number 
of connecting lines Rki of the same operator i for each station k.

C2= Movement time Ta

　　　　　　　+ Train waiting time Wa+ Resistance to changing trains Ca
αRki

= β=C2= Movement time Ta

　　　　　　　+ Train waiting time Wa+ Resistance to changing trains Ca
αRki

=

αRki

= β=β=

(d) Walking transfer cost C4
Total of the movement time due to walking between stations of less than 500 m 
(Tc ), and the value (Cc) obtained by converting the resistance to walking 
transfer to time cost.

where, the walking velocity Vw is assumed to be a uniform value.

C4　=                                      + Resistance to walking transfer Cc
Movement distance
Walking velocity δ

=

Tc

=

C4　=                                      + Resistance to walking transfer Cc
Movement distance
Walking velocity δ

=

Tc

=

Transfer cost C(ki, ki) between lines of the same operator ( i to i) at station k
C(ki, ki) = (αRki +β)/2 + (αRki + β)/2 = αRki + β

Transfer cost C(ki, kj) between lines of different operators (i to j) at station k
C(ki, kj) = (αRki + β)/2 + γ + (αRkj + β)/2 = α (Rki + Rkj)/2 + β + γ

Transfer cost C(ki, lj) between station k (operator i) and station l (operator j)
C(ki, lj) = (αRki + β)/2 + (Tc + δ ) + (αRlj + β)/2 = α (Rki + Rlj)/2 + β + δ + Tc
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(d)

(c) Inter-station transfer cost C3
Total of the movement time between stations on lines of different operators 
with the same station name (Tb), and the value (Cb) obtained by converting 
resistance to changing trains between lines of different operators to time cost. 

γ=γ=

C3 = Inter-station movement time Tb + Resistance to changing trains Cb

Example of Time cost setting
Shibuya Station: 
(Boarding /Disembarking point)

JR
Shibuya Station

Tokyo Metro 
Shibuya Station

Tokyu
Shibuya  
Station

 
Fig. 1. Model for estimating spatio-temporal distribution of railroad users 
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Table 1. Outline of person trip survey (PT data) 

Regions subject to survey: Tokyo, Kanagawa, Saitama, Chiba and Southern Ibaraki Prefectures
Survey time and date: One weekday, excluding Monday/Friday in October–December of 1998
Object of survey: Persons living within the region, extracted/selected from persons at least 5 years old
Sampling: Random sampling based on census data (1,235,883 persons from 32,896,705 persons) 
Valid data: 883,044 samples (mean weighting coefficient is around 37.3 (= 32,896,705/ 883,044) )
Content of data: Personal attributes, departure/arrival time and location, purpose of trip, means of trip, etc.
Purpose of trip: One of the 18 purposes for each trip 
Means of trip: One of the 15 means for each unlinked-trip, one or more means for each trip  

 
A part of the information provided in the PT data is listed in Table 1. 

Using PT data, the railroad user position and time information for the de-
parture/arrival stations can be determined. However, the accuracy of time 
information is not so high and time necessary for transit is unknown. 
Therefore, the route and transfer stations taken by the user between the de-
parture and arrival stations cannot be directly determined. Thus, the model 
selects the route that “minimizes the cost of movement (time-cost)” as the 
spatial movement of railroad users. Route selection by railroad users may 
be affected by factors such as waiting time before train arrival, physical fa-
tigue, the psychological burden of changing trains, and the base fare pay-
ments that arise from transferring among lines under different management 
(operators). Although changing trains is generally accomplished at one sta-
tion or between stations with the same name, there are users that change 
trains by walking to a station located within close proximity of another 
(walking transfer). The various resistances that arise from needing to trans-
fer between trains are converted to time-cost values and incorporated into 
the model. The following discussion outlines the specific method for de-
scribing time-cost. 

For movement along a single train line, movement time is estimated 
based on the distance between stations and the railroad velocity, and con-
sidered to be the “railroad movement cost.” However, train velocity will 
vary among train lines. Thus, a model describing the railroad velocity is 
developed using the average distance between stations for each line, as 
shown in Figure 2. 

To accommodate transferring between lines, the movement time on the 
station premises, the waiting time for train arrival, and user resistance to 
changing trains (i.e., the psychological burden of changing trains) are con-
verted to time-cost values, and the total values are taken to be the “in-
station transfer cost.” However, movement time at a station depends upon 
the size of the station, which is indicated by the number of connected lines. 
The in-station transfer cost is set for links connecting the representative 
boarding/disembarking points for lines under the same operator with the 
same station name (corresponding to different platforms). The representa-
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tive points are assigned as the center of gravity for a group of board-
ing/disembarking points, which correspond to the station representative 
points for each operator.  

Furthermore, the movement time between stations of the same name 
with different operators, and resistance to changing trains between opera-
tors (base fare resistance) are converted to time-cost values, which are then 
totaled as the “inter-station transfer cost.” The inter-station transfer cost is 
set for links that connect between representative station points for lines 
with the same station names under different operators.  

In addition, walking time between stations with different names and re-
sistance to walking transfers (resistance that results from the necessity of 
walking a long distance) are also converted to time-cost values, and those 
values are totaled to represent the “walking transfer cost.” A walking 
transfer cost value is set for links connecting representative station points 
where the distance between stations with different names is 500 meters or 
less. 

The waiting time cost might vary for passengers, depending on their de-
parture times and their egress time from transit lines. Also the walking-
transfer resistance might be higher for elderly people. Although all the pa-
rameters used in the model might vary between different trip characteris-
tics and age-groups, they are assumed to be constant for the model’s sim-
plicity. 
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The approximated curve shows the relation 
between the average distance between 
stations and railroad speed (69 main lines 
among all the 112 lines). The railroad speed
Vt is set using this approximated curve.

A speed a little slower than a general walking speed (80 m 
/minute) is used for the walking transfer speed Vw. 
Parameter δ =11.3 (minute) is used for the walking transfer 
resistance Cc.

The value which applied Rki to the parameter α = 2 (minute) is 
used for the travel time Ta of a station yard. The parameter β
= 5 (minute) is used for the waiting time Wa + Transfer-
resistance Ca (waiting time is 3 minutes).

In-station Transfer Cost = α Rki + β

2 minutes/line 5 minutes

In-station Transfer Cost = α Rki + β

2 minutes/line 5 minutes

The parameter γ = 7.5 (minutes) is used for the transfer cost 
between stations Tb + Resistance of transfer cost between 
stations Cb (Transfer cost between stations is 3 minutes).

Inter-station Transfer Cost = γ

7.5minutes

Inter-station Transfer Cost = γ

7.5minutes

Estimation Method for Parameters
The time-cost parameters are estimated so 
that consistency with the rate of route choice 
for the data of the census becomes the 
maximum.

Movement Time =
Average speed Vt

Distance Lt

Distance Lw

60 m/minute 11.3 minutes

Walking Transfer Cost = ＋δ
Walking Speed Vw

 
Fig. 2. Time-cost parameter for railroad networks 
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2.3  Estimation of Model Parameters 

The Metropolitan Transport Census data provides information concerning 
the use of transfer stations. The information is derived from commuters’ 
monthly-passes, by which they can travel on the specific lines and transfer 
on the specific stations. Based on these data, transit choices are identified 
and are constructed as measured values (referred to as the “real value”) us-
ing the following method. After applying the method, all transfer routes 
between Station A and Station B are extracted, and represented as Ri (i = 1, 
2,…, n). Furthermore, the probability of choosing any one of these routes 
is represented as Ci (i = 1, 2,…, n) (∑i Ci = 1.0). In sum, for multiple routes 
available as user choices for movement between Station A and Station B, 
and for which the collective time-costs are approximately equivalent, the 
ratios of choosing these routes are similar or equivalent. In contrast, when 
a particular route has a minimum collective time-cost, the ratio of choosing 
the particular route is close to 1.0. 

The route estimation model is calibrated using the following method. 
Railroad user movement routes are estimated based on the above model, 
and the model parameter is estimated using the steepest descent method to 
enhance coincidence with the movement route choice ratio. The data for 
movement among stations on the same line are not included in the calibra-
tion of the model, because they do not include the information about trans-
fer stations and do not contribute to the calibration. 

The estimated values of the time-cost parameters after model calibration 
are shown in Figure 2. Given that resistance to changing trains at one sta-
tion is low, whereas resistance to changing trains between different sta-
tions and walking transfers is high, users are tolerant of transfers among 
trains under the same operator, and tend to select routes that do not require 
additional initial fares or walking transfers. 

The estimated model ran only once to simulate the spatial distribution of 
railroad users on a typical day. Its spatial distribution for a given time can 
be dynamically presented by using the results of simulation. 

2.4  Validation of the Estimated Model 

The estimates generated by the calibrated model show that more than eigh-
ty-two percent (82.9%) of transfer movement routes were correctly ex-
tracted from the Metropolitan Transport Census data; when the data were 
weighted and converted to reflect user numbers, ninety-four percent 
(94.0%) of the routes were correctly estimated. To confirm compatibility 
with other statistical data, the following validations were completed. 
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2.4.1  Total Users per Day at Main Stations 

Movement routes are calculated using data for all railroad users (number 
of trips: 497,835). Based on this, a comparison of the estimated value of 
the number of users per day for stations with multiple connected lines (155 
stations) and stations with one connected line (918 stations) with the statis-
tical values reported in the Urban Transport Yearbook (Institution for 
Transport Policy Studies 2003). The results are shown in Figure 3. There is 
a strong correspondence between the estimates derived from the model and 
the statistical values, indicating that the model can reproduce the actual 
spatial movement with comparatively good precision. 
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Fig. 3. Fitting of the estimated model 

2.4.2  Elapsed Time Required for Trips 

Validation of elapsed time for trips was conducted by comparing the time 
estimated by the model and based on the PT data. The average margin of 
error for the actual time minus estimated time is – 3.6 minutes, and the 
standard deviation is 11.3 minutes. Although standard deviation is some-
what large, the actual time and the estimated time are compatible and re-
flect accurate results. 

3  Spatio-Temporal Distribution of Railroad Users 

3.1  General Railroad User Characteristics 

The number of persons moving at 8:00 is 10 times higher than the number 
at 12:00 and 2 times higher than the number at 18:00 (Figure 4). In the 
event of a disaster, users moving on train lines may begin evacuation later 
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than persons present at the station premises. The danger for users will in-
crease when the system is moving passengers at high-density and high-
speed. Disaster countermeasures must consider the passenger volume and 
the concentration points on train lines at approximately 8:00 and after 
18:00. 
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Fig. 4. Railroad users by usage phase 
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Fig. 5. Number of persons moving on lines, by station intervals 
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The spatial distribution of users by station interval (Figure 5) indicates 
that the distribution moves from the suburbs toward the city center from 
7:00 to 9:00, and reverses from 18:00 to 20:00. If an earthquake were to 
occur during these peak time periods, the damage would be more exten-
sive. Measures for reducing railroad usage during peak hours (including 
recommendations such as staggered commuting times) would not only im-
prove comfort, but would be an important aspect of disaster prevention. 

3.2  Personal Attributes of Railroad Users 

The spatio-temporal distribution of railroad users is evaluated based on 
personal attributes. The percentage of male users is overwhelmingly high 
in the early morning and late night, and the percentage of male and female 
users is the same during the daytime (Figure 6, left panel). In addition, 
housewives, househusbands, and the unemployed show an increased use 
during the daytime because of excursions such as shopping. A nighttime 
increase can also be seen for pupils, children, and kindergartners, who ac-
count for about half of the total (Figure 6, right panel). Although only a 
small number of users are in the age 5–15 group, there is a temporary peak 
in usage during the morning and evening commuting hours. For users 70 
years old or older, the percentage is highest during the daytime because of 
the timing of their outings (Figure 7). Although the number of individuals 
using the train lines is small during the day and in the nighttime hours, the 
percentage of young children and elderly users increases during these time 
periods, and their vulnerability during a disaster should be considered. 
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Fig. 6. Ratio of male/female and professions of railroad users 
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Fig. 7. Ratio of railroad user ages 

3.3  Purpose of Railroad User Movements 

The spatio-temporal distribution of railroad users is separated by user tra-
vel purpose (Figure 8). During the morning and evening hours, the percen-
tage of commuters is high. However, during the daytime, the percentage of 
shopping is higher, and this purpose accounts for half of the total use at 
15:00. Unlike persons commuting to work or school, there is a high proba-
bility that persons with purposes such as shopping do not following a de-
termined route, and the event of a daytime earthquake, a large percentage 
of people may be affected by the earthquake in unfamiliar areas. 
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Fig. 8: Ratio of railroad user purposes 

The spatial distribution shown in Figure 9 reveals a close resemblance 
between the morning and evening hours based on the spatial distribution of 
users commuting to or from work or school. In contrast, the distribution is 
different in the morning and evening for persons with purposes such as 
shopping. Furthermore, users commuting to school are distributed over a 
wide geographic range in both the morning and evening time periods, indi-
cating the wide distribution of high schools, universities, and other schools 
across the Tokyo metropolitan area. Persons that commute to and from 
work also travel over a broad geographic region using railroads. 
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Fig. 9. Spatio-temporal distribution based on railroad user purposes: percentage of 
persons with each purpose as a fraction of total persons with a purpose on railroad 
lines 

4  Spatio-Temporal Distribution of Persons with 
Difficulty Returning Home 

4.1  Method for Estimating the Spatio-Temporal Distribution of 
Persons with Difficulty Returning Home 

Previous research on the difficulty of residents returning home in the event 
of a disaster evaluated the city’s measures for damage prevention, and 
considered the history and experiences of residents during previous cata-
strophic disasters (Nakabayashi 1985, 1995). The Tokyo Metropolis pub-
lished a report regarding damage forecasts for earthquakes occurring di-
rectly below the city (Tokyo Metropolis, 1997). In the Tokyo metropolitan 
area, a large number of people are traveling for variety of purposes within 
a one and half hour’s distance from home using rapid transit railways. In 
the event of a major earthquake, public transportation including buses is 
expected to be paralyzed and unavailable for transport, leaving an extreme-
ly large number of people in the city and with difficulty returning home. In 
the event of a major earthquake, automobiles including buses must stop on 
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roadsides for preventing collateral disasters. Many roads are expected to be 
damaged and blocked by collapsed buildings and traffic signals will be 
turned off. The government assumes therefore that there is no alternative 
way, excepting walking, to get home. This is the same in areas where a 
dense network of bus route is available. 

The spatio-temporal distribution of persons with difficulties returning 
home was estimated by anticipating which users remain without transpor-
tation home in the event of an earthquake based on the data contained in 
Tokyo Metropolis (1997), as shown in Figure 10. More specifically, the 
ability or difficulty in returning home was determined in accordance with 
the distance required to return home, which was set as the distance to the 
center coordinates of his/her residential zone (a spatial unit of PT data) 
based on the time-specific position coordinates of the railroad users calcu-
lated in the previous chapter. The time-specific position coordinates for 
low-use time periods are represented as the center coordinates of the resi-
dential zone. In actuality, the distance that a person can traverse by walk-
ing home differs depending on the time of earthquake occurrence and the 
degree of damage. However, at present an individual’s evaluation of 
whether the return home is feasible cannot be anticipated. Therefore, a 
simple historical method is used. In addition, the figures in the current 
study focus only on railroad users, and address markedly fewer individuals 
than studies focusing on all persons who are outside their homes during a 
disaster. However, many of the individuals outside their homes that are 
traveling a farther distance are railroad users, and this estimate is important 
to include in disaster planning. 

 
(1) Distance for returning home
Euclidian distance for returning home from 
present location at time t

(2) Discriminate function for returning home 
Possibility of difficulty returning home is defined 
corresponding to the distance for returning home.

Distance for returning home   Possibility in returning home
10 km or less                         100%
10 km to 20 km                      90% to 10% corresponding
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 to the distance
20 km or more                         0% 

Location at time t
（Xt, Yt）

Central location of 
a zone in which his/her home is located

（Xs, Ys）

Distance for returning home
L

Zone

10 20km0

100%

0%
Persons able to
return home
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Fig. 10. Definition of persons with difficulties returning home 
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4.2  Persons with Difficulty Returning Home 

The number of persons with difficulty returning home abruptly increases 
between 7:00 and 9:00, and gradually decreases from 18:00 to 24:00 (Fig-
ure 11, left panel), with a maximum (approximately 4.2 million users) 
reached at approximately 14:00. Riders at the peak account for approx-
imately 45% of all railroad users who would have difficulty returning 
home in the event that an earthquake interrupts transportation. Figure 11 
(right panel) shows that many people are in the process of traveling to a 
destination in the morning and evening. Particularly the evening, accom-
modations would need to be provided for travelers experiencing difficulty 
returning home. The spatial distribution (Figures 12 and 13) confirms that 
users that would experience difficulty returning home are distributed along 
railroad lines in the morning, and spread out from the city center to the 
west side during the day. At night, many remain in the city center. 
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Fig. 11. Persons able to return home and persons with difficulty returning home, 
by movement segment 
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Fig. 12: Spatio-temporal distribution of persons with difficulty returning to homes 
in each sub-zone, by present location 
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Fig. 13. Spatio-temporal distribution of persons with difficulty returning to homes 
in each sub-zone, by location of residence 

4.3  Spatial Distribution by Personal Attributes 

The percentage of persons with difficulty returning home in the age group 
5–18, which includes pupils, children, and kindergartners, temporarily in-
creases at approximately 8:00. During the day, the percentage of persons 
over age 80, housewives and househusbands, and the unemployed increas-
es (Figures 14 and 15). In the event of an earthquake during the time pe-
riod of commuting to school in the morning, emergency response to stu-
dents, children, kindergartners, and other underage persons in the age 
group 5–18 will be crucial. 
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Fig. 14. Ratio of persons with difficulty returning home, by age 
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Fig. 15. Number of persons with difficulty returning home, by occupation 
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4.4  Spatial Distribution by Purpose for Travel 

During the day, a high percentage of persons with difficulties returning 
home are traveling for purposes such as shopping (Figure 16). A high per-
centage of persons with difficulties returning home during the day are at 
their place of work or school. In contrast, at night a high percentage of per-
sons with difficulty returning home are found at locations outside their 
home for purposes such as shopping. The spatial distribution (Figure 17) 
shows that persons with difficulty returning home and the purpose of 
commuting to work tend to concentrate in the city center, while persons 
with the purpose of commuting to school are distributed over a broad geo-
graphic range throughout the day. Persons who travel with a purpose, such 
as shopping, tend have a wide geographic distribution in the morning, and 
be concentrated in the city center in the evening. Although individuals that 
experiences difficulty in returning home are concentrated in the city center 
(Figure 12), when evaluated by purpose, distinguishing characteristics are 
evident.  
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Fig. 16. Ratio of persons with difficulty returning home, by purpose 

These distinguishing characteristics, such as the distribution over a wide 
geographic area vary with time. For example, persons with the purpose of 
commuting to kindergarten or school involve additional users because the 
young must be met by their parents or guardians, who may not be at the 
particular location at other times of the day. Similarly, persons with pur-
poses such as shopping who do not belong to any organization may be 
traveling to different locations in particular time periods. Consequently, 
the need for emergency measures to assist individuals with difficulties re-
turning home is not limited to the city core, but is spread throughout the 
metropolitan area depending on the time of day. 
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Fig. 17. Spatio-temporal distribution of persons with difficulty returning home, by 
zone and by purpose 

5  Summary and Conclusions 

We constructed a model for estimating the spatio-temporal distribution of 
railroad users using PT data, and developed an understanding of the time 
variation and the variation in location of railroad users by personal 
attributes and movement purposes. Using this model, it became possible to 
understand factors that previously could not be understood such as the po-
tential for human damage, and the specific profile of persons affected by 
an earthquake, which vary greatly with time and location. By combining 
the profiles of affected persons and their spatio-temporal distribution, it is 
possible to plan for disaster assistance and to allow for more detailed dis-
aster prevention planning suited to particular time periods and locations. 
As an application of the spatio-temporal distribution of railroad users esti-
mated by the proposed model, the spatio-temporal distribution of persons 
with difficulty returning home was examined. 
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Abstract. The results of first and second order analyses tend to be affected by the 
characteristics of the spatial units at which data are sampled. This paper discusses 
the definition of a regular grid superimposed on a set of given irregular census 
units, and the subsequent redistribution of the census variables to the newly de-
fined grid cells. A statistical criterion guides the definition and optimization of the 
grid: through an objective function, the method aims at preserving the global spa-
tial autocorrelation measured for a salient variable on the original census units. 
Several aspects of the grid positioning and population redistribution are critically 
discussed. Ultimately, the proposed method constitutes a valuable alternative to 
the spatial heterogeneity that affects many empirical spatial data. 

1  Introduction 

Data sampled at different spatial units (e.g., postal code level or census 
tracts) are a common occurrence in the social sciences. The results of first 
and second order analyses tend to be affected by the characteristics of the 
spatial units at which data are sampled (spatial heterogeneity, or the vary-
ing shape and size of spatial units). The related aggregation/disaggregation 
problems have been widely researched under the heading of MAUP (Mod-
ifiable Areal Unit Problem); scale, the other critical factor in MAUP is one 
of the growing research areas in geography. Technical advances in geo-
matics have dramatically increased the availability of data on a raster sup-
port. Such technological progress is slowly being matched by conceptual 
and computational advances, which are allowing for increasingly sophisti-
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cated spatial analyses in a raster data model. While, traditionally, only the 
physical and natural sciences have adhered to the raster paradigm, argua-
bly, the whole range of geographical analysis applications is slowly mi-
grating to a raster data model. The consequences of such a shift are likely 
to be significant for the social sciences and human geography research, 
which have traditionally depended on a vector model and developed a host 
of concepts and techniques within that model. The availability of satellite 
data for use in the social sciences, the ever present MAUP, and the compu-
tational advances in the analytical capabilities within the raster model are 
strong incentives to consider ways of “rasterizing” vector data, and spe-
cifically census data. 

This study is part of a larger analysis of health and socio-economic vari-
ables in the city of Calgary (Gavrilova et al., 2005; Bertazzon and Olson, 
2008). Health and medical geography analyses induce an additional prob-
lem, in that, due to confidentiality issues, medical data are typically re-
leased at the postal code level: the analyst is thus forced to “merge” census 
data and postal code data, making arbitrary choices which may bias their 
results. To maintain the generality of our conclusions, the present analysis 
is implemented on the “total population” variable, as recorded by Census 
Canada. The goal of the present work is to experiment with a regular grid, 
superimposed on the city, and to determine an “optimal” grid for first and 
second order analysis. The main contributions of this work are the defini-
tion of criteria to optimize the grid, the discussion of an array of experi-
ments with variable grid size and shape, and the definition of guidelines to 
repeat the process for other cities and case studies. 

Geographers have a long tradition of studying data for areal units. The 
best example would be studying spatial objects such as zones, regions or 
countries. As Chapman (1977) put it, “Geography has consistently and 
dismally failed to tackle its entitation problems, and in that more than any-
thing else lies the root of so many of its problems” (page 7). The effect of 
the selection of areal units on analysis is termed the modifiable areal unit 
problem (MAUP). If relations between variables change with the selection 
of different areal units, the reliability of results is in question. The use of 
small areal units tends to provide unreliable rates because the population 
used to calculate the rate is small; conversely, larger areal units provide 
more stable rates but may mask meaningful geographic variation (Nakaya, 
2000). 

The MAUP had been most prominent in the analysis of socio-economic 
and epidemiological data (Openshaw and Alvandies, 1999; Wong et al., 
1999; Nakaya, 2000). The effects of the MAUP can be divided into two 
components: the scale effect and the zonation effect (Amrhein 1995). The 
scale effect is the variation in numerical results that occurs due to the 
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number of zones used in an analysis. For example, the difference in nu-
merical results between mortality rates by municipality and health area in 
British Columbia is a scale effect. The zonation effect is the variation in 
numerical results arising from the grouping of small areas into larger 
units.  For example, using Canadian census data, numerical differences in 
employment rates between census tract data and its enumeration area 
would be a zonation effect.  

There exist a potentially infinite number of different options for aggre-
gating the data. Openshaw (1984) calculated that if one was to attempt to 
aggregate 1,000 objects into 20 groups, you would be faced with 101,260 
different solution combinations. Numerous administrative boundaries ex-
ist, such as enumeration districts (or dissemination areas), wards, counties, 
census tracts, etc. Regular, often square, grids are common, though poly-
gons have been used in other studies of crime distribution (Hirschfield et 
al., 1997). Although there are a large number of different spatial objects 
and ways in which a large geographical area can be sub-divided, the 
choices of areal units tend to be dominated by what is available rather than 
what is best. 

As a result, research into the MAUP has been primarily empirical, fo-
cusing on the effects of aggregation on various statistics computed from a 
specific dataset. For example, Openshaw and Taylor (1979) examine cor-
relation coefficients using an Iowa electoral dataset; Fotheringham and 
Wong (1991) study multiple regression parameters using Buffalo census 
data; Amrhein and Reynolds (1996)—one of the papers in the special issue 
of Geographical Systems that focuses on the MAUP—and Amrhein and 
Reynolds (1997) study the effects of aggregation on univariate statistics 
and make a tentative link between a spatial statistic and the relative change 
in variance. Recognition of spatial patterns is a fundamental requirement 
for landscape ecology, and various spatial autocorrelation statistics, such 
as the Moran Coefficient, are often employed as a tool for this task 
(Jelinski and Wu, 1996; Qi and Wu, 1996); hence it is important to know 
how spatial statistics are affected by aggregation as well. Reynolds and 
Amrhein (1998) show that the variables with same Moran’s Coefficient 
can have very different spatial structures, although the possibilities de-
crease as the Moran’s Coefficient approaches the maximum allowed by the 
spatial structure.  

Spatial dependence exists whenever a variable has a regular distribution 
over space and its value at a given location depends on values of the same 
variable at other locations. Autocorrelation statistics are basic descriptive 
statistics for any data that are ordered in a sequence (Griffith, 1984); they 
summarize information about how the values of one variable are arranged 
in space (Odland, 1988). Our focus will be on the neighbourhood view of 
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spatial data, in which data are observed for a given discrete set of fixed lo-
cations. In the traditional approach to spatial autocorrelation, the overall 
pattern of dependence in the data is summarized into a single indicator, 
such as the Moran’s I or Geary’s c (Cliff and Ord, 1981; Haining, 1990; 
Getis, 2008).  

Gehlke and Biehl (1934) observed that the size of the correlation coeffi-
cient increases with aggregation. They grouped 252 census tracts in Cleve-
land into larger units of approximately the same area with contiguity re-
strictions (tracts should be adjacent). They calculated the correlation 
between two sets of variables, male juvenile delinquency and median 
monthly income. Then they compared these results with random groupings 
of data without contiguity restrictions. Gehlke and Biehl (1934) found that 
random data aggregations have no systematic effect on correlations. They 
also demonstrated that the variation in the size of the correlation coeffi-
cient was related to the size of the units involved: the larger the size of the 
units, the greater the correlation coefficient. These findings raised more 
questions than they answered. They concluded that “a relatively high cor-
relation might occur at census tracts level (which has larger sets of units), 
when the traits so studied were completely dissociated in the individuals or 
families of those traits”. Their findings also raised the question: Is geo-
graphical area an entity possessing traits or merely one characteristic of a 
trait itself? 

Yule and Kendall (1950) noted that any value of the correlation coeffi-
cient from 0 to 1 between wheat and potato yields can be produced merely 
by choosing an appropriate size of the unit of area for which the yields are 
measured. Any “real” correlation between the two variables under consid-
eration (wheat and potato yields) is illusory. 

Openshaw (1977) re-examined the effect of aggregation in the late 
1970s. He is one of the first researchers to re-emphasize the importance of 
the aggregation problem and relative insignificance of the scale problem. 
He compared scale and aggregation effects on the correlation between the 
number of early- and mid-Victorian houses in South Shields.  The conclu-
sion that he drew is that Yule and Kendall (1950) were correct, but that 
they had clearly underestimated the severity of the problem. Different 
variables can be affected by aggregation in different ways. It is not that all 
the variables show an increase in magnitude of correlation coefficient as 
scale changes; some may remain constant while some decrease.  

A recent interesting implementation is the SPARTACUS (System for 
Planning and Research in Towns and Cities for Urban Sustainability) pro-
ject, initiated in 1996 by a consortium of regional planning agencies and 
consultants in Europe, to analyze the implications of urban land use and 
transportation policies. The disaggregation process begins with zone-level 
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household and employment data for the base year and for the forecast year 
for all policy scenarios tested. If no information on the distribution of 
population and employment within the zone is available, data can be allo-
cated equally to each grid cell within the zone (represented in the GIS as a 
polygon). If some information on the distribution within the zone is avail-
able, the disaggregation can be performed with greater accuracy. This is 
done by assigning a weight to each grid cell, which is used to allocate total 
population or employment proportionally. If sufficient data are available, 
population can be given different weights by socioeconomic group. Disag-
gregation of data in the SPARTACUS was performed using microsimula-
tion techniques.  Each single activity (such as place of residence or work) 
was assigned a raster cell by applying Monte Carlo Simulation. 

2  Background and Case Study 

The case study for this implementation is the city of Calgary, which is 
largely characterized by a regular street network (Manhattan grid); how-
ever, the natural features and topography (rivers, hillsides), the presence of 
“anomalies” (reservoirs, parks, commercial areas), and the urban develop-
ment of the past years (cul-de-sacs, crescents) represent important depar-
tures from the grid structure. These features, coupled with the land use and 
age of urban development in the city, also result in a variable unit size, 
even where regular structures are apparent.  There are 1321 dissemination 
areas and 181 census tracts (Fig. 1) within Calgary for which the popula-
tion is published.  

The settlement pattern in the city can be thought of as shaped by a series 
of overlaying structures, some being irregular grids, some others irregular 
grids deriving from a regular grid with some departures: topography and 
hydrology (including parks and reservoirs, Indian reserves, airport, etc.) 
present an irregular pattern; townships and ranges present the most regular 
pattern; land use parcels present substantial departures from a regular pat-
tern; postal codes (both at the 3-digit scale and at the 6-digit scale) present 
an irregular pattern departing from a regular design; likewise is the geome-
try of the census units at their various sales (subdivisions, tracts, enumera-
tion areas). 
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Fig. 1. Calgary population, 2001: dissemination areas and census tracts 

3  Methodology 

Aggregated demographic datasets are associated with analytical and carto-
graphic problems due to the arbitrary nature of areal unit partitioning. This 
paper describes a methodology for generating a grid-based representation 
of population that is aimed at mitigating these problems. This grid-based 
technique is termed as rasterizing the census geography. This technique 
preserves the global spatial autocorrelation of the dataset, which means 
that ideally the association of nearest neighbours across each grid cells 
does not change globally; realistically however, its changes are minimized. 
It will never be possible to fully reconstruct the detail of the spatial struc-
ture from the aggregated census data, but some spatial disaggregation 
should be possible either by the use of data collected for grid cells or by in-
terpolating from the population-weighted centroid locations available for 
census dissemination areas. The raster (grid cell) representation produced 
in this way is implicitly a density surface of the variable concerned. 

The rasterization process developed in this project was carried out in 
ArcView 3.2. Two scripts written in Avenue (for ArcView 3.2) were used 
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to carry out the rasterization process: Grid Maker, an avenue script used in 
ArcView 3.2 to generate grid(s) of varying sizes (Lascov, 2005); and Data 
Partitioner, used to calculate the population for a designed polygon in a 
boundary theme (Dou, 2002). 

In this project, a method to cope with the problem is proposed, which is 
based on manipulating the newly created spatial units in order to preserve 
as much as possible the spatial dependence observed in the original spatial 
units. This manipulation takes the form of determining the sample grid size 
of the population distribution using permutations of the data that preserve 
the global spatial autocorrelation in the data. This approach adjusts the 
sample grid size (N x M) of the census population data so that the adjusted 
value (N x M) measures the “equivalent” amount of independent informa-
tion in the sample. The proposed approach aims at mending/reducing the 
MAUP by using a non-arbitrary grid and implementing a “guided” selec-
tion of the square unit area or grid size. It also tries to explore a possible 
solution to this aggregation/disaggregation problem by the approach of 
conserving the global spatial autocorrelation of the variable under consid-
eration (total population).  

3.1  Grid Definition 

The geometric shape of the city of Calgary (Canada) can be approximated 
by a rectangle, with edges roughly orthogonal to the cardinal directions, 
and a length of about 30 km in the N–S direction and about 25 km in the 
E–W direction (Fig. 1). The grid definition therefore begins by drawing 
one such rectangle over the city. The rectangle is subsequently subdivided 
into experimental arrays of grid cells varying in number (size) and dimen-
sion. All the arrays are constituted of rectangular cells. Whereas different 
shapes could theoretically have been tested1, the patterns of the underlying 
Calgary geometries—whenever some regularities can be detected—are 
fundamentally rectangular (Section 2). 
 

                                                      
1 Obvious candidates would be hexagonal or triangular shapes, owing to their abil-

ity for completely filling the space. Other possible choices might be circular or 
elliptic units. 
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Fig. 2. Example of rasterization of a northeast area 

Rasterizing the population can be intuitively understood by comparing 
the two images in Fig. 2, which presents the census units in one of the 
more regular parts of the city, in an area in the northeast of Calgary.  

Before proceeding to the application of the statistical criterion, a few 
geometric refinements shall be discussed: the main steps are: land use fil-
ter; cell size experiments; population redistribution; new database creation; 
robustness to positional shift. 

Land-Use Filter 

The census data is overlaid on the land-use map, and only areas designated 
as residential land-use are selected. Land cover information, derived from 
the land use map of Calgary (Fig. 3) was used to filter out non-populated 
zones from the set of census dissemination areas.  

The land-use categories were broadly grouped into “residential” and 
“non-residential”. The group of parcel defined as residential included the 
classes: Residential – High Density, Residential – Medium Density, Resi-
dential – Low Density. The grid definition and population redistribution 
phases are only performed on this set of parcels, and no distinction is made 
among the various density classifications. 
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Fig. 3. Land use map and filtered population distribution 

Grid Cell Overlay 

Grids containing cells of various numbers and dimensions were experi-
mentally overlain on the study area. Even though the grid must, to an ex-
tent, be arbitrary, the following criteria were used to guide the experi-
ments: 

1. The number of cells in a grid should be approximately the same as 
the number of the given dissemination areas. This criterion pro-
duces several rectangular grids of various dimensions: 

Nr * Nc = Total No. of cells (1)

Where: 

Nr = Number of rows,  
Nc = Number of columns 

A close examination of the grids thus obtained reveals that, following 
this criterion, the spatial autocorrelation for the regular grid tends to be 
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higher than in the given spatial units. This is due to the fact that the re-
distribution of population within the grid-cells smoothes the overall distri-
bution of population over the grid (Openshaw, 1988). 

2. The grid size can also be determined by visually analyzing the 
study area and matching the boundaries of the original dissemina-
tion area with the newly formed grid-like structure. By following 
this method, grids of different cell sizes should be overlain on dif-
ferent parts of the city. The provision of a flexible grid that dy-
namically mimics the different parts of the city is an ambitious 
goal, beyond the scope of this work, and will be discussed as a fu-
ture line of research. 

Population Redistribution 

After overlaying the grid on the study area, the population of each cell of 
the newly formed grid is calculated. The algorithm used for redistributing 
population among newly formed grid cells uses the formula: 

Popn = Arean * (Popi / Areai) (2)

Where: 

Popn   = Population of the newly formed grid cells 
Popi  = Population of the original dissemination areas 
Arean = Area of the newly formed grid cells 
Areai  = original dissemination areas 

In this experiment the data partitioner tool is used to divide the popula-
tion among newly formed spatial units, according to Eq. 2. An alternative 
method was considered, that would take into account the population den-
sity of the whole study area. According to this method, the population den-
sity is multiplied by the area of each grid cell to obtain the new population 
distribution for each cell. The previous method is preferred over this one, 
because the latter distributes the whole population homogeneously over the 
study area which might give inconsistent results. 

Database Creation 

A new database is created after the population is divided among the grid 
cells. This database consists of the following fields: 
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1. Area ID: Unique area code for each of the newly formed dissemina-
tion areas. 

2. Area: Total area of the grid cell (depends upon the grid size). 
3. Easting: Denotes easting of the centroid of the dissemination area. 
4. Northing: Denotes northing of the centroid of the dissemination area. 
5. Population: The new population for each dissemination area. 

Grid Refinement: Removal of Irrelevant Cells 

As exemplified in Fig. 3, defining a regular grid over the city results im-
plies—regardless of the grid shape and size—the definition of a series of 
empty cells, i.e., cells whose entire area is not classified as residential. 
These cells are simply removed by the grid, and excluded from the statis-
tics calculation. A more complex situation occurs in all cases when a cell 
is only partially classified as residential. For these problematic cells, two 
different methods are applied and integrated. The first method is called 
Density of Population (DoP), the second one Area inside Polygon (AiP).  
The most straightforward method is the AiP. A threshold portion of the 
cell is defined; a threshold of 25% was chosen. Consequently, cells that are 
classified as residential for less than 25% of their area are removed, and 
their population is distributed evenly among the neighbouring cells. How-
ever, this method causes cells containing a small but densely populated 
area to be removed, but this would imply the loss of a large portion of 
population; conversely, large residential areas within a cell do not neces-
sarily imply high population. In order to correct for the deficiencies of the 
AiP method, the DoP method is defined as follows. A test grid is overlain 
on the city; using the data partitioner tool according to the formula in Eq. 
2, the population is redistributed from census units to grid cells. Cells with 
0 population are removed. A population threshold is set depending on the 
grid size; for example, for a 20 x 20 grid, a hypothetical threshold of 2% of 
the total population can be considered. Consequently, all cells with popula-
tion <2% are marked for possible deletion. At this stage, the two methods 
(AiP and DoP) are integrated, and only cells whose population and resi-
dential area are below their respective thresholds are removed. 

Given a cell cij, 

if RA(cij) < 25% and TP(cij) < 2% ⇒ cij is removed. 
 
Where:  

RA(cij) is the residential area of cell cij, 
TP(cij) is the total population of cell cij. 
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In light of the arbitrariness of these thresholds, both thresholds were set 
to 0, so that no population is lost, and only cells with 0 population are re-
moved. 

3.2  Calculation of Moran’s I 

Since the goal of this work is the provision of a flexible tool for socio-
economic analysis, and the focus is on the spatial relationships of socio-
economic variables, the main criterion is the convergence of analytical re-
sults obtained at the dissemination area level, and analyses conducted at 
the “new grid” level. The reference variable for the implementation of this 
criterion is the total population (total number of residents, for each spatial 
unit) and the relationship of interest is spatial dependence. 
The software used to calculate Moran’s I is GEODA. In this, the inputs are 
a shape file and a weight matrix. The weights are calculated by the queen 
contiguity method, which computes nearest neighbour in such a way that 
all cells with a common edge or corner are defined as neighbours. Moran’s 
I for the original dissemination area is calculated as I0. For the population 
distribution at the dissemination area level, the value of the Moran’s coef-
ficient is 0.3725, while at the census tract its value is 0.1108, using the pa-
rameters just defined. The values of Moran’s I for different grids are calcu-
lated as IG(m x n)., where m and n represent the numbers of rows and 
columns of each grid G. A residual is calculated as in Eq. 3. 

)( )(0 nmGII ×−=ε  (3)

A residual plot represented al for all computed values of G(m x n) repre-
sents the gradual change in the residual for varying numbers of rows and 
columns, after each iteration of the rasterization and population redistribu-
tion processes. The grid size that produces the lowest residual value is se-
lected as the best grid. 

Robustness to Positional Shift 

Once a set of best grid candidates has been identified according to the ob-
jective function, a final test is conducted on the set of best candidates, to 
assess their robustness to positional movement. Each grid is tested by 
moving it along the horizontal and vertical axes in the four cardinal direc-
tions (east, west, north, south) and re-computing their absolute residuals. 
By analyzing the response of absolute residuals to the movement of the 
grid, a measure of robustness for each grid is formulated. 
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4  Results and Discussion 

Grid sizes ranging from 4 rows by 4 columns to 60 rows by 60 columns 
were tested in the objective function (Eq. 3), for the city of Calgary, at the 
dissemination area level and at the census tract level, respectively. These 
grids are denominated “gross grids” as they contain all the cells in the 
bounding rectangle, including those with 0 population. Subsequently, each 
of these grids is refined according to the procedures described in 0, in or-
der to remove cells with no residential areas and cells with 0 population: 
this operation results in a set of grids, denominated “net grids”. For each m 
x n pair, the number of cells in the net grid (valid cells) is always lower 
than the number of cells in the gross grid. 

At the DA level (1372 original units), grids ranging from 14 x 10 to 66 x 
50 were tested, resulting in a set of grids ranging from 140 to 3,300 cells. 
Moran’s I was calculated only for the valid cells of each net grid and for 
each grid the absolute residuals were computed. Fig. 4 summarizes the re-
sults for a sample of cell sizes and dimensions. 

 
Fig. 4. Absolute residuals as a function of cell size and dimension, DA level 

As shown in Fig. 4, the lowest residuals are displayed by grids of size 
14 x 15, 16 x 16, 17 x 17, 20 x 20 and 27 x 20. Even though these are em-
pirical results, a 2-dimensional representation of the residuals confirms 
that a depression, which may be interpreted as a “local minimum” is pre-
sent in the area around these values. It may be worth noting that most of 
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the best candidates are “square grids”, i.e., grids where the number of rows 
equals the number of columns: grids of size 14 x 152, 16 x 16, 17 x 17 and 
20 x 20. The single observed anomaly to this pattern is the 20 x 27 grid, 
which, in addition to departing from the square dimensions, contains a 
number of cells considerably higher than the grids in the square set. It may 
also be observed that the finer grids produce the highest residuals, due to 
an oversmoothing effect that increases the spatial dependence in the regu-
lar distribution, thus departing from its observed values and increasing the 
absolute residuals. The best candidates at this scale produce regular pat-
terns ranging between 210 and 400 cells3. 

At the census tract level (182 original units), grids ranging from 5 x 6 to 
50 x 50 cells were tested, resulting in regular sets ranging from 30 to 2500 
cells. The best candidates at this scale are grids of dimensions 6 x 12, 6 x 
14, 7 x 6, 8 x 6, 9 x 7 and 14 x 6. The regular sets produced by the best 
candidates range between 72 and 84. This set of candidates appears to be 
less regularly distributed than the set for the dissemination area level, and 
to produce a less clear depression, failing to indicate a distinct “local 
minimum”. 

It may be inferred that at both scales, the best candidates produce a 
range of much fewer spatial units than the original patterns: a range of 
210–400 units compared to the original 1372 at the dissemination area 
level, and a range of 72–84 units compared to the original 182 at the cen-
sus tract level. One important, consequent observation is the best range at 
the dissemination area level is very close, in number of units, to the num-
ber of census tract units. This result shall be explored further, but it ap-
pears that the methodology applied at the dissemination area level pro-
duces not only a distinct local minimum, within a range of consistently 
square grids, but also a range of number of units whose lower limit coin-
cides almost exactly with the number of units at the census tract level (210 
vs. 181). This result suggests that the grid derived at the dissemination area 
level may produce results that are meaningful also at the census tract level, 
or at least comparable with analyses at that scale. For all these reasons, the 
following discussion will be limited to the grids derived at the dissemina-
tion area level. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the best candi-
date grids at this scale. 

                                                      
2 This is very close to a square grid. 
3 Not considering the 20 x 27 candidate. 
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Table 1. Best candidate grids, DA level 

Grid 
size 

Gross grid 
cells 

Net grid 
cells 

Computed 
Moran's I 

Residuals 
I(DA)=0.3725 

14x10 140 89 0.3601 0.0124 
14x15 210 125 0.3793 -0.0068 
15x16 240 137 0.3880 -0.0155 
16x16 256 151 0.3801 -0.0076 
17x17 289 169 0.3705 0.0020 
20x20 400 213 0.3789 -0.0064 

 
As shown in Table 1, all these grids present very low absolute residual 

values; as such all of them constitute good candidates, and none appears 
clearly superior to the other ones. The final test of robustness to positional 
shift was conducted on this set of candidates. The set of grids in Table 1 
was therefore tested by moving each of them along the horizontal and ver-
tical axes by 1 km in each of the four cardinal directions and re-computing 
their absolute residuals, as shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Positional robustness of the grids 

Grid size 
Horizontal Shift Vertical Shift Average 

Moran's I
Average 
Residual  West 

direction 
 East  

direction 
North 

direction 
South 

direction 
14x10 0.3268 0.0918 0.3036 0.1910 0.2283 0.1442 
14x15 0.3815 0.3054 0.2628 0.2418 0.2979 0.0746 
15x16 0.3149 0.2237 0.3134 0.3914 0.3109 0.0617 
16x16 0.3741 0.3208 0.3732 0.4352 0.3758 0.0033 
17x17 0.3820 0.4366 0.3588 0.3921 0.3924 0.0199 
20x20 0.4601 0.4278 0.4322 0.4985 0.4547 0.0822 
20x21 0.4591 0.4091 0.4536 0.4437 0.4414 0.0689 

 
Even though the 17 x 17 grid presents the lowest absolute residual (Ta-

ble 1), the 16 x 16 grid appears the most robust to positional movement. 
While the residuals in Table 1 are all very close in magnitude, the robust-
ness test shows a significant superiority (by approximately 10 orders of 
magnitude) of the 16 x 16 grid over the other candidates. Additional ro-
bustness tests were conducted for the entire set of calculated grids, and for 
smaller movements, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Robustness test for several grids and movement magnitudes 

The summary shown plot in Fig. 5 corroborates the conclusion that even 
if the 17 x 17 grid may have the lowest absolute residual, it is the 16 x 16 
that is more robust to positional shifting. Given the unavoidable arbitrari-
ness of the origin of the overlaid grid, it can be concluded that the 16 x 16 
partition, formed by 151 cells, is the most reliable best-fitting approxima-
tion of the population distribution. The grid, and the consequent population 
redistribution, is shown in Fig. 6.  

The regular pattern represented in Fig. 6 provides a new database that 
can be used for statistical analysis on the census variables. 
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Fig. 6. Best-fitting grid 

5  Conclusion 

This work offers an alternative to the spatial heterogeneity that often af-
fects spatial data. The contribution of this work consists of the develop-
ment of a methodology for the rasterization of census units, which can be 
optimized according to some set criteria. The construction of an optimal 
grid may offer a practical answer to many analytical and planning prob-
lems. Additionally, in the process of constructing the grid, the population 
distribution is split into pixels, which provides a homogeneous raster to 
merge and analyze census data and remotely sensed data. In this perspec-
tive, a complementary approach to this project may be the use of remotely 
sensed imagery and its integration with census data. In this case, the pixel 
size is given and the target grid known; it is the population redistribution 
that would follow the main lines of the work discussed here.  

An important line of future enquiry that will complement this work re-
quires a broad range of analysis on the constructed grid. Specifically: first 
and second order analysis shall be conducted, all else being equal, on the 
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original census data and on the constructed grid. A careful comparison of 
the statistical properties and the conceptual meaning of both analyses will 
aid assessing the validity and relevance of the proposed approach.  
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Abstract. In this paper we aim at providing a model for the conceptual representa-
tion and deductive reasoning of trajectory patterns obtained from mining raw tra-
jectories. This has been achieved by means of a semantic enrichment process, 
where raw trajectories are enhanced with semantic information and integrated with 
geographical knowledge encoded in an ontology. The reasoning mechanisms pro-
vided by the chosen ontology formalism are exploited to accomplish a further se-
mantic enrichment step that gives a possible interpretation of discovered patterns 
in terms of movement behaviour. A sketch of the realised system, called Athena, 
is given, along with some examples to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.  

1  Introduction  

A flood of data related to moving objects is available today, and it will ex-
pand in the near future, particularly due to the automated collection of po-
sitioning data from mobile phones and other location-aware devices. This 
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flood of data enables a novel class of applications, where the discovery of 
consumable, concise, and applicable knowledge is a key step. The pres-
ence of a large number of location-aware wirelessly connected mobile de-
vices presents a growing possibility to devise location based services ex-
ploring spatio-temporal data representing the footprints of moving objects, 
which we call raw trajectories. They represent the spatial track of a moving 
object in a fixed time interval.  

There are currently interesting practical opportunities for exploring var-
ious kinds of spatio-temporal relationships, including trajectory patterns. 
From the point of view of the application, trajectory patterns can be consi-
dered as the spatio-temporal evidence of movement behaviour. For exam-
ple, in a traffic management application, a trajectory pattern could 
represent a congestion or could disclose a frequent origin-destination path 
of working activities. Clearly, the discovery, representation and analysis of 
trajectory patterns challenge the research community with respect to me-
thods for aggregating, generalising and explaining those patterns. In this 
scenario, data mining techniques play a fundamental role due to the fact 
that data mining is the application of specific algorithms for extracting pat-
terns from data. However, data mining algorithms recently developed for 
mining raw trajectories have mainly produced trajectory patterns which are 
difficult to be interpreted in an application domain. The main problem has 
been the difficulties to correlate those patterns with movement behaviour 
in order to improve our knowledge, for example how to avoid congestion 
or making things easy for pedestrians.  

Movement behaviour is a particularly complex process, since several 
factors can affect the movement itself, including the nature of the moving 
object, its motivation and the geographic environment where the object 
moves through. Our main research premise is that a standard pattern ex-
traction algorithm, despite being highly specialised, cannot cope with such 
a complexity in terms of trajectory patterns interpretation, understanding 
and evaluation. This paper proposes the development of ontologies to as-
sociate semantics to raw trajectory data, providing a unique definition to 
various kinds of movement behaviour. Indeed, in this context, we propose 
an ontology-based approach for the semantic interpretation of trajectory 
patterns as movement behaviour. Indeed, as defined by Dodge et al. in 
(Dodge et al., 2008), a movement behaviour depends on the context since 
each movement takes a particular meaning when happens in a geographi-
cal environment. For example, a specific trajectory pattern showing a 
group of trajectories moving slowly in a city may be identified as a lane 
forming due to a traffic light or a traffic jam, depending on the contextual 
geographical knowledge (for example if the moving objects are moving in 
dense populated neighbourhood, or on a motorway). 
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The basic idea is to define an approach to incrementally enriching raw 
trajectory data with context geoinformation. The first step is the definition 
of semantic trajectory as sequence of stops (movement suspension) and 
moves (the actual movement). A further enrichment step exploits the 
knowledge capabilities provided by the ontology to integrate context 
geoinformation with the semantic trajectory patterns. Eventually, a reason-
ing step allows to infer new knowledge (e.g. the inferred movement beha-
viour) that can be added back to the ontology. For example, semantic tra-
jectories patterns showing that typically stops are happening in tourist 
places can be associated with the movement of tourists. In contrast, seman-
tic trajectory patterns stopping at offices in the morning and residential 
areas in the evening can be identified as a home-work routing behaviour. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes 
our main contribution by proposing a semantic enrichment process. Sec-
tion 3 recalls a concise definition of ontology. In Section 4 semantic trajec-
tories are introduced and their conceptual representation. Section 5 dis-
cusses the representation of some mining patterns over semantic 
trajectories. Section 6 introduces the semantic trajectory patterns integrated 
ontology that gives the basic reasoning structure for the extracted models. 
Section 7 sketches some details of the experimental system we set up to 
test the feasibility of the introduced approach. Section 8 presents some re-
lated work. Finally, Section 9 draws some conclusions and open issues. 

2  Semantic Enrichment Process 

The analysis of raw trajectories strongly relies on the contextual geograph-
ical knowledge. For example, the analysis of urban movement can result in 
meaningless results if each raw trajectory is not associated to the moving 
object (e.g. car, dog, person, etc), features in the geographical space (e.g. 
building, street segments, hospital, etc), landmarks (e.g. Eiffel Tower, 
Everest, etc) and events (e.g. football matches, accidents, etc). The concep-
tual representation of a trajectory via its association to several semantic 
concepts is essential to provide the means for disclosing valuable informa-
tion about movement behaviour.  

From a user perspective, representing trajectories using geographical 
knowledge increases their understanding, but also helps users to query 
about movement behaviour using their own terminology. For example, it is 
more natural to a urban planner write the query: "Give me all tourist activi-
ties.", than formulate some complex query that expresses the meaning of 
tourist activities. Let’s assume, for example, that tourist activities are iden-
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tified by trajectories having tourist behaviour as people stopping in tourist 
places (such as Museums) and stopping also in accommodation places. 
Based on this definition, the following query should be issued: "Give me 
all trajectories that contains stops located at a tourist place and also con-
tains stops in accommodation places .". In the former query the concept 
tourist activities is a main behaviour concept while in the latter query this 
concept is implicit in the query. Furthermore, the query itself can refer to 
concepts (tourist place, accommodation place)  that are the “semantic ge-
neralisation” of “atomic” concepts stored in a knowledge base (museums, 
hotels, …). The corresponding query could be rephrased as “Give me all 
trajectories which stop their movement inside a museum or near a monu-
ment (o any other geographical object defined as tourist place) and stop 
their movement inside a Hotel or a B&B (o any other geographical place 
defined as accommodation place)”. It is clear that going from such kind of 
query on raw trajectory data to the former desired query “give me all tour-
ist activities”, an incremental process should have built where semantics 
and reasoning play a central role.  

The research challenge relies on developing an approach that employs 
formal ontologies to enable an enrichment process that augments the se-
mantics of both raw trajectory data and mined trajectory patterns. 

Ontologies have certainly become a research topic in several disciplines, 
ranging from philosophy, geography, geomatics up to machine learning 
and artificial intelligence. The definition given by (Gruber, 2008) is used 
to define ontology as “a technical term denoting an artifact that is designed 
for a purpose, which is to enable the modeling of knowledge about some 
domain, real or imagined”. Such ontologies determine what can be 
represented and what can be inferred about a given domain, using a specif-
ic formalism of concepts. The main objective of our current research is to 
exploit a process that can give the user a semantic interpretation of trajec-
tory patterns in terms of movement behavior. The process we propose is 
based on the abstraction of a semantic model of trajectories, the applica-
tion of data mining algorithms on them for generating trajectory patterns, 
and a final further enrichment step that consists of exploiting an ontology 
reasoning engine for inferring movement behavior. Figure 1 illustrates the 
flow of such an enrichment process.  

An important added value of relying on an ontology formalism is that it 
comes with an embedded reasoning engine that gives an increased expres-
sive power for movement behavior interpretation, putting together the dif-
ferent levels of knowledge of an application domain. This is further dis-
cussed in the next section. 
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Fig. 1. The trajectory semantic enrichment process 

3  Ontology Languages 

Ontology languages are formal languages used to construct ontologies. 
They allow the encoding of knowledge about specific domains and often 
include reasoning facilities that support the processing of that knowledge. 
Among all the ontology languages, we considered Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL), that is a well known standard arisen from the Semantic 
Web and it is now a W3C recommendation (OWL, 2004).  An interesting 
feature of OWL is that it relies upon a family of languages known as De-
scription Logics (DL) that provide a deductive inference system based on a 
formal well founded semantics (Baader et al., 2003).  The basic compo-
nents of DL are concepts (classes) and roles (properties), termed as TBox, 
and individuals (instances), termed as ABox. Concepts describe the com-
mon properties of a collection of individuals and roles are binary relations 
between concepts. Furthermore, a number of language constructs, such as 
intersection, union and role quantification, can be used to define new con-
cepts and roles, by means of axioms. The main reasoning tasks are classifi-
cation and satisfiability, subsumption and instance checking. Classification 
is the computation of a concept hierarchy based on subsumption, whereas 
instance checking verifies that an individual is an instance of a concept. 
This latter task is mainly used to check to which class each trajectory pat-
tern is instance of.  

Currently, OWL has three standard sublanguages of increasingly ex-
pressive power that are: (a) OWL Lite, which is the syntactically easiest 
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version and can define hierarchies and simple constraints; (b) OWL DL, 
which allows the maximum expressiveness while retaining computational 
completeness and corresponds to Description Logics, and  finally, (c) OWL 
Full, which allows for maximum expressiveness and the syntactic freedom 
of RDF with no computational guarantees. A further sub-language of 
OWL, called OWLPRIME (OWLPRIME, 2008), is implemented in the 
Oracle 11g Semantic Technologies, the technology used to implement the 
Athena system, described later in this paper.  

4  The Semantic Representation of Trajectories  

The trajectories captured by positioning systems (e.g. GPS and GSM 
equipments) are usually represented as a sequence of <sample point, time> 
pairs, called raw trajectory. The main characteristic of data acquired by 
those mechanisms is that they rigorously reveal the geometric facet of a 
trajectory, but suffers from a lack of semantics representing the movement 
behavior of the moving object.  

A trajectory, as defined in (Spaccapietra et al., 2008), is the user defined 
record of the evolution of the position of an object that is moving in space 
during a given time interval in order to achieve a given goal. Moving ob-
jects do not necessarily move continuously during a trajectory. Conse-
quently, trajectories may themselves be semantically segmented by defin-
ing a temporal sequence of time sub-intervals where alternatively the 
object position changes and stays fixed. We call the former the moves and 
the latter the stops. We can then see a trajectory as a sequence of moves 
going from one stop to the next one (or as a sequence of stops separating 
the moves). Yet, identifying stops (and moves) within a trajectory depends 
on the application requirements. Formal definitions of stops and moves are 
given in (Spaccapietra et al., 2008), whereas the semantic conceptualisa-
tion of a trajectory has been introduced in (Alvares et al., 2007), and in 
(Wachowicz et al., 2008). In Figure 2 we show our ontology-based repre-
sentation of stops and moves, in terms of concepts and their relationships.  

More precisely, boxes represent the main concepts whereas arrows 
represent relationships between two concepts. Every Trajectory is com-
posed of stops  (trajCompOfStop) and almost every stop is connected to 
other two stops by two moves. Therefore, we have represented the con-
cepts of Stop and Move and four explicit relations connecting them, name-
ly, fromStop, toStop, inMove and outMove. Only the first and the last stop 
are connected with a single move. Furthermore, every stop is connected to 
an interval (stop_Has_Time) that represents the time of the stop. 
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Fig. 2. The semantic trajectory representation 

5  Mining Semantic Trajectories 

In this section, our objective is to demonstrate how semantic trajectories 
can be associated with trajectory patterns and later with movement beha-
vior. The examples given below might look straightforward, but it is im-
portant to point out they are used to illustrate the feasibility of our ap-
proach. 

The problem of finding frequent patterns can be stated as: given a data 
set D and a user specified minimum support (minsupp), the task of fre-
quent pattern discovery is to find all sets of items with support at least 
minsupp. 

Frequent patterns (Agrawal et al., 2003) can be applied to both stops and 
moves independently. Frequent Stops (Moves) means finding sets of stops 
(or moves) that are most frequent. More details of patterns on semantic tra-
jectories can be found in (Alvares et al., 2007), and in (Bogorny et al., 
2008). 

The following example represents frequent stop patterns: 
 
Hotel[weekday],Museum[weekday]  (s=0.21) 
 

This pattern is a mining expression and states that people that stay in a ho-
tel during the week also go to (in any order) a Museum with a support of 
21%.The conceptual representation is depicted in Figure 3. A Fre-
quentStopPattern is defined as a set of Stop, by means of the relation 
fpContainsStop.  

 

toStop 

fromStop 

outMove 
inMove 

stopHasTime 

trajCompOfStop 

Trajectory 

Time 

Move 

Stop stopBelongsToTraj 
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Fig. 3. Trajectory patterns representation 

Similarly, in (Bogorny et al., 2008) authors have defined frequent 
moves and sequential stops and moves. Besides, it is important to point out 
that several other mining algorithms have been defined in the literature to 
extract patterns from both raw and semantic trajectories (Nanni et al., 
2008). However, we focus here only on frequent patterns since the pro-
posed approach could be applied to other patterns as well.  

6  Reasoning on Trajectory Patterns 

Once semantic trajectories and mining models have been defined, the next 
step is to express them using an ontology formalism, to combine them with 
domain knowledge, in order to define complex movement behavior.  

Indeed, domain knowledge is composed of geographical knowledge 
about where the trajectory movement takes place using the application 
domain of reference, such as tourist or traffic management applications. 
Here, we focus on an urban human movement. The geographical know-
ledge is based on an urban ontology that describes the places where people 
move through (e.g. museums, hotels, universities, theatres, etc). Figure 4 
shows an example of the ontology obtained by combining the three aspects 
described so far. Indeed, the core part of the ontology is the semantic tra-
jectory, appearing on the upper side of the picture. The central part of the 
ontology figure shows the geographical knowledge, linked to the Stop 
concept by means of the is_at property, stating that a stop happens at a 
specific city place. Notice that the taxonomy defining interesting city plac-
es classifies two different types: tourist and accommodations places.  Each 
of these semantic concepts represents a number of geographical features 
belonging to the application domain, such as monuments, hotels, museums 
and so on.  

 

Trajectory 

Stop 

Frequent 
StopPattern 

stopBelongsToTraj 

fpContainsStop 

stopIsInFp 
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Fig. 4. The integrated ontology 

New application concepts are described by means of axioms. Each 
axiom is a combination of logical operators that implicitly describes a class 
of objects. In the following example, we are interested in characterising 
trajectory patterns according to a movement behaviour by giving a possi-
ble interpretation of mined patterns (in the ontology are represented as in-
stances) respect to that knowledge. In the following, we show two exam-
ples of axioms, expressed in OWL syntax, to specify a typical tourist 
behavior.  

 
TouristActivity ≡ 
fpContainsStop some (Stop and (is_at some Tou-
ristPlace)) and fpContainsStop some (Stop and (is_at 
some AccomodationPlace)) 

 
The above axiom defines a tourist activity as a frequent pattern that con-

tains stops that are located at a tourist place (e.g. Museum, Monument …) 
and contains stops located at accommodation places (e.g. Hotel, B&B,…). 
Similarly, we can exploit this definition for characterizing individual tra-
jectories, thus defining the concept of tourist trajectory.  
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TouristTrajectory ≡ 
trajCompOfStop some (Stop and (is_at some Tou-
ristPlace)) and trajCompOfStop some (Stop and (is_at 
some AccomodationPlace)) 

 
The added value of having such an ontology-based approach, allows us 

to define axioms in terms of high-level semantic concepts, abstracting 
away from the geometric coordinates of the geographical features. Indeed, 
in this approach, each stop is treated as a semantic concept (e.g. Museum, 
Monument) instead of using the spatial coordinates. Moreover, the domain 
ontology gives a further abstraction level on top of semantic patterns, i.e. 
the AccomodationPlace class that subsumes hotels and B&B. Therefore, 
we can reason in terms of AccomdationPlace instead of each specific sub-
class (Hotel) or specific instance (CentrumHotel). As a further analysis 
step, the availability of a reasoning engine allows to build an automatic 
system for the characterisation of trajectory patterns in terms of people be-
haviour.   

7  System Implementation 

In order to better understand the feasibility of this approach, we have im-
plemented a system where trajectory patterns are first extracted by means 
of a frequent pattern algorithm, then they are classified in the appropriate 
behavior classes, according to a semantic trajectory ontology and related 
axioms.  

As a first step, we built a prototypical ontology using Protégé (Protégé, 
2008) editor with Pellet reasoner (Pellet, 2008). Here, stop and moves and 
patterns data were imported from a database directly into Protégé. The ob-
vious drawback of this approach is that importing very large raw trajectory 
data sets is not efficient, since both Protégé and Pellet are not scalable for 
large datasets (i.e. large collection of individuals). Indeed, we have to point 
out that the use of a formal ontology as a solution for enriching trajectory 
mining patterns is not a "silver bullet". In fact, the knowledge representa-
tion by means of a formal ontology brings a fundamental advantage of 
having ready-to-use inference system (i.e. reasoner) providing useful rea-
soning services for granted. However, reasoning on individuals (i.e. ABox 
reasoning) are not scalable in any of the Description Logics language fla-
vours and both trajectory and data mining data pose a big challenge in this 
respect. Actually, reasoning scalability is an important open issue investi-
gated in the Description Logic research domain. 
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For this reason, we investigated the use of Oracle11g Semantic Tech-
nologies (Oracle, 2008) as an ontology storage system and associated rea-
soner. The advantage of using Oracle technologies is that it is optimized 
for handling large datasets of individuals. Oracle semantic technologies 
store ontologies, represented as RDF triples, in relational tables. Both de-
fined and inferred knowledge is stored, which results in faster processing 
of queries as all inferences are readily available. Oracle reasoning services 
are executed on demand and include traditional inference classification, sa-
tisfiability, subsumption, and instance checking. The drawback is that the 
Description Logic language that Oracle implements, called OWLPRIME, 
is a subset of OWL DL and has some limitations in expressiveness. To 
overcome these OWLPRIME limitations, Oracle provides rules that allow 
the designer to complement the basic OWLPRIME reasoning with more 
sophisticated and application dependent inference mechanisms. The rules 
can be added to a rule base that can be used conjointly with the ontology 
during semantic query execution.  

7.1  Architecture 

The Athena architecture overview is illustrated in Figure 5. Here, the user 
directly poses a query using the ontology concepts where trajecto-
ries/patterns are classified by the reasoner. The ontology is populated by 
instances coming from relational tables storing semantic trajectories, pat-
terns and geographical features. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The Athena Approach 
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Trajectory Patterns 
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More in detail, we used a dataset of trajectories coming from GPS in-
stalled on cars moving in the Milan area1. This dataset has been stored as 
raw trajectories in the moving object database Hermes (Pelekis and Theo-
doridis, 2006), which is based on Oracle.  From them, we extracted a col-
lection of stops computed over a simplified geographical domain contain-
ing Museums, Theatres, Hotels, Bed and Breakfast, Monuments.  From 
these database tables, we developed a Java procedure described as follows:  

‐ starts from a dataset of raw trajectories and geographical places 
and computes the semantic trajectories stored as table of stops;  

‐ runs the frequent pattern algorithm on stops table (here we used 
PatternList (Bonchi et al., 2006) and stores back the results in the 
frequent patterns tables; 

‐ imports the ontology from Protégé to Oracle 11g; 
‐ reads the database tables and translates them into RDF triples; 
‐ insert the triples in the ontology as instances; 
‐ runs the reasoner to infer new triples. 

7.2  Real Case Scenario 

The objective of the analysis is to understand tourist movements in Milan. 
A first simple analysis is to visualise all tourist trajectories, i.e. trajectories 
that contain stops at tourist places and accommodation places (see step 3 
and 4 below).  A further objective is to understand the movement behavior 
among tourists. Starting from the semantic trajectories computed by sys-
tem, expressed as sequences of places, we exploit a data mining algorithm 
to discover the trajectory frequent stop patterns. Among these trajectory 
patterns, we can choose a specific pattern of interest (i.e. MadonninaB&B, 
Duomo and Castello  at step 5 below) to find the trajectories that support 
this patterns. This operation can be done by joining together the semantic 
trajectory and raw trajectory data using the IDs  (see step 6 below). A fur-
ther analysis step is to group these similar trajectory patterns in subgroups 
depending on their common destination (using a clustering algorithm (Rin-
zivillo et al., 2008)), thus discovering that indeed two types of movement 
behavior are present: tourists coming from outside the city and moving to 
the centre, and tourists moving from the city centre to outside (see step 7 
below). 

This analysis process is illustrated in details below:   

                                                      
1 This dataset has been collected by Octotelematics and has been given for in-

ternal use inside the consortium of the European Project GeoPKDD 
(http://www.geopkdd.eu). It counts 17000 trajectories of one week.   
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1 – The objective of the analysis is to discover tourist common beha-
viour in the city. First of all we select all the geographical places that are 
interesting for the analysis (corresponding to the ontology classes) such 
as  Hotel, Bed and Breakfast, Museum, etc. and the original raw trajecto-
ries in Milan. The following picture shows the Milan trajectories and 
some colored areas, corresponding to geographical objects of interest for 
the analysis, encoded as classes in the integrated ontology shown in Fig. 
4 

 

 
 

2 – The execution of Athena computes semantic trajectories, data mining 
patterns, and imports them, along with geographical objects, in 
Oracle11g Semantics Technologies. A map file is provided to define the 
correspondence between ontology concepts and database tables. When 
everything is loaded, the system calls the reasoner over the ontology and 
the imported instances in order to infer new facts (e.g. tourist activities ). 

Execute Athena(Map_file).
3 – The inferred facts are stored in the ontology, therefore we can query2 
the system to select the trajectories that are kind of tourist according to 
the definition in the ontology. Here we discovered that trajectories with 
ID Trajectory192, Trajectory345 have been classified by the ontology as 
tourist. 
SELECT m, r FROM table

                                                      
2 Parts of queries are omitted due to query readability. The rest is the specifica-

tion of the name of the semantic model created, the type of rules used and the 
aliases: SEM_Models('MODELGEOPKDD') ,SEM_rulebases('owlprime') 
,SEM_ALIASES( SEM_ALIAS('','http://www.owl-
ontologies.com/GeoPKDDOnto.owl#')),null)). 
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(SEM_MATCH('(?m ?r :tourist),[…]’))
Result: 
Trajectory192 
Trajectoy345 
… 
 
4 –Tourist trajectories can be joined with the raw trajectories exploiting 
the ID. Indeed, the geometric coordinates allows us to draw them on a 
map. Below in yellow the subset of the raw geometric trajectories show-
ing a tourist behavior, based on the definition of the described urban on-
tology. 

 

 
 

5 – To discover common behavior, we exploit the Frequent Stop Patterns 
data mining algorithm, and we select one of the resulting computed pat-
terns  (id=47). This pattern is characterised by people stopping at a spe-
cific B&B, namely MadonninaB&B, and two different monuments, Du-
omo  and Castello. 
 
SELECT distinct(s.p) from  
TABLE 
(SEM_MATCH('(?m?r:FrequentStopPattern)',[…]’)) 
t,  
TABLE(SEM_MATCH('(?m:fpContainsStop?p),[…]’)) s  
WHERE t.m = s.m and GET_ID (t.m)=47 
Result: 
MadonninaB&B 
Duomo 
Castello 
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6 – In order to understand which are the raw trajectories that support this 
specific tourist frequent pattern, we can, through the use of the Stop ID, 
Trajectory ID, and the StopBelongsToTraj ontology property, join the 
pattern with raw trajectories, shown in the picture below. This is a po-
werful capability of the Athena system since it allows us to combine, in 
the same query, semantic information with raw geometric data.  

 

 
 

7 – A further data mining analysis step can be run using the found tourist 
trajectories, to have a better understanding of common tourist behavior. 
Here we used a density-based clustering algorithms on trajectories. The 
result shows two very well defined groups of trajectories: from outside 
the city to the center (A) and vice versa (B). This can suggest to the user 
that the first group describes tourists in their first day of holidays and the 
second group describes tourists in their last day of holidays.  

 
                       (A)                                                           (B) 

 
This example, despite its simplicity, shows the feasibility of the pro-

posed ontology-based semantic enrichment process over raw trajectory da-
ta, exploiting the synergy between geographical knowledge, automated 
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reasoning, data mining to perform very complex analysis of movement be-
haviour processes. It is interesting to notice that a different kind of analysis 
is possible with this methodology. Indeed, finding patterns that have not 
been classified under any ontology class defining a specific behaviour, will 
result in an “unknown” behaviour. This in turn may call for a further in-
depth analyses based on the iterating steps of the knowledge discovery 
process, possibly arriving to a better understating of new unexpected 
movement behaviour. 

8  Related Work 

This work is a continuation of a previous preliminary work on characteriz-
ing semantic trajectories by means of ontologies (Baglioni et al., 2008). 
Current work extends previous one by exploiting mining algorithms in de-
fining trajectory patters. Furthermore, we developed the Athena system to 
concretize the approach. 

Several approaches have been proposed for the development of formal 
ontologies. They may differ from each other in terms of methods for defin-
ing concepts, for identifying relations between these concepts and for 
building reasoning tasks (Teller et al., 2007). In particular, (Caglioni and 
Rabino, 2007) suggests that semantic models are unique sources for deriv-
ing ontologies because they already include appropriate definitions of con-
cepts. However, most of the semantic data models developed so far have 
considered moving objects with an absolute representation of space, and 
have proposed query languages and data mining functions that support 
their manipulation in space and time (Guting and Shneider, 2005). Within 
these semantic models, a moving object is usually represented using its lo-
cation as a function of time. A different formal model has been proposed 
by (Noyon et al., 2007) where the basic primitives are the relative posi-
tions and relative velocities of the neighboring objects and regions, as per-
ceived by an observer acting in the environment. 

9  Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we presented an approach to provide the interpretation of 
movement behavior. This approach exploits a formal ontology as a repre-
sentation and reasoning mechanism that enables semantic interpretation of 
raw trajectories and their mining patterns. The obtained ontology is im-
mersed in a domain ontology representing geographical knowledge. This 
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allows getting the maximum semantics in term of encoded application 
geographical knowledge. Indeed, this ontological approach allows us to 
reason in terms of semantic concepts. This added value, when applied to 
mining patterns, produces an automated interpretation of them within an 
application domain, which we have called as semantic enrichment process. 

Ongoing research work is towards the development of a more robust 
and complete Athena system. First, we are investigating the expressiveness 
of OWLPRIME combined with Oracle user-defined rules in order to get 
maximum expressivity while retaining a good computational efficiency. 
Second, we aim at improving our system by integrating more data mining 
algorithms. Indeed, the proposed approach can be applied also to raw tra-
jectories and associated mined patterns. Obviously, in this case the ontolo-
gy misses the semantic trajectory part and no relations can be expressed 
between trajectory and pattern, thus offering less expressiveness.  

Another challenging issue that could be investigated is how to exploit 
the semantic ontology in the steps of a knowledge discovery process, espe-
cially in the pre-processing step. The aim is to derive a suitable raw trajec-
tory data in order to avoid extracting uninteresting patterns. A further chal-
lenge will be the combination of ontology-based semantic enrichment 
process with visual analytics techniques. Within this context, we are plan-
ning to improve the integration of Oracle 11g with visualization techniques 
to provide users with a more friendly and effective interaction. This could 
offer better support for user evaluation of inferred movement behavior.  
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Three-Valued 9-Intersection for Deriving Possible 
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Observations 
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Abstract. Topological relations, which concern how two objects intersect, are one 
of the most fundamental and well-studied spatial relations. Typically, topological 
relations are distinguished by the presence or absence of pairwise intersections be-
tween several parts of two objects. However, when an observation is not complete, 
it is often impossible to determine the presence or absence of some intersections. 
In order to support such uncertain situations, this paper introduces three-valued 9-
intersection matrix (3-9i matrix), which records the presence, absence, or indeter-
minate state of the nine types of intersections between the objects. We can use the 
3-9i matrix to describe the spatial arrangement of objects in various scenarios of 
incomplete observations. In addition, from the pattern of the 3-9i matrix we can 
computationally determine a set of topological relations that may hold between the 
objects. We assess the degree of topological information derived from the 3-9i 
matrix for 14 sets of topological relations between simple lines, regions, and bo-
dies embedded in , , , , and . 

1  Introduction 

Topological relations are one class of spatial relations that concern how 
two objects intersect with each other in a space. Topological relations have 
been studied extensively, as they have been considered fundamental for 
people’s conceptualization of spatial configurations. In many studies, topo-
logical relations were distinguished based on the presence or absence of in-
tersections between several parts of two objects (e.g., Egenhofer and Fran-
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presence, absence, or indeterminate state of 3×3 types of intersections be-
tween two objects. We can use the 3-9i matrix to characterize uncertain 
spatial arrangements under various scenarios of incomplete observations. 
In addition, given a 3-9i matrix, we can computationally determine the set 
of topological relations that may hold between two objects. This technique 
can be used not only for topological region-region relations, but also for a 
variety of topological relations distinguished by the 9-intersection. 

As a simpler version of the 3-9i matrix, the three-valued 4-intersection 
matrix (3-4i matrix) was already proposed by Winter (1999). His focus 
was to deduce quickly the topological relation between two regions, cap-
tures by such a hierarchical partition as a quadtree, by calculating the con-
junction of the 3-4i matrices that represent the partial topological relations 
between two regions within spatial partitions. Later this approach was ex-
tended to vague regions (Winter and Bittner 1999). While their work uses 
the 3-4i matrix for representing a partial knowledge of a spatial arrange-
ment, our work uses the 3-9i matrix for representing the total (but incom-
plete) knowledge of the spatial arrangement. Naturally, we are interested 
in the assessment of topological information that the 3-9i matrix can cap-
ture in various scenarios of incomplete observations, which are not yet 
analyzed before. Also, our target is not only region-region relations in a 
2D space, but 14 sets of relations between simple lines, regions, and bodies 
in five types of spaces.  

This research serves as a complement of qualitative spatial calculi (Li-
gozat and Renz 2004) on topological relations. Qualitative spatial calculi 
are a computational framework of spatial reasoning, by which we can dis-
ambiguate the spatial arrangement of multiple objects with respect to a cer-
tain relation set. To conduct such reasoning, we need preliminary rough 
knowledge about possible relations between pairs of the objects. Such pre-
liminary knowledge of topological relations can be derived from incom-
plete observations by the technique discussed in this paper. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews 
the 9-intersection by which we distinguish topological relations. Section 3 
reviews previous studies on topological relations under uncertainty. Sec-
tion 4 defines the 3-9i matrix and relevant concepts. Section 5 applies the 
3-9i matrix to characterize uncertain spatial arrangements under various 
scenarios of incomplete observations. Section 6 assesses the degree of to-
pological information derived from the 3-9i matrices for various sets of to-
pological relations. Finally, Section 7 concludes the discussion. 
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2  The 9-Intersection 

The 9-intersection (Egenhofer and Herring 1991) is a model of topological 
relations in which the relations are characterized by certain topologically-
invariant properties of intersections between the topological parts (inte-
rior, boundary, and exterior) of two objects. Under point-set topology 
(Alexandroff 1961), the interior of a spatial object , denoted °, is de-
fined as the union of all open sets contained in , ’s boundary ∂  is de-
fined as the difference between ’s closure (i.e., the intersection of all 
closed point sets that contain ) and °, and ’s exterior  is defined as 
the complement of ’s closure. The 9-intersection matrix in Eq. 1 concise-
ly represents the 3×3 types of intersections between two spatial objects  
and . For simplification, each element in the 9-intersection matrix is 
represented also by ,  where , 1,2,3 . For instance, 

, ∂ ° 

M ,
° ° ° ∂ °

∂ ° ∂ ∂ ∂
° ∂

 (1)

In the most basic approach, topological relations are distinguished simp-
ly by the presence and absence of the 3×3 types of intersections. Thus, we 
consider a 3×3 matrix with two symbols  and , which shows the emp-
tiness and non-emptiness of the 3×3 elements in the 9-intersection matrix. 
This matrix is called the two-valued 9-intersection matrix (in short, the 2-
9i matrix) in this paper and denoted MII , . By the patterns of the 2-9i 
matrix, we can distinguish, for instance, eight topological relations be-
tween two simple regions in a 2D Euclidian space  (Fig. 3) (Egenhofer 
and Herring 1991). Table 1 shows the numbers of topological relations be-
tween simple lines, simple regions, and simple bodies in , , ,  
(1-sphere), and  (2-sphere), distinguished by the patterns of the 2-9i ma-
trix (Kurata 2008). Each topological relation set is denoted   , 
where  and  are the domains of the objects  and  ( :simple lines, 

:simple regions, and :simple bodies) and  is the class of the space that 
embeds  and . For instance,  is the set of topological relations 
between two simple regions in . 
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disjoint meet overlap covers 

    

coveredBy contains inside equal 

Fig. 3. Eight topological relations between two simple regions in , distin-
guished by the patterns of the 2-9i matrix (Egenhofer and Herring 1991) 

Table 1. Numbers of topological relations between simple lines, simple regions, 
and simple bodies in , , , , and , distinguished by the patterns of the 
2-9i matrix (Kurata 2008) 

      
Line-Line 8 33 33 11 33 

Line-Region – 19 31 – 19 
Line-Body – – 19 – – 

Region-Region – 8 43 – 11 
Region-Body – – 19 – – 
Body-Body – – 8 – – 

 
The 9-intersection has been studied extensively in GIS communities, 

because the same framework can be used for modeling a variety of topo-
logical relations. However, the 9-intersection cannot capture some topo-
logical or metrical characteristics of spatial arrangements, such as the 
number of intersections, and the dimension/degree of intersections, the dis-
tinction of the line’s boundary subparts (i.e., start point and end point), and 
the distinction of the inner and outer boundary/exterior of holed regions, 
which may be critical for some applications. Thus, several extensions or 
alternative approaches of the 9-intersection have been proposed (e.g., 
Egenhofer and Franzosa 1995; Kurata and Egenhofer 2007; Nedas, et al. 
2007). 
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3  Handling Topological Relations under Uncertainty 

Uncertainty, which comprises such sub-concepts as inaccuracy (lack of 
correlation with reality) and imprecision (lack of specificity), has been an 
important topic in GIS studies, since geographic information is closely 
linked with observations of the world (Worboys 2004). Inaccuracy is trig-
gered by measurement errors or low resolution in observations, while the 
imprecision results from incomplete observations or vagueness. For mod-
eling vague objects whose spatial extent is not clearly definable (e.g., 
mountains), three-valued logic and Fuzzy set theory (Zadeh 1965) have 
been often applied (e.g., Yee 1987; Clementini and Felice 1996; Cohn and 
Gotts 1996; Erwig and Schneider 1997; Schneider 1999). On the other 
hand, for handling inaccuracy, probabilistic and statistical approaches have 
been taken (e.g., Burrough 1996; Winter 2000; Tøssebro and Nygård 
2002). 

Qualitative spatial relations under uncertainty are one of the key topics 
in the studies of uncertainty in GIS. The early studies on this topic favored 
three-zone approaches, which consider the area that definitely belongs to a 
spatial object, the area that may belong to the object, and the area that def-
initely does not belong to the object, respectively. Cohn and Gotts (1996) 
distinguished 46 relations between two regions with such indeterminate 
areas, namely egg-yolks, and they identified the mapping from egg-yolk 
relations to five topological relations under RCC-5 (Randell, et al. 1992). 
On the other hand, based on the 9-intersection (Egenhofer and Herring 
1991), Clementini and Felice (1996) distinguished 44 topological relations 
between two regions with broad boundaries in which the true boundaries 
physically or conceptually take place. This band-based approach was 
adopted for topological line-line relations (Clementini 2005; Reis, et al. 
2006), point-point relations (Lee and Flewelling 2004), and line-region re-
lations (Tang, et al. 2006). 

Recently many studies applied Fuzzy logic (Zadeh 1965) for handling 
spatial relations between uncertain objects. Molenaar (Zadeh 1965) dis-
cussed the topological relations between Fuzzy regions. Each Fuzzy region 
was represented by a set of points and their membership to an entity. Al-
ternatively, Du et al. (2005) and Liu and Shi (2009) define Fuzzy interior, 
boundary, and exterior of spatial objects and described their topological 
relations within the framework of the 9-intersection. Similarly, Tang et al. 
(2006) adopted the framework of the 9-intersection based on the formal 
distinction of the interior, boundary, and exterior of Fuzzy n-cells. 

Winter (2000) analyzed the topological relations under inaccuracy, in-
stead of vagueness. Given an observation of two regions and its resolution, 
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his method enables us to calculate the probability that each topological re-
lation holds between the regions.  

In this way, previous studies featured the treatment of vagueness and in-
accuracy in topological relations. On the other hand, it seems that topolog-
ical relations under incomplete observations have not been attracted much 
attention. 

4  Three-Valued 9-Intersection Matrix 

The two-valued 9-intersection records the presence or absence of the 3×3 
types of intersections. In order to support the lack of knowledge about the 
presence or absence of some of the intersections, we consider a 3×3 matrix 
with three symbols , , ? , which shows the emptiness, non-emptiness, 
or indeterminate state of the corresponding elements in the 9-intersection 
matrix (Eq. 1). This matrix is called the three-valued 9-intersection matrix 
(3-9i matrix). The 3-9i matrix that corresponds to the 9-intersection matrix 
M ,  is denoted MIII , . For instance, the configuration in Fig. 4a, 
where the presence or absence of interior-interior, interior-boundary, 
boundary-interior, and boundary-boundary intersections cannot be deter-

mined, is characterized by the 3-9i matrix 
? ?
? ? . Figs. 4b-c show 

two more examples of uncertain spatial configurations characterized by 3-
9i matrices.  

? ?
? ?  ?  ? ?

? ?
 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4. Three examples of partly-masked configurations of two regions, each cha-
racterized by a 3-9i matrix 

Among the eight 2-9i matrices that represent the relations in  

(Fig. 3), , , and , which represent 

disjoint, meet, or overlap relations, are consistent with the 3-9i matrix 
? ?
? ?  in Fig. 4a; that is, , , and 
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 correspond to 
? ?
? ?  if we regard each ‘?’ as a wild-

card symbol (Winter 1999). This means the actual relation between the 
two regions in Fig. 4a is either disjoint, meet, or overlap (Fig. 5). Similar-
ly, the actual relation between the two regions in Fig. 4b is uniquely de-

termined as overlap, because  is the only 2-9i matrix that is 

consistent with ? . Like these examples, given a 3-9i matrix 

MIII ,  that characterizes the spatial configuration of two objects  and 
 in a space , we can derive a set of relations in    that may hold 

between  and , called the candidate relation set, simply by checking the 
consistency between MIII ,  and every 2-9i matrix that represents a re-
lation in   . The operation to derive the candidate relation set is 
called candidate-listing and denoted CL   . In the previous example, 

CL
? ?
? ? , ,  . 

? ?
? ?   

disjoint 

 

meet 

 

overlap 

Fig. 5. A 3-9i matrix, which are mapped to three relations in  by the 
candidate-listing operation 

4.1  Interpretable 3-9i Matrices 

The 3-9i matrix may take 3 19683 patterns. However, not all patterns 
have a candidate relation set. If a 3-9i matrix has a candidate relation set, 
the matrix is called interpretable. 

Let us focus on  which represents the disjoint relation in 

 (Fig. 3). By replacing arbitrary elements in this 2-9i matrix by 
‘?’, we can obtain 2 1024 interpretable 3-9i matrices. Similarly, for 
each of the eight 2-9i matrices in Fig. 3, we can obtain 1024 interpretable 
3-9i matrices. By integrating these eight sets of 1024 interpretable 3-9i ma-
trices, we can obtain 2946 interpretable 3-9i matrices for .  
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In general, given a set of n topological relations represented by the 2-9i 
matrix MII II

, , ,
 where 1, , , the 3-9i matrix 

MIII III
, , ,

 is interpretable if and only if 

1, ,  , 1,2,3  III II , ? . 

4.2  Valid 3-9i Matrices 

For some sets of topological relations, the 3-9i matrix may have the ele-
ments whose value is fixed. For instance, for , III  is always 

, because the exteriors of two regions always intersect with each other 
in . Such fixed elements in the 3-9i matrix for a topological relation set 

 are found simply by comparing the 2-9i matrices that represents the 
relations in . Table 2 shows the position and value of the fixed ele-
ments in the 3-9i matrix for 14 sets of topological relations.  

Obviously, any 3-9i matrix that has ‘?’ at the position of a fixed element 
is nonsense, as its value is predetermined as  or . Therefore, in the re-
mainder of this paper we consider only valid 3-9i matrices that are inter-
pretable and do not have ‘?’ at the position of any fixed element. For in-
stance, there are 1473 valid 3-9i matrices for . Table 2 also 
shows the number of valid 3-9i matrices for 14 sets of topological rela-
tions. We can see that a relation set  has a larger number of valid 3-9i 
matrices as (i) the 3-9i matrices have fewer fixed elements and (ii)  
has a larger number of relations. 

Table 2. The number of relations, the position and value of fixed matrix elements, 
and the number of valid 3-9i matrices for 14 sets of topological relations. 

Relation set 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Number of 
relations 8 11 19 31 33 43 

Fixed  
elements in 
3-9i matric-
es

  
  
 

 –    
   
   
  

 

Number of 
valid 3-9i 
matrices 

1473 3953 463 562 2836 3016 
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4.3  Hierarchy of 3-9i Matrix Classes 

For each topological relation set, the valid 3-9i matrices are categorized in-
to equivalent classes with respect to the candidate-listing operation. For 

instance, under , 
? ? ?
? ? , 

? ? ?
? ?

?
, and 

? ? ?
? ?
?

 

are categorized into the same class, because CL
? ? ?
? ?

CL
? ? ?
? ?

?
CL

? ? ?
? ?
?

, , .  

These equivalence classes of 3-9i matrices are called topologically-
equivalent 3-9i matrix classes. For instance, there are 43 topologically-
equivalent 3-9i matrix classes for . These classes are jointly-
exhaustive and pairwise disjoint. Each class consists of 1 to 177 matrices. 

Each topologically-equivalent 3-9i matrix class can be represented by 
the corresponding candidate relation set or, alternatively, a representative 
3-9i matrix in the class with the fewest ‘?’ elements. For instance, the pre-

vious class that consists of 
? ? ?
? ? , 

? ? ?
? ?

?
, and 

? ? ?
? ?
?

 is 

represented by , ,  or 
? ? ?
? ? . 

For each relation set, we can determine partial orders among topologi-
cally-equivalent 3-9i matrix classes based on their crispness. For instance, 

the class that consists of 
? ?
? ? , 

? ?
? ?

?
, and 

? ?
? ?
?

, 

which is represented by , , is crisper than the previous 
, ,  class, because the possibility of overlap re-

lation is excluded. Based on such crispness-based partial orders, we can 
determine a hierarchy of the topologically-equivalent 3-9i matrix classes. 
For instance, Fig. 6 shows the hierarchy of the topologically-equivalent 3-
9i matrix classes for . Each class is represented by both its cor-
responding candidate relation set (icon) and its representative 3-9i matrix. 
We arranged these classes in eight levels, depending on the number of ‘?’ 
elements in their representative 3-9i matrix. This diagram shows: 

• there are ‘converse’ pairs of topologically-equivalent 3-9i classes, which 
are derived from each other by transposing their representative 3-9i ma-
trices (or mirroring their icons); 

• the converse pairs are located symmetrically across the vertical center; 
• the converse pairs consist of the same number of 3-9i matrices; and 
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• as the topologically-equivalent 3-9i matrix class becomes crisper, the 
number of ‘?’ elements in the representative 3-9i matrix decreases mo-
notonically. 

We can make similar hierarchical graphs for other sets of topological re-
lations, even though the graphs become more complicated. A similar graph 
is seen in Cohn and Gotts (1996), which shows the hierarchy of 13 clusters 
of 46 egg-yolk relations. The egg-yolk relations in each cluster correspond 
to the same subset of five topological relations under RCC-5 (Randell, et 
al. 1992). These clusters, therefore, correspond to our topologically-
equivalent 3-9i matrix classes. Schilder (1997) also shows a similar hierar-
chical graph for 82 convex relations on interval relations.  

Fig. 6. The hierarchy of 43 topologically-equivalent 3-9i matrix classes for 
, together with the numbers of 3-9i matrices that form these classes 
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5  Expressing Uncertain Spatial Arrangements with 
Three-Valued 9-Intersection Matrix 

This section demonstrates how the 3-9i matrix is applied to the characteri-
zation of spatial arrangements of two objects under several scenarios of in-
complete observations. We then assess the degree of topological informa-
tion derived from the 3-9i matrix in each scenario. Let  and  refer to the 
two spatial objects whose topological relation is of interest. 

Scenario 1: Neutral Incomplete Observation 

In this scenario, any of the 3×3 type of intersections between  and  has 
the risk that its presence or absence cannot be determined. This case may 
happen when obstacles (e.g., clouds) hide a part or whole of the interior, 
boundary, and exterior of each object. In this case, the 3-9i matrix may 
take the pattern in Eq. 2. Naturally, all valid 3-9i matrices are the target of 
this scenario. 

MIII
, , ? , , ? , , ?
, , ? , , ? , , ?
, , ? , , ? , , ?

 (2)

Scenarios 2-3: Observation on the Boundary/Boundaries 

Suppose the observation is conducted only on ’s boundary, because the 
observer’s access is not allowed except ’s boundary (imagine, for in-
stance, the edge of a volcanic crater or the surface of a planet). By this ob-
servation, we can detect the presence or absence of ∂ , ∂ ∂ , and 
∂ , but not others. Accordingly, the 3-9i matrix may take the pattern 
in Eq. 3.  

MIII
? ? ?

, , ,
? ? ?

 (3)

Similarly, if the observation is conducted only on the boundaries of both 
objects, the 3-9i matrix may take the pattern in Eq. 4. 

MIII
? , ?

, , ,
? , ?

 (4)
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Scenarios 4-5: Observation from the Boundary/Boundaries 

Even if the observer’s access is not allowed except ’s boundary, it is 
sometime possible to observe the neighbor of ’s boundary (i.e., a part of 

’s interior and that of ’s exterior) thanks to visibility or the sensor’s ef-
fective range. If this is the case, it may be possible to detect the presence of 

, ∂ , , , ∂ , and , but not their 
absence because not all part of ’s interior/exterior can be observed. Ac-
cordingly, the 3-9i matrix may take the pattern in Eq. 5.  

MIII
, ? , ? , ?

, , ,
, ? , ? , ?

 (5)

Similarly, if the observation is conducted from the boundaries of both 
objects, the 3-9i matrix may take the pattern in Eq. 6. 

MIII
, ? , , ?

, , ,
, ? , , ?

   (6)

Scenario 6: Observation from the outside 

Suppose  and  have the same dimension with the space (e.g., two bodies 
in ) and their arrangement is observed from the outside (i.e., somewhere 
in ). In this case, we can always detect the presence or absence of 
∂  and ∂ . In addition, it is possible to detect the presence or 
absence of ∂ ∂  when  is not a part of  and vice versa. Consequent-
ly, the 3-9i matrix may take the pattern in Eq. 7. Note , in which 
the observer is located, must be non-empty. 

MIII
? ? ?
? , , ? ,
? ,

 (7)

Scenarios 7-8: Position uncertainty of the boundary/boundaries 

In this scenario, we cannot precisely determine the spatial position of ’s 
boundary due to blurring, low resolution, inherit vagueness, and so on. As 
a consequence, we cannot detect the presence or absence of the intersec-
tions related to ’s boundary. In addition, we cannot determine the ab-
sence of the intersections related to ’s interior and exterior. Thus, the 3-9i 
matrix may take the pattern in Eq. 8.  
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MIII
, ? , ? , ?

? ? ?
, ? , ? , ?

 (8)

Similarly, if we cannot precisely determine the spatial positions of two 
objects’ boundaries, the 3-9i matrix may take the pattern in Eq. 9. 

MIII
, ? ? , ?

? ? ?
, ? ? , ?

 (9)

5.1  Modification of Equations 

As stated in Section 4.2, the 3-9i matrix may have fixed elements. Accor-
dingly, the 3-9i matrices in Eqs. 2-9 should be modified to accommodate 
the fixed elements if they exist. For instance, for , III  is fixed 
as  and, accordingly, the 3-9i matrix in Eq. 2 is modified into Eq. 2'. 

MIII
, , ? , , ? , , ?
, , ? , , ? , , ?
, , ? , , ?

 (2')

5.2  Assessment of Topological Information Derived in Eight 
Observation Scenarios 

We have seen eight scenarios of incomplete observations where the 3-9i 
matrix can be used for charactering uncertain spatial arrangements of the 
objects. An interesting question is how much topological information we 
can expect to derive from these incomplete observations. Thus, we con-
ducted the following assessment featuring . First, we identified 
the sets of 3-9i matrices effective under Scenarios 1-8 (i.e., all valid 3-9i 
matrices that satisfy the respective patterns in Eqs. 2-9 except III ). 
Then, we calculated the average number of relations in a candidate relation 
set (i.e., the average number of relations to which the 3-9i matrices are 
mapped by the candidate-listing operation) for each scenario. Table 3 
shows the result. In Scenarios 7-8 the average numbers of relations in a 
candidate relation set is much larger than those in other scenarios. This in-
dicates that the knowledge about the presence or absence of boundary-
related intersections is critical for deriving a crisper set of possible rela-
tions. In Scenarios 1-6, on average one candidate relation set contains 1 to 
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1.45 relations. Considering that  consists of 8 relations, incom-
plete observations in Scenarios 1-6 are highly useful for deducing a small 
number of possible relations. Especially, the result of Scenario 3 indicates 
that only from the observations on their boundaries of two regions we can 
uniquely determine their topological relation. 

Table 3. Statistics on the mapping from 3-9i matrices to topological relations in 
 under eight scenarios of incomplete observations 

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Number of corresponding 3-
9i matrices 1473 6 8 78 34 11 32 8 

Average number of relations 
in a candidate relation set 1.39 1.33 1 1.05 1 1.45 2.56 4.25 

6  Assessment of Topological Information Derived 
under Different Topological Relation Sets 

Section 5.2 assessed the topological information derived from incomplete 
observations featuring . In this section we extend the target to the 
14 sets of topological relations between simple lines, simple regions, and 
simple bodies in , , , , and  (Table 1). For simplification, here 
we focus only on Scenario 1 (neutral incomplete observations), where all 
valid 3-9i matrices are relevant to the analysis. 

First, for each relation set , we calculated the average number of 
relations in a candidate relation set, . For comparison, we calculated 
its standardized index 1 /| |, namely the crispness of mapping, 
on the analogy of the crispness of compositions in Egenhofer (2005). We 
also counted valid 3-9i matrices that are mapped to a unique relation in 

, as well as its ratio. The result shown in Table 4 indicates that the 
crispness of mapping is very high in any relation set, while the ratios of 
uniquely-mapped 3-9i matrices under , , , 

, , , , , and  are 
significantly lower than the others. These nine relation sets have a com-
mon feature: one or both objects are lower-dimensional than the space. As-
sume that ’s dimension is equal to the dimension of the space. In this 
case, ’s boundary forms a Jordan curve and, accordingly, if ’s topologi-
cal part  intersects with ’s interior and exterior, then  also intersects 
with both ’s boundary as well. This serves as a constraint on the value of 
∂ . Conversely, if  is lower-dimensional than the space, the value 
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of ∂  has more freedom. As a result, 3-9i matrices become more 
rarely mapped to a unique relation. 

We also counted the valid 3-9i matrices that are mapped to all relations 
in . The result was always one matrix, 

? ? ?
? ? ?
? ? ?

, for any relation set.  

Next, we counted the topologically-equivalent 3-9i matrix classes for 
. For comparison, the number was standardized by the number of 

elements in  ’s power-set (i.e., 2| |), because each 3-9i matrix class 
is represented as a subset of . For instance, there are 43 topologically-
equivalent 3-9i matrix classes for , which are only 16.8% of 

’s power-set. The percentage decreases rapidly as  contains 
more relations. This indicates that only slight portion of uncertain states 
may occur in actual incomplete observations, especially when the base re-
lation set is large. 

Table 4. Statistics on the mapping from 3-9i matrices to topological relations in 
14 sets of topological relations 

Relation set 
 

# of relations 8 8 11 11 19 19 31 33 43 

# of valid  
3-9i matrices 1473 1473 3953 3953 463 463 562 2836 3016 

Average # of  
relations in a 
candidate set 

1.39 1.39 1.42 1.42 2.63 2.63 3.53 2.98 3.65 

Crispness of 
mapping .826 .826 .870 .870 .862 .862 .886 .910 .915 

# of uniquely-
mapped  
3-9i matrices 

1016 1016 2694 2694 170 170 134 978 838 

% of unique-
ly-mapped  
3-9i matrices 

69.0% 69.0% 68.2% 68.2% 36.7% 36.7% 23.8% 34.5% 27.8% 

# of 3-9i  
matrix classes 116 43 113 113 144 144 552 424 558 

% of 3-9i  
matrix classes 45.3% 16.8% 5.52% 5.52% 0.03% 0.03% 2.6× 

10-5% 
4.9× 

10-6% 
6.3× 

10-9% 

 
Note in Table 4 the columns of  and  are integrated, 

because these two relation sets are equivalent with respect to the 9-
intersection; that is, they consist of the same number of topological rela-
tions, which are represented by the same patterns of 2-9i matrices. For the 
same reason, the columns of , , and , and 
those of , , and  are integrated. Surprisingly, 
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the result of  and that of /  become identical, 
even though they are represented by different sets of 2-9i matrices. Simi-
larly, the results of  and , and those of 

/ /  and  become identical. 
Finally, we investigated the relation between the number of ‘?’ elements 

in the 3-9i matrix and the average number of relations in a candidate rela-
tion set for 14 sets of topological relations. Interestingly, for every set of 
topological relations, the result shows very similar pattern (Fig. 7); that is, 
the average number of possible relations increases exponentially as the 3-
9i matrix has more ‘?’ elements. This supports our intuition that the num-
ber of ‘?’ elements in the 3-9i matrix serves as a measure of topological 
ambiguity. 

 

 
, ,  ,  

 
, , ,    

 
, ,   

Fig. 7. Relations between the number of ‘?’ elements in the 3-9i matrix (x-axis) 
and the average number of relations in a candidate relation set (y-axis) for 14 sets 
of topological relations 
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7  Conclusions 

This paper studied the three-valued 9-intersection matrix by which we can 
easily represent the spatial arrangement of objects in various scenarios of 
incomplete observations, and also we can computationally a set of possible 
topological relations that may hold between the objects. We demonstrated 
that this candidate set is considerably precise, especially when the 3-9i ma-
trix has fewer ‘?’ elements, for any set of topological relations. This tech-
nique for deriving possible topological relations from incomplete observa-
tions serves as a complement of qualitative spatial calculi based on the 9-
intersection, since rough knowledge about possible relations between ob-
jects is prerequisite for conducting qualitative spatial inference. In addi-
tion, our assessment shows that only slight portion of uncertain states may 
occur in actual incomplete observations. This finding is used in qualitative 
spatial calculi for reducing the search space considerably, as the calculi 
normally consider the power-set of spatial relations as the representation of 
all uncertain states of spatial configurations. 

The three-valued approach on 4- or 9-intersection can be used also on 
various extensions of the 9-intersection, such as the 9+-intersection (Kurata 
and Egenhofer 2007; Kurata 2008). The 9+-intersection can capture a larg-
er variety of topological relations, including those related to directed lines, 
holed regions, and complex objects. With the three-valued 9+-intersection 
matrix, we will be able to process, for instance, uncertain spatial arrange-
ment of motion paths and landmarks or those of temporal intervals under 
incomplete observations. Thus, the analysis of the three-valued 9+-
intersection matrix will be also fruitful for practical applications of qualita-
tive spatial reasoning. 
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Abstract. Monoculture rubber plantations replace traditional land use systems in 
subtropical south west China. This land use change intensified since 1990 and re-
duced natural diversity. Planning authorities need spatially explicit information for 
sustainable land use planning. 

We developed an integrated modeling cluster to provide decision support for 
planning authorities. Our definition of an integrated modeling framework was to 
apply and coordinate agro-economic, ecological and social models which alto-
gether interact with a land allocation model via defined interfaces (no dynamic 
coupling). Data sources were remote sensing data, data from geographic informa-
tion systems (GIS), questionnaires, narrative interviews, and ecological field sur-
veys. We conducted GIS analysis (Euclidian distance, Euclidian allocation, focal 
mean, map algebra) to reference originally non-spatial information to spatial units. 
The baseline scenario based on the location factors elevation, distance to villages 
and available labor. We allowed land use change to occur only in regions outside 
nature protection zones. Villages served as spatial reference (and thus interface) 
for social information, farm types as spatial reference for agro-economic informa-
tion.  

The result of the modeling framework was a map of land use change for the 
baseline scenario (2001-2007). Model results showed that rubber covered nearly 
the whole area that is below the rubber growing limit of 1200 meters in the year 
2007. Fields concentrated on the western part of the study area where rubber 
growing is not possible.  

We showed that it was possible to integrate from various sources into a deci-
sion support tool. The value of the approach was that all data were referenced to 

M. Sester et al. (eds.), Advances in GIScience, Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography,  
DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-00318-9_16, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009 
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spatial entities. The modeling framework provided land use maps and evaluated 
the implications of land use change from a social, agro-economic and ecological 
point of view. Planning authorities can use the results to conduct sustainable land 
use planning.  

1  Introduction 

Land use change causes loss of natural vegetation in many parts of the 
world. Rubber plantations replace tropical rainforests and fallow fields in 
the case of Yunnan province, south west China. They have an impact on 
flora, fauna and traditional land use systems. Rubber already covers an 
area of about 10% of the study area (2007) (Fig. 1). Land use allocation in 
the study area is mostly driven by economic considerations. Thus, local 
planning authorities need decision support for land use planning that inte-
grates socio-economic and ecological aspects. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Typical landscape in the study area with rice paddies (foreground) and ter-
races prepared for rubber growing (right side) and the nature reserve forests 
(background) 
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Due to the need of sustainable land use planning in the study area, our 
goal was to develop a geographic information system (GIS) based tool that 
balances socio-economic and ecological needs.  

GIS based land use change models exist approximately since the year 
1996. Veldkamp & Fresco (1996) present a conceptual model to study the 
conversion of land use and its effects (CLUE). The model is continuously 
being enhanced (Claessens et al. 2009; Verburg et al. 2002; Verburg & 
Veldkamp 2004). Lambin (1997) conclude that social science knowledge 
needs to be integrated better in land use change models. Lambin et al. 
(2001) state that the drivers of land use change are often simplified (“po-
verty”, “population”). They state that in the case of tropical deforestation 
in Southeast Asia the main driver is migration to plantations triggered by 
government decisions. 

Numerous studies focus on urban planning. Pettit & Pullar (2004) use 
GIS in their modeling approach to disaggregate data, assess land require-
ments and development constraints, apply land use transition rules and 
model urban expansion based upon accessibility to services. They base 
their study on the spatial scenario planning approach developed by Still-
well et al. (1999). 

Sante-Riveira et al. (2008) particularly address rural planning with their 
planning support system. They include the steps of evaluation of land sui-
tability, optimization of land use areas and spatial allocation in their tool. 
They do not incorporate an evaluation of the socio-economic and ecologi-
cal impacts of land use change. 

Social structures and ownership relationships influence landscape pat-
tern. Sklenicka & Salek (2008) show that land ownership is an important 
characteristic for land use allocation.  

Mottet et al. (2006) present one of the few studies that base their land 
use modeling on empirical data. They interview farmers to learn about his-
toric land use change on farm level. They integrate several socio-economic 
driving factors of land use change (land use organization, type of access, 
remoteness from the farmstead, land ownership) in a European study area.  
We choose an analogous approach to Mottet et al. (2006) that is characte-
rized by the particular situation in the Chinese study area. It is a rural, re-
mote region with low data availability. Steep slopes make it difficult to in-
terpret remote sensing data because shadows distort the reflection. Several 
working groups of the LILAC (“Living Landscapes China”) project1 con-
duct interviews and field studies to derive input data for the socio-

                                                      
1 supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research under 

promotional reference 0330797A 
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economic and ecological models. The interview results comprise amongst 
others leasehold relations and innovation level of villages.  

We apply an agro-economic, ecological and social model which alto-
gether interact with a land allocation model via defined interfaces (no dy-
namic coupling). We name this approach the NabanFrame modeling 
framework. NabanFrame delivers land use maps for scenarios (in this case: 
current state, business as usual and sustainable land use). In addition, it 
evaluates the land use maps with regard to their implications from a social, 
agro-economic and ecological point of view. We visualize model results of 
NabanFrame by means of a GIS (ArcGIS 9.3). 

Our aim is to develop a GIS based modeling framework that incorpo-
rates socio-economic and ecological knowledge. It should be able to inte-
grate data from disciplinary models, interviews and field studies. In conse-
quence, it should be suitable for application in rural, remote areas where 
data scarcity is a problem. A modeling framework that is designed accord-
ing to these requirements provides decision support for sustainable land 
use planning in rural areas. 

2  The NabanFrame Modeling Framework 

The NabanFrame modeling framework formed the umbrella for the appli-
cation of the sociology, agro-economy, ecology and the land use change 
model. The current state scenario integrated several parameters (Fig. 2).  

The period specified for modeling the current state scenario was 2001 to 
2007. NabanFrame proceeded in three steps: pre-processing phase, land al-
location and post-processing (evaluation of impact). The main focus of this 
paper was on the land allocation phase (where the CLUENaban model was 
applied) because it brought together the information from the disciplinary 
models. 

2.1  Data 

Data sources within NabanFrame were highly heterogeneous with regard 
to content and type of data (Table 1). We integrated data into the land allo-
cation model (section 0) either within the module location factors, spatial 
restrictions or conversion settings. 
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Fig. 2. The NabanFrame modeling framework, operationalized for the current 
state scenario. Colors refer to model inputs (blue: social model, green: ecological 
model, orange: agro-economic model). White boxes are in the responsibility of the 
land allocation model 

Table 1. Data sources of NabanFrame 

Data Source Content Data type 
Remote sensing data Landsat ETM+ 

IKONOS 
Grid 
Grid 

GIS data Land use 
Infrastructure 
Rivers 
Elevation 
Soil 
Climate 

Grid 
Line feature 
Line feature 
Grid 
Polygons 
Point information 

Questionnaires Interviews on social topics (house-
holds) 
Agro-economic questionnaires 

Text 
Text 

Narrative interviews Interviews on innovation diffusion  
(individuals) 

Text 

Ecological field surveys Fauna  
Flora 

Field survey 
Biodiversity indices 
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2.2  Pre-Processing and Demand Negotiation Phase 

The pre-processing phase served the purpose of preparing data and also de-
fined the land use demands for the land allocation model.  
Landsat 7 ETM+ (CNES, 2001) was the basis for classifying land use of 
the year 2001. We distinguished between 7 land use classes: paddy rice, 
field, forest, rubber, bamboo, grassland/shrubland and other. 

The demand for the different land use types was an external driver for 
the land allocation model. In NabanFrame, it is usually estimated by ba-
lancing the agro-economic and the ecological demand. Social demand will 
be considered in a next version of NabanFrame. We also considered insti-
tutional restrictions of land use demand: The amount of rice paddies was 
almost stable because it was protected by law, there was a state quota sys-
tem for rubber, and permits were required for commercial timber cutting 
(Xu 2006).  

2.3  CLUENaban  

The second step within NabanFrame was land allocation which was oper-
ated by the land allocation model (CLUENaban). CLUENaban based on the 
CLUE-S model (Verburg et al. 2006; Verburg et al. 2002). CLUE-S was 
designed to simulate land use change using empirically quantified relations 
(regression analysis) between land use and its driving factors combined 
with the modeling of competition between land use types (dependent on 
location suitability, neighborhood setting, conversion elasticity and a de-
mand-related iteration variable). It was assumed that locations were as-
signed to the land use type with the highest total probability. CLUENaban 
had the advantage that it was possible to integrate data from the social, 
agro-economic and ecologic model. It consisted of four modules (Fig. 3).  

Only one of the modules, the definition of the ‘land use requirements’, 
was non-spatial. It was defined externally of CLUENaban for the study area 
as a whole. We described the procedure how land use requirements were 
defined in NabanFrame in section 2.1.  

In the ‘location characteristics’ module location suitability was derived 
from location factors by regression analysis and a logit model (Verburg et 
al. 2002). Location factors in CLUENaban were delivered from all discipli-
nary models. E.g. ecological landscape indices were considered, further 
agro-economic farm-types (describing available labor, farm structure, crop 
types, and other) and social characteristics influencing land allocation. 
These are e.g. land tenure, population, mobility level, ethnic group, etc. 
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Fig. 3. Modules of the CLUENaban model 

 
Several physical characteristics of the study area like e.g. elevation, soil 
quality, climate and erosion were also taken as location factors. In section 
3 it we describe how we prepare data in ArcGIS 9.3 to meet the require-
ments of the land allocation model.  

The ‘land use type specific conversion settings’ module of CLUENaban 
defined the conditions how changes from one land use type to another oc-
curred. This module had two elements: conversion elasticity and land use 
transition sequences. The conversion elasticity described within a range 
from 0 to 1 for every land use type if a land use change can be converted 
back easily (value 0) or if it is irreversible (value 1). In the study area, e.g. 
fields could be converted back easily and therefore got a conversion elas-
ticity of 0.1. In contrast, paddy rice and rubber both required high initial 
investments, thus reversion was difficult for farmers (conversions elasticity 
values of 0.9 and 0.8). 

A conversion matrix defined land use transition sequences for every 
land use type. It described if a conversion to another land use type was 
possible or not. Natural changes (succession) as well as human induced 
changes were considered. It was also possible to define differing rules for 
certain areas; e.g. in the study area only natural succession was allowed in 
the core zone of the nature reserve. Outside the core zone also human in-
duced changes occurred. A major conversion restriction in the study area 
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was that rubber was easily damaged by cold weather and therefore could 
not be grown in high elevations. Additional information about land use 
change could be derived from historic transition sequences. Time series of 
Landsat imagery were analyzed for this purpose, but also data from house-
hold interviews and innovation diffusion studies were considered. 

The ‘Spatial policies and restrictions’ module benefited most from GIS 
analysis. Spatial restrictions in the study area were e.g. the farm types of 
the agro-economic model. Regions of the study area were dedicated to a 
certain farm type which entails several rules and restrictions for land use 
allocation. Ecological restrictions included protected habitat areas. Further 
information could be gathered about spatial restrictions from the inter-
views on household level. E.g. some households planted rice only once a 
year due to the high amount of work that was necessary to have a second 
harvest. 

Fig. 2 shows in detail how data from the other models is incorporated in 
the modules of CLUENaban. 

2.4  Impact Assessment 

The final step within NabanFrame was to evaluate land use change impacts 
in the post-processing phase. CLUENaban delivered land use maps for each 
of the scenarios as input data for the impact assessment (Fig. 2). The three 
disciplinary models then evaluated the maps with regard to their impact on 
social, ecological and agro-economic factors. E.g. the social model gave 
information about the influence of the changed land use on family struc-
tures, whereas the ecological model concentrated on changes in biodiversi-
ty. The agro-economic model investigated changes in land use with regard 
to farm income. Finally, at the end of the post-processing phase three eval-
uation maps were available for decision support in land use planning; all 
three categories of sustainability (social welfare, ecology, economy) were 
considered. 

2.5  Scenarios 

The current state scenario was modeled for the years 2001 to 2007. Land-
sat imagery was used to classify land use in the starting year of the simula-
tion. Seven land use types were classified, including paddy rice, field, for-
est, rubber, bamboo, grassland/bushland and other. Since the agro-
economic model was not yet implemented we derived land use require-
ments for each land use type from literature and expert knowledge. We 
chose elevation, distance to villages/market, available labor, and popula-
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tion as location factors. They were described in detail in section 0. We as-
sumed that land use changes to paddy rice and rubber could not be re-
converted easily, whereas field, bamboo and grassland/bushland could be 
re-converted easily. Only natural succession was allowed in the core zone 
of the study area. In the other zones also anthropogenic land conversion 
was possible. 

The current state scenario served as calibration model run, because the 
modeled land use map 2007 could be compared to a land use classification 
derived from IKONOS 2 imagery (EUSI, 2007). The images were georefe-
renced and mosaicked and then a supervised land use classification was 
created. The IKONOS land use map was used to calibrate the current state 
scenario run. It was important that the main drivers of land use change 
were implemented correctly into CLUENaban. 

The NabanFrame modeling framework will be applied for two further 
scenarios; the modeled period will be 2007 to 2020. One scenario will be 
business as usual where current land use practices and motivations for land 
use change will be extrapolated into the future. Changes in external factors 
(global change, state infrastructure planning etc.) will be considered. For 
this purpose the scenarios of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) (McCarthy et al. 2007; Watson et al. 2000) will be regio-
nalized for the study area and planning documents will be analyzed. The 
other scenario will be sustainable land use. For this scenario we will reflect 
on alternative cash crops and alternative land management, referring to the 
highly diverse land management the ethnic minorities practiced in former 
times (Fu et al. 2006; Shiro et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2001; Xu 2006; Xu et al. 
2005).  

2.6  Visualizing Model Results for Decision Makers 

Model results were visualized for the decision makers by GIS (ArcGIS 
9.3). The model output of NabanFrame was twofold: 

1. Land use maps for every scenario 
2. Evaluation of the impacts of land use change by the social, agro-

economic and ecological model 

The land use maps were important for the land use planning process 
because they gave spatially explicit information about land use changes in 
the study area. Maps were created with a spatial resolution of 25 meters, 
and they included 7 land use types: paddy rice, field, forest, rubber, bam-
boo, grassland/bushland and other. The maps should help decision makers 
to identify where changes were likely to occur, and how fractions of land 
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use types might change. Since maps were understood intuitively by people, 
we considered them suitable as discussion basis in planning processes 
(Janssen et al. 2006). Data processing and the modeling procedure which 
finally generated the land use map must be communicated appropriately to 
secure the decision makers’ confidence (Borowski & Hare 2007). An ex-
ample of a land use map for the current state scenario can be found in sec-
tion 4.  

Planning processes needed additional information about the impacts of 
modeled changes. Since the objective of the LILAC project was to support 
sustainable land use planning, the impacts of land use changes were eva-
luated with regard to social implications, biodiversity and agro-economy. 
The results of the impact assessment were presented to the decision makers 
in the form of maps (biodiversity indices), diagrams and tables. 

Eventually, another tool will be applied to communicate modeling re-
sults to the decision makers. An ArcGIS Server was running for the 
LILAC project where maps of the study area were published. The advan-
tage of ArcGIS Server was that no desktop GIS had to be available and 
that it is suitable for interactive operations. E.g. people could zoom to re-
gions they were interested in, deactivate layers that were not needed and 
perform basic GIS operations. Thus, it could be used in planning processes 
to communicate geodata to decision makers. 

3  Preparing Data in GIS 

We explained how data from the disciplinary models were integrated in the 
land allocation model, CLUENaban (section 2). In the following we illustrate 
in detail how these data were prepared in ArcGIS 9.3 to meet the require-
ments of CLUENaban. Special emphasis was put on the preparation of socio-
economic data (distance to next village, available labor, population). 
CLUENaban demanded exactly the same projection, grid size and spatial ex-
tent for all data. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, zone 
47N, 25 meter grid size and the lower left corner of the study area mask 
were decided on as reference parameters. 

3.1  Location Factors 

3.1.1  Elevation 

Elevation was the most important physical characteristic that served as lo-
cation factor for rubber growing. The height limit for rubber growing va-
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ried from 800 meters to 1350 meters depending on the study (Li et al. 
2007; Wu et al. 2001; Xu et al. 1990); in the study area rubber growing 
could be observed up to a height of 1200 meters. Elevation data with 90 
meter spatial resolution (Jarvis et al. 2006) were resampled to 25 grid size. 
Elevations in the study area ranged from 540 to 2291 meters (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Elevations in the study area, data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mis-
sion (SRTM, Jarvis et al. 2006) 

3.1.2  Distance to Villages 

The distance to the next village influenced land use allocation for the land 
use types paddy rice, field and forest. Rice paddies and fields were labor 
intensive and thus had to be in close vicinity to villages. Forests were often 
in vicinity to villages because the inhabitants collect firewood or herbs 
there. Further, the ethnic minority of the Dai worshiped nature in the form 
of holy hills covered with forests (Xu 2006). 

We digitized villages from the mosaicked and georeferenced IKONOS 
image and converted them to points. Then, we calculated the Euclidian dis-
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tance of each grid cell in the study area to the next village using the Spatial 
Analyst. The distance to the next village varied between 0 and 7.8 kilome-
ters (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Distance to the next village 

3.1.3  Available Labor 

In the regression analysis available labor turned out to be the most impor-
tant location characteristic for the land use types paddy rice, field and in 
particular rubber. All three land use types were labor intensive, paddy rice 
needed the transplantation of seedlings, irrigation and harvesting, fields 
had to be tilled and also harvested and rubber must be tapped daily. 

Information about manpower resources was available for the study area 
on village level. The administrative boundaries of the villages were not 
available. Nevertheless, we needed data with spatial reference for CLUENa-

ban. We used the Euclidian allocation function in the Spatial Analyst to 
overcome this lack of data. Each grid cell in the study area was dedicated 
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to the closest village, up to a maximum distance of 3 kilometers (Xu et al. 
1990). As long as data of the real boundaries were not available the artifi-
cial boundaries (Fig. 6) served as a proxy and are used in CLUENaban. 
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Fig. 6. Hypothetical village boundaries gained through Euclidian allocation 

We took the spatial extent of the villages to normalize manpower re-
sources. Available labor could be spatially distributed using the focal mean 
function (Fig. 7). The same procedure was applied for population; also this 
information was available on village level. 
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Fig. 7. Available labor per square kilometer in the study area 

3.2  Spatial Restrictions 

The study area was a nature reserve that consisted of three protection 
zones. In the core zone, no kind of anthropogenic influence was allowed, 
land use change only occurred through natural succession. In the buffer 
zone and also in the experimental zone, anthropogenic land use was possi-
ble. We created a mask of the core zone for CLUENaban and used it as a 
spatial restriction for anthropogenic land use. Another mask contained the 
grid cells that have higher elevation than the height limit for rubber grow-
ing allowed. Since rubber growing can be observed in the study area up to 
a height of 1200 meters, this is fixed was height limit for rubber growing 
(Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. Areas not suitable for rubber growing (black color) since they exceed the 
height limit of 1200 meters 

3.3  Conversion Settings 

The mask of the core zone was also used for the conversion matrix. Basi-
cally, in the conversion matrix 0 was used when a change was not possible 
and 1 if it was possible. The conversion matrix can be extended through 
linking it to GIS maps (Verburg et al. 2002). The GIS maps were coded 
according to the syntax in the conversion matrix. They allowed that certain 
land use changes only referred to special areas and not to the whole area. 
For CLUENaban the map of the core zone was reclassified and integrated in 
the conversion matrix. 

3.4  Interfaces 

We did not couple dynamically the models within NabanFrame. The re-
sults of the social, ecological and agro-economic model were used as input 
data for the land allocation model. The results of the social model related 
to the villages in the study area. Through this spatial reference it was poss-
ible to integrate them into CLUENaban. E.g. spatial restrictions could be de-
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rived that differ from village to village due to ethnicity, special tenure 
rules, etc. The ecological model delivered landscape indices in grid format 
for the whole study area, based on FRAGSTATS (McGarigal & Marks 
1995). Thus, it is easy to utilize them as location factors in CLUENaban. In-
terconnected biotopes and protected areas from the ecological model were 
considered in CLUENaban as spatial restrictions for anthropogenic land use. 
The agro-economic model (Fang & Nuppenau 2004) in NabanFrame 
which was based on General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS, GAMS 
Development Corporation2) worked on the spatial unit of farm types. The 
study area was divided into regions that were dedicated to a certain farm 
type, e.g. rubber farming or cash food crops. The results of the agro-
economic model were integrated into CLUENaban via the spatial reference 
of, in this case, farm types. Farm type characteristics were relevant as loca-
tion factors, but also as spatial restrictions for certain land management 
practices. The agro-economic model gave another input into NabanFrame: 
it delivered (after negotiation with the ecological model) the land use re-
quirements for CLUENaban, which had to be defined externally.  

4  Results 

In former times the study area was broadly covered with undisturbed 
mountainous rain forest. Only in the bottoms of the valleys paddy rice, 
vegetables, etc. have been planted. Rubber developed particularly in the 
lower eastern part of the study area (Fig. 9). It moved into the study area 
from the south (along the road to the city). A rubber spot near the northern 
boundary of the study area increased since 2003. Finally, rubber covered 
nearly the whole area that was below the rubber growing limit of 1200 me-
ters (cf. section 0). Fields concentrated on the western part of the study 
area where rubber growing was not possible. Shifting cultivation is prac-
ticed there (Xu et al. 1990). Rubber replaced fields in the lower areas of 
the study area. The spatial restrictions in the core zone (north-eastern part 
of the study area) resulted in continuous forest vegetation cover there. 
 

                                                      
2 http://www.gams.com/ 
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Fig. 9. CLUENaban simulation results (current state scenario), years 2001-2007 

5  Discussion 

We provide a GIS based modeling framework (NabanFrame) that inte-
grates socio-economic and ecological information. We found that in the 
case of a rural study area in China villages and farm types are suitable spa-
tial entities to incorporate this knowledge into the modeling framework. 
We show that the NabanFrame modeling framework can be applied in a 
data scarce region. 

We cannot yet confirm the conclusion of Lambin et al. (2001) that the 
main driver of tropical deforestation is migration to plantations that is trig-
gered by government decisions. The social model within NabanFrame eva-
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luates institutional drivers of land use change like these government deci-
sions. This is also true for ownership relations which are considered im-
portant for land use change by Sklenicka & Salek (2008). 

GIS analysis provides only approximations of reality in the current state 
of modeling and needs to be refined. We currently use Euclidian distance 
as an accessibility indicator, but we will replace it by cost-weighted dis-
tance as soon as additional information is available. 

We find this iterative procedure of data integration useful for study 
areas where only few data is available at the beginning of the modeling ex-
ercise. We proceed similarly with the location factors.  

The evaluation phase of NabanFrame is in a conceptual status at the cur-
rent state of modeling. For this reason, we cannot show its results here, but 
we regard the evaluation phase as an important and integral part of Naban-
Frame that also sets it apart from other modeling approaches.  

NabanFrame can be applied for sustainable land use planning because it 
provides land use maps and socio-economic and ecological evaluation of 
the impacts of land use change. The GIS analyses that we use to overcome 
data scarcity can be helpful also in other case studies. The regional plan-
ning authority and other agencies that are involved in environmental plan-
ning can apply NabanFrame in planning procedures. 
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Abstract. The study investigated vulnerability of vegetation to El-Niño Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) over Africa by correlating Normalized Difference Vegetation 
Index (NDVI) data from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 
(AVHRR) and two ENSO indices, namely Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) and 
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). The study developed a new monitoring ap-
proach (ENSO vulnerability assessment system) that examined and quantified as-
sociations between monthly maximum NDVI anomalies and month-to-month cor-
relations with the ENSO indices over the vegetated land areas of Africa 
throughout the period from 1982 to 2006 at the pixel scale. This system was en-
gaged for an assessment of the long-time vegetation sensitivity to ENSO warm 
events occurred during the study period. A map of vegetation vulnerability to 
ENSO was produced. Areas with various vulnerability degrees were measured 
within main vegetation cover classes. The results suggested that the vulnerability 
of vegetated tropical land surfaces to climate extremes like EL Nino depends con-
siderably on vegetation type. In particular, it could be shown that equatorial forest 
areas are more reliable to drought stress than other wooded and non-wooded vege-
tation categories.  

1  Introduction 

Global climate anomalies linked to El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 
leading to a redistribution of precipitation and temperature patterns on the 
Earth surface are one of the major topics of scientific investigation (IPCC, 
2007; Chattopadhyay and Bhatla, 1993; Fuller and Murphy, 2006). It is a 
coupled atmospheric and oceanic mechanism responsible for changes in 
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the Walker circulation system that in turn affects the global atmospheric 
circulation and, therefore, the weather and climate in other parts of the 
world (Hoerling and Kumar, 1997; Fox, 2000). The recurrence of this phe-
nomenon with a periodicity of 2 to 7 years has enormous social, economic 
and ecological impacts worldwide (Glantz, 1996). Africa belongs to the 
most affected areas. It is well known that the warm event of ENSO or El 
Niño causes unfavourable climate conditions in broad areas of Africa (Ho-
erling and Kumar, 2000). Therefore, understanding of the impact of ENSO 
warm events on ecosystems at all scales is an important component of 
Earth system science research.  

Remote sensing research has also been directed toward the investigation 
of ENSO impacts in different geographical regions. The Normalized Dif-
ference Vegetation Index (NDVI) has been the most used satellite product 
for these investigations. NDVI has been shown to be correlated with a 
number of measures of the relative abundance of green biomass, including 
leaf area index, intercepted fraction of photosynthetically active radiation 
and density of chlorophyll in plants (Asrar et al., 1984; Sellers et al., 1997; 
Heinsch et al., 2006). These useful properties of the NDVI led to its adop-
tion as an operational indicator for climate dynamics (Yang et al., 1998; 
Tateishi and Ebata, 2004; Li et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003). Time series 
of satellite-derived NDVI data have been proofed to contain the ENSO 
signal in various regions and vegetation types (Gutman et al., 2000; Gurgel 
and Ferreira, 2003; Nagai et al., 2007; Prasad et al., 2007). Furthermore, 
negative anomalies of NDVI in Africa, indicative of drought, have been 
shown to be associated with ENSO warm events (Verdin et al., 1999; An-
yamba and Estman, 1996; Anyamba et al., 2001).    

The goal of this study is to investigate and quantify the vulnerability to 
ENSO warm events for the vegetated area of Africa throughout the period 
of 1982-2006. This study developed an effective assessment system for 
ENSO vulnerability by means of moving window correlation analysis 
(MWCA) between time series of NDVI and ENSO indices (MEI and SOI) 
at the pixel scale. Employing this assessment system to vegetated areas of 
Africa, spatial patterns of land surface response to El-Niño over the period 
1982 – 2006 were mapped and discussed. The degree and extent of the 
vegetation sensitivity to ENSO warm events was also measured within 
each land cover type.   
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2  Data 

2.1  Remote Sensing Data 

In this study we used the NOAA AVHRR NDVI data set compiled by the 
Global Inventory Monitoring and Modelling Studies (GIMMS) research 
group. The data cover the period from July 1981 to December 2006 and 
have a spatial resolution of 8 km. The data are originally processed as 15-
day composites using the maximum value procedure to minimize effects of 
cloud contamination (Holben, 1986) and corrected for sensor drift and sen-
sor degradation (Pinzon et al., 2004). Clouds obscure the land surface and 
are especially a problem over areas with frequent rainfall and associated 
dense vegetation. Clouds have low negative NDVI values, whereas vege-
tated surfaces have NDVI values over zero. The maximum value compo-
siting, e.g. selection of the maximum NDVI over a period of 10 days, 15 
days of a month, reduces the effects of clouds by selecting data from clear, 
cloud-free days with high NDVI values. For the purpose of this research, 
we created monthly maximum composites from the 15-day composites in 
any given month to further minimize the effects of clouds on the vegeta-
tion and to match the monthly temporal resolution of the associated ENSO 
indices. However, over tropical forests, very few cloud-free data were 
available. In such cases the composing period could be expanded (e.g. to 
two months), or spatial filters could be used that select the maximum 
NDVI over a window of 3*3 or 5*5 pixels. We removed noisy pixel areas 
characterized by exceptionally low NDVI values relatively to their pixel 
neighbourhood by replacing them by a mean value calculated from their 
spatial neighbourhoods.  

In addition, calibration based on the method described by Los (1993) 
has been applied to the data to minimize the effects of sensor degradation. 
The NDVI time-series were calibrated against two time invariant desert 
targets located in the Big Arabian Desert and Nubian Desert. The vegeta-
tion-free surface of these desert targets considered to be stable throughout 
the analyzed time-period and should exhibit NDVI with value of near zero. 
Any temporal deviations of the NDVI value from zero have to be attri-
buted to a non-vegetation noise and are to be corrected. This method re-
moves effects of sensor degradation remaining in the original GIMMS data 
and corrects drift between different sensor systems.  

For the purpose of this study, the 8-km pixels of the original data set 
were aggregated to 24-km pixels. The aggregating of the original data set 
to a coarser resolution aimed: (a) an additional reduction of cloud con-
tamination in the extreme cases over tropical regions, and (b) to relieve the 
further data analysis through a reduction of the data set quantity. In this 
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study, the data analysis was performed with SAGA-GIS software 
(http://www.saga-gis.org) by incorporating an additional module specially 
programmed for the MWCA procedure. This MWCA module worked very 
slowly if the data set was too large. Taking into account the processing 
ability of the MWCA module, the size of the original NDVI data set (over 
10 Gigabytes) composed of 306 layers (306 months from July 1981 to De-
cember 2006) was significantly reduced through the aggregation of the 8-
km pixels to 24-km pixels. This reduction enabled the further effective 
processing with the MWCA module.  

2.2  ENSO Indices 

Method to describe the state of ENSO system or intensity of a particular 
ENSO event is to implement proxies - so called indices which are built e.g. 
on basis of anomalies of climatic variables measured over the various parts 
of the Pacific Ocean. The dataset of different ENSO indices is freely avail-
able from the web-site of the Climate Prediction Centre of National Ocea-
nic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) of the USA 
(http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/). The ENSO indices used in the analysis 
include the following: 

1. The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), which represents the basin-
wide oscillations in patterns of atmospheric pressure between the 
eastern and western Pacific, measured as normalized difference in sea 
level pressure between Papeete (Tahiti) and Darwin (Australia). 

2. The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI), which evaluates the six ob-
served atmospheric and maritime parameters to present the air-sea in-
teraction (Wolter and Timlin, 1998).  

Both SOI and MEI have recently been subjects to several studies and 
showed their high suitability for remote sensing-based analyses of ENSO-
vegetation relationships in various geographical regions and vegetation 
zones (Anyamba et al., 2001; Mennis, 2001; Gutman et al., 2000; Nagai et 
al., 2007). 

2.3  Land Cover Data 

The land cover information in this study is based on the AVHRR global 
land cover product for the reference year 1994 at 8 km spatial resolution 
(DeFries et al., 1998). The initial land cover map included 14 land cover 
classes that was spatially resampled to 24-km spatial resolution for the 
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purpose of this study. Two classes, – water and bare ground, - were ex-
cluded from the analyses.  

3  Methods 

First, for each month of the study period images of standardized NDVI 
anomaly were computed as differences from monthly long-term means di-
vided by the standard deviation. Second, the nature of the general telecon-
nections between ENSO and patterns in variability in NDVI over Africa 
was explored using correlation analysis between NDVI anomalies at the 
per-pixel scale and ENSO indices. Third, areas affected by ENSO were de-
termined for each month at the per-pixel scale. Finally, an ENSO vulner-
ability map was produced and discussed.  

3.1  Correlation Analysis 

To explore relationship between ENSO indices and variability in NDVI we 
implemented a moving window correlation analysis (MWCA) approach. It 
is a statistical technique which is used to investigate variations in relation-
ships or non-stationarity in regression parameters. The concept of MWCA 
uses a window with a definitive size that is moving across the data set to 
be analysed and a separate local correlation coefficient is calculated for 
each regression point. The MWCA is commonly used to investigate spatial 
variations when dealing with spatially distributed data (Fotheringham et 
al., 1996; Lloyd, 2005; Nicolau et al., 2002). The MWCA has been suc-
cessfully employed to investigation spatiotemporal variations of relation-
ships between satellite-derived NDVI and ENSO over Indonesian archi-
pelago (Erasmi et al., 2009). In the present study, the MWCA was 
employed in temporal dimension (Figure 1). When applied in temporal 
dimension, this technique produces a smoother time-series of parameter 
estimates and represents time-continuity of the analysed process. The 
equation for calculation of the local correlation coefficient using MWCA 
is like that for the common correlation analysis but is expanded and rewrit-
ten as: 
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where inr  is the correlation coefficient calculated for month i; n is the 

amount of month included in the local correlation analysis, it refers to the 
window size; ix  and iy  are values of the dependent and independent 

variables x and y in month i; xnμ and 
ynμ  are mean values of x and y cal-

culated within the moving window of a size n; xnσ  and 
ynσ are corre-

sponding standard deviations for x and y.  

 
Fig. 1. Example of the MWCA employed in temporal dimension. A regression 
window of a definitive size (in this case 20 months) is moving across the data set 
and a correlation coefficient is calculated for the respective point located in the 
centre of the regression window. Green line is NDVI time series and black line is 
MEI time series.  

The MWCA is a local technique that disaggregates global statistics and 
calculates the relationship between NDVI and its predicting variables for a 
certain time-point (month in this study) for each pixel in the area to be ana-
lysed. In this research, the MWCA was used to analyse relationships be-
tween time-series of monthly NDVI and ENSO indices. In general, the 
proposed technique disaggregates the entire data set consisting of more 
than 300 months into separate local correlation models (in temporal di-
mension) and produces correlation estimates (in the case of the present 
study - a value of correlation coefficient between NDVI and ENSO indi-
ces) for each point (month) of the time series. This way, looking at the re-
sulted time-continuity of the NDVI-ENSO correlation, we can trace the 
evolution of the response of vegetation to ENSO over the whole study pe-
riod (see Figure 1 and 3). The use of the MWCA approach helps to detect 
“hot spots” of ENSO impacts on vegetation both in space and time. Obvi-
ously, the results of a MWCA application depend on the size of the mov-
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ing window. We tested different window widths (from 12 months to 48 
months) in order to find the most significant correlation between the NDVI 
anomalies and the ENSO proxies. The calculations were done both at the 
concurrent basis and by imposing time lags into the correlation analysis 
(from 0 to 4 months). 

The MWCA applied in this study is a good example for spatiotemporal 
modelling. Being employed in temporal dimension, the MWCA produces 
spatial pattern of temporal correlation for each of the layers (months). It 
means that, as results, the MWCA produced 306 maps of temporal correla-
tion between NDVI and the ENSO indices. These correlation maps were 
used for further assessment of long time vulnerability of vegetation to El 
Niño.  

 

Fig.2. Monitoring system for vegetation vulnerability to ENSO warm events based 
on the MWCA approach.  

3.2  Assessment of Vegetation Vulnerability to El-Niño  

A flowchart of work steps used to evaluate vegetation vulnerability to El 
Niño is shown in Figure 1. First, standardized anomalies of monthly NDVI 
were calculated for every month at the pixel scale. Second, employing the 
MWCA technique, correlations between ENSO indices and NDVI anoma-
lies were computed for every month throughout the study period (July 
1981 – December 2006) and every pixel in the African mainland. Third, 
pixels with extensive negative NDVI anomalies (< -1 standard deviation of 
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NDVI) within all the ENSO warm events (and two months after a certain 
event) were compared with the results of the correlation analysis. We con-
sidered that any monthly NDVI anomaly supported by a strong correlation 
with MEI or SOI would indicate a statistically significant temporary 
change of vegetation activity driven by ENSO dynamics. These pixels, 
which showed both NDVI anomaly < -1 standard deviation and strong cor-
relation with one of the ENSO indices, were detected and extracted. Fi-
nally, we calculated the occurrence of these pixels throughout the period 
from July 1981 to December 2006 for each point of the African area. The 
magnitude of this occurrence would indicate the vulnerability of vegetation 
to El Niño. The general mean of the evaluation system is the following: the 
higher the recurrence of vegetation changes caused by El Niño is, the more 
vulnerable is the area.  

Table 1. Warm episodes of ENSO for the 1982-2006 period based on a threshold 
of –10 for SOI and +1.0 for MEI and corresponding period of vegetation response 
to warm episodes ( p < 0.05)  

SOI based  
warm episodes 

MEI based  
warm episodes 

NDVI anoma-
lies < -1 stdev 

NDVI/SOI  
response 

NDVI/MEI  
response 

06/82 – 03/83 07/82 – 08/83 01/83 – 04/83  01/83 – 04/83 12/82 – 04/83 
11/86 - 10/87 12/86 – 01/88 12/87 – 03/88 none none 
03/91 - 05/91 
09/91-10/91 
12/91 – 01/92 
03/92 – 04/92 
04/93 – 10/93 
03/94 – 12/94 

06/91 – 07/92 
04/93 – 10/93 
10/94 – 01/95 

01/92 – 02/92  
12/93 – 03/94 
01/95 – 02/95 

12/91 – 04/92 
11/93 – 05/94 
 

01/92 – 03/92 
06/93 – 04/94 
02/95 

04/97 - 04/98 05/97 - 06/98 12/97 – 04/98 01/98 – 04/98 01/98 – 07/98 
11/99 – 04/00 11/99 – 02/00 01/00 – 03/00 none none 
12/02 12/02 – 01/03 01/03 – 02/03 none none 
02/05 – 05/05 none 02/05  01/05 – 02/05 02/05 
10/06 – 11/06 09/06 – 12/06 none none  none  

4  Results 

4.1  General Dynamics of NDVI and ENSO Indices 

Strong negative values of SOI and positive  values MEI indicate thresholds 
for warm event i.e. El Niño. In this study,  El Niño threshold values for in-
dices where defined as SOI < -10 and MEI > 1.0 respectively. Based on 
the thresholds for SST anomaly and MEI time series data, El-Niño events 
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were lined out for the period from 1982 to 2006 (see table 1, left part). The 
most severe of them are associated with the years 1982-83 and 1997-98. 
The 1991-94 episode was characterized by relatively weak magnitudes of 
the ENSO indices and could be treated as a number of single episodes 
based on the conventions for SOI and MEI thresholds used in this study. 
The episodes of 2000, 2002, 2005 and 2006 were relative short and had ra-
ther weak magnitudes. All the El-Nino events outlined in table 1, with ex-
ception of the 2006, affected vegetation activity on the way that the NDVI 
of areas responded to ENSO should show generally negative anomalies 
during El-Nino months. A sample site (3*3 pixels) located in southwest 
Africa centred at 10°N and 6°10`E was selected for use as an example. The 
NDVI anomalies and NDVI response to the ENSO indices (see table 1, 
middle and right parts) were compounded from this sample site. Obvious-
ly, the response of vegetation to unfavourable climate conditions caused by 
El-Nino differs between land cover types and individual pixels. This sam-
ple site was used only to demonstrate how the monitoring system designed 
in this study works. The NDVI dynamics of the sample site showed strong 
negative anomalies (below –1 standard deviation) during the El-Nino 
events except that of 2006 (table 1, middle row). These NDVI anomalies 
occurred either within or immediately after a certain El-Nino event.  

The MWCA technique enables monitoring of temporal variations of the 
NDVI-ENSO relation and to trace the evolution of the ENSO influence on 
vegetation over the study period. Best results in terms of statistical signifi-
cance (p-value) were achieved using MWCA window widths of 9 months 
before and after the regression point (19 month) and an assumed time lag 
between ENSO proxy variability and vegetation response of 0 to 1 month. 
The results of the MWCA analysis for the sample site based on these pa-
rameter settings are presented in Figure 3. The figure shows the non-
stationary nature of the relationship between NDVIA and ENSO through-
out the time and reveals clear temporal patterns in the response of the ve-
getation cover to ENSO dynamics. NDVI anomalies basically shows 
strong positive correlations with SOI and strong negative correlations with 
MEI during ENSO warm events (e.g. 1982-83, 1991-92, 1994-95, 1997-98 
and 2005). It means that vegetation activities over the selected area tend to 
be influenced by climate changes in El-Nino years. The strongest correla-
tions for NDVI-SOI and NDVI-MEI relationships are observed during the 
ENSO events of 1982-83 and 1997-98. We extracted from the graphs in 
figure 2 months with high values of the correlation coefficient (p < 0.05) 
and compared them with the months showing strong negative NDVI ano-
malies (table 1, right part). Temporal patterns in strong NDVI anomalies 
(< -1 standard deviation) showed particularly strong association with that 
of the correlation coefficient between NDVI and both ENSO indices. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Fig. 3. Correlation coefficients between NDVI anomalies and MEI (a) and be-
tween NDVI anomalies and SOI (b) during the period from 1982 to 2006, calcu-
lated for the sample pixel (10°N and 6°10`E) with a 19-month moving window 
and with time-lags of 0 months. Duration and location of ENSO warm events 
within the study period is represented by blue stripes.  

We summed up the amount of months which showed both the strong 
negative NDVI anomalies and statistically significant correlation (p < 
0.05) with one of the ENSO indices. The results were 15 for the NDVI-
SOI and 16 for the NDVI-MEI relationships. It means that, for the sample 
site, of the 25 cases with strong negative anomalies of monthly NDVI reg-
istered during all the El-Nino events over the period 1982 – 2006 15 and 
16 cases can be explained (with a statistical probability of 95%) by the dy-
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namics of SOI and MEI, respectively. This quantity can be called as the 
El-Nino vulnerability index or the index of vegetation sensitivity to ENSO 
warm events. It should be, however, emphasized that we examined only 
negative impacts of ENSO warm events on vegetation, which caused a de-
crease of vegetation activity. Theoretically, over the territory of Africa the 
index may range from 0 to 65 (the total amount of El-Nino months over 
the period 1982 - 2006). A value of 0 means no sensitivity of vegetation to 
El-Nino or the lowest vulnerability of vegetated land areas to El-Nino, 
whereas a value of 65 means the highest possible sensitivity of vegetation.  

4.2  Spatial Patterns of Vegetation Vulnerability to El-Nino 

The above described algorithm was employed to each vegetated pixel in 
African mainland. First, we found out months with strong negative NDVI 
anomalies for each pixel. After that, we calculated correlation coefficients 
between NDVI anomalies and the ENSO indices using MWCA technique 
with different window widths and time lags. Further, at the per-pixel level, 
we determined months which showed strong negative NDVI anomalies 
and statistically significant correlation coefficients. These months were 
summed up and maps of vegetation vulnerability to ENSO warm events 
were produced. Figure 4 presents the maps resulted from NDVI-MEI and 
NDVI-SOI relationships. Both used indices produced almost similar pat-
terns. The maps indicate that the most area of the African mainland is not 
sensitive or only low sensitive to El-Nino. The vulnerability of vegetation 
to El-Nino impact shows a certain spatial pattern. The maps show a dis-
continuous broad band of the medium and high vulnerable vegetated areas 
across the Sahel, the Sudano-Sahelian zone into parts of West Africa. 
Large clusters of high vulnerability areas occur in the middle part of 
southern Africa and in the south-eastern coast of the African mainland 
(most parts of the South-African highland, the Dragon mountains, the Cap 
mountains).  

Recent studies on vegetation dynamics suggested different response of 
vegetation types to both inter-annual and intra-annual precipitation and 
temperature variability (Richard and Poccard, 1998; Li et al., 2002; Kowa-
bata et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003). In order to find discrepancies in the 
vulnerability of vegetation to El-Nino drought impacts with regard to 
vegetation types, the areas of different vulnerability degree (low, medium, 
high) were measured within each vegetation type. The results indicate re-
markable variations in the percentage of the ENSO vulnerable areas de-
pending on land cover type (Table 2). In general, evergreen broadleaved 
forest areas were less affected during the study period 1982 – 2006 than 
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other land cover types. More than 80% and 18% of the total EBF area 
showed no response or only low response of vegetation to El-Nino events, 
respectively. Deciduous broadleaved forest was characterized by a much 
higher percentage of the low vulnerable area. Nonetheless, these both land 
cover types were characterized by a total absence of high vulnerable areas.  

(a)  

(b)  

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of vegetated areas to ENSO warm events: maps show spatial 
pattern in vegetation response to ENSO warm events throughout the period 1982-
2006 based on NDVI-MEI relationship (a), NDVI-SOI relationship (a). 
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Table 2. Percentage (%) of the land cover types (vegetated land surfaces) in Af-
rica that are significantly affected by ENSO warm events (El-Nino).  

Land cover Area Vulnerability to El-Nino, % area 
 Pixels Km² No Low Middle  High  
Evergreen 
Broadleaved 
Forest 

4181 2408256 80.39 18.87 0.74 0.00 

Deciduous 
Broadleaved 
Forest 

1209 696384 53.93 40.52 5.54 0.00 

Woodland 9256 5331456 43.22 49.53 6.98 0.26 
Wooded grass-
land 

7414 4270464 25.56 62.73 10.41 1.27 

Closed shrub-
land 

2790 1607040 47.53 41.68 8.81 1.93 

Open shrubland 5854 3371904 61.80 31.53 5.62 1.04 
Grassland 2439 1404864 62.03 32.39 5.16 0.37 
Cropland 2069 1191744 59.45 36.07 3.33 1.10 
Total  35212 20282112 49.97 43.87 5.44 0.69 

 
A decrease of the total tree cover in the vegetation cover leads to a gen-

eral increase of the vulnerability to El-Nino. Thus, the results exposed that 
the percentage of low vulnerable area increased consecutively from 
18.87% for EBF to 40.52% for DBF, to 49.53% for woodland, and to 
62.73% for wooded grassland, while the percentage of middle vulnerable 
area was increasing in the same direction, too. Altogether, the results sup-
port the suggestion of weaker dependence of forested and wooded land 
cover types on climatic conditions (Li et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003). The 
underlying study showed that this suggestion quite shares the climatic 
anomalies caused by ENSO warm events.  

Of the total vegetated area, more than 93% showed no or low sensitivity 
to El-Nino. About 5% of the total area was characterized by middle vul-
nerability of vegetation to El-Nino, whereas only 0.7% showed high vul-
nerability. These results suggest that rather a very small part of the African 
vegetation cover experiences any repeated damage from devastating im-
pacts of El-Nino. Obviously, each El-Nino event from the period 1982 – 
2006 affected vegetation activity within broad areas what is represented in 
the percentage of the low vulnerability area, 43.87%. However, this per-
centage reveals only distinct spatial patterns of affected areas that are asso-
ciated with every ENSO warm event. The areas of middle and high vulner-
ability that were affected much oftener from El-Nino impacts (considering 
to the used model, during more than 30-50% of all the delineated El-Nino 
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events) are very small, only 5.44 and 0.69% from the total vegetated area, 
respectively. 

5  Conclusions 

In this study, the NDVI data from the AVHRR sensor were combined with 
ENSO indices to evaluate vegetation susceptibility to unfavourable cli-
matic conditions caused by ENSO warm events during the period of 1982-
2006. A new evaluation system for ENSO vulnerability has been presented 
in this study. This system used the correlation between NDVI anomalies 
and ENSO indices as major indicator for response of vegetation cover to 
ENSO impacts. The MWCA technique appears to be a simple but power-
ful method to investigate temporal dynamics of the vegetation response to 
El-Niño and to detect local hot spots of this response both in the spatial 
and temporal dimension. Extensive negative anomalies of monthly NDVI 
sustained by strong correlations with one of the ENSO indices were con-
sidered to indicate the statistically significant (p < 0.05) changes of vegeta-
tion activity driven by ENSO dynamics. A total quantity of these changes 
throughout the period 1982 – 2006 calculated for each individual pixel was 
suggested to be a representative indicator for long-time vulnerability of 
vegetation to El-Niño events. 

The study defines spatial patterns of ENSO vulnerability and key areas 
of ENSO impact for Africa. These areas show medium and high response 
during the most of El-Niño events associated with the period 1982-2006. 
However, these key areas take only about 6 % of the entire African vege-
tated territory. The explanation for this is that, generally, the spatial distri-
bution of affected areas varies over time and could be dependent on other 
explanatory factors like e.g. human impact actual at the time of a certain 
ENSO warm event. Among the studied vegetation types, evergreen broad-
leaved forest showed the highest resistance against the El-Niño caused 
drought conditions, whereas woodland, wooded grassland and closed 
shrubland were the land cover types most suffered by El-Niño events dur-
ing the period 1982 – 2006. The results of this study may be helpful for fo-
recasting the El-Niño impact on vegetation cover in Africa and can provide 
basic knowledge and data for planning of protection activities in El-Niño 
periods. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with efficient data handling of variable scale vector da-
ta. Instead of pre-building a collection of data sets on different scales, we create an 
index structure on the base data set (largest scale data) that enables us to extract a 
map at exactly the right scale the moment we need it. We present both the classic 
version of the tGAP (topological Generalized Area Partitioning) data structure for 
storing our variable scale map, as well as an ameliorated version, both based on 
topological concepts. We prove that the classic structure needs in a worst case 
scenario O(e2) edges (with e the number of edges at largest scale). In practice we 
observed up to a factor 15 more edges in the variable scale data structure. The 
tGAP structure has been optimized to reduce geometric redundancy, but the ex-
plosion of additional edges is due to the changing topological references. Our 
main achievement finds its roots in the reduction of the number of edge rows to be 
stored for the ‘lean’ version (by removing the topological referential redundancy 
of the classic tGAP), which is beneficial both for storage and transfer. We show 
that storage space for the data set, plus the index, is less than twice the size of the 
original data set. The ‘lean’ tGAP, as the classic tGAP, offers true variable scale 
access to the data and has also improved performance, mainly due to less data 
communication between server and client. 

1  Introduction 

There is a growing tendency to focus data management of spatial datasets 
on the highest level of detail and manage the other levels of detail as data 
that is automatically derived from this base data set (e.g. Bobzien et al., 
2006; Ellsiepen, 2007; Stoter et al., 2008). 
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Basically there are two methods of managing a data set on different le-
vels of detail (cf. Cecconi and Galanda, 2002): The multi-scale approach 
and the variable scale approach. The multi-scale approach works by creat-
ing several smaller scale versions of the map. Every time a map is needed 
on a specific scale the most appropriate scale from the pre-defined collec-
tion is chosen and displayed. Instead of pre-building a collection of maps 
on different scales the variable scale approach creates an index structure on 
the base map that enables you to extract a map at exactly the right scale the 
moment you need it. This means that when you want a map on a specific 
scale for a specific region it is constructed for you on the fly. Advantages 
of the variable-scale approach are that only one dataset needs to be ma-
naged and that data can be displayed at any scale. 

This paper proposes a new data structure for the management of a varia-
ble-scale map product and is an improvement on the tGAP data structure 
as described in Van Oosterom, 2005. The idea of the tGAP data structure 
is to run automatic map generalization on the base data set and instead of 
storing the result of the generalization on different scales the whole 
process of the generalization is stored in a tree structure where every node 
of the tree corresponds to the application of a cartographic generalization 
operator. Each generalization operator is performed at a specific level of 
detail (or scale). If a map is needed at a given level of detail the generaliza-
tion tree structure is used to get the right data at the right level of detail. 
The implementation of the tGAP structure maintains a valid topological 
structure on all levels of detail by tracking which nodes, edges and faces 
are visible on each level of detail. The structure stores the node and face 
data very efficiently. However there is a lot of redundancy in the way the 
edges are stored in the model (for details, see Section 3). It turns out that in 
the worst cases O(e2) edges (with e the number of edges in the largest scale 
map; see Section 4.4) have to be stored in the tGAP structure (and in prac-
tice we observed up to a factor 15 of edges to be stored; see Section 5). 
This paper describes how this redundancy can be removed without loss of 
functionality. The new data structure resolved the redundancy for edges so 
that every edge is stored only once. Saving storage space also implies sav-
ing data transfer times as one of the main application areas will be a varia-
ble-scale server in a web-based environment. 

The classic tGAP structure is offering non-redundant geometric data 
storage for arbitrary levels of detail. Technically, the problem with the data 
structure is that too much data storage is needed. Analysis shows that this 
is due to the high number of changing references in the data structure caus-
ing new versions of edge representations to be stored, resulting in an un-
reasonable growth of edge data in the scale dimension. For 2D geographic 
information the scale dimension is considered to be the third dimension 
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within the tGAP structure. A 3D spatial index is used to efficiently retrieve 
a spatial selection at a specific scale. 

In this paper we give an overview of some design alternatives we consi-
dered to solve the problem of the growing number of redundant edges and 
present our final solution. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In 
section 2 we give an overview of previous work that is done in this area. In 
section 3 we describe the structure that we wish to improve in more detail 
and in section 4 we give a few of the alternatives for improvement. Expe-
riments done on these alternatives and our resulting structure are described 
in 5. Finally in 6 we conclude with a discussion and summarize the most 
important contributions of this paper and present a number of open prob-
lems to be addressed for further improvements. 

2  Previous Works 

Most research on the management of variable scale datasets is done on the 
multi-scale approach where a fixed set of layers is managed. This might 
stem from the paper map production process where it is very expensive to 
produce products at different scales. In this digital era it could be possible 
to manage vector data at arbitrary levels of detail (and disseminate this da-
ta via web services). Few solutions are known for this kind of variable 
scale data access. 

Buttenfield and Wolf (2007) have a pyramid structure (called MRVN) 
that is able to represent a data set at a multiple scales while maintaining 
topology. To achieve this, all the topological nodes of the original dataset 
cannot be removed. If the scale range is very big the resulting number of 
nodes can still be very large making this a method that works for a limited 
scale range. Xinlin and Xinyana (2008) presented the Zoom quad-tree is. 
In the Zoom quad-tree all objects of the original dataset are stored in nodes 
of the tree dependent on the size of the object. The initially sparse tree is 
filled with generalized versions of the original features. As described in the 
paper it is not clear whether the structure can maintain a polygonal parti-
tion on the different levels of detail. In the original GAP-tree data structure 
(Van Oosterom, 1995) a scale-less structure was described that could man-
age a polygonal partition. Disadvantage of the structure is that full poly-
gons are stored at various levels of detail making it a very redundant struc-
ture. 

The first attempt at a fully topological hierarchical structure was done 
by Vermeij et al. (2003). The structure worked by extending all tables of a 
standard topological model with two extra attributes (a minimum and max-
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imum scale). Now a generalization algorithm is run on the dataset. The al-
gorithm works by replacing nodes, edges and faces with other nodes edges 
and faces at a lower level of detail. Instead of deleting the old nodes, edges 
and faces their max-scale is set meaning that the object is not needed any-
more from that scale. By retrieving all nodes, edges and faces that are 
needed for a specific level of detail a complete topology at that level can 
be reconstructed. The big disadvantage of this structure is that it produces 
a lot of redundant data. An ameliorated version (the tGAP structure) was 
therefore proposed by Van Oosterom (2005), for which the first implemen-
tation results were described by Van Oosterom et al. (2006). This structure 
is described in more detail in the next section. 

3  Classic tGAP Structure 

This section first summarizes the classic tGAP structure as it will be the 
basis for the improved version described in the next section. The datasets 
that are currently supported within the tGAP structure have to be modeled 
as a two dimensional polygonal map, i.e. it is a partition of the plane in a 
geometric sense, without gaps and overlaps. The physical storage of the 
data takes place in a database management system (DBMS) in an extended 
topological, node-edge-face data structure. The exact table definitions are 
given in Figure 1. 

Each polygon of the map is represented by a topological face (this is a 
one-to-one relation). The level of detail (LoD) can be regarded as third di-
mension and represented by the concept of ‘importance’. The importance 
of objects is based on their size and feature classification. E.g. a large for-
est area can have lower importance than a small city area. A functional 
spatial index on a 3D bounding box (bbox) is used to efficiently access the 
2D spatial data extended by the third dimension: the importance (or scale) 
range for which a certain representation is valid. 

3.1  Filling the Face Table 

As we want to reduce the LoD for display at smaller scales, we have to ge-
neralize our original data. A generalization process reduces the number of 
polygonal objects, based on the importance. The object that has the least 
importance is removed first. Plain removal of the object is not allowed, be-
cause a gap would exist after this operation. Therefore we let the most 
compatible neighbor take the space of the object to be removed. Based on 
the shared boundary length and the feature class compatibility this neigh-
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bor is chosen. The merging operation creates a new object. This new ob-
ject then has a new identity and is given the feature class of the most com-
patible neighbor. The importance of this object is recomputed (and several 
different options have been tested for this: e.g. taking the sum of the im-
portance of the two merged objects). This process continues until only one 
object is left. 

 
CREATE TABLE tgap_faces 

( 
face_id integer, 

parent_face_id integer, 
imp_low numeric, 
imp_high numeric, 
imp_own numeric, 

feature_class_id integer, 
area numeric, 
bbox geometry 

); 

(a) Face table 

CREATE TABLE tgap_edges  
( 

edge_id integer, 
imp_low numeric, 
imp_high numeric, 

start_node_id integer, 
end_node_id integer, 
left_face_id integer, 
right_face_id integer, 

geometry geometry 
); 

(b) Edge table 

 
CREATE TABLE tgap_nodes  

( 
node_id integer, 
imp_low numeric, 
imp_high numeric, 
geometry geometry 

); 

(c) Node table 

Fig. 1. Table definitions for the classic tGAP structure. 

During this merging process the importance range for all objects is also 
created and stored. This range is intimately related to the importance as-
signed to all faces present at the largest scale. The importance is stored 
with all the faces as the ‘imp own’ attribute that clearly defines the order-
ing of the generalization process. The importance range (stored with an 
‘imp_low’ and an ‘imp_high’ attribute for each face) defines the lifespan 
of objects in the LoD dimension and allows selection of the right objects at 
an arbitrary LoD (using an importance level for selection, ‘imp_sel’). 

The importance range for the objects is created as follows: The objects 
used as starting point will be assigned an imp_low value of 0. The example 
in figure 2(a) and table 1 shows that the imp_low value of all original faces 
(1-6) is indeed 0. Then, in each generalization step, the lifespan of two ob-
jects will be ended and a new one will be created. In our example, face 1 is 
the least important face, and is merged with its most compatible neighbor 
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(face 5); a new object (face 7) is formed. Both ended objects are assigned 
the importance own value of the least important object, named 
‘imp_remove’, as their importance high attribute (face 1 has an imp own of 
150, this is assigned to both face 1 and 5 as imp_high value). The new ob-
ject that is formed in the generalization step will be assigned the sum of 
the own importance of the two old objects and the imp_high as the 
imp_low value. The resultant of this process is that the sum of all own im-
portance of the original objects is equal to the importance high value of the 
last remaining object. This means that the sum of importance for all ob-
jects valid at any given scale (LoD) in the complete map does not change. 
 

(a) The map of the initial configuration, with imp_sel = 0 (note that the nodes, 
edges, and faces are labeled with their identity) 

 

    (b) 150              (c) 325             (d) 395            (e) 505              (f) 610 

Fig. 2. Example map with 6 polygonal regions. Subfigures (b) – (f) show the map 
at the imp_sel value mentioned in their caption. 
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3.2  Filling the Node and Edge Tables 

When merging two faces, the life of the edges between the two old faces is 
ended by setting their imp_high value to the imp own value of the face that 
is removed (imp_remove). The remaining edges are now adjacent to the 
newly created object, so also these edge versions are terminated (their im-
portance high value is set to imp_remove) and new, updated versions for 
those edges are created (with imp_remove as their importance low value). 
These updated versions get the same identity as before, but with a different 
left or right face pointer and a new importance low value). In our example 
edge 10 is removed in the first face merge step, when face 1 is merged to 
face 5 (the imp_high value of edge 10 is set to 150, see table 3). Edge 11 is 
an example of an edge that is changed due to the change of the neighbor-
ing face. This edge was adjacent to face 1, but is after the merge adjacent 
to face 7. So, a new version of this edge is created.  

Furthermore, the nodes that are having only a relationship with two 
edges after the merge, are as well ended and the incident edges are 
merged; see the node information from Table 2. A new version for those 
incident edges is created, with merged geometry based on the geometry of 
the two old edges. This is shown in our example for the edges 9 and 12 
(forming a new edge 14) and the edges 3 and 6 (forming the newly created 
edge 15). In the classic tGAP structure the edge geometry is represented by 
a Binary Line Generalization (BLG) tree. For leaf edges this is a directly 
stored version. For non-leaf edges this is a BLG-tree with a new top and 
references to the two BLG-trees of the child-edges. So no redundancy in 
the storage of geometry, but the result can be having to trace a lot of refer-
ences during usage of the structure. An alternative therefore is to create a 
new (redundant) geometric representation of the merged edge (a non-BLG-
tree representation). For this new geometry there are two options: 1. keep 
all original vertices or 2. keep half of the original vertices (after applying 
line simplification). Both solutions introduce (controlled) geometric re-
dundancy, but will be easier to use. 
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face_id parent_face_id imp_low imp_high imp_own feature_class 
1 7 0 150 150 corn 
5 7 0 150 750 grass 
6 8 0 325 325 grass 
3 9 0 395 395 forest 
2 10 0 505 505 lake 
4 11 0 610 610 town 
7 8 150 325 900 grass 
8 9 325 395 1225 grass 
9 10 395 505 1620 grass 
10 11 505 610 2125 grass 
11 -1 610 2735 2735 grass 

Table 1. The tGAP face table for the sample data set, which is graphically de-
picted in Figure 2(a) (note there is a bbox and an area value stored, but this is not 
shown). 

 
node_id imp_low imp_high 
1 0 2735 
2 0 150 
3 0 395 
4 0 505 
5 0 610 
6 0 150 
7 0 395 
8 0 325 
9 0 325 

Table 2. The tGAP node table. Note that each node has a point geometry, but this 
is not shown. 
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edge_id imp_low imp_high left_face right_face start_node end_node 
1 0 325 -1 6 8 9 
2 0 395 3 -1 7 1 
3 0 150 3 5 2 7 
4 0 150 3 1 1 3 
4 150 325 3 7 1 3 
4 325 395 3 8 1 3 
5 0 395 3 2 3 4 
6 0 150 1 3 2 4 
7 0 150 1 2 4 3 
7 150 325 7 2 4 3 
7 325 395 8 2 4 3 
8 0 395 4 3 5 5 
8 395 505 4 9 5 5 
8 505 610 4 10 5 5 
9 0 150 5 -1 6 7 
10 0 150 5 1 2 6 
11 0 150 6 1 8 9 
11 150 325 6 7 8 9 
12 0 150 -1 1 6 8 
13 0 150 -1 1 9 1 
13 150 325 -1 7 9 1 
14 150 325 7 3 7 4 
14 325 395 8 3 7 4 
15 150 325 7 -1 8 7 
16 325 395 -1 8 7 1 
17 395 505 9 -1 1 1 
17 505 610 10 -1 1 1 
17 610 2735 11 -1 1 1 
18 395 505 9 2 4 4 

Table 3. The classic tGAP edge table with the example content (Note: a. the re-
peated versions of edges, due to the left/right reference changes, b. The geometry 
of the edges is stored, but this is again not shown). 
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edge_id imp_low imp_high left_face right_face start_node end_node 
1 0 325 -1 6 8 9 
2 0 395 3 -1 7 1 
3 0 150 3 5 2 7 
4 0 395 3 1 1 3 
5 0 395 3 2 3 4 
6 0 150 1 3 2 4 
7 0 395 1 2 4 3 
8 0 610 4 3 5 5 
9 0 150 5 -1 6 7 
10 0 150 5 1 2 6 
11 0 325 6 1 8 9 
12 0 150 -1 1 6 8 
13 0 325 -1 1 9 1 
14 150 395 7 3 7 4 
15 150 325 7 -1 8 7 
16 325 395 -1 8 7 1 
17 395 2735 9 -1 1 1 
18 395 505 9 2 4 4 

Table 4. The lean tGAP edge table with the example content (note the geome-
try/line is not displayed but present in the structure). 

3.3  Using the Structure Dynamically 

The structure is used dynamically by providing a spatial extent (for the 
view port) and an importance value (for the LoD). The importance value 
can be derived from a given extent: A smaller extent means more detail to 
show and finally a lower importance value for querying the data structures 
with (imagine a user zooming in, more detail can be shown for all objects). 
Contrary, if a larger extent needs to be shown, due to a user zooming out, a 
higher importance value needs to be used for selecting less objects. The 
mapping between importance and spatial extent is currently done in such a 
way that it honors the rule of ‘a fixed number of objects’ to be retrieved 
and shown on the screen. For this mapping the Radical law could have 
been applied, by which the best number of objects for a certain scale can 
be calculated (cf. Töpfer and Pillewizer, 1966). 

Note that the topological data structures used give more degrees of free-
dom for modeling what information to store and thus allow us to take more 
different design decisions than when we would have used plain geometry 
(e.g. simple feature polygons). It must be noted that this paper focuses on 
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saving storage space. For large data sets this also implies saving time as a 
more compact storage structure requires less disk pages to be read and less 
communication between server and client (assuming that the structure it-
self still supports the most important actions). These considerations are the 
subject of the next section. 

4  Design Alternatives for a Lean tGAP Structure 

During the design of a more data storage (and transfer) efficient version of 
the tGAP structure a number of different alternatives were explored, they 
were labeled with the following symbolic names: no_lr, abox, use_tree. In 
Van Oosterom (2005) it was already mentioned that less columns in the 
table structure directly implies less storage (a column less to store), but al-
so indirectly implies less storage – if scale changes are reflected only in a 
column that is removed then there is no need for a new row with the new 
value. This was explained by showing how the tGAP edge table which has 
four edge-to-edge references could be reduced in size by removing two 
edge-to-edge references and only keeping two edge references (edge_lr 
and edge_fl). In the example data sets this resulted in both less columns 
and less rows. In the implementation reported in (Van Oosterom et al., 
2006) all edge-to-edge references were removed, but even in that case the 
tGAP edge table for a realistic data set still did have up to 15 times more 
rows than the original edge table (and the theoretic worst case is even 
O(e2) with e the number of edges at the largest scale). This was mainly due 
to the changing references to the left and right faces after merging two 
neighbor faces (and not so much due to merging to existing edges into one 
new edge). One of the approaches followed was splitting the edge table in-
to two parts: one part with attributes that do not changes in the tGAP struc-
ture (e.g. geometry, and references to start and end node, if stored) and 
attributes that do change for different scales/importance values (e.g. left 
and right face references). However, for the changing part of the edges the 
number of rows is still the same factor higher, only the fixed part is not re-
peated, saving some storage space. So the aim is to further reduce the re-
quired storage, but without loosing performance during the most relevant 
operations. The most important operation is selecting and visualizing a part 
of the data set at a certain scale. Another important operation is selecting 
refinement differences between two scales (for a given part of the map). 
Further, in the future update operations should be supported (at the most 
detailed level and then propagated upwards, but this is outside the scope of 
the current paper). 
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The selection and visualization of a part of the map at a certain scale, 
called imp_sel, functions as follows: select all faces and edges that overlap 
the selection rectangle and that have their imp_low-imp_high range con-
taining imp_sel. Note that these are efficient queries (assuming proper 3D 
spatial clustering and indexing) and this is all the interaction needed with 
the database server. Then at the client side some topology processing is 
done: for every face the relevant edges are selected (based on the left/right 
face references they contain) and rings are created (and if needed inner-
rings are properly included in the outer ring). Due to the fact that the edges 
are selected based on their bbox overlap, not all edges needed to complete 
the rings of faces partly included in the search rectangle may be present. 
This is solved by first clipping the selected edges against the selection rec-
tangle (and also splitting the selection rectangle at the intersection points 
and creating temporary edges). Together, the clipped edges and the tempo-
rary edges created from the selection rectangle are sufficient for forming 
closed loops, which together cover the whole selected area. For sure every 
ring contains at least a part of an original edge. The left/right information 
of such an edge provides a reference to the face which can then be colored 
according to its classification. This is the setting of the use of the tGAP 
structure and it is clear that the left/right information is needed (for classi-
fying and coloring the faces) despite the fact that it is storage expensive; 
the ‘row explosion of edges’. Now we are going to discuss our three alter-
natives, no_lr, abox and use_tree, to make the structure more storage effi-
cient. 

4.1  Alternative I: no_lr 

We started out with a very lean topology data structure: no left/right refer-
ences (as these caused most of the storage overhead), only edge geometry 
and a point inside a face region (’spaghetti with meatballs’-approach); 
Tables: Nodes (id, location, imp_low, imp_high), Edges (id, geometry, 
imp_low, imp_high), Faces (id, mbr, point_on_surface, imp_low, 
imp_high). The rings are formed based on topology processing without 
left/right information. There are three steps: 1. creating rings, 2. assigning 
island rings to their parent and 3. association of the right identifier with the 
area (outer ring). Step 1: The procedure starts with an arbitrary edge and 
then starts forming rings by finding all edges incident with the end (node) 
coordinates (using the geometry of edges), sorting all incident edges based 
on angle and then takes the first edge left (for counter-clockwise orienta-
tion), this process is repeated until the start edge is reached again and the 
ring is closed. This procedure is then repeated with the next unused edge 
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and a new ring is formed. The ring production terminates when all edges 
are used twice (once in forward and once in backward direction). Step 2: 
some of the rings do not have the expected counter-clockwise orientation, 
and these correspond to islands in the face. The parent outer-ring can be 
found by a point-in-polygon test (use arbitrary point from inner-ring and 
finding the smallest outer ring that contains this point). Step 3: Now all 
faces with holes are created and have to be assigned an identifier. This is 
done again with a point-in-polygon test (the point now being the point on 
surface from the Faces table). For both step 2 and 3 the use of an R-tree (or 
other type of spatial index) will speed up the point-in-polygon test, build-
ing the R-tree once takes )log( nnO  time and then the repeated searches 
take )(log nO  time. 

 
Fig. 3. The ‘spaghetti with meatballs’ approach. The retrieved edges (overlapping 
with the selection rectangle in dashed lines) are given with the thickest lines. After 
clipping, 3 rings are formed, but the two rings at the top of the selection rectangle 
cannot be labeled with the correct face information as the point on surface for 
these faces is outside the formed ring. 

This approach does work for having a complete extent of area partition 
within the view port while visualizing. It does not work well when clipping 
the data: areas cannot be reconstructed any more, without having a com-
plete set of edges. An option is to clip the selected edges again (as de-
scribed above). The result is that now areas can be created covering the se-
lection rectangle. However, faces crossing the boundary might have their 
point on surface outside the rectangle (and therefore the area can not be 
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identified. There might be some solution to go back to the database server 
for each unidentified area, but this is both a non-trivial query and time ex-
pensive as it has to be repeated for every unidentified area. 

4.2  Alternative II: abox 

In an attempt to solve the identification of the clipped areas, the adjacency 
box (Van Oosterom and Vijlbrief, 1994), or abox for short, instead of the 
bbox of edges was proposed for selection. The abox of an edge is the union 
of the bbox of the faces left and right of the edge. The result is that more 
edges are selected based on the abox, but for sure these are enough to 
completely reconstruct all faces in the selected rectangle. However, in or-
der to have the aboxes available in the edge table they have to be main-
tained (stored). Due to merging of faces in the tGAP structure also the ab-
oxes have to be updated. Actually this is then exactly the same increase in 
rows as what would be obtained by maintaining the left and right face ref-
erences. So, no real storage reduction, rather the opposite as the abox will 
take more storage space that the left and right reference. The advantage of 
the abox solution is that it allows easier reconstruction of faces at the client 
side resulting in full unclipped areas. In theory the explicit storage of ab-
oxes might be avoided by introducing them in a view (which uses a func-
tion to compute the abox). But again this is non-trivial without the left and 
right references. Therefore we concluded that this was also not the ideal 
solution and continued investigating another alternative with fewer draw-
backs. 

Fig. 4. Adjacency box (abox). 
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4.3  Alternative III: use_tree 

Looking at edges that are changing due to changes in the left and right side 
information (and not in the edge geometry); we considered merging the 
rows related to the same edge in one row. This results in no change for the 
geometry, start and end nodes, and id attributes. The imp_low and 
imp_high attributes contain the union of all imp ranges of the edge (which 
are per definition adjacent ranges). The next question is what to do with 
the differences in left and right references? Store the left/right reference 
corresponding to the lowest imp range or to the highest imp range? Take 
for example edge 4 in Table 3 and 4: storing the right face reference cor-
responding to the lowest imp range [0 - 150) would imply a reference to 
face 1, and storing it related to the highest imp range [325 - 395) would re-
sult in a reference to face 8. It was decided to store the left and right face 
references related to the lowest imp-range, for reasons that will be ex-
plained below when assigning the proper identity to the created areas. An-
yhow, just storing only rows for edges that are really new (because these 
edges are merged) safes a lot of storage (rows) as will be explained in sec-
tion 4.4 (the number of rows is for sure always below a factor 2 as edges 
are merged pair wise). The left/right information and the tGAP face-tree 
can then be exploited to properly identify the areas at a certain importance 
level (scale). With this solution we have combined both the requirement to 
be storage efficient (as the factor 15 of records in the edge table is solved), 
while still having an efficient solution for the most relevant operation. 

Fig. 5. Rewriting of face-id’s with the use_tree variant. Edges are retrieved, at 
imp_sel = 330, based on their bounding box and the selection rectangle (dashed). 
After clipping, only the thickest lines are used for forming rings. The most-left 
ring is formed based on edge 4, 7 and temporary edges stemming from the selec-
tion rectangle. Both edges 4 and 7 do not point to the correct neighboring face and 
rewriting has to take place (face 1 is rewritten using the tGAP face tree as face 8). 
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The identification of areas in a given search rectangle of a specified im-
portance level imp_sel proceeds as follows. All edges are retrieved a. 
based on a selection rectangle and b. having an imp range that includes 
imp_sel. The faces are also selected based on these two criteria. Then the 
clipping is applied to the edges and rings are created as described above 
and inner-rings are again assigned to outer-rings. During the creation of 
rings the left/right information is used to find the identity of the face. As 
the edges carry the left/right information of the lowest imp-range (which 
may be below the requested imp_sel) not all edges directly have a pointer 
to the correct face (that is at the requested imp_sel level). In many cases 
however there will be at least one edge with the proper (w.r.t. imp_sel) 
left/right information and this is then indeed the identity of the area. In 
some cases this information is not present (1. when this edge is outside the 
selection rectangle, 2. when an island is not yet merged with its parent). In 
these cases the referred face (and the corresponding edge) with the highest 
imp_low level is used as start in the tGAP face-tree and the tree is tra-
versed upwards until the face identifier at the right imp level is found. The 
final layout of data structure is (again) based on topology and has the fol-
lowing tables: Nodes (id, geometry, imp_low, imp_high), Edges (id, start 
node, end node, left face, right face, geometry, imp_low, imp_high), Faces 
(id, parent face id, feature class, bounding box, imp_low, imp_high, imp 
own); see Table 1, 2 and 4 for the sample data set in Figure 2(a), the sam-
ple map, and Figure 6, a visual representation of the tGAP face-tree. 

The drawback of using the tGAP face-tree is that this tree is not present 
at the client side (after the two face and edge selection queries). An effi-
cient solution is to send one third query to the server requesting the ‘re-
writing’ of the face-id’s which correspond to a too low imp level and get 
back face-id’s that correspond with imp_sel. An easier solution is not to 
draw these faces at all: the drawback is of course that white spots will oc-
cur on the map (most often near the boundaries of the selection rectangle). 
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Fig. 6. The tGAP face-tree, corresponding to the data set of Figure 2(a). 

4.4  Theoretical Numbers for Faces and Edges 

In the previous section we sketched a more optimal solution for storing da-
ta in the edge table. Here, we continue our investigations by finding the 
theoretical upper bounds after filling the data structures for both the classic 
and the lean variant. These bounds are expressed in numbers of edges ( e ) 
and faces1 ( f ) present in the original dataset. 

Lemma 4.1. The number of total faces stored in the tGAP structure is, af-
ter the generalization process, equal to: 

12 −⋅ f  

Proof. The generalization process starts with f  original faces. Merging 
can be executed until we have only one face left. This means we can merge 
u  times, with 1−= fu . Each time we merge two faces, we add 1 new 
face to f. In total we add u  times a face to f . The total number of faces 
will thus be fu + , or, expressed differently: 

12 −⋅ f  

                                                      
1 Numbers for faces here do not include the concept of a universal face 
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Lemma 4.2. The total number of edges in the classic tGAP structure, that 
is, filled with the original method (generating all intermediate edge ver-
sions), is at most: 

∑
−

=

−
1

0

)(
f

i

ie  

Proof. Faces are merged in 1−f  steps. Faces that are neighbors are adja-
cent in, at least, one edge (due to the planar map criterion). With each 
merge step thus at least one edge will disappear. The worst case is that in 
every generalization step all remaining edges will be duplicated due to new 
left/right references. These observations lead to Lemma 4.2. 

Corollary 4.3. The total number of edges in the classic tGAP structure, 
that is, filled with the original method (generating all intermediate edge 
versions), can be quadratic: 

)( 2eO  

Proof. Assume a configuration (similar to the one shown in Figure 7) with 
one big face (described by one big edge) containing many small islands 
(small faces, each one described by one edge). Then in the summation of 
Lemma 4.2 it is clear that ef =  and this results in a total of 

)(2/)1( 2eOee =+⋅  edges. 

Fig. 7. A worst case initial configuration. 

Our new, lean approach performs significantly better in this respect: 

Lemma 4.4. The total number of edges stored in the tGAP structure, filled 
with the new ‘use_tree’ method, is dependent on the number of original 
edges and faces and is at most: 

fe −⋅2  

Proof. All original edges will be present once in the output. The merging 
of edges is what brings new edge versions. Suppose this edge merging is 
performed with all start edges as input, as follows: two edges will be 
merged at a time, until 1 edge is left. The resultant of this process is then 
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one large polyline with self-intersections. The total number of edges in the 
output will then be at most two times the original number of edges minus 1 
(cf. Lemma 4.1). However, in each generalization step, to merge two faces, 
at least one edge has to be removed, i.e. the number of edges to be re-
moved is the number of faces minus 1 (as that is the amount of merges that 
will take place). Taking both steps into account, results in a number of 
edges that is equal to: 

fefe −⋅=−−−⋅ 2)1()12(  

This is a worst case estimate, as in each merge step more than one edge 
might be removed. 

5  Experiment and Results 

To judge whether our theoretical investigations described above would 
yield valid results in practice, we implemented both variants (classic and 
lean) of filling the tGAP structures using PostgreSQL2 extended with 
PostGIS3 (for the geometrical attributes) as DBMS. For filling the tGAP 
structures in the DBMS with our generalization procedure of merging fac-
es and for retrieving and visualizing the data from the DBMS, we wrote 
some scripts using the Python4 programming language. Table 5 highlights 
the number of faces and edges for the original data, the amount of data af-
ter using the classic variant and for the lean variant of filling the structures. 

To verify the lemmas from section 4.4, we started by creating two artifi-
cial test data sets (1 and 2). It is clear that the number of faces follows 
Lemma 4.1 in all cases, independently from which filling variant is used. 
Further, it is also clear that our concerns with respect to the duplication of 
edge rows are valid: To see whether the upper bound for the number of 
edges could exist in practice, we created a data set (set 2) consisting of one 
polygon containing 2500 islands polygons. Each polygon was described 
with one line, resulting in 2501 faces and 2501 edges. In practice, this data 
set can occur when an archipelago is mapped and in which all islands are 
merged to the surrounding ocean. The factor for the classic variant of fill-
ing is an abominable result (on average each edge is duplicated 1251 
times, that is indeed )( 2eO ), especially compared to the lean version (in 
which only the original edge versions are present once). 

                                                      
2 www.postgresql.org 
3 www.postgis.org 
4 www.python.org 
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Besides artificial data sets we also used some data sets containing real 
world data. That the factors are higher for the sets 5 and 6 compared to the 
factors for 3 and 4, is explainable by the fact that the last two sets do not 
contain any island polygons, while set 5 and 6 do contain some polygons 
with a few hundred islands. Filling the structures in the classic way leads 
then to even more duplicated edge rows. Although the theoretical upper 
bounds are, by far, not met by these data sets, the factors of the classic fill-
ing variant are still high (and we suspect that this will even be worse for 
larger data sets), while our new variant significantly performs better. 

 
Data set Original Faces tGAP faces Original 

Edges 
Edges Classic  
(increase factor) 

Edges Lean 
(increase fac-
tor)  

Set 1 6 11 13 29 (2.2) 18 (1.4) 
Set 2 2501 5001 2501 3128751 (1251) 2501 (1.0) 
      
Set 3 525 1049 1984 11091 (5.6) 2975 (1.5) 
Set 4 5537 11073 16592 77585 (4.7) 26787 (1.6) 
Set 5 50238 100475 178815 2663338 (15) 264950 (1.5) 
Set 6 173187 346373 426917 3544232 (8.3) 630944 (1.5) 

Table 5. Number of faces and edges for the different test data sets. Numbers are 
shown for the original data, the data after using the classic variant of filling (i.e. 
edge version duplication) and for the lean variant (only each first edge version is 
stored). Both data set 1 and 2 were created artificially. The data sets 3 – 6 contain 
real world data. Data set 3 and 4 both contain land cover data. Set 5 contains cada-
stral parcels and data set 6 contains topographical data. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Fig. 8. Data set 3, visualized with different imp_sel values. 

6  Conclusion and Discussion 

With our design and implementation exercise, we learnt the following les-
sons: First, our ‘use_tree’ alternative performs a lot better when looking at 
the storage part, compared to our initial solution, not only in theory, but 
certainly also in practice. Reducing storage is not the only achievement 
here; The reduction in the number of edge rows will be very beneficial for 
the case when the tGAP structure will be used in a web service environ-
ment and data is sent (progressively, using increments) to a client. Second, 
we designed a structure that now has a better trade off between storage and 
calculation-when-needed than before (much less data is to be stored and 
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transferred, but with our lean alternative sometimes it is necessary to per-
form a lookup operation of the correct neighboring face). Third, we sup-
port – with less than twice the original dataset size – all intermediate scales 
for visualization at an arbitrary scale. 

Irrespective of these accomplishments, we also realize that our main 
contribution is currently based on one generalization operation (the merg-
ing of objects) and based on the heuristics this operation brings (geometry 
is always removed and gradually becomes less). The field of map generali-
zation however offers more operations, like line simplification, col-
lapse/splitting of area objects, displacement and typification of groups of 
objects, to name a few. Some of these operations, by definition, introduce 
new geometry (e.g. splitting of objects will introduce new boundaries). An 
optimal solution for a data structure, in terms of data storage, has thus to 
take into account the heuristics of these generalization operations. There-
fore our investigations will continue and topics we would like to focus on 
in the (near) future include: 

• Topologically correct line simplification (taking into account the neigh-
borhood, while performing line simplification and preventing (self)-
intersections that cause a change in topology, similar to what is de-
scribed in Saalfeld (1999) and Bertolotto and Zhou (2007)). Creating 
and using data structures for variable scale access to this geometry (e.g. 
finding an alternative algorithm for filling the BLG-tree structure, cur-
rently Douglas-Peucker is used) is another topic that deserves attention. 

• More operations for the (currently simplified) generalization process; As 
a first step, we would like to, instead of merging, allow splitting, proba-
bly based on a triangulation (cf. Bader and Weibel, 1997), and experi-
ment what happens when using such a split operator with weights for all 
neighbors, until no further splitting is possible. 

• Inclusion of more and different semantics in order to take better deci-
sions which generalization operator to choose (instead of the current 
‘one fits all’ approach); e.g. apply a different generalization operator for 
infrastructure type of objects than for other terrain objects. 

• Making the structure dynamic: perform updates at the largest scale (and 
propagate these upwards in the tGAP structure). 
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Abstract. The problem of line simplification is a recurrent problem in cartogra-
phy. The purpose is to remove irrelevant details while emphasising the main fea-
tures of the line. Most of the current techniques belong to the spatial domain (least 
square method, active contour, point selection). However, some techniques apply-
ing to the frequency domain (Fourier transform, wavelets) have also been intro-
duced. These latter methods are mostly employed for simplification and compres-
sion purposes where information about line features is rarely taken into account, 
thus limiting their usefulness for cartographic applications. This paper presents the 
principle of Empirical Mode Decomposition which belongs to the frequency do-
main. It is used in signal processing to decompose a signal into its different fre-
quencies. The method for line simplification has been studied, showing that line 
features can be taken into account by introducing a new decomposition method 
based on the detection of critical points. Results obtained at different levels of de-
tail are discussed. Finally, future directions for work are presented. 

1  Introduction 

In cartographic generalisation, line generalisation is a process consisting of 
the removal of non relevant information on the line while keeping and em-
phasising details of prime importance for visualisation (Weibel and Dut-
ton, 1999). Line generalisation is often perceived as a line simplification 
process. The objective is to reduce the amount of data by selecting some 
characteristic points on the lines or to approximate the overall shape of the 
line with a new and simpler definition. Simplification techniques can be 
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DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-00318-9_19, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009 
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classified according to two approaches. First is the compression or smooth-
ing approach building up an approximated line within a predefined error 
tolerance of the original line. Second is the feature point selection ap-
proach detecting and selecting feature points on the line corresponding to 
important shape features. In line generalisation, the cartographer often has 
to strike a balance between smoothing the line and removing some features 
on one side and preserving the shape and retaining too many features and 
details which may hinder legibility on the other side. Among the different 
techniques, the Douglas and Peucker algorithm (Douglas and Peucker, 
1973) is the most popular method as it is considered a good compromise 
between compression and shape preservation.  

Simplification techniques can also be classified within filter theory un-
der the spatial and frequency domains of application (Burghardt 2005). 
The most commonly used smoothing methods in generalisation are found 
in the spatial domain. Smoothing is considered as a filtering process ap-
plied to the point coordinates of the line. Coordinates are filtered according 
to a geometrical criterion such as a distance threshold (Douglas and 
Peucker 1973) or by using optimisation techniques (Bader 2001, Burghardt 
2005). Smoothing methods in the spatial domain are also interesting in that 
they can be combined with other generalisation operations (displacement, 
enlargement, aggregation…) which are also defined using geometrical 
constraints (Harrie 1999, Guilbert and Saux 2008).  

Smoothing methods in the frequency domain effectively use low-pass 
filters. Filtering is performed by converting a signal from the spatial do-
main to the frequency domain and removing the high frequencies to keep 
only low frequency information corresponding to large variations. For this 
reason, low-pass filters are mostly used for signal noise reduction or for 
data compression purposes. In line generalisation, smoothing methods 
based on Fourier transforms or Fourier series (Fritsch and Lagrange 1995, 
Lawford 2006), wavelets (Fritsch and Lagrange 1995, Saux 2003) and em-
pirical mode decomposition (Li et al. 2004) have been introduced. These 
methods are applied either to the line coordinates (Saux 2003, Li et al. 
2004, Lawford 2006) or to the line curvature (Fritsch and Lagrange 1995). 
In the latter case, authors first compute curvature as a function of the cur-
vilinear abscissa of the line, filter it, and by reverse transformation, com-
pute a smoother line. However, the transformation is not unique and the 
line has to be adjusted by taking some characteristic points and matching 
them with the original line.  

Empirical mode decomposition which has been introduced in signal 
theory by (Huang et al. 1998) offers more adaptative decompositions as a 
one dimensional signal can be decomposed in components related to the 
local extrema of the signal. EMD provides a data driven decomposition 
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approach whereby basis functions are adapted to the signal while other me-
thods perform decomposition based on a predefined set of basis functions.  

In cartography, spatial methods are more popular because simplification 
parameters can be more easily expressed as spatial constraints. However, 
frequency domain methods present the advantage of performing decompo-
sition at different levels of detail in a straightforward way. Each detail cor-
responds to a signal component at a given frequency and different signal 
approximations can be built by combining these different components. 
This approach is used to represent the signal at different resolutions start-
ing from the original to a coarse one showing the signal trend. However, 
these methods were originally designed for one-dimensional signals and 
have been extended to higher dimensions by simply applying the process 
to each coordinate or by projecting the signal in different directions. 
Therefore, when processing a two-dimensional line, features are not direct-
ly taken into account. An improvement in the context of line generalisation 
would be to perform decomposition based on critical points at each level 
of resolution so that each component can be expressed with regard to these 
points and features can easily be extracted.  

For that purpose, EMD seems to be a promising method as it is data dri-
ven and has already been applied to one and two dimensional signals. 
Therefore, this paper describes an investigation into the application of 
EMD to line simplification and presents a decomposition method based on 
critical points detection. The paper is organised as follows: the principle of 
EMD and related works that can apply to line simplification with their li-
mitations are first describe. Secondly, the authors’ decomposition method 
is introduced. Its interesting features and limitations are then discussed be-
fore future developments and perspectives of this work for line generalisa-
tion in cartography are presented. 

2  Empirical Mode Decomposition 

2.1  Decomposition of a Real Value Signal 

2.1.1  Principle of Empirical Mode Decomposition 

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) was originally defined for real-
valued time series (Huang et al. 1998). It decomposes a signal into slow 
oscillations (low frequency components) and fast oscillations (high fre-
quency components). The main principle of EMD is that the basis of de-
composition is derived from the data. The method is therefore adaptative 
and can handle any kind of data. 
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Each component corresponding to a different frequency is called an in-
trinsic mode function (IMF). An IMF should be a zero-mean oscillation 
where all maxima are positive and all minima are negative. An example of 
EMD1 is given in Figure 1 where the curve on top is the original signal. 
Four IMFs are extracted. The last curve is the signal residual which 
represents the global trend. 

2.1.2  Definition of the IMF 

Discrimination between fast and slow oscillations is obtained through an 
algorithm called the sifting process. Starting from an original signal x(t), 
all the local maxima and minima on the curve are found. A curve emax join-
ing all the maxima and a curve emin joining all the minima are next defined 

(Figure 2). The mean 
2

maxmin
1

ee
m

+
=  of the two envelopes is then com-

puted.  

 
Fig. 1. Empirical Mode Decomposition of a signal. Top is the original signal. Four 
following signals are four IMF representing signal components at different fre-
quencies. Last curve is the signal residual 

                                                      
1 All examples in this section have been produced using the Matlab/C codes avail-

able at http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/patrick.flandrin/emd.html 
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The difference h1 = x – m1 between the mean curve and the original 
curve is an IMF if it is a zero-mean signal. If it is not, the process has to be 
reiterated on the difference until a zero-mean signal is obtained: starting 
with h1 as the data, the mean m11 and the difference h11 are computed so 
that h11 = h1 – m11 and the process is repeated (Eq. 1) until a stop criterion 
is reached. This stop criterion is based on the maximum amplitude of the 
signal or the standard deviation between two consecutive signals (Huang et 
al. 1998).  

h1k = h1(k – 1) – m1k (1)

The last h1k signal corresponds to the first IMF d1. The IMF can be sub-
tracted from the original signal and the remainder r1 = x – d1 can be 
processed as a new input signal to extract the next IMF. All the compo-
nents can be extracted from the data as follows: 

ri = ri – 1 – di. (2)

The process stops when the remainder becomes a monotonic function or 
when there are not enough extrema to extract another IMF. Based on Eq. 
2, the signal x can be decomposed in n IMFs di and a residual rn as follows: 

∑
=

+=
n

i
in drx

1
 (3)

As with multi-resolution analysis methods such as wavelets, the residual 
can be seen as a function showing the global trend of the signal and the 
IMF are the detail components which are added together to reconstruct the 
original signal. Figure 3 shows an example of signal reconstruction where 
the top signal is the residual to which IMFs are added until the original 
signal at the bottom is obtained. 

 
Fig. 2. Definition of the lower and upper envelopes interpolating the local maxima 
and minima of the signal 
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2.2  Decomposition of a Bivariate Signal 

2.2.1  Limitations of Classical EMD to Two-Dimensional Signals 

The previous method defined for real-valued time series in one dimension 
can be applied to 2D line decomposition by applying the process to each 
coordinate (Li et al. 2004). The authors showed that a line can be decom-
posed at different levels of smoothness with results similar to those tradi-
tional smoothing methods.  

However, this method has limitations as both decompositions are per-
formed independently. Firstly, the two EMDs may have a different number 
of IMFs, corresponding to different oscillation speeds. Secondly, extrema 
obtained for IMF construction do not correspond to critical points of the 
curve. Building up a two-dimensional envelope from two one-dimensional 
envelopes would have limited interest for shape analysis as the resulting 
line may cross the curve and connect points which are located on different 
sides of the curve. Thirdly, the line decomposition depends on the coordi-
nate system. For example, if the system is rotated, different extreme points 
would yield a different decomposition. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Reconstruction of the signal by adding the different IMF components. Top 
signal is the residual. Bottom signal is the original signal. From top to bottom, an 
IMF is added to the previous signal. Each signal can be seen as a representation of 
the original signal at different levels of resolution 
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2.2.2  Bivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition 

An extension of EMD to bivariate time series (i.e. complex-valued) has 
been introduced (Rilling et al. 2007). A two-dimensional line can be 
processed as a complex-valued signal where the x-coordinate corresponds 
to the real part and the y-coordinate corresponds to the imaginary part 
(Figure 4).  

Slow oscillations are extracted as the mean of a 3D envelope enclosing 
the signal. This envelope is computed by considering a given number of 
directions: the signal is projected in each direction and an envelope is 
computed for each of these directions. As an illustration, on Figure 4, 
right, dashed lines correspond to projections along the x and y directions. 
These projected lines are used to extract extreme points and to compute an 
upper and a lower 2D envelope in each direction. These envelopes corres-
pond to points on the 3D envelope surface. The mean curve is computed as 
the mean value of these points at each instant of time. Based on that, each 
component is extracted through a similar sifting process until a sufficiently 
regular signal is obtained.  

Applied to line decomposition, the method gives better results than the 
previous one as both coordinates are decomposed together and more IMF 
components can be identified. However, results depend on the number of 
directions. When the number of directions increases, the mean curve is 
computed with a larger number of points and the decomposition is less de-
pendent with respect to rotations of spatial coordinates.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Left: Two-dimensional curve. Right: Representation of the curve as a com-
plex valued signal. Plain line is the original curve. Dashed lines are curve projec-
tions along the x and y axes representing the real and imaginary parts of the signal 
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Different results obtained with the curve of Figure 4 are presented in 
figures 5, 6 and 7. By applying classical EMD (figure 5), two IMFs are 
identified for each coordinate, meaning that the curve can be defined at 
three levels of detail. By using bivariate EMD with two directions of pro-
jection, we have five levels of detail (figure 6). Projections have been 
made along the x-axis and y-axis directions. With sixteen directions, six 
levels of detail were obtained (figure 7). Results obtained with more than 
sixteen directions were very similar. Tests performed on other lines pro-
vided similar results. The number of directions to choose, however, may 
depend on the complexity of the shape. 

 
Fig. 5. Line decomposition using classical EMD applied to each coordinate 

 
Fig. 6. Bivariate EMD decomposition with two directions 
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Fig. 7. Bivariate EMD decomposition with sixteen directions 

3  Decomposition Based on Critical Points Identification 

3.1  Significance of Critical Points 

In cartography and in computer visualisation, critical points are those able 
to describe and to characterise the shape of an object (Attneave 1954). On 
a line, critical points are end points and curvature extrema corresponding 
to locations where the line direction changes more rapidly. Identifying crit-
ical points on a line is therefore a common process for identifying the main 
features of a line or to decompose a line in compound segments for genera-
lisation (Lecordix et al. 1997, Plazanet et al, 1998). During the generalisa-
tion process, the cartographer can edit a line and still maintain its features 
and preserve its topological consistency by ensuring that critical points still 
correspond to the same curvature extrema. In the same way, a feature is 
removed from the line if all its corresponding critical points are no longer 
critical. From this point of view, critical points can be used to control the 
shape of the line by acting on them. Other points can be expressed in a lo-
cal frame defined on each line feature with the corresponding critical 
points. 
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Generalisation also concerns the editing of cartographic data from one 
scale to a smaller scale. In visualisation, representation of a line at differ-
ent scales corresponds to its representation at different levels of detail. In 
the same way as before, critical points at one level can be used to express 
critical points at a higher level of detail so that modifications made at one 
level can automatically be transmitted to higher levels. Having a line de-
composition method based on these critical points would therefore be of 
interest as it would provide handles for the user to edit a curve at different 
levels of detail either independently or by propagating the changes to high-
er levels. Such an approach is already used with B-spline representation 
(Elber and Gotsman 1995) where a hierarchy of control points (which are 
not critical points) is defined. The technique has been applied to line repre-
sentation with B-spline wavelets in (Saux 2003). 

Bivariate EMD is an efficient decomposition technique and is used by 
its authors to analyse rotating signals and to detect phase shifts or changes 
in sense of rotation. However, in order to compute the main components of 
a line, the method identifies a large number of extreme points in each di-
rection which do not necessarily correspond to critical points. Extreme 
points cannot be used to control the shape as there are too many of them 
which are not significant for the user. Therefore, although the method can 
still be used for compression purpose, it would be interesting to develop a 
technique that takes into account critical points as these points are impor-
tant for decomposing a line based on its main features and for preserving 
its topology. 

Therefore, a new decomposition method is introduced based on the 
EMD principle which extracts curvature extrema to define the line compo-
nents. These points are used because they are critical points and corres-
pond to extreme points through which it is possible to build an upper and 
lower envelope. The next sections detail the decomposition method. Firstly 
how the lower and upper envelopes are built up is explained. Secondly, 
how components are extracted to obtain the whole decomposition is ex-
plained. 

3.2  Construction of Upper and Uower Envelopes 

In order to build the envelopes, extreme points must be detected. As men-
tioned above, these points correspond to curvature extrema. The higher 
envelope is built by interpolating points of maximum curvature while the 
lower envelope is built by interpolating points of minimum curvature. 

A line can be described by a parametric function f : [a, b]→IR2 where 
for each parameter ],[ bat∈ , a point )(tfP =  of the plane is associated. A 
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point )(τfP = is a local maximum of curvature if for all points f (t) in the 
vicinity V(τ) of τ we have:  

)()(),( tVt κτκτ >∈∀ . (4)

In the same way, a local minimum of curvature at a point f (τ) is charac-
terised by: 

)()(),( tVt κτκτ <∈∀ . (5)

If working with a polygonal line n
iiP 0)( = , the parameterisation is the 

curvilinear abscissa and each point Pi is associated with an f (ti). A maxi-
mum of curvature at a point Pi is defined by )()( 1−> ii tt κκ  and 

)()( 1+> ii tt κκ . A minimum of curvature is defined by )()( 1−< ii tt κκ  and 
)()( 1+< ii tt κκ .  

In the following, noting that m
jjQ 0)( =  are the extreme points of the poly-

gonal line and m
jj 0)( =τ  their parameters, then )( jj fQ τ= . These points 

and parameters are subsets of n
iiP 0)( =  and of n

iit 0)( = . As two consecutive 
points Qj and Qj+1 cannot be two of the same kind (i.e. two maxima or two 
minima), it can be supposed, in order to simplify notations without loss of 
generality that a point Q2j is a maximum of curvature and a point Q2j+1 is a 
minimum of curvature. The upper envelope emax is a curve interpolating the 
points Q2j and the lower envelope emin is a curve interpolating the points 
Q2j+1. However, unlike previous methods, envelopes cannot be computed 
directly by simple interpolation. In parts of the line with important shape 
variations, the envelopes may intersect so that the higher envelope may 
cross under the lower envelope. More constraints must be imposed on the 
interpolation to ensure a correct location of the envelopes. Supplementary 
constraints are set by imposing points on the envelopes for all parameters 
τ j i.e. we impose values of emax at parameters τ 2j+1 and values of emin at pa-
rameters τ 2j. 

Let us consider two consecutive maxima )( 22 jj fQ τ=  and 
)( 2222 ++ = jj fQ τ . C2j is defined as the cubic curve segment joining these 

two points with derivatives at each extremity equal to the line derivatives. 

)()(),()(
)()(),()(

2222222222

222222

++++ ′=′=

′=′=

jjjjjj

jjjjjj

fCfC
fCfC

ττττ
ττττ

 (6)
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Such a segment can be defined either as a Bézier curve or through Her-
mite interpolation (Farin 2001). As Q2j and Q2j+2 are maxima of curvature, 
segment C2j is located above the curve on the interval ],[ 222 +jj ττ  so 

)( 12max +je τ  is set equal to )( 122 +jjC τ . By applying this to all segments, 

location for all parameters m
jj 0)( =τ  of emax can be defined (figure 8). The 

whole envelope is finally computed by spline interpolation: given the 
coordinates of the points at parameters m

jj 0)( =τ , a cubic spline curve inter-
polating all the points )(max je τ  is defined. The same process is applied to 
define the points )( 2min je τ and compute the lower envelope for all values 
on interval [a, b]. 

 
Fig. 8. Definition of the mean curve: computation of )( 12max +je τ  and )( 121 +jr τ  

3.3  Extraction of the Components 

Once both envelopes are computed, the mean curve r1 passing through the 
middle of the envelopes is computed (figures 8 and 9): 

2
maxmin

1
ee

r
+

=  
(7)

As with other decomposition methods, a component is defined by the 
difference between the mean curve and the curve d1 = f – r1 with values 
d1(t) being vectors as the functions are defined in the two-dimensional 
plan. The same process can be repeated on the new curve in order to ex-
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tract the next component. The process is stopped when the curve shows a 
sufficiently small number of extrema. Finally, a similar decomposition to 
Eq. 3 is obtained. 

∑
=

+=
n

i
in drf

1
 

(8)

 
Fig. 9. Curve segment with its lower and upper envelopes 

3.4  Results 

Results obtained with bivariate EMD and the technique presented in this 
paper can be compared in figures 7 and 10. As the method still suffers 
some limitations detailed below in this section, the purpose here is to show 
that the method yields valid results. Doing a thorough comparison of the 
compression level achieved between this approach and other line simplifi-
cation techniques is beyond the scope of this paper due to the limitations 
mentioned.  

In the first decompositions, results are similar for both methods. Both 
act to smooth the line by removing small details. In the last decomposi-
tions, the authors’ method keeps more details and the line displays bigger 
variations but still has the same global shape as produced by the bivariate 
EMD. An advantage of our method is that this was obtained with fewer pa-
rameters (number of directions does not need to be set) and that it is inde-
pendent of the coordinate system. 

However, the method is based on detection of local maxima and minima 
of curvature. Computing the curvature of points of polygonal lines is an 
operation which is very sensitive to numerical errors and approximations. 
It becomes a problem in the last stages of the decomposition as, although 
we have a line which appears very smooth, the algorithm still detects an 
artificially large number of extrema. In order to improve the convergence 
and reliability of the algorithm, components computed during the process 
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for the envelope and the mean curve interpolation are expressed with 
Bézier or B-spline curves which provide a more reliable form than is the 
case on a canonic polynomial basis or with direct computation on poly-
gonal line approximations.   

 
Fig. 10. Line decomposition based on critical points 

Finally, the components extracted by the method do not exactly match 
with the definition of IMFs for empirical mode decomposition. In EMD, 
IMFs are built through a sifting process to guarantee that they are symme-
trical zero mean signals. The purpose of the sifting process is to eliminate 
riding waves and to smooth uneven amplitudes (Huang et al. 1998). Al-
though EMD may still be performed without sifting, sifting is necessary in 
signal processing for each IMF to physically represent a meaningful fre-
quency and to avoid large amplitude fluctuations. In the authors’ method, 
no condition requiring symmetry of the components or their means is im-
posed. This may result in amplifying some local extrema by increasing the 
absolute curvature value at these points as the mean curve may have large 
fluctuations between the envelopes. However, it does not prevent the algo-
rithm from converging as the number of extrema between two consecutive 
iterations is always reduced. 
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4  Perspectives 

This paper is concerned with line simplification for generalisation and fo-
cuses on empirical mode decomposition, a method originally designed for 
signal processing. A common drawback to most methods issued from the 
frequency domain is that simplification is performed globally with no con-
nection to the line features. The objective here has been to study the prin-
ciples of EMD and to propose an approach allowing a decomposition of 
the line based on its critical points. 

In the first part, principles of EMD for one-dimensional and two-
dimensional signals have been presented. Although existing methods can 
be applied to two-dimensional line decomposition, they are used mostly 
for signal processing purposes focusing on the extraction of oscillatory 
components. In cartography, line decomposition is usually performed for 
visualisation purposes at different levels of detail concentrating upon the 
identification of critical points characterising line features at each level. 
Therefore, a decomposition method based on the EMD principle using 
points of extreme curvature for construction of the components has been 
introduced. The results look promising as the method, in addition to pre-
senting similar results as the bivariate EMD in terms of extraction of levels 
of detail, gives a decomposition based on critical points which can be later 
used for analysis or editing for generalisation purposes. However, the work 
presented in this paper is still at a preliminary stage and should be devel-
oped further. Two main directions for future work are identified. 

As stated in the previous section, the first issue concerns the reliability 
of the method itself and the current IMF definition. The method still suf-
fers some limitations in the definition of the decomposition process. 
Firstly, curvature is defined as the inverse radius of the osculating circle at 
a point. This definition is not reliable enough as it is too sensitive to nu-
merical errors. It is also too local within this context and should take into 
account the scale or the resolution to limit approximation errors and detec-
tion of extrema which are too local. An improvement would be to consider 
more global definitions of the curvature taking into account a larger neigh-
bourhood, such as the visual curvature as defined in (Liu et al. 2008). 

Furthermore, needing investigation is the definition of a sifting method 
adapted to our approach so that components are symmetrical in order to 
improve the decomposition and to fully satisfy the definition of IMF from 
a physical point of view. A major issue also is to compare the method with 
other existing line simplification techniques including other EMD tech-
niques and the Douglas Peucker algorithm.  
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A second direction concerns the application of the method to line visua-
lisation and editing at different levels of resolutions. The objective of ex-
tracting critical points is to define a line via its critical points so that each 
feature is expressed in a local frame. A model has to be defined to store 
and access the line points through these frames. In this way, editing can be 
performed only by acting on the critical points so that the user retains easi-
er control of the shape. Critical points are also used to define the different 
IMF components of the line: critical points at a level are expressed through 
the critical points at the lower level. Such a model allows the editing of 
several levels at the same time as modifications can be transferred to high-
er levels. It is also useful for visualisation operations such as continuous 
zooming.  

A major issue when simplifying lines relates to the preservation of topo-
logical consistency. In the longer term, this issue should be the main focus. 
By ensuring that the relative locations of critical points on a line are main-
tained (for example, a maximum is always higher than a minimum), we 
can guarantee that the shape is maintained. In a set of lines, topological re-
lationships may also be linked with relationships between critical points. A 
main objective would be to define generalisation operators which are di-
rectly applicable to critical points. However, it will be necessary to estab-
lish if any further constraints must be set depending upon the type of line 
or the context of the map as operations do not always need to be applied to 
all levels at the same time.  
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Abstract. CityGML (City Geography Markup Language) not only represents the 
shape and graphical appearance of 3D buildings but specifically addresses the ob-
ject semantics and the thematic properties, taxonomies and aggregations. The gen-
eralization algorithm presented in this paper takes this advantage of CityGML. 
That means that our approach considers the semantic information associated with 
geometrical objects of buildings to be generalized. Experiments show that the ap-
proach can reduce about 90% of the storage space of 3D buildings while keeping 
the information amounts as far as possible. 

Keywords: Generalization, 3D building, CityGML, Typification, Simplification 

1  Introduction 

With the aim to reduce storage space, speed up network transmission and 
geometric computation, hence improve rendering performance, a number 
of algorithms have been made available for generalization of 3D buildings. 
Staufenbiel (1973) presented an early approach for the simplification of 
building data by defining rules that are successively applied to the polygo-
nal outline of the building. Mayer (2005) and Forberg (2007) apply opera-
tors of mathematical morphology e.g. opening, closing, erosion and dila-
tion to simplify a building. Sester (2000, 2005) suggests using the least 
square adjustment as a technique for the simplification of building ground 
plans. Kada introduces his approaches for building generalization by defin-
ing parts of simplified buildings as intersections of half-planes (2006) and 
by cell decomposition and primitive instancing (2007). Thiemann (2002) 
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proposes to decompose a building into basic 3D primitives. Primitives with 
small volume are eliminated. More considerable research can be found in 
(Sester 2007) and (Meng & Forberg, 2007).  

However, the abovementioned methods do not consider the semantic in-
formation associated with geometrical objects of buildings. This could lead 
to eliminating some features which are important for visual impression or 
merging features which belong to different objects. 

This paper presents a generalization algorithm that takes the semantic 
information of 3D buildings into account. The 3D buildings are modelled 
with City Geography Markup Language (CityGML) that defines the 
classes and relations for the most relevant topographic objects in cities and 
regional models with respect to their geometrical, topological, semantic 
and appearance properties. CityGML has five Levels of Detail (LoDs), 
each for a different purpose. For the ongoing research project “Integrating 
time-dependent features in 3D building models” we model 3D buildings at 
LoD3. In order to make the analysis and visualization of the results at dif-
ferent hierarchical geometrical resolutions more efficiently the buildings in 
LoD3 need to be simplified. The simplification should be able to preserve 
the semantic information of the building components as much as possible. 

In contrast to the input models for the abovementioned methods the 
buildings in CityGML are modelled with respect to their geometrical, 
topological, semantic and appearance properties (Gröger et al. 2008). Even 
small components of a building such as windows, doors etc. are docu-
mented with high geometrical and semantic precision, where the semantic 
information indicates the meanings of the individual object components. 
Taking semantic information into account in a generalization process can 
avoid (i) deleting some features which are important for visual impression; 
(ii) merging polygons which belong to different entities. 

The paper is structured as follows: as the input, buildings of our ap-
proach are modeled with CityGML which is introduced in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 is dedicated to the semantic-driven generalization algorithm: at first, 
the process to extract the exterior shells of buildings from their LoD3 
models is presented; then the ground plan is simplified with regard to the 
semantics of the corresponding wall and roof part. Subsequently, the sur-
face is simplified and window structures are typified. In Section 4 the im-
plementation and results are shown. The last section summarizes the con-
ducted work. 
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2  The CityGML for 3D Building Modeling 

CityGML stands for the City Geography Markup Language. It is an open 
data model and XML-based format for the representation and exchange of 
virtual 3D city models. CityGML not only represents the shape and 
graphical appearance of city models but specifically addresses the object 
semantics and the representation of the thematic properties, taxonomies 
and aggregations (Kolbe, 2008). Since 20th, August, 2008 CityGML (City 
Geography Markup Language) version 1.0.0 has been adopted by the Open 
Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC) for modeling 3D urban objects espe-
cially 3D buildings.  

The thematic information in CityGML goes beyond graphic exchange 
formats and allows users to employ virtual 3D city models for comprehen-
sive analysis in different application domains such as simulation, urban 
data mining, facilities management, decision support and thematic inquir-
ies. 

The building model is the most detailed thematic concept of CityGML. 
It allows for the representation of thematic and spatial aspects of buildings, 
building parts and installations in four levels of detail LoD1 - LoD4 (Fig-
ure 1). In LoD1, 3D buildings are represented by block model with flat 
roofs. In LoD2, buildings have differentiated roof structures and themati-
cally differentiated surfaces. LoD3 denotes architectural models with de-
tailed wall and roof structures, balconies, bays and projections. LoD4 
completes a LoD3 model by adding interior structures.  

As mentioned above, the facade of a building of LoD3 can be semanti-
cally differentiated. Furthermore the openings such as doors and windows 
are represented as thematic objects. If a building of LoD3 is observed more 
closely, it would be found that every component e.g. wall is represented as 
a cubiod (multi surface) instead of a planar surface (see Figure 2). This 
means that at least six polygons are required in order to model a simple 
wall without any opening objects in LoD3. As a result, a single building in 
LoD3 needs a rather large storage space. Therefore, modelling all the 
buildings in a district or even the whole city leads to enormous storage 
space.  

This paper proposes algorithms of generalization based on LoD3 in 
CityGML with the objective to reduce the storage space, speed up the net-
work transmission and make rendering more efficient. 
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LoD1 LoD2 

  

 
LoD3 LoD4 

 
Fig. 1. The four levels of detail (LoD) defined by CityGML for building model 
(FZK-House modeled by Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institute for Applied 
Computer Science), visualized in LandXplorer CityGML Viewer 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Wall, windows as well as door in LoD3 are modelled as cuboid 
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3  The generalization Based on CityGML Modelling 

The presented generalization algorithm is designed for 3D buildings mod-
elled in CityGML at LoD3. The approach can be realized in four steps: (i) 
extraction of exterior shell of building; (ii) simplification of ground plan, 
(iii) simplification of surface for facade and (iv) typification of windows.  

3.1  Extraction of Exterior Shell of Building 

The first step of the generalization is to extract the exterior shell of build-
ing from its LoD3 model. First of all the walls in CtiyGML are converted 
into point clouds. For each wall its centroid izyxi MMMM ],,[=  would be 

calculated and an adjusting plane iF  can be found by using the following 
equation: 

                            0     : =+++ iiiii DzCyBxAF                                            (1) 

where ],,[ iiii CBAn =
r

 is the normal vector of the plane iF  and iD the 
closest distance of the plane to the origin of the coordinate system.  

The average point ],,[ mmm ZYXM = of all centroids of the walls can be 
easily calculated which would be treated as the centroid of the building. 
The point obtained in this way can guarantee that it lies more probably in 
the middle of the building than the point obtained by averaging all bound-
ary points of walls.  

For each polygon which belongs to the same wall a plane ijF would be 
computed by inputting the coordinates of all its vertices in the equation 1. 
Thereafter the angle ijθ  between the plan ijF  and iF can be derived using: 
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If the angle ijθ  is close to 90°, the two planes are assumed to be or-
thogonal. The corresponding polygon should be deleted. But if the angle 

ijθ  is close to 0° or 180° the two planes can be either coplanar or parallel. 
Therefore, the corresponding polygon should be preserved. After this 
process all the remaining polygons which belong to the same wall should 
be either coplanar or parallel. The distances from the centroid M to the 
planes of these polygons are calculated by:  
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The maximum value of the distances indicates the polygons which rep-
resent the exterior shell of the wall. The coefficients of the plane for these 
coplanar polygons ],,,[ ex

i
ex
i

ex
i

ex
i DCBA will be used for the subsequent stage.  

In order to preserve the spatial details of windows and doors within the 
wall, ít is necessary to project them onto the exterior shell according to: 
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where ( )Twdwdwd zyx  is a point of a window or a door, ex stands for 

the plane of exterior shell and i for the currently involved wall . 
Those polygons that have been projected as lines on the exterior shell 

should be deleted because they lie perpendicular to the exterior shell. On 
the other hand if some polygons are identical to one another, only one of 
them should remain. As a result windows and doors are reduced to planes 
on the exterior shell. 

For the roof of the building there are two cases of modelling in 
CityGML: 

(1) The roof is modelled as several RoofSurface and every RoofSur-
face is a 6-sided prism whose four faces are rectangular. 

(2) The roof is modelled as one single RoofSurface. 

In the first case the exterior shell of roof will be extracted using the 
same method as for the wall. In the second case the situation turns out rela-
tively complex. Firstly, for each roof polygon its plane is computed by us-
ing equation (1). If the third coefficient of the plane is close to zero 
( 0≈C ), the polygon is orthogonal to the xy-plane, i.e. the ground plan. 
This polygon will be deleted. The remaining polygons will be classified 
into several clusters according to their orientations: the normal vectors of 
the planes for the polygons in the same cluster are the same and the abso-
lute difference between their D values is smaller than 0.3 meter (since the 
thickness of roofs is normally less than 0.3m). In each cluster the distances 
from the centroid M to the planes of the polygons are computed by using 
the equation (3). The maximum distance indicates then the polygons on the 
exterior shell of roof.  
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Now the overall exterior shell of the building has been extracted. Figure 
3 shows the original model (left) of a house in LoD3 and its exterior shell 
model (right). In comparison to the original model the exterior shell pre-
serves almost all the details (features) of the house, but it needs very few 
polygons (around 1/8 numbers of polygons) for the modelling.  

 
   Freihof in CityGML LoD3 with 2429 
   polygons (from the city model of Et 
   tenheim in Germany) 

   Exterior shell of Freihof with 301  
   polygons 

Fig. 3. An example house in LoD3 and its exterior shell 

As a matter of fact, this kind of optical illusion could also be found in 
our real world. In order to conduct the renovation work for a building 
without influencing its exterior appearance, its facade is painted on a pla-
nar cloth which hangs in front of the building. The painted facade can be 
viewed as the exterior shell of the facade. It keeps all the spatial details, 
thus gives pedestrians a similar visual impression. 

  
Fig. 4. Painted facades give pedestrians similar visual impression (the left  
building is located on the Neuhauserstr.6 and the right one in Kaufingerstr.26, 
Munich, Germany. The photos were taken on the 30th, November. 2008) 
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3.2  Simplification of Ground Plan 

Prior to the simplification, the ground plan of a building has to be derived 
from the exterior shell model by projecting the wall on the ground and 
connecting the footprint into a closed polygon.  

Similar to [Sester et al. 2004] the operations are going to be triggered by 
a building side nS that is smaller than a threshold. However, one more im-
portant semantic rule must be obeyed:  

The side should not be removed, if there is an object important for 
visual impression e.g. a window or a door etc. on its corresponding 
wall. 

For this reason, before the operations with intrusions, extrusions, offsets 
and corners the involved side should be checked, whether there is window 
or door on its corresponding wall or not.  

Intrusion and extrusion 

 

Fig. 5. Removing intrusion and extrusion in the ground plan 

Actually, the operation for intrusion and extrusion is same. First of all the 
three sides of the intrusion or extrusion (see Figure 5) are checked:  

(1) If there is window or door on the wall corresponded to nS or 2nS + , 
the intrusion or extrusion would not be removed. 

(2) If there is no window or door on the wall corresponded to nS or 

2nS + , the side 1-nS will be merged with side 3nS + into one side 

new1,nS − (the right figure in the Figure 5). 
(3) On the base of the second case the side 1nS + will be checked. If 

there is window or door on the wall corresponding to 1nS + , the 
window or the door will be projected on the new wall correspond-
ing to new1,nS − . At the same time the semantics of the window or 
door will be indorsed.  
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Offset 

 

Fig. 6. Removing offset in the ground plan 

In case of offset (see Figure 6) the longer side 1nS +  of the adjacent 
neighbours of the shortest edge nS will be extended. This leads to an inter-
section with the side 2-nS  and creates a new node newP and a new 
side new2,-nS (the middle figure of Figure 6). Now the three sides new2,-nS , 

1-nS and nS will be checked. The situation here is comparable to the intru-
sion and extrusion described above and the operations are also the same. 

Corner 

 

Fig. 7. Removing a corner in the ground plan 

If the shortest side of a corner (Figure 7) is smaller than the threshold, this 
side will be checked at first. If there is window or door on the wall corre-
sponding to this side, the side nS should not be changed. Otherwise, the 
two adjacent neighbours of nS will be extended. A new node will be pro-
duced at the intersection point newP . At the same time the side nS will be 
removed (right figure in Figure 7). 

After the ground plan is simplified the roof structure should be adjusted 
accordingly. If the roof is flat, it will be simplified in the same way as for 
the ground plan. Otherwise, the polygons of the roof should be projected 
onto the ground. Normally, the projection of roof outline and the ground 
plan are contained within each other.  Therefore, they will be processed in 
the same way. For the new nodes created during the process their corre-
sponding points on the roof can be easily computed: 
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Where ( )Tnewnewnew ZYX  stands for the new created point, 
the iA , iB , iC and iD  are plane coefficients of the involved polygon, and 
( )Tnewroofnewroofnewroof ZYX ___ is the new created point on the roof. 

3.3  Generalization for Façade 

The polygons on and within the facade represent the decorations of the 
wall, windows as well as doors. The generalization for these polygons is 
achieved mainly by using simplification at first and aggregation in the sec-
ond step.  

Simplification: this operation can be carried out by eliminating the sides 
of polygon that are smaller than the given threshold.  

Aggregation: using this operation the polygons will be combined to form 
one larger polygon, if the distances between them are smaller than the 
given threshold. However, the aggregation is only allowed when the in-
volved polygons belong to the same object e.g. wall element, window or 
door. In other words, for example, a polygon of window must not be 
merged with a polygon of the wall in which the window is situated. 

The figure 8 above demonstrates the aggregation on a window. This 
kind of window could be oft found in walls of church in Europe. Normally, 
this kind of wind needs quite a lot of polygons (98 polygons in the case of 
the example) for the modeling. After the aggregation the amount of poly-
gon is reduced to 11.  
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a). original shape of a window 
(modeled with 98 polygons) 

b). after the aggregation the window 
is modeled with 11 polygons 

Fig. 8. Aggregation conducted on a church window (in 3D view) 

In fact, the windows of normal buildings are rather simple and their ex-
terior shells are modeled in CityGML by three polygons: two rectangles 
for the outside frame and one irregular polygon for the inside skeleton (see 
Figure 9). Since most of windows in CityGML are modeled in this way, it 
is necessary to develop a method for their generalization: 

(i) The original shape (Figure 9.a left) can be viewed as a tree with a 
trunk and six branches (Figure 9.a right).  

(ii) For the first level of aggregation the branches 
B1 , B3 , B4 and B6 will be removed. At the same time the width of 
branches B2 and B5will be increased two times (Figure 9.b left). 

(iii) The shape after the first level of aggregation is treated as a tree 
with a trunk and two branches (Figure 9.b right). 

(iv) For the second level of aggregation the two branches of the tree 
will be removed (Figure 9.c).  

(v) For the third level of aggregation the window is represented only 
by one polygon (Figure 9.d).  
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a) shape of a normal window (original) 

  
b) after the first aggregation 

  
c) after the second aggregation  d) after the third aggregation 

 
Fig. 9. Aggregation on a normal window 
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3.4  Typification for Windows 

For the further decrease in the level of detail the windows on the same fa-
cade can be typified. Typification denotes the process of replacing the 
originally large number of objects by a smaller number of uniform shaped 
objects. Although this kind of operation is used in many literatures for 
generalization and various results of typification are presented in (van 
Kreveld, 2001; Thiemann, 2002; Sester & Brenner 2004, Li, 2004 and 
etc.), it is not discussed why their results are reasonable. In our project a 
user test for results of typification was carried out.  

3.4.1 User Test for Typification of Windows 

For the test, three sets of windows were extracted from three different fa-
cades. In Figure 10 one set of windows is shown as an example. For the 
windows extracted from the image (Figure 10.b) three kinds of typification 
are possible: (i) the shape of window is conformal and the ratio of the dis-
tance between windows in horizontal direction to that in vertical direction 
is preserved; (ii) the area is conformal and the ratio of the distance between 
windows in horizontal direction to that in vertical direction is preserved 
and (iii) typification according to the algorithm in (Sester & Brenner 2004) 
that creates a new polygon by connecting centers of four neighboring po-
lygons. 

The user test was carried out during a lecture at the Technical University 
of Munich. 21 students had 15 seconds to stare at the extracted windows 
(b) and its three kinds of typification (c, d & e). Then they have to make a 
decision: which kind of typification is best associated to the original ex-
tracted windows, which is the second and the third choice.  
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a) original image of facade b) windows extracted from the image 

 

 

 

 

 

 
c) Typification based on 
conformal shape and the 
ratio of the distance be-
tween windows in hori-
zontal direction and that in 
vertical direction. 

d) Typification based on 
area conformal area and the 
ratio of the distance be-
tween windows in horizon-
tal direction and that in 
vertical direction. 

e) Typification ac-
cording to algorithm 
in (Sester and Brenner 
2004) 

Fig. 10. User test for typification 

3.4.2  Results of the User Test 

The results of the test are summarized in the following table (Table 1). 

Table 1. The results of the user test 

Typification\Ranking Best Middle Bad 
Typification 1 17 3 1 
Typification 2 4 16 1 
Typification 3 0 4 17 

 

Table 1 indicates that 81 percents of students found the first kind of typifi-
cation could be best associated to the original façade; the second kind of 
typification lies in the middle and the third kind of typification is not ap-
propriate for the façade whose windows are distributed similar to the fa-
çades of our test. The results of the test for the other two facades are quite 
the same as the results given in the example. That means the shape and the 
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spatial distribution are most important for representation of the windows 
on a façade and these should be preserved during the typification. 

4  Implementation and Results 

The generalization algorithm has been implemented and tested on a num-
ber of 3D buildings modelled in LoD3 of CityGML. It shows good results 
for buildings with many windows or doors on the facades. For a selection 
of examples see Figure 11. In all cases the complexity as well as the stor-
age space of the building modelled in LoD3 could be substantially reduced 
without destroying the overall appearance and losing the semantic infor-
mation of the building. 

For the example in Figure 11 the generalization was conducted in six 
steps as introduced in Section 3. Obviously, our approach is able to keep 
the information amount represented by the original model. But the storage 
space has been substantially reduced, in particular from the original model 
to the exterior shell. Table 2 gives an overview for the decrease of storage 
space after each step of generalization. The decrease of storage space is in-
tuitively illustrated in Figure 12.  

 
Tabel 2. Decrease of storage space after each step of generalization 

step Name Storage space in [KB] 
0 Original model in LoD3 1051 
1 Exterior shell 128 
2 Simplification of ground plan 124 
3 The 1st generalization of window 76 
4 The 2nd generalization of window 71 
5 The 3rd generalization of window 49 
6 Typification of windows 43 
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a). Original building model in LoD3 

 

  
b). Exterior shell of the building g) after typification of 

windows 
 

d). after the 
first gener-
alization of 
window 

e). after 
the second 
generali-
zation of 
window 

f). after the 
third gen-
eralization 
of window 

c). after simplifi-
cation of the 
ground plan 

 
Fig. 11. Generalization of a 3D building 
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Fig. 12. Storage space of the building is reduced after each step of generalization 

5  Conclusion 

The paper presented a new approach for the generalization of 3D building 
models. Unlike other algorithms that have been proposed in the past, the 
new approach considers the semantic information of the building’s com-
ponents. The input 3D buildings are modelled in LoD3 by CityGML, as 
CityGML not only represents the shape and graphical appearance of 3D 
buildings but specifically addresses the object semantics and the represen-
tation of the thematic properties, taxonomies and aggregations. The gener-
alization for a complex building can be realized step by step. At first the 
exterior shell is extracted from the building’s LoD3 model. Secondly, the 
ground plan will be simplified with regard to the components on the walls. 
At the same time the roof structure will be adjusted according to the 
change of the ground plan. Then the generalization for façades is carried 
out by using simplification and aggregation of polygons which belong to 
the same object. Finally, the windows on a façade will be typified for a 
further decrease in level of detail. In order to find a reasonable perform-
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ance for the result of typification a user test was carried out. The test 
shows that the shape and the spatial distribution are most important for 
representation of the windows on the façade.  

Our approach for generalization has been implemented and tested on a 
number of 3D buildings modelled in LoD3 of CityGML. It shows good re-
sults for buildings with many windows or doors on the facades. In all cases 
the complexity as well as the storage space of the building modelled in 
LoD3 could be substantially reduced without destroying the overall ap-
pearance and losing the semantic information of the building.  

So far our approach except the typification for windows can be auto-
matically applied for generalization of 3D buildings modelled in LoD3 us-
ing CityGML. For the time being, our typification operation for windows 
can only be carried out interactively. The difficulties lie in determining 
how many windows are appropriate for a good visual impression after the 
typification. Further experiments will therefore be based on the combina-
tion of the findings from visual perception with some empirical carto-
graphic rules such as the Toepfer’s radical law (Töpfer and Pillewizer, 
1966).  
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along routes can be improved if the graphical representation is aligned with the 
user’s mental concepts of a route. In this paper, we analyze an existing 2D sche-
matization approach called wayfinding choremes and present an implementation 
for virtual 3D urban models, transferring the approach to 3D. To create the virtual 
environment, we transform the junctions of a route defined for a given road net-
work to comply with the eight sector model, that is, outgoing legs of a junction are 
slightly rotated to align with prototypical directions in 45° increments. Then, the 
adapted road network is decomposed into polygonal block cells, the individual po-
lygons are extruded to blocks and their façades are textured. For the evaluation of 
our 3D wayfinding choreme implementation, we present an experiment frame-
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1  Introduction 

The spreading applications of 3D geovirtual environments show that they 
are evolving from expert tools for selected applications to platforms ad-
dressing everyday needs of average users. For example, virtual 3D city 
models are used as integration platforms for real estate search, vacation 
planning, and traffic information. Thus, they serve as a spatial index struc-
ture for users to access data from different domains, revealing underlying 
spatial relations in the data. 

However, in order to compete with 2D maps for navigation and orienta-
tion tasks, applications using 3D geovirtual environments need to provide 
additional benefits that legitimate the higher effort of creating and main-
taining the used models, providing the infrastructure, such as a PC or a 
mobile device, and actually interacting with them. Given the higher com-
plexity as one reason, many people have problems with navigation and 
orientation in virtual environments. For example, the acquisition of survey 
knowledge is difficult, as the impression from egocentric perspective has 
to be transferred to an allocentric model of the situation (Nash et al. 2000). 

1.1  Virtual Environments 

Viewed from a cognition science point of view, a virtual environment 
(VE) “[...] offers the user a more naturalistic medium in which to acquire 
spatial information, and potentially allows to devote less cognitive effort to 
learning spatial information than by maps.“ (Montello et al. 2004, pp:275). 

Encouraged by this argument, lots of research has been done regarding 
navigation in virtual VEs. As interactive, real-time, 3D graphical render-
ings of spatial data, VEs are controlled by the users, thus directly changing 
and responding to users’ behavior, e.g., through joystick or mouse interac-
tion. In a VE, users typically have a dynamic first-person perspective on 
the scene. They acquire information sequentially and have to integrate 
them over time to build up a mental representation of the environment. 
Many studies show that people are able to learn spatial information from a 
VE (Montello et al. 2004). 

There is a long tradition to present spatial information in a static pictori-
al way, e.g., in maps, and using verbal descriptions. Several approaches 
aim at easing the use of navigation assistance systems to increase user’s 
performance in navigation through an environment. Most of these ap-
proaches apply principles of information reduction or abstraction to the 
spatial data to emphasize the necessary information elements while hiding 
unnecessary or disturbing parts. 
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One of these approaches are the wayfinding choremes introduced by 
(Klippel et al. 2005). Choreme is coined from the greek word for space, 
chor, and the suffix -eme, and means elementary primitives of space in 
analogy to phonemes for speech, or graphemes for written language. These 
wayfinding choremes represent prototypes of turning actions, which can 
also be used to emphasize turning actions in wayfinding maps (Klippel et 
al. 2005). 

In this paper, we transfer the schematization principles of wayfinding 
choremes, i.e., the concept of cognitively adequate route representations 
developed for maps, to 3D VEs (Figure 1). We want to investigate, if as-
sumptions made for 2D plans work in 3D visualization in spite of the fact, 
that space reception is fundamentally different. After the introduction of 
the theoretical basis of 3D wayfinding choremes and a sketch of the expe-
riment to be done, we will present an implementation of wayfinding cho-
remes in a 3D VE, followed by our experiment application. Then, we will 
discuss the concept as well as relate our solution to other approaches. We 
will conclude this paper with an outlook. 

This paper focuses on the concept of 3D wayfinding choremes, their 
technical realization and the implementation of an experiment application. 
We expect to get first results of our ongoing empirical studies in the next 
months.  

 
Fig. 1. Transformation of a junction into a prototypic configuration: The original 
roads (left) are analyzed, sorted and processed according to their angle to create a 
cognitively adequate representation of the junction (right).  

2  3D Wayfinding Choremes 

When VEs are used for tourist information, the most important purpose is 
communication of knowledge of the environment to users, i.e., tourists, to 
enable them to navigate in the VE and/or to learn a route. Unfortunately, 
navigation is often difficult in VEs even for trained users, especially if they 
have to navigate in large environments. The difficulties arise from users’ 
problems to orientate themselves in VEs; also the acquisition of survey 
knowledge of the environment is poorer compared to navigation in the real 
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world. These problems to some extent originate from the absence of vesti-
bular and proprioceptive stimuli; though, many difficulties and spatial be-
havior issues within virtual environment are only fragmentary understood 
(Nash et al. 2000). 

There are different approaches aiming at improving users’ navigation 
performance in VEs, for example, providing a map or positioning addi-
tional landmarks within the VE, e.g., (Darken and Sibert 1993, 1996), or 
redesigning structural elements of VEs founded by the theory of Lynch 
(1960), e.g., (Omer et al. 2006). So far, these studies present a large range 
of different setting in terms of subjects’ exposure time, their level of exper-
tise and also in the details of the represented VE, such as size and natural-
ism of representation, e.g., (Goerger et al. 1998; Richardson 1999). Hence, 
existing approaches have largely contradicting navigation performance re-
sults. 

2.1  Schematization 

In our approach, we decide to apply the principle of schematization for en-
hancing the structural information of our urban VE. Definitions of the term 
schematization strongly vary between science disciplines. In cognitive 
sciences, especially linguistics, schematization is interpreted in the context 
of information processing. Herskovit (1998) postulates that three distin-
guishable processes are involved in schematization: abstraction, idealiza-
tion, and selection. In computer science and artificial intelligence, sche-
matic representation focuses on the identification and extraction of 
information that is relevant for a task (Berendt et al. 1998). Hereby three 
types of knowledge are defined: Knowledge that is essential and therefore 
needs to be represented unaltered; knowledge that can be altered, but has 
to be presented; and knowledge that should be omitted (Goerger et al. 
1998; Palmer 1978). We understand schematization beyond the named de-
finition as a process of intentionally simplifying a representation beyond 
technical needs to achieve cognitive adequacy, as defined in (Klippel et al. 
2005). Cognitive adequacy, defined by Strube (1992), means on the one 
hand the representation of cognitive processes or on the other hand repre-
sentations that have the quality to support cognitive processes. Compared 
to generalization, as understood in cartography, schematization is more 
than a simplified representation – it is a cognitively motivated representa-
tion. 
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Fig. 2. Sketches of intersections with turning descriptions and their prototypes in 
the bottom right. (adapted from Klippel et al.( 2005))  

2.2  2D Wayfinding Choremes 

Representing spatial information in a two-dimensional way as maps has a 
long tradition. Usually, cartographic maps depict selected aspects of the 
environment on a spatial scale much smaller than 1:1. Schematization is 
one way of selecting the represented aspects beyond the technical need to-
wards a cognitively motivated representation. Schematization principles 
are applied to improve the legibility of maps depending on the specific 
tasks. 

One example for cognitively adequate schematization principles for 
wayfinding maps are wayfinding choremes introduced by (Klippel et al. 
2005). They define wayfinding choremes as mental conceptualization of 
functional wayfinding primitives. This schematization principle is aimed at 
easing the decision process at a junction by replacing the original curve by 
prototypes. Klippel et al. empirically identified mental conceptualizations 
of turning situations. Figure 2 shows sketches of resulting prototypical 
turning directions and the correlated wayfinding choremes. Participants 
tend to represent a turning action in a prototypical way. 

Wayfinding choremes are prototypes of turning actions. Externalized 
graphically, they are useful to emphasize a turning action in a wayfinding 
situation. This method can be applied to route-following maps. Empirical 
data (Meilinger et al. 2007) show that schematic maps with prototypical 
junctions improve navigation performance for wayfinding compared to 
normal, that is, unchanged floor plans. 
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Fig. 3. A sketch of 3D wayfinding choreme. The original intersection (left) is 
compared with the prototype of this intersection (right). On the lower part, the re-
spective 2D representation is shown. (from Peters and Richter (2008))  

2.3  Transferring Wayfinding Choremes to 3D 

In our approach, we apply the schematization principle of wayfinding cho-
remes to VEs. As explained in the beginning, navigation in VEs is a diffi-
cult navigation task. For enhancing navigation performance, 3D wayfind-
ing choremes have been suggested (Peters and Richter 2008), applying the 
principle of wayfinding choremes to 3D representations by locally chang-
ing the angular configuration of road junctions. Furthermore, not only an-
gles of the intersecting roads but also angles of buildings have to be 
changed locally at the intersection, as sketched in Figure 3. For the imple-
mentation of 3D wayfinding choremes, it is not necessary to change the 
global configuration of the street network. We will explain our implemen-
tation in detail in Section 3. 

“Much of the knowledge about time and space is qualitative in nature. 
Specifically, this is true for visual knowledge about space.” (Freksa 1991, 
pp:365). In our approach, we aim to emphasize the qualitative nature of 
VEs by applying the schematization principle of wayfinding choremes. By 
replacing junctions with prototypes, this schematization approach eases the 
decision for actions to be performed at these intersections, as a displayed 
prototypical direction instead of the real angle (e.g., 90° instead of 79.3°) 
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can be understood easily. This can be argued, as the estimation of angles is 
a difficult task in VEs (Riecke 2003). It can be expected that orientation is 
more accurate using prototypical angles. 

2.4  Experiment 

To define requirements for software that creates a VE and supports con-
ducting experiments to evaluate the wayfinding choreme concept in 3D, 
we give a sketch of an experiment setup. We hypothesize that 3D wayfind-
ing choremes in VEs improve navigation performance. Therefore, we will 
compare route learning performance in an unchanged VE with the trans-
formed VE. The subjects will learn the route by actively navigating 
through the VE, following the indicated route that is highlighted by ar-
rows. Then, the participants have to navigate along the route without addi-
tional route indicators being presented. We will analyze the number of er-
rors of the participants when reproducing the route as a measure for their 
performance. An error is defined as a wrong turning decision that is not 
recognized within a predefined distance to the route. The subjects will be 
divided in two groups: One group will learn the route in an unchanged 
world and the other one in a choremized world. 

Additionally, we will perform some pre-testing of the perceptual and al-
so qualitative nature of intersections in VEs. We will analyze the quality of 
estimation of angles in the VE by the subjects and let them draw sketch 
maps. 

3  Creation of a Choremized World 

Targeting the evaluation of the application of the wayfinding choreme 
concept in a user study, we design an experiment framework as follows 
(Figure 4): We need two main components, the world creation component 
to derive the VE using a given set of input data under certain parameters, 
and the interactive viewer application that helps conducting the experi-
ment. 

In the following, we will firstly describe the creation of the VE, and 
then present the application (Section 4). 
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3.1  Design Decisions 

The VE has to look sufficiently similar to a real urban situation to be suffi-
ciently convincing to the subjects. For the evaluation, three requirements 
exist to allow studying the impact of choreme transformation of junctions 
in the context of route navigation: 

• The use of landmarks for orientation needs to be controlled and limited. 
• The junctions and the course of the roads have to be emphasized. 
• The terrain is planar as the concept does not cover implications for 3D 

terrain. 

 

Fig. 4. Overview of the experiment framework.  

 
Fig. 5. Façades can be visualized naturalistic, hand-drawn, or white. 

Therefore, the complexity of the VE’s visualization has to be reduced to 
limit the number of potential landmarks. To emphasize the course of roads 
and junction configurations, building façades are aligned with the roads. 
Additionally, explicit street polygons are embedded in the scene. 

The creation of the choremized world can be sketched as follows. First, 
the input road network is processed using the input route to transform the 
route junctions to follow the choreme concept. The resulting transformed 
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road network is then used to create polygonal partitions, i.e., cells. These 
cells are then extruded to yield 3D blocks. 

3.2  Input Data 

A virtual 3D city model typically integrates data from various sources and 
of different types, such as building models, infrastructure networks, digital 
terrain models, terrain textures, city furniture positions and models, and 
vegetation models (Kolbe et al. 2005). For our exemplary urban environ-
ment, we use just a subset of those to create an urban environment suffi-
cient to visualize the choreme aspect along a route. 

First of all we need a road network, which is in our case a part of a real 
world city. Data providers are TeleAtlas or OpenStreetMap, but also a ma-
nually created set of roads can be used. Our application reads them as line 
features from a Shapefile. The route also needs to be given as a Shapefile 
with a single line feature that is approximately aligned with the road net-
work. 

By creating urban VEs, we need for the building façades a set of façade 
images that are sufficiently generic, that is, they do not contain overly dis-
tinctive features. Using individual, remarkable façades would allow the 
subjects to use them as landmarks, which we want to control. In our scena-
rio, we use a selected set of 38 different façade photos. Alternatively, 
completely synthetically façade images can be used, or no façade images 
at all (Figure 5). 

Since we want to enable the controllable integration of landmark ob-
jects, we allow specifying landmark positions in a Shapefile along with a 
set of 3D models from typical city furniture objects. On each point in the 
Shapefile, one of the 3D models is placed as a remarkable landmark object 
on the streets. 

3.3  Route Processing 

3.3.1 Deriving Topology 

Once the road network and the route are read in, the road network is con-
verted into an arrangement (Wein et al. 2007; de Berg et al. 2008), which 
basically intersects all line features L = {li} to create a half-edge data struc-
ture G = (V,E,P) with vertices V, edges E, and polygons P with the usual 
operations (de Berg et al. 2008). 

{ } ( )PEVGlL tarrangemen
i ,,=⎯⎯⎯ →⎯=  
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The half-edge data structure is necessary to do further processing that 
also regards the topology, e.g., does consider neighbor relations of junc-
tions. In addition, it allows querying the polygonal decomposition P of the 
plane that is implicated by the set of linear features. 

As the topological graph structure on the road network does not exist at 
the time of the route specification, the geometric route feature r = {r1,...,rn} 
with ri = (x, y),  x, y∈R has to be aligned with and mapped to the topologi-
cal road network representation. This is done by searching for geometrical-
ly near and connected vertices of the computed half-edge structure. 

( ) { } VvvvrrG r
j

r
m

r
G

alignment ∈=⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ ,,, 1 K  

At the end, a topological representation of the route has been derived, 
e.g., an ordered list of connected nodes in the graph structure. 

3.3.2  Applying Choreme Transformation 

The graph together with the route information is then used to apply the 
geometric transformation to junctions along the route, i.e., nodes of degree 
greater than two. It is therefore a transformation of the half-edge structure 
depending on the route, ( ) ', GrG ationchorematiz

G ⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ .Note that the direction 
of the route is important, as, considering a single junction, the incoming 
road has to be kept unchanged, while all other outgoing roads have to be  

 
Fig. 6. Pseudo-code for creating a choreme representation.  

applyChoremes(G, rG){ 
  for each vir in rG, i>1 do { 
 
    if (degree(vir)>2){ 
      Bins[4] bins4 
      bool isOverlap 
      bins4, isOverlapp  sortAngles(vir) 
 
      if (isOverlap = true){ 
        Bins[8] bins8 
        Bins8, isOverlap  sortAngles(vir) 
 
        if (isOverlap = false){ 
          transformJunction(vir, bins8) // use 8 sector model 
        }else {}                       // leave unchanged 
      }else{ 
        transformJunction(vir, bins4)   // use 4 sector model 
      } 
    } 
  } 
} 
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changed to conform to the direction model (Klippel 2005). Hence, the al-
gorithm iterates through all nodes along the route, starting with the first 
node and transforming all junctions to the destination node (Figure 6). 

For one junction, the existing outgoing road segments are at first eva-
luated to compute the angles relative to the incoming road segment. Using 
the graph structure, neighboring edges can easily be queried for a certain 
vertex, hence we get positions of the neighboring vertices for the computa-
tion. The result is a numerical representation of the junction, containing the 
angles of each outgoing leg. These are sorted into bins with a defined size, 
first, into 90°-sized bins, i.e., a four-sector model, and then, in case of mul-
tiple legs within one bin, into 45°-sized bins. If there are still multiple 
items in one bin after the second iteration, the junction is not changed, as it 
can be argued that the junction is too specific for a generalization. 

In the next step, the outgoing road segments are rotated slightly to fol-
low the prototypic directions (Figure 7). This has a number of implica-
tions: As the transformation effect should be sufficiently local, i.e., within 
a radius r, and other junctions’ positions are to be kept fix, new vertices 
have to be inserted along the changed edge. The prototypical direction 
should be remarkable, though it is not clear what this means in terms of 
meters. Therefore, our algorithm exposes the desired length of the proto-
typical direction as a parameter, being r/2. In case this length cannot be 
guaranteed, as another junction is within the desired length as shown in 
Figure 7, we insert the point half-way to the next junction. The connection  

 

Fig. 7. The transformation applied to a junction. The prototypic directions are su-
perimposed, the gray circle showing the local limitation of the effect. The shifted 
roads are smoothed using Beziér curves (right) when connected with the subse-
quent original edge. 
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of the inserted and shifted vertex with the original road network is then, as 
in the original paper, smoothed by applying a Bézier curve (Klippel et al. 
2005). The algorithm stops, when all junctions along the route have been 
processed. 

3.4  Creation of the 3D Geometry 

After the 2D processing, 3D geometry has to be created for an explorable 
VE. Therefore, the half-edge data structure is queried for the polygons, 
which need to be further processed to be the footprints for block cells. At 
first, using 2D Boolean operations, the road network is subtracted from the 
polygons, cutting away space for the roads. 

Then, the footprints are extruded to typical urban building heights, 
which can be given as an interval specifying minimum and maximum 
height. For an individual block, the height is then randomly varied within 
the interval, and for again randomly sized façade sections, textures from 
the façade textures pool are assigned (Figure 8). The texture parameteriza-
tion is stored, so that we can apply approximately the same parameteriza-
tion to both the choremized and the unchanged version of the world. 

The resulting urban-like building blocks are finally pre-shaded and 
stored together with collision geometry necessary for collision free naviga-
tion, later. 

 

 
Fig. 8. A cell block’s façade parameterization. A block, which is defined by its 
surrounding streets, is randomly textured from a pool of given façade textures.  

3.5  Computational Complexity 

The computation of the choreme representation starting from the road net-
work and the route depends linearly on the size of those two data compo-
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nents. As the algorithm to change route junctions iteratively goes through 
all junctions along the route, and for each junction only the topological 
neighborhood is processed, the complexity is O(n). The most expensive 
operations are done after the choreme transformation for the creation of 
the virtual environment, i.e., the Boolean operations and the lighting. 

For an overview of the processing timings, we look at two data sets of 
differently sized road network and two routes drawn above them. 

Small World The small data set covers an area of 1500x2000 m² and con-
tains 722 line features with 2330 points. 

Large World The larger data set of the two covers 3000x2700 m² and 
contains 1730 line features with 5450 points. 

Short Route The short route has 8 junctions on a length of 1660 m. 
Long Route The long route has 51 junctions on a length of 4300 m. 

The Small World data set is a subset of the Large World data set. Com-
paring the times (Table 1) to compute these different data sets reveals, that 
most of the time is spent with geometry creation. During the geometry cre-
ation phase, the polygons are trimmed through the surrounding streets by 
performing buffering and Boolean difference operations. Then, the result-
ing polygons are extruded and textured and collision geometry is created. 
However, the Boolean operations take the most time. 

Table 1. Timings for the computation of differently sized worlds. 

 Small World 
short route [s] 

Large World 
short route [s] 

Large World 
long route [s] 

Choreme Transformation 0.05 0.11 0.13 
Geometry Creation 10.73 25.83 29.94 
Pre-Lighting 6.03 9.61s 10.05 

4  An Interactive Application for Experiments 

For evaluating the concept of applying wayfinding choremes on a route in 
a VE, we have created an interactive application. It allows the user to ex-
plore the VE with and without choreme transformation, thus allowing to 
compare both navigation performances. Furthermore a number of parame-
ters of the visualization for the subject can be controlled. The application 
works as a tool to conduct and trace experiments with different subjects 
and different settings. In an experiment, the subjects’ behavior, i.e., 
movement trajectories and heading information are stored in a log file to-
gether with name, date and the current visual parameter settings. Therefore 
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it is suitable for arbitrary user studies targeting VEs that compare subjects’ 
performance along a route in two different configurations of a scene.  

The application is written in C++ and uses the Virtual Rendering Sys-
tem (VRS)1 for 3D scene visualization and interaction, and Qt for the user 
interface. 

4.1  Exploration Mode 

After loading a data set, the application is in exploration mode, allowing 
free navigation in the VE. It is targeted at the experiment conductor to in-
spect the chosen route and the choreme effect. Therefore, the two represen-
tations of the world, that is, with and without the choreme transformation 
along the route, can be switched instantly. The user can also jump directly 
to junctions along the route for quick inspection. 

A separate properties panel allows the configuration of the VE and ex-
periment parameters independently from the main window showing the 3D 
scene. In addition to switching between the two world representations and 
loading another data set, the landmark objects and guiding arrows along 
the route can be disabled to compare the subjects’ behavior (Figure 9). Es-
pecially, the field of view of the virtual camera can be configured to permit  

 
Fig. 9. The display of additional elements of the VE can be toggled, e.g., route in-
dicating arrows (left) and the destination (center), as well as landmark objects 
(right).  

the adaptation of the visualization to the experiment’s setup. This is impor-
tant, as it directly impacts humans’ ability to estimate angles as well as the 
feeling of presence within the VE (Lin et al. 2002). 

While the virtual environment can be explored freely using mouse and 
keyboard, for the experiment subjects, we chose a limited, gamepad-based 
interaction. As the navigation should be as simple and direct as possible, 
requiring the least possible learning effort, we decided to use an input de-

                                                      
1 The Virtual Rendering System, www.vrs3d.org 
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vice known to many from computer games. Further, the movement using 
the gamepad is restricted to a horizontal plane parallel to the virtual terrain 
at 1.80 m height. To keep the subjects from going behind the façades, a 
simple collision handling mechanism is applied. 

4.2  Experiment Mode 

During the experiment, the application guides and documents the process 
to support the conducting researcher. Depending on whether route arrows 
are displayed, we differentiate, if the subjects are to learn or to reproduce 
the route from memory. 

When the researcher starts the experiment, the application sets the posi-
tion to the beginning of the route and displays a start message. Then, the 
subject can move along the streets, possibly following the route until the 
destination is reached. The movement is limited by the route in that the 
subject is invisibly caged within a medium distance, e.g., 30 m around it. 

The current status of the experiment, i.e., started, paused, finished, or 
canceled, can be controlled with the properties panel, or changes are trig-
gered by user actions, i.e., when the destination is reached. The attempt of 
leaving the route is also communicated to the user by flashing red. 

Most important for the experiment’s analysis is the potential for auto-
matic evaluation. Therefore, experiment relevant data is documented in a 
well defined ASCII file for later post-processing in tools such as Matlab. 
Each experiment is documented with a header containing a given subject 
identifier and the environment’s configuration. The progress of the subject 
is tracked with respect to position and heading in regular, configurable 
time intervals, such as 1/10 s. It is supplemented by status change events 
and collision events when the route is left. Thus, errors of the subjects 
while reproducing the route can be counted as an indicator for the adequa-
cy of the representation. 

4.3  Experiment Questions 

Using our experiment application, a number of hypotheses can be eva-
luated both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Estimating Angles The estimation of angles of outgoing legs of a junction 
is the basis for a determination of the feasibility of the choreme ap-
proach in 3D. The situation is fundamentally different compared to 2D 
maps, as the subjects have to transfer the egocentric impression from the 
3D visualization to a mental allocentric concept of the junction. In our 
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application, the subjects can be told to explore a junction and then asked 
to sketch a top-down view of it. We are interested, to which degree the 
estimation of the angles is correct. 

Choreme Impact on 3D Route Comprehension While cognitively ade-
quate representationof spatial data was shown to be effective for 2D 
floor plans (Meilinger et al. 2007), our application addresses the 3D 
case. It is possible to assess the choreme transformation of a 3D city en-
vironment along a route. The application automatically tracks attempts 
to leave the route, e.g., when a subject has forgotten the correct way. By 
counting these attempts, we have a quantitative measure for the confi-
dence of the learned route, and, hence, can compare a subject’s perfor-
mance in the unchanged and the changed world. 

Landmarks along the Route Landmarks undoubtedly play an essential 
role in the wayfinding process. Our application allows for the definition 
of landmark objects’ positions and models to control their integration in 
the VE. Therefore, the subjects’ wayfinding performance in different 
configurations can be measured and compared. 

As the application only uses a small set of sufficiently generic, photo-
realistic or synthetic façades or even no façades at all, we can exclude as 
far as possible the effect of façades used as landmarks. In addition, the flat 
terrain and the simple scene structure with low detail ground complexity 
limit memorization of the route to the sequence of junctions and their con-
figuration. 

5  Discussion 

The presented framework for the creation of a virtual city environment ex-
ternalizes the mental concept of a route and can be used in different set-
tings. As our focus is on experiments evaluating the usefulness of 3D way-
finding choremes, the presented implementation creates a geometrically 
simple urban environment that still provides first insights into this ques-
tion. In addition to using the experiment application in our own experi-
ments, it is possible to export the created VEs for use in other applications 
in standard formats, e.g., CityGML (Kolbe et al. 2005) or VRML. Thus, 
the 3D environments can be evaluated by the community, or other experi-
ments can be done. Another interesting opportunity is to use the trans-
formed road network as input data for a procedural city model creation 
(Müller et al. 2006) as it would lead to much higher detailed buildings and 
ground level geometry to increase the photo-realistic impression. Still, the 
environment could be created in a controlled way. 
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5.1  Concept 

Regarding the potential to transfer the wayfinding choreme concept to 3D, 
we are not sure, what the results of the experiments will be. The applicabil-
ity of the concept in 3D is contradicted by our subjective impression that 
the changes of a junction’s configuration are quite small. In addition, it is 
questionable, if the simplification of the route junctions in the sense of the 
choreme concept leads to a better comprehension and memorization of the 
route, or if it removes unique properties necessary for memorization. Fi-
nally, in our world 3D junctions are especially perceived through the 
closed façades. In a more photo-realistic 3D world, apart from very dense 
central city areas, buildings have free spaces between them, making per-
ception and judgment of a junction more difficult. This effect does not oc-
cur on 2D maps, as roads are typically printed as lines and a possible trans-
formation directly gets visible. 

However, previous experiments have shown that route junctions are not 
remembered with exact angles regarding their configuration (Tversky and 
Lee 1999). Therefore, a simplification according to the wayfinding cho-
remes reduces the presented information to the necessary aspects, thus eas-
ing the process of picking up the path. Therefore we are interested in con-
ducting the experiment for 3D environments to create a more sound base 
for further discussion. 

5.2  Comparison with Existing Work 

If we compare our work with existing approaches, routes are usually visua-
lized using additional scene elements that give directional hints. Typically, 
line features aligned with the course of the route or arrows at decision 
points are integrated in the visualization to guide the user. These elements 
can be integrated, for example, within live video imagery as an overlay 
showing route indicators in a perspectively correct way (Narzt et al. 2004). 
In (Coors et al. 2005), multi-modal representations of routes are analyzed, 
including verbal instructions, 2D and 3D route hints. Our solution uses in-
tegrated elements during learn phase. 

Current commercial solutions for navigation systems typically do rely 
on these explicit route indicators and integrate them in 2D views as well 
as, increasingly, 3D views. However, 3D visualization in navigation sys-
tems is in its infancy. Today’s solutions just show annotated 3D models of 
the environment and use only few techniques to support perception and 
comprehension of the route. 
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In addition to explicit route indicators, a route and its environment can 
be visualized in a deformed way to ease its communication. The classical 
example for 2D route visualization, (Agrawala and Stolte 2001), simplifies 
the route by shrinking distances of straight route segments while preserv-
ing angles. In (Böttger et al. 2008), a metro plan, i.e., a schematic, topolog-
ical route representation, is used to transform a topographic map accor-
dingly with image warping techniques, revealing the spatial relations 
between the metro stations. For short routes within a 3D VE, (Degener et 
al. 2008) present an image warping technique to create a single image de-
scribing the way. Focus + context visualization as in (Trapp et al. 2008) is 
another way to support wayfinding along routes in 3D VEs. Our approach 
focuses on the geometric transformation of junctions to conform to the 
cognitive concept of a route. 

The automatic creation of artificial virtual 3D city models is typically 
done using procedural techniques. Based on a grammar, that is, a set of 
rules, whole city models including a road network can be created (Parish 
and Müller 2001). This technique can also be extended to create different, 
complex building types (Müller et al. 2006). A similar approach with the 
focus on interactive road network creation is presented in (Kelly and 
McCabe 2007). As we create a VE aiming at the conduction of an experi-
ment, we currently do not need a very high degree of realism. 

6  Conclusion and Outlook 

We present a framework to create a cognitively adequate representation of 
a route in a 3D virtual environment following the concept of wayfinding 
choremes, transferring the concept from 2D maps. The framework includes 
an application to conduct experiments for the evaluation of this transferred 
concept and support the conducting researcher with the automatic logging 
of relevant events during one experiment.  

Our next steps will be the accomplishment of experiments, testing the 
memorization of a route in the unchanged and the transformed environ-
ment. In addition to monitor and flat-screen projector based tests, we plan 
to do the experiment in a half cylinder. We presume, that the results will 
be different compared to the flat screen experiment, as the immersion is 
enhanced, and, standing on a junction the subjects actually can look into 
the outgoing roads without further interaction. This will probably influence 
the ability to estimate angles, and, hence, the impact of the choreme trans-
formation. 
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Technically, we plan to change our implementation in some aspects. An 
enhancement for the choreme concept refines the eight-sector-model and 
suggests a nonuniform size of the different sectors (Klippel et al. 2004). 
Especially aiming at verbal communication of directions, for example, the 
sector straight ahead is smaller compared to the directions “veer left” or 
“veer right”. Another interesting idea is the dynamic adaptation of junc-
tions as the user gets near, possibly using image warping techniques 
(Böttger et al. 2008). This would be needed for dynamic rerouting in case 
of a lost way and thus is relevant for car navigation systems. 

Finally, the results of the experiments will eventually be integrated into 
the experiment application and/or be used in a refined concept. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach towards facilitating geovisual analysis 
of crime scenes by introducing three-dimensional crime mapping techniques. 
Robbery scenes are analysed and integrated into a virtual three-dimensional envi-
ronment using up-to-date methods of 3D geovisualization. For this purpose crime 
data as well as numerous geospatial data are integrated into a three-dimensional 
model of the German city of Cologne. Visualizing the results of crime data analy-
sis in geovirtual environments eventually leads to 3D situation awareness in a civil 
security context. To allow for an easy transferability of methods and functions 
used in this approach, a GIS plug-in is developed.  

1  Introduction 

Digital analysis and mapping of crime events can be considered a well-
established method for law enforcement agencies. In fact a wide spectrum 
of generating traditional crime maps has developed over time. The me-
thodical basis of mapping and analysis comprises a wide range of disci-
plines from geospatial statistics, cartography, geographic information sys-
tems (GIS) and spatial epidemiology. Digital analysis and mapping of 
crime offers a number of benefits, particularly in the following fields of 
applications: operational policing purposes, crime prevention, informing 
and interaction with the community, change monitoring changes in the dis-
tribution of crime over time and evaluation of efficiency of crime preven-
tion initiatives (Hirschfield and Bowers, 2001). In addition to the semantic 
information of a particular crime event any crime scene has a precise geo-
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spatial location (excluding cyber-space crime possibly). Using geoinfor-
mation technology with its powerful geographic information software sys-
tems, these data can be captured and analysed. The core component, a 
geographic information system (GIS) is therefore widely used for spatial 
analysis of crime data both in academic research and in practical law en-
forcement (Murray et al., 2001). To document and communicate the find-
ings of the analysis, maps are created. According to the analysis, maps 
vary in subject, purpose, audience and map quality. In fact, cartographic 
visualizations can be considered the key element to communicate the re-
sults of crime analysis. Map visualizations produced by crime analysts 
both in the operational and academic field are generally presented in the 
form of traditional two-dimensional, static maps. Most frequently these 
maps show feature- or pattern distributions, e.g. spatial variation of crime 
hotspots related to certain offences. Depending on the map topic and an-
ticipated audience, these maps can be difficult to comprehend. A common 
issue deals with the question how to define adequate threshold values for 
choropleth maps of certain hotspots. For instance it is often rather ambigu-
ous from which value precisely hotspots can be considered “hot” (Chainey 
and Ratcliffe, 2005).  

In this work 3D geovisualization approaches are used to visualize crime 
and crime-related issues in interactive three-dimensional geovirtual envi-
ronments. Consequently taking advantage of the third dimension, this con-
tribution tries to identify benefits for a cartography-oriented design of 
three-dimensional landscapes of security and insecurity. As this concept 
links digital processing and analysis of spatially related crime data with 
easy-to-comprehend 3D visualizations the GIS and VIS tasks are com-
bined in a three-step workflow specifically designed for that purpose (cf. 
figure 1):  

• Processing and analysis of geocoded crime scene data with GIS meth-
ods. This includes grid based analysis as well as kernel density estima-
tion (KDE) techniques. Using local indicators of spatial association the 
results of this KDE analysis are tested for statistically significance.  

• Creation of a three-dimensional geovirtual environment. A 3D city 
model is used to determine building distances to the closest crime 
scene. This interactive environment is modelled outside the GIS. For 
this purpose a specialised 3D visualization system is used. 

• Integration of the results of spatial analysis into the geovirtual envi-
ronment. 
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Fig. 1. Workflow applied in this study 

After the introduction of related work (Section 2), we apply a scale-
oriented approach: at a first level we apply 3D visualizations of crime 
scenes on a small, citywide scale by analysing and mapping crime scene 
distribution patterns (Section 3.1 and 3.2). At a second level we present 
some alternatives for visualization on a larger scale, focusing on the build-
ing level by using the three-dimensional city model.  

The combination of analysing crime data and visualizing the results with 
methods from the field of 3D geovisualization can help to overcome cer-
tain shortcomings of communicating complex spatial phenomena – to 
both, the public and responsible decision makers.  

2  Related Work 

This section provides a brief overview of existing studies in the disciplines 
of crime mapping, 3D geovisualization and 3D crime mapping.  

2.1  Crime Mapping 

There is a vast amount of literature addressing crime mapping applications 
in theory and practical application. An introduction into theories, methods 
and selected software systems used to document, monitor and analyse 
crime data is given by Chainey and Ratcliffe (2005). Since most crime 
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analyses are based on geocoded point data of crime sites, precise geocod-
ing is a major prerequisite for spatial analysis. McCarthy and Ratcliffe 
(2005) review this topic of spatial data (in-) accuracy. However, dealing 
with geocoded crime data, an eminent task is to detect and map spatial hot-
spots of certain offences. According to Ratcliffe (2004), cited in Boba 
(2005), a hotspot is defined as an “area with high crime intensity”. In addi-
tion to Chainey and Ratcliffe (2005), an introduction into the different ap-
proaches of detecting and mapping hotspots can be found in McCullagh 
(2006). With “prospective hotspot mapping” a different approach is intro-
duced by Bowers et al. (2004). Here the authors present a bandwidth pa-
rameter for calculating hotspot surfaces which is not set arbitrarily but is 
determined empirically (as to be 400 meters). However, areas with higher 
crime rates than other areas should be tested statistically. Craglia et al. 
(2000) provide some insights addressing issues of statistical test and func-
tions.  

2.2  3D Geovisualization 

MacEachren and Kraak (2001) present key themes and issues of geovisu-
alization. Based on their conceptual framework Slocum et al. (2001) dis-
cuss a research agenda on cognitive and usability issues in geovisualiza-
tion. Adapting techniques of information visualisation to the requirements 
of cartography, Kraak (2002) highlights that modern geovisualization 
helps to “stimulate visual thinking about geospatial patterns, relationships 
and trends”. Furthermore he emphasizes the advantage of creating three-
dimensional visualizations that allow for an “additional variable to be dis-
played in a single view and, as such, gives the user a direct insight into the 
relationship between these variables”. Meng (2002) argues that the user 
can easily interpret spatial relationships of three-dimensional presented 
geo-objects without having to consult a legend. Jobst (2007) highlights the 
fact that three-dimensional cartographic visualizations provide “a more in-
tuitive acquisition of space, due to an explicit use of 3D”. Both, Meng and 
Jobst indicate also disadvantages concerning three-dimensional visualiza-
tions as for instance the absence of a single scale in perspective views, oc-
clusion of objects, etc. However, construction of virtual three-dimensional 
geovirtual environments requires dedicated software systems. The LandX-
plorer software is an appropriate system for visualizing interactive three-
dimensional maps (Döllner et al., 2006; Döllner et al., 2003).  
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2.3  3D Crime Mapping  

In contrast to the abundant literature on crime mapping only little works 
can be found on the use of three-dimensional geovirtual environments in 
crime mapping. Though, a lot of research is carried out in the discipline of 
forensic three-dimensional scene reconstruction of crime sites (as for in-
stance Se and Jasiobedzki, 2005). But there is also some work pointing in 
the direction of this paper. Lodha and Verma (2000) for instance present 
some three-dimensional visualization techniques for crime data. Based on 
VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) the authors present an urban 
crime mapping application. In this regard they create predominantly 3D 
bar-charts, where the number of crimes is specified on the z-axis while 
spatial orientation is given on the x- and y-axis, describing an underlying 
grid. However, basic 3D visualizations of surfaces calculated on the basis 
of crime data, as for instance hotspot surfaces, can be found frequently – 
for instance in Harris (2000). Using Google Earth, even 3D city models 
can be used as an environment for presenting 2D or 3D crime maps (for 
instance http://www.geo-spatialtraining.com).  

The approach presented here allows for integrating crime data into large 
three-dimensional city models and extensive geovirtual environments. Its 
key objective is to facilitate and advance geovisual analysis.  

3  Mapping Crime in Three-Dimensional Geovirtual 
Urban Environments  

This paper focuses on analysis, integration and visualization of crime data 
in three-dimensional geovirtual urban environments on different scales – 
from overall crime scene distributions to the building level. MacEachren et 
al. (1999), cited in Fuhrmann (2001) describe geovirtual environments 
(GeoVE) as particularly immersive, information intense, interactive and 
intelligent.  

In a first step a three-dimensional geovirtual environment is created for 
the German city of Cologne. This provides the basis for subsequent urban 
crime data visualization. The Cologne GeoVE consists of a digital terrain 
model, a 3D city model, high resolution aerial photography (25 cm/pixel), 
digital cadastral map and further vector-based datasets including rivers, 
administrative boundaries and others (cf. Figure 2). We want to point out 
that the GeoVE presented here as a static screenshot image is completely 
interactive. A commercial GIS (ArcGIS) is used to process the datasets 
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and to prepare them for 3D visualization. Afterwards the datasets are 
integrated into LandXplorer.  

Fig. 2. Virtual three-dimensional environment of the city of Cologne 

3.1  Identifying and Visualising Hotspots 

Robbery crime scene data of 2007 are provided by the police headquarters 
of the city of Cologne. Each crime scene is described as a single point ob-
ject, geocoded by x- and y-coordinates. In addition to these coordinates 
each point carries further thematic attributes describing time of the of-
fence. Mapping those robbery scenes with the purpose of creating first 
overview maps on relative small scales, one has to consider, that basic po-
sitional-based point maps do not show all of the recorded crimes since 
several robberies can have the same coordinates (several robberies at the 
same registered position at different times). Visualising large spatial point 
datasets with point symbols is problematic as concentration of point sym-
bols limit the perception of each separate position. Graduated symbols, in-
stead, provide for a better comprehension of the geographical distribution 
of crime scenes. The use of graduated symbols requires the classification 
of data values (number of robbery incidents per crime scene) as a prerequi-
site. One class is represented by one symbol that clearly differentiates in 
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size from other symbols depicting other class values. Therefore the posi-
tion of a symbol marks the position of a robbery scene, while its size 
represents the number of robberies (cf. Figure 3). Relating the crime 
scenes to a regular grid is an alternative visualisation for point or point-
related data. First, the study area is overlaid with a grid of specific cell 
size. Specification of the cell size is not straightforward. On the one hand 
this value should not be too small because this might yield too many cells 
with no or very few crimes. On the other hand, a large cell size might pro-
duce a map which is too coarse. Taking the spatial distribution of the rob-
bery scenes as an experimental basis, a grid cell size of 200 meters turned 
out to be adequate to depict the spatial structure of robbery scenes. Subse-
quent to the definition of cell size the resulting grid values are classified 
and colour-coded according to their number of crimes calculated per grid 
cell (cf. Figure 4). 

Fig. 3. Section of a thematic 2D map showing robberies in the city of Cologne  

Fig. 4. Section of a 2D map showing robberies on a grid basis 
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In a 3D environment the number of crimes per grid cell can efficiently be 
visualised by assigning grid cell values to a vertical z-axis. Thus the cell 
height represents the number of crimes (cf. Figure 5). The 3D environment 
allows for intuitive, interactive exploration and analysis of both number 
and distribution of crime scenes.  

Fig. 5. 3D visualization of total number of robberies per grid cell 

The distribution of offences in space and time is one of the cardinal pur-
poses of crime maps. Analysing hotspots is therefore of substantial interest 
for security agents as well as for decision makers in urban planning. De-
pending on the cell size and the vertical scale applied grid maps may re-
veal spatial-temporal clustering of particular crimes. To facilitate optimal 
analysis and communication of crime hotspots more sophisticated methods 
of analysis (and visualisation) have to be applied. 

 A well suited and commonly used method for identifying and visualis-
ing hotspots is based on calculating a continuous surface representing den-
sity values of certain offences1. Density mapping techniques using kernel 
density estimations (KDE) are one adequate method to identify and map 
crime hotspots. Although different kernel density functions exist (see 
Smith et al., 2006), each KDE-algorithm eventually results in a grid whose 
cell values represent density values (of incidents per a defined surface unit 
                                                      
1 Unlike other point based data (as precipitation data for instance), crime data can 

not be interpolated to a continuous surface by implication.Therefore, methods 
such as, for instance, inverse distance weighting (IDW) or spline interpolation 
algorithms are inadequate to create a continuous hotspot surface. 
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of measure). To produce a KDE-surface map the study area is first overlaid 
with a grid of user-defined cell size. Subsequently density values are cal-
culated for each cell – depending on the kernel density function applied. 
For analysis of robbery scenes in Cologne we use the quadratic kernel den-
sity function implemented in ArcGIS: 

      
                   

 
with hdt ij /=  ,  h as bandwidth  
This function calculates for every cell of the resulting density grid g at 

grid location gj, a value with distance dij from each robbery scene i. This gj 
value is calculated as the sum of all applications of the kernel function 
over all event points in the crime scene dataset. As a result the grid gener-
ated represents density values of crimes sites related to a surface measure 
(for instance number of crimes sites per square kilometre). The input file 
for this KDE analysis is a dataset with crime scene locations. Before used 
as input for KDE analysis, this dataset is preprocessed: based on the rob-
bery positions a new dataset is created that contains the total number of in-
cidents per crime scene position as an attribute value. If there are several 
robberies at the same position, but at different times, these are counted and 
aggregated into the new dataset. The total number of robberies per identi-
cal crime scene position is written to the new datasets database as an at-
tribute value. This dataset is used as input file for KDE analysis. Another 
input parameter is the cell size and the bandwidth (the search radius with 
distance dij). For this study a hotspot grid for the robberies 2007 is calcu-
lated using ArcGIS spatial statistics. For our study region we consider a 
bandwidth parameter (search radius) of 400 meters and a cell size of 50 
meters as appropriate. The bandwidth value has experimentally been de-
termined at 400 meter since it represents possible hotspots as well as the 
general distribution of crime scenes. For visual analysis the resulting hot-
spot grid is integrated into the 3D geovirtual environment. Using a colour-
less continuous surface instead of the 2D classified and coloured grid pro-
vides an alternative representation of the KDE grid: to allow for a visual 
differentiation of regions with higher crime densities from regions with 
lower densities, predominantly traditional two-dimensional choropleth or 
isopleth maps are created on the basis of the hotspot grid. This requires de-
fining adequate thresholds for the class breaks. That, in turn, finally leads 
to the issue that different maps result from different threshold definitions. 
However, using a three-dimensional surface no thresholds have to be de-
fined for initial visualization (cf. Figure 6). 

( ) 1,1
4
3  g 2

j ≤−= tt
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Fig. 6. 3D visualization of robbery hotspots based on a KDE surface without 
threshold classification  

Integrated in the 3D environment this thematic relief facilitates an intui-
tive exploration and interactive visual analysis of crime site densities on 
relative small and medium scale levels. In addition the surface can be over-
laid with various geocoded textures – for instance with (classified) chorop-
leth or isopleth maps of the hotspot grid or with topographic maps (cf. 
Figure 7). This multiple feature coding of crime site densities can be con-
sidered as an effective visualization method to single out certain hotspot 
regions – for instance to brief decision makers.  

Fig. 7. 3D visualization of a classified KDE surface  

One disadvantage of kernel density smoothing techniques is that areas 
might be covered by the surface as well where no robbery can take place. 
For instance no robberies will be encountered in the waterbodies of Rhine 
river. Using 3D visualization techniques this mistake becomes obvious. 
GIS functions based on map algebra allow for subtraction these areas from 
the KDE grid before the surface is integrated into the geovirtual environ-
ment (cf. Figure 8). 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the KDE surface with (left Figure) and without (right Fig-
ure) surface correction 

The geovisualization techniques applied so far facilitate an initial visual 
exploration of crime scene distributions. This high potential for an intuitive 
presentation of geographic information paves the way for an instant grasp 
of complex spatial situations. However, to prove the existence of a certain 
hotspot region from a statistical point of view, further analysis should be 
conducted. Therefore, the crime scene distributions are tested for statistical 
significance using local indicators of spatial association. Eventually, those 
hotspots showing high levels of statistical significance can be analysed 
more detailed on a larger scale level.   

3.2  Validating Hotspots Using Local Indicators of Spatial 
Association (LISA) 

Applying KDE techniques a smooth surface of crime densities is calcu-
lated. However, possible hotspot regions need to be verified statistically as 
well. This allows for differentiating hotspots relative to their significance 
level. Furthermore, visualising these results in a three-dimensional envi-
ronment facilitates an interactive exploration of the hotspot surface while 
allowing the user simultaneously to check corresponding statistical signifi-
cances.  

To identify crime scenes that indicate an overconcentration of high (or 
low) robbery offences we apply local indicators of spatial association, also 
known as LISA statistics (Anselin, 1995). These indicators allow for ana-
lysing datasets on a local instead on a global level (for instance by using 
Moran’s I or Geary’s C) and allow for identifying differences between data 
values on a regional scale. From the methods of LISA statistics available 
(Local Moran’s I, Local Geary’s C) we calculate Getis-Ord (Gi

*) statistics, 
because this method detects areas where average values on a local level 
differ from those on a global level. In other words, areas can be identified 
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by Getis-Ord (Gi
*) statistics where the number of observed crime incidents 

exceeds the number of observed incidents in the whole study area. Gi
* is 

calculated as following (Craglia et al., 2000):  
 
     
            
 
 
 
In other words, Gi

* is the sum of weighted data values within a certain 
distance around an observation point i (wij(d)). A positive Gi

* value marks 
spatial clustering of high values: crime sites with high numbers of offences 
are surrounded by similar points (hotspot). In turn, a negative Gi

* value in-
dicates that a crime site with few offences is encircled by crime sites show-
ing few offences as well (coldspot). More detail on testing for spatial auto-
correlation using Getis-Ords statistics can be found in Getis and Ord 
(1992) and Ord and Getis (1995). 

To analyse the robbery dataset we apply the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic tool 
implemented in ArcGIS 9.2. Compared to (2) ArcGIS calculates Gi* statis-
tics in a slightly modified way (ArcGis Desktop Help):   
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The result is a z score for each location. This z score describes where 
features with high or low values cluster in space. To determine, whether a 
hotspot is statistically significant the local sum for each feature and its re-
spective neighbours is compared in proportion to the total of all global fea-
tures. If the calculated local sum differs from the expected local sum, and 
this difference is too large to be caused by random change, the result for 
that specific feature location will be a statistically significant z score. The 
higher the z score of a feature, the more intense is the clustering of high 
values in the neighbourhood of that feature (hotspot). Correspondingly, 
lower z scores imply more intense clustering of low values (coldspot).  

Using ArcGIS is of advantage since the results (z values) are written to 
the input features database. Thus z values are linked to the map features. 
To test the KDE surface (Section 3.1) for its statistical significance, identi-
cal robbery incidents are used for Gi* statistics. As the input file for Getis-
Ord Gi* statistics the dataset containing the total number of robberies per 
identical crime scene location (cf. Section 3.1) is used. Using the ArcGIS 
implementation of Gi* statistics, a “fixed” Euclidean distance (wij(d)) has 
experimentally been determined at 200 meters.  

The resulting dataset is classified according to their z scores. Subse-
quent class breaks are chosen to visualize significance levels of p=0.05 and 
p=0.01. In a final step this dataset is integrated into the three-dimensional 
environment. The resulting 3D visualisation allows the user to explore the 
KDE-hotspot surface; he also can check the hotspots for statistical signifi-
cance levels. Significance levels are visualized by spheres in different col-
our (cf. Figure 9). This Figure shows that the hotspots in Cologne centre 
west of river Rhine, are also statistically highly significant.  
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Fig. 9. 3D visualization of a classified KDE surface and associated symbols show-
ing levels of statistical significance 

At this stage the hotspot grid is still independent of administrative 
boundaries. However, to facilitate further visual analysis, we provide Gi* 

statistics based on certain spatial entities. Therefore we spatially aggregate 
offences to neighbourhood district boundaries. For this purpose the num-
ber of crimes per neighbourhood is counted. In a second step this dataset is 
used for Gi* statistics. As a result each district-polygon gets a z-value, that 
describes the clustering of high/low robbery incidents in an around a 
neighbourhood. This dataset is integrated into the 3D environment (cf. 
Figure 10).  

 

 
Fig. 10. 3D LISA map: visualization of Gi* statistics as applied for neighbour-
hoods in the city of Cologne 
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Figure 10 indicates that neighbourhood districts close to the centre tend 
to be surrounded by neighbourhoods showing high number of offences, 
while father districts are predominantly surrounded by neighbourhoods 
representing lower number of offences. Based on suchlike visualisations, 
decision makers as well as urban planers are able to explore each 
neighbourhood district robbery rate by navigating through the virtual 3D 
environment. 

In a further step we increase the analysis scale through focussing on par-
ticular hotspots. On that level we include the urban landscape with its vari-
ous interdependencies for visual analysis by integrating a three-
dimensional city model into the virtual environment. 

3.3  Integrating the Urban Landscape 

To allow for in-depth- analysis the virtual environment is extended by a 
3D city model. The use of a 3D city model facilitates visualizations of spa-
tial relationships at the building level in an easy to comprehend way. This 
analytical and geovisual potential of 3D city models can be instrumental 
for decision makers working in security agencies for an instant compre-
hension of complex spatial phenomena related to urban security issues. 
However, city models vary in semantic and graphic detail from those with 
reduced level of detail (LOD1) to completely textured LOD3 models. The 
latter are often complemented by interior models of single rooms to com-
plete buildings (Gröger et al., 2005, Döllner et al., 2006). In this study we 
use a city model that consists of approximately 22,000 buildings. Since 
this model was generated form airbone-LiDAR data, roof geometries are 
also included (LOD2).  

To facilitate geovisual analysis in terms of comparing single buildings 
with the robbery hotspots, the city model is overlaid with the KDE-hotspot 
grid. Figure 11 shows the central Cologne hotspot area with a correspond-
ing 3D city model. To broaden this visual approach and to facilitate further 
analysis, we calculate for each building the minimum distance to the clos-
est robbery scene. Based on the crime scene dataset an Euclidean-
distances-grid with a cell size of two meters is calculated. Each pixel of 
this grid represents the distance to the closest crime site. This grid is com-
bined with the city model: for each of the 22,000 buildings those pixels are 
detected that are included by the respective building footprint. From this 
set of pixels we determine that one with the lowest value – which is the 
minimum distance of the building to the closest crime site. This value is 
added to the building database as a new attribute. 
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Fig. 11. 3D city model with additional hotspot texture and crime scene positions  

Afterwards, the building dataset is classified and coloured according to 
these minimum distance values. The subsequent 3D visualization allows 
for exploring particular buildings of urban districts affected by a high 
number of robberies in their neighbourhood (cf. Figure 12). Since the dis-
tance values are stored in the buildings database, the creation of specific 
selection set of buildings for further analysis is supported.  

Fig 12. Minimum distances of each building to the closest robbery crime scene as 
overview visualization and with a smaller camera distance  
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This visualization facilitates an intuitive geo-communication about the 
distances of each building from the closest crime scene.  

In addition an alternative visualization is created, visualising the “sky-
line of crime”. For this kind of illustration the minimum distances to the 
closest crime scene is used as building height information (cf. Figure 13). 
However, this kind of visualization is suitable only for a small number of 
crime scenes. The higher the number of crime scenes, the more irregular 
the distribution of building heights and the less intuitive the graphic is.  

Fig. 13. The skyline of crime: the minimum distance value is used as new height 
information for each building. The higher the building, the greater is the distance 
to the closest crime scene 

Finally, to facilitate maximum transferability of some of the presented 
city model applications a GIS plug-in is programmed. With this tool the 
user can easily create the proximity grid and calculate the minimum build-
ing distances to the closest crime site. Furthermore the creation of new da-
tabase entries for each building regarding the membership to a distance 
class is supported (for instance: “distance to closest crime site >200 and 
<300 meters”). Colouring the buildings according to this crime site dis-
tance is straightforward by using these field values. Moreover the tool al-
lows for creating hotspots based on KDE algorithms as well. To enhance 
the usability of hotspot mapping, we implement the possibility to calculate 
several hotspot grids with different bandwidth distances in one pass. 
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Therefore the user does not have to spend much time with the tedious pro-
cedure of running the same GIS function many times using different dis-
tance values. This ArcGIS plug-in is programmed as a dynamic link li-
brary (DLL) using ESRIs ArcObjects and Microsoft .Net framework with 
visual basic as the programming language. Figure 14 shows the dialogues 
of this plug-in. 

Fig. 14. Developed plug-in for ArcGIS 

4  Conclusion 

This paper presented several methods and functions for analysing and vi-
sualising crime data with three-dimensional geovirtual environments by 
the example of the city of Cologne. For this purpose we combined methods 
of analysing crime data with innovative 3D geovisualization techniques. 
Starting on an overview scale, we visualized crime scenes aggregated to a 
grid dataset. A second step included the calculation and 3D visualization 
of statistical surfaces based on kernel density estimation. Afterwards we 
increased the analysis scale by focussing on particular hotspots and by in-
cluding the urban landscape via integrating a three-dimensional city model 
into the virtual environment. In the end we developed a GIS plug-in for the 
purpose of a user friendly execution of several of the applied techniques. 
However, for further studies the 4th dimension should be included in fur-
ther analysis. Therefore next steps in this project will comprehend time re-
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lated analysis of hotspot patterns. Further innovative three-dimensional 
visualization styles will have to be developed for displaying these issues 
with a cartographic yet appealing way.  
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